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Erwin Citizens Awareness Network (Erwin CAN)
P. O. Box 1151, Erwin, TN 37650

August 1.4, 2008

Commissioner Gregory Jaczko:
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (LETTER AND ENCLOSURES. SENT VIA. FED-EX)
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 208.52-2738,

Dear Commissioner Jaczko:.

Ref: SNM License-124, Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. (NFS), Erwin, TN; Docket. 70-143

1. The Erwin Citizens Awareness Network (Erwin CAN), respectfully requests& that, this,
letter be entered into-your ADAMS. database.

2. The attached letter,. dated August. 7.,•2008, was in the processof being.signed' by'
members of the Erwin. Citizens. Awareness Network, when the sale of.Nuclear Fuel:
Services, Inc., to Babcock- and.Wilcox,,was announced-on August 12. However, the'
attached letter still stands, and we wantyou to know that residents of Erwin; TN, are still'
concerned, perhaps even more so, about-their health, safety, and environment regarding
the NFS site.

3. As you so well know, NFS•.hasa, long history of accidents, willful. acts;
noncompliance, procedural and. license' violationsý equipment malfunctions, and" safety
equipment control failures. We will .continue to be concerned about how the new
company will operate, and'.hope that they will not continue unsafe businessas usual at
NFS. We would hope-that they stop, as long as& required, to- establish arobust safety
culture and make equipment and' facility repairs/replacements before continuing,
operations. Unfortunately, we, saw noýmention, of safety first in the'recent news.articles
about the acquisition.

4. The February 16, 2008; Safety Culture Board of Advisors (SCUBA): report stated, in
part:

* The NFS organization has become accustomed to tolerating recurring equipment
problems, operational burdens and workarounds, degraded equipment conditions.
and degraded infrastructure issues.

" Insufficient financial, resources have been applied, to meet NFS's facility
infrastructure needs. The current physical condition of the facility is considered to
be deficient when compare to industry standards and norms.

" While it appears that NFS has'sufficient engineering resources to support safe
operations of its nuclear facilities, these resources are frequently diverted to support
new business opportunities
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* The SCUBA team observed degraded conditions, some of which create
industrial/personnel safety risk and some of which create risk to continued
production.

" Equipment problems have become accepted on the basis of a "run to failure"
philosophy. NFS has a reactive approach to preventive maintenance and tends to
operate equipment until it fails. The preventive maintenance program for Safety
Related Equipment (SRE) and Items Relied on for Safety (IROFS) is also reactive
in that functional testing failure determines when SRE and IROFS will receive
maintenance attention.

" Supervisors' primary focus is production and quality issues. Very little time is
spent on establishing and reinforcing safety performance standards, including
procedural compliance.

" Procedural compliance is a significant problem at NFS-Erwin. The site has a
history of NRC violations associated with procedural adherence deficiencies, and
procedural non-compliance.

" Supervisory oversight focused on production. Safety (nuclear and industrial) is not
emphasized in the work practices or work orders. The workforce often describes the
environment as a production-oriented envirom-nent where workarounds are
rewarded if they can "save a run."

" Operators have been instructed to operate outside of procedure scope by
supervisors. Supervisors are often present when procedural violations occur, yet
violations go unreported or undetected.

" NFS does not have a comprehensive work management process/system to identify,
prioritize, plan, schedule, manage risks and execute work.

5. NOW is the time for the NRC and Babcock and Wilcox to halt operations and fix all
of these problems for the safety of the public and the employees. The NRC needs to hold
accountable the past, present, and future ownership of this company.

6. We are watching and will continue to watch. We expect to see positive changes, and -

an openness on the part of the licensee, the NRC, and the DOE.

We look forward to your response.



Erwin Citizens Awareness Network (Erwin CAN)
P. 0. Box 1151, Erwin, TN 37650

August 7, 2008

Commissioner Gregory Jaczko
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (LETTER AND ENCLOSURES SENT VIA FED-EX)
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852-2738

Dear Commissioner Jaczko:'

Ref: SNM License-124, Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. (NFS), Erwin, TN- Docket 70-143

1.. The Erwin Citizens Awareness Network (Eiwvin. CAN), respectfulyl, requests that. this: letter and.
attachments (less the petitions)- be, entered into your ADAMS database.,

2. Enclosed are 48 pages of a petition-that states that,. until; NFS has.a safety culture- at. its Erwin
Tennessee facility, it should not be allowed to store. and process, additional quantities. of bomb-
grade uranium here. (Attachment, A): With, 366 residents of Erwin willing to put their names to
this petition, and an additional216, or so home.and business.owners from Unicoi County,
surrounding counties, and even from other states joining in, there is unprecedented opposition
here to expansion of NFS's possession limit, and of additional. storage and processing of highly-
enriched uranium (HEU) in Erwin. Nuclear Fuel' Services has been declared a Public Health,
Hazard by the Agency for Toxic Substances and" Disease-Registry (ATSDR)',in its May 29, 2007
Public Health Assessment. (Please:also .add~the "Public. Health..Assessment for Nuclear Fuel
Services, Inc., Erwin, Unicoi. County, Tennessee, EPA Facility ID:- TND003095635"' --

http://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/H,C/pha/NuclearFuelServices/Nucl'earFuelServicesPHA0'52907.pdf -
-- to ADAMS.) Following, are some reasons. for our community's:unwillingness.to continuelto
be subjected to accident-proneýNFS'.

" NFS is under a Confirmatory Order, and is supposedly also receiVing enhanced NRC
oversight following. the.37-liter spill of I-EU. on March. 6; 2006--,an accident covered, up
for 13-months during NRC's.three-year OUO policy. (See Accession, Number
ML071990558 in the NRC's ADAMS database)

* NFS admitted to a lack of safety culture and agreed to the appointment of an independent
Safety Culture Assessment Team. (See minutes of closed meeting between the
Commissioners, Region II, and NFS, May 30, 2007 and Discussion of Security-Issues).
(ML071930389).

* NFS once again deceived the public through the media when a company spokesperson
was quoted in a November 26, 2007 Johnson City Press article saying that "NFS proves it
has a safety culture every day." (Attachment B)

" Yet, the NRC continues to allow NFS to store and process highly-enriched uranium
(HEU) without a safety culture which, according to an NFS News Release, will not be
instituted until 2011. (Attachment C) Further, the April 22, 2008 Safety Culture Board
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of Advisors (SCUBA) report revealed that NFS is not meeting safety expectations in nine
of the 13 categories and the company is only partially or minimally meeting NRC
expectations in the other four areas. Still, your agency continues to grant this
government contractor license amendments for increased possession limits.

NRC's apparent willingness to relax Section V.3.B of the Confirmatory Order dated
February 21, 2007 (ML073231216), and extend the timetable for achieving a safety
culture at NFS. Now, it seems that NFS will not have a safety culture in place until 2011,
if then. So, that leaves us, the public, vulnerable in the meantime. (It was interesting to
learn that Patrick Card -- National Nuclear Security Administration-Naval Reactors, who
initially recommended the OUO policy to the NRC -- is SCUBA's subject matter expert
and advisor). (ML072820542).

" The public awareness that NES frequently does not seem to know the amount of product
it has in inventory and must constantly request more time to complete "receipt
measurements" and/or "physical HEU inventory" and/or to use "shipper's quantities"
when there are shipper-receiver differences. This observation is supported by
Amendments 3, 7, 16, 21, 35, 41, 42, 46, 53, 55, 57, 70, 71, 74, 76 and 81 of SNM-124 -
16 requests in fewer than 8 years! (ML07309065 1). Two thirds of the inventory-
measurement amendments -- which do not include the numerous amendments to NFS's
Fundamental Nuclear Material Control (FNMC) plan, by the way - were granted since
NFS & Framatome/AREVA started up the Blended Low-Enriched Uranium (BLEU)
project.

" The fact that NFS' SNM License-124 has been amended 82 times (including the
aforementioned) since August 3, 1999. In the majority of these amendments, the
environmental assessments done by the Licensing Branch seem to be poorly-researched
cut-and-paste jobs from licensee reports that result, without exception, in Findings of No
Significant Impact (FONSIs) or Categorical Exclusions. It is relevant to Erwin citizen
concerns that these Categorical Exclusions were used in the amendment approvals for
NFS in 2004-2006, even though the NRC Rulemaking Notation Vote instituting them did
not occur until July 2, 2007. (ML071330008)

" Discovery of DOE/EIS-0240-SA1 dated October 11, 2007, buried on the DOE website,
which addresses the 17.4 metric tons (mt) of iHEU. This Supplement Analysis of the
1996 programmatic EIS on DOE's disposition of surplus HEU was signed by William
Tobey on October 11, 2007, AFTER the material began arriving in Erwin in August
2007, which was still during the OUO period. Much to the public's disappointment (but
not surprise), NRC representatives claimed no knowledge of this NNSA document,
although it involves two of your licensees -- NFS and BWXT.

Arrival in Erwin of an additional 1.3 metric tons of liEU, and approximately 19 thousand
mt of LEU, Natural Uranium, Depleted Uranium, and Thorium from Italy - "ETA
December 5/6, 2007" -- without any public notification, import license application, or
public comment opportunity. (ML073610337)
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Fitness-for-duty questions and possible criminal charges against an NFS executive. See
subpoena issued to NFS Attorney (Daryl M. Shapiro, Esq.), December 3, 2007, by NRC
Office of Investigations (ML080150036), and CLI-08-06 Memorandum and Order,
served 03/27/08, NRC Investigation No. 2-2006-17 (ML080870303), and FOIA request
dated May 12, 2008, regarding "an investigation and report, on an, allegation involving.the
chief executive officer of the Nuclear Fuel Services in Erwihn, Tennessee."
(ML08135003.0).

" NFS continues to violate the terms of SNM-124 and.,violations are increasing in number
with each inspection report. See Update of Nuclear Fuel, Services, Inc., 2008-04-07:
"NFS' current performance, as indicated by the number of violations identified since mid-
2007 has not significantly improvedt since the last licensee performance review (LPR).
The violations continue to indicatethat, NFS needsto' improve. its.management oversight
to ensure adherence to operational, radiological, protection; and, engineering-procedures,
This area for improvement is longstanding as indicated by two of the previous three
LPRs". (ML080580192)

" The May 12, 2008 issuance of 25 NFS: Event.Reports, 2004-2007; reveals that, the March
6, 2006 spill of highly-enriched, uranium was actually. 37 liters.and' not, the 35 stated by
NFS in the media. The, Event Reports that NRC recently made public also revealed a
failure of safety controls to "prevent a hydrogen explosion"; criticality alarm system
failures; failure of safety systems resultingin. SNMin unfavorable geometry vessels;
fitness-for-duty problems due to- "failure to adhere to five-hour. alcohol abstinence
requirements," and. a "non-license& supervisor testedi`positive:for illegal: drugs" -- just to,
name a few "events" at NFS that threaten, our community's health. andý safety.

* The enclosed 103-page Summary of "known" NFS failures,.license. violations, accidents
and other "events", withheld from the. public, from, August:2004 to August 2007, plus
additional documents through: the present (August- 2008), further supports the public's
rationale for: (1) opposing more HEU. storage and processing in Erwin, TN, (2) opposing
further licensing of additional amendments, such, as UF6 processing in the new
Commercial Development. Line, and (3). opposing renewal in 2009- of Special Nuclear
Material License- 124.

3. In addition to the 13 items listed above,, we question the relationship between the licensee
(NFS) and members of your staff in Region II, and especially the practices of the Fuel Cycle
Facilities Branch, Division of Fuel Cycle Safety and Safeguards, Office of Nuclear Material
Safety and Safeguards. The following is but one example: NFS applied for a possession and
storage limit increase on May 15, 2007. According to a Federal Register notice, the public could
request a hearing by December 17, 2007. On June 29, 2007, NNSA awarded a contract to NFS
to downblend 17.4 metric tons of HEU. The material began arriving at NFS in August 2007 (per
DOE/EIS-0240-SA1, dated October 11, 2007), and NRC granted license Amendment 79 on
November 23,2007. On December 5/6, 2007, an additional 1.3 metric tons of liEU, plus
approximately 19 thousand mt of LEU, DU and Thorium arrived at NFS from Italy. In short,
not only did the DOE start sending NFS more HEU before the Possession Limit Increase
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(Amendment 79) was granted, but the NRC also granted to NFS License Amendment 79
before the public had a chance to request hearing on the issue.

4. In the NFS request to increase its HEU possession limit, it states:
" "There will be no change in the types, or increase in the amounts of radioactive material

that may be released off-site as represented in NFS' current Environmental Report;
" "There will be no significant increase in individual or cumulative occupation radiation

exposures;
* "There will be no significant increase in the potential for or consequences from

radiological accidents.
* "There will be no changes in the nuclear criticality, industrial, fire, radiation, or

environmental safety programs." (ML072550166).
This is a stark contradiction to the increases reported by the NNSA in DOE/EIS-0240-SAl:
"a 50 percent increase in risk to workers and 20 percent increase in risk to the public." The SA
also addresses the "addition of radionuclides (U-232, U-234 and U-236)," and a huge increase in
risk from a filter fire accident. Bottom line, the SA states that the "largest calculated Maximally
Exposed Individual (MEOI) dose from downblending activities would occur at NFS primarily
due to the much closer proximity of the MEOI."

5. We will return to the discussion of Amendment 79 and the additional radioactive materials
from Italy, and discuss now the newly-discovered 2007 Supplement Analysis (SA) to the 1996
DOE EIS-0240. This supplement, DOE/EIS-0240-SA1, reflected "substantial changes" and
"significant new circumstances," regarding the disposition of surplus highly-enriched uranium at
NFS, BWXT, Y-12 and SRS -- two of which are NRC licensees. This Supplement Analysis was
never made known to this community; we discovered it on the DOE website. It addresses the
original DOE/EIS-0240, which is 12 years old, and should have been revisited seven years ago
for the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) to have been honestly abided by. Regardless
of how small these changes might seem to the NRC, NNSA or DOE, they are extremely
important to us because they affect our health and safety on a daily basis. We trust that you can
understand that.

6. We became very concerned when we read on page 8 of this Supplement that: "the resource
areas likely to be impacted include human health risk, facility accidents, transportation
risk, and waste management." The SA also addresses potential impacts occurring as a result
of sabotage or terrorism. Table 4.2-2 on Page 11 comparing the Latent Cancer Fatalities (LCF)
for the four sites indicates that the risk is significantly higher at NFS than the other sites. It
states: "This SA's calculated offsite population risk is equivalent to the following increased
annual risk of an LCF occurring in the total offsite population: 1 chance in 357 for Y-12; 1
chance in 4,545 for BWXT; 1 chance in 71 for NFS; and 1 chance in 416 for SRS." This
makes sense due to the "much closer proximity" of private residences, municipal facilities of the
Town Of Erwin, schools, churches, nursing homes, retail stores, and the hospital.

7. When confronted with this NNSA/DOE document on February 28, 2008, at a License
Performance Review meeting in Erwin, it appeared that NFS becanie highly defensive, seemed
to take ownership of the information, and apparently contacted the co-author, Hitesh Nigam, who
said the 1 chance in 71 for LCF due to NFS downblending was really one in 85 million. Nigam
eventually told the Erwin Record, "well the footnote isn't incorrect." The NRC representatives
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at the meeting said they had no knowledge of the document and would get back to us. It appears
that Mr. Robert Pierson was the ranking NRC official at that meeting.

8. On March 12, 2008 Mr. Pierson sent a letter to the three Mayors saying the. 1 in. 71 LCF was.
really 1 in "71 years" and went on to say, "it is less than the risk of a person, being, struck by
lightning, which is about one in a million." (ML080700043, ML080700f1`8, ML080700092).,
However, John Broehm, NNSA spokesperson, toldthe Erwin Record, "that's not accurate."
(Attachment D)

9, On April 2, 2008, the NRC, NNSA, and.SAIC (i.e., the contractors hired-by DOE to belatedly
do the SA) representatives came to Erwin for a public meeting toý tell us in person that the LCF
risk from NFS downblendingwas (A) one in 85 million (DOE version), (B) one in 71 years,
and/or (C) one in a million (NRC.versions). A community member asked thepanel: if the "71"
means years, then it must mean that, there would be one latent cancer fatality in,"357 years" for
Savannah River; one latent cancer fatality in "416 years"'for Y-12 and one in "4,545 years" for
BWXT. The NRC representatiVes looked at the DOE and SAIC reps, shrugged their shoulders,.
and said "yes." At that point, what- were we suppose to-do, pick one of the three ridiculous,
answers and be happy with it?

10. In the 1996 Record of Decision (ROD)' fo6r the Disposition of Surplus Highly Enriched
Uranium Final Environmental Impact Statement, it.states: "For postulated-facility accidents,
there are also differences among the sites basedon different proximities and.concentrations and
nearby populations..." "The greatest impacts to the public from. accidents would be
experienced at Y-12 and NFS, at: bothý of which, the involved, facilities. are relatively close, to,
site boundaries and population. centers.& (Federal Register/Vol. 61. No.. 15 1/Monday,, August
5, 1996, Section V).

11. In the 1996 DOE/EIS-0240; Vol. 1, Pagep 2-35. Paragraph2.23.5',, it states "thegloveboxes
would be under negative pressure at all, times to ensure that material is not released. into the
worker area." However, several spills happened, including the 37-liter:spill. onMarch 6;,2006
when SNM was piped into an unsafe-geomettT glovebox, the drains for which. were partially
occluded by debris. It is also.interesting to note that, onMarch 1,2006, only five-days before
the spill, a meeting was held at NRC Region II, "the purpose of this meeting is to discuss
the apparent violation associated with the failure to consider how credible abnormal
process conditions could degrade or defeat the function of glovebox drains (redacted). An
additional issue associated with the apparent violation involves the failure to report the
glovebox vulnerability to the NRC under 10 CFR 70, Appendix A. The issue-was not
reported for approximately three weeks." (Letter dated Jan. 26, 2006, from NRC Region R to
Kerry Schutt, President, NFS, ML081500553. See attached Summary - Attachment E --

10/02/05-11/12/05, Inspection Report 2005-10, dated Dec. 16, 2005, ML081480307).

12. We may be country people, but we are not stupid, and we deserve better. This community
has been deceived and taken advantage of for 50 years, and it needs to stop now. We are
confident in saying that no one at the April 2 nd meeting believed anything the NNSA, DOE, or
NRC reps said. The only response we received from Mr. Michael Tschlitz that evening was "gee
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we're sorry you don't agree with us." Many of the community members attending the meeting
said "it appeared to them that the NRC favored the licensee instead of the public." That certainly
has been the experience of the Erwin Citizens Awareness Network members. In the NRC
Weekly Information Report (Week Ending April 11, 2008), no mention was made regarding the
"public's disagreement" with the NRC/NNSA responses (SECY-08-0051 and ML081130391).
Suffice it to say, the meeting caused an increased loss of credibility and trust for the NRC and
NNSA/DOE -- and at taxpayers expense. Both agencies have become a laughing stock and the
butt of jokes in this community, as evidenced by the enclosed selected examples of recent news
coverage. The attached cartoons and Mrs. Kelly's letter to the editor sum up Erwin's opinion of
the DOE, the NNSA, and the NRC. (Attachment F)

13. Throughout the discussion of the DOE/EIS-0240-SA1, the NNSA and SAIC reps pointed
out many mistakes in the supplemental analysis. That is reason enough to redo the document for
public comment, and do it properly -- not a flimsy 23-page report. Needless to say, there has
been no follow-up from the DOE or the NRC. Erwin CAN sent a letter to Mr. William Tobey,
NNSA, asking for (1) a community health assessment funded by DOE and conducted by East
Tennessee State University, and (2) a proper EIS covering NFS' involvement in the disposition
of surplus HEU. A copy of that letter is enclosed as Attachment G.

14. Now that you can better appreciate the public's stand on DOE/EIS-0240-SA1 dated October
11, 2007, let us return to the timeline of Amendment 79. On October 25, 2007, Mr. Kevin
Ramsey, one of the 4 authors of a 3-page Safety Evaluation Report for this amendment, wrote
and published the EA/FONSI for the possession limit increase. On November 23, 2007,
Amendment 79 was approved -- three weeks before the deadline for the public to request a
hearing (December 17, 2007). Could it be that Mr. Ramsey was in a big hurry because he knew
about DOE/EIS-0240-SA1, with the 17.4 metric tons coming from DOE sites, and right on it's
heels another 21 thousand tons of HEU, LEU, etc. en route from Italy?

15. Now that this SA has surfaced, the increased material from Italy has arrived, the event
reports and at least some of the three-year OUO documents have been released, with this letter,
stack of petitions, news articles, event reports and summary of four-plus years of violations
and unsafe practices previously withheld from the public, the Erwin Citizens Awareness
Network respectfully requests that the Commissioners:

(1) Revisit SNM-124 Amendment 79 and do not allow any more HEU into Erwin.

(2) Deny approval of NFS's License Amendment Request (LAR) for Processing UF6
in the "new" Commercial Development Line requested on August 31, 2007
(ML073090651). The process, or some of the equipment for it, appears to already exist since it
is being inspected. However, to the best of our knowledge this amendment has not been
approved and we do not want it to be approved. (ML073040221). From an ordinary concerned
citizen's interpretation, the NFS answers to the questions posed by the NRC regarding
processing UF6 in the CD Line appear insufficient, shallow at best, and it appears to be
impossible to guarantee safety for this process (ML081790147), especially given NFS' admitted
lack of a safety culture.
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(3) Support Erwin CAN's request to DOE/NNSA for a full health assessment of
Erwin and Unicoi County.

(4) Unseal the court records involving the lawsuit between Impact Plastics and NFS
and make them public if NRC really believes in openness and transparency. If everything
is/was really OK and above board at NFS, then why were-the records sealed? According to the
NRC Performance and Accountability Highlights Report for FY 2007, the agency missed three
output measure targets in it strategic goal of "Openness." Here is a great opportunity for NRC to
improve.

(5) Reveal the extent of AREVA's involvement in the March 6, 2006 spill and in the
BLEU project in general. Since the majority of the recently-released documents hidden from
the public by the OUO policy have revealed failures and noncompliance in the commercial
BLEU Project, we would like tor know why AREVA (85% French-government-owned) is now
managing BLEU, as reflected in the NRC Inspections. Reports dated November 14, 2007
(ML073110391) and May 1, 2008 (ML081210590), and the SCUBA Team Report Executive
Summary dated February 16, 2008,. Perhaps they have been operating and managing BLEU
from the beginning? If so, would this not be something:American taxpayers should know? And.,
when did AREVA become a part of NFS - or vice versa? Once again, it appears that DOE is
running the show ...just like they were when Patrick Card, NNSA-NR, recommended that the
OUO policy be established at NFS'and BWXT' The NRC Communications Plan Rev. 1, stated,
"NOTE: The NRC will not reveal that most BWXT and NFS public information was removed
from public access due to concerns raised by DOE." (ML072900428). Why is the NRC
pandering to the French and- DOE, here?

(6) Withhold renewal. of. SNM-124 until: NFS has a Safety Culture. Based; on the
recently-released event reports;andf information that was previously withheld. during the three-
year OUO policy, we seriously question whetherNFS should receive a renewal' of SNM-124 in
2009, since they admit that it will take them until 2011 to establish a safety culture. What
should the public do about our health, safety and environment in the meantime? Regarding
safety and handling of Special, Nuclear Material (SNM), of particular concern to our community
was the statement in Enclosure 2 under "Issues to be discussed" which indicates to.us that the
BLEU process has been a nuclear nightmare (to use Representative Markey's 1980s term for
NFS) from the get go, and that it should never have been licensed:

"From system startup in 1999 until May 14, 2004, an engineered control was unable
to detect an undesired situation, was unable to implement corrective action without
requiring human intervention, and was not capable of performing the criticality
safety purpose for which it was specified." (ML081500428 & ML081430457).

16. The above six-year failure is a serious threat to the public's health and safety, not to
mention the employees. Your Region II people knew about it -- and this is just one example of
the many problems and failures outlined in the attached Summary. It seems that safety
problems occur almost on a daily basis: e.g., on July 11, 2008 and July 14, 2008, two Events
(Report #s 44344 and 44345) revealed that Items Relied on for Safety (IFOFS) were inoperable
and that the calibration on the IROFS had not been accurate for perhaps as long as 10 months.
(Calibration had expired in September 2007.)
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17. Instead of being an organization with the mission to "License and regulate the Nation's
civilian use of byproduct, source, and special nuclear materials to ensure adequate protection
of public health and safety, promote the common defense and security, and protect the
environment," from where we sit Mr. Commissioner, it appears that the NRC has simply
become a rubber stamp -- not only for the DOE -- but for your licensee, NFS, as well.

18. The recently-released documents, redacted though they may be, paint a shocking and dismal
picture of the NFS safety record and the seeming lack of NRC enforcement and discipline. The
safety culture issues, configuration management, and engineered controls were being discussed
between Region II and NFS even before the BLEU project began, but it appears that no
improvements were ever made and NFS was still allowed to operate in an unsafe condition. It
appears that Region II and headquarters staff simply "looked the other way."

19. It also appears that the NRC rarely, if ever, levies a monetary fine or holds NFS accountable
for its lack of safety and compliance with the conditions of its license. Rather, NRC seems to
issue a perfunctory "hand-slapping" at best to ceremoniously seem to be enforcing its own
regulations. It appears to us that no matter what condition NFS is in, or whether it is capable of
handling additional nuclear material or not, they get it anyway, and your agency helps them.
That leaves us, the taxpaying public, with no one to look out for our health and safety.

20. We perceive a pattern of behavior here that has been going on since at least the 1980s:
whenever NFS gets into trouble, they "reorganize", say they will do better next time, but nothing
changes. Why should we think that SCUBA will make any difference now or in the future when
it's always drjA vu all over again in Erwin? Now it's NRC's Confirmatory Order and the
SCUBA report. In the mid-1980s, it was the Markey Hearing follow-ups. In short, we are not
comforted by SCUBA. (SCUBA Report Excerpts, Attachment H).

21. The people here have little, if any, trust left in the NRC, especially after the April 2nd public
meeting debacle. Additionally, several members of this community requested a hearing
regarding the March 6, 2006 spill of highly-enriched uranium at NFS, the 13-month cover-up of
the accident (with NRC help), and the three-year OUO policy. Hearing petitioners were
bombarded with letter after letter containing nonsensical legalese from the NRC and NFS
attorneys, and, of course, were denied a hearing. As a result of having our participation in
NRC's decision-making processes denied by our own government, a substantial group of
concerned citizens has formed Erwin Citizens Awareness Network. Erwin CAN is growing
every day and since July 18, 2007, we have been watching and learning 24/7. We will continue.
We have gained considerable knowledge and research experience as evidenced by this letter,
letters-to-the-editor by Erwin CAN members, and the enclosed Summary of events and
documents withheld from the public during the OUO period, August 2004 to August 31, 2007,
and beyond.

22. We believe that Erwin CAN has good reasons to exist: (1) daily threats to our health and
safety, (2) government secrecy during the three-year OUO Policy, (3) 37-liter spill and 13-
month cover-up, (4) denial of a hearing about the spill and OUO policy, (5) NFS revelation of
the lack of a safety culture, unsafe practices and equipment at NFS as outlined in recently-
released NRC documents and event reports, (6) the belief that some members of the NRC staff
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(especially in Region II and the Licensing Directorate) are not doing an adequate job to protect
the public's health and safety.

23. Additionally, in the many documents the NRC released recently, it appears that very little, if
any, of the information, even the redacted portions, had anything to do with homeland security,
national security or terrorism prevention. Instead, it appeared that the licensee and,
unfortunately, some members of the NRC staff, as well as- the-DOE, were simply helping to
cover up, from public view, a multitude of NFS problems.

24. It takes considerable time, effort, and money to research ADAMS and other websites, make
copies of inspection reports, compile letters-and summaries, like these, and mail them. But we
are committed. If we have to work and: struggle to try and protect our, health and safety on a
daily basis, then that is what we will. do. However, as taxpayers, we should not have to do any of
this; it is what we pay your agency to, do. We need the NRC to be on our side, but we do not
believe it is.

25. We know that the Commission can, order proceedings under Subparts H and 0 of 10 CFR
Part II. However, we have triedf an Atomic Safety & Licensing Board (ASLB) hearing petition
before, and will no longer waste our time and money requesting a hearing. We believe the
serious nature of these NRC/DOE/NFS issues is a matter more appropriately handled by-
Congress. Perhaps our hard' work~and' research will be helpful to Senators, Representatives &
their staffs, and that, inspired-by this letter; Congress will get involved.

26. NFS may be a "privately-owned!' company, but they are also a government contractor
downblending HEU for commercial purposes for.. the DOE and. TVA, and producing fuel for the
Navy (DOD). As taxpayers,, we have a, right to, know and ask questions. because it is our money
that is ultimately paying for this material'. In our case, we are paying.in too. many ways.-- our tax
dollars, our personal funds; our health- and safety, and! increases in. our utility bills thanks to TVA
and its decision to throw ratepayer money down the nuclear black hole., It, appears that this
community and the surrounding areas have certainly not been, well served by the NRC and: DOE

Thank you for your time. We look, forward: to your written response, to this letter in, as much
detail as your busy schedule will. allow.

Respectfully, . • 6

Members of Erwin Citizens Awareness Network
P. 0. Box 115 1, Erwin, TN 37650
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Enclosures:
(A) 48 pages of petition signatures. NOTE: Some of the names on the enclosed petitions were
taken by phone, since the paper copies went missing from several public locations
(B) Johnson City Press, 11/26/07
(C) NFS News Release
(D) Erwin Record
(E) Summary of NFS known failures-and events, 2004 to present
(F) Selected newspaper articles, letters to the editor, and cartoons
(G) Erwin CAN letter to NNSA
(H) SCUBA Report Excerpts

Copies w/Enclosures B-H only:
Honorable John D. Dingell
Honorable Bart Stupak
Honorable Edward Markey
Honorable Henry Waxman
Honorable Bob Corker
Honorable David Davis
Honorable Phil Bredesen
Dr. David Lochbaum, Union of Concerned Scientists
Sierra Club Radiation Committee
We the People
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NFS Press Release

4/10/2008

April 10, 2008

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE Media Contact:
Tony Treadway
Tele: (423) 926-9494, ext. 112

Company's Safety Strong Campaign demonstrating
early success

(Erwin, Tenn.) - Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. (NFS) launched a campaign in December of last year

dedicated to making the fuel manufacturer a model for the nuclear business. The initiative, termed

'Safety Strong', has unified the company's employees toward becoming the best in the business.

"While government regulators and industry experts agree that NFS continued to maintain safe

operation at the Erwin plant, I wasn't satisfied with our performance, "said Tim Lindstrom, NFS

Executive Vice-President and General Manager. "I didn't want to just focus on meeting the

regulations, but excding them. Our goal is to become the best in safety and regulatory compliance

in the industry by( 2011ý..Lindstrom's experience as a U.S. Navy submarine commander brought a
whole new commitment to excellence at the Erwin plant.

NFS' union employees support the company's emphasis on safety. "The United.Steelworkers- union,

Local 9677, is behind the Safety Strong effort," explained union local president Debra Greene. "Our

local union is pleased with NFS' commitment to a heightened and finely tuned safety culture at our

worksite and we firmly support any effort that genuinely seeks to improve the safety of our workers

and our community."

The company has gone beyond the commitments it made to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

(NRC) in 2006 to conduct a study by industry experts into the safety culture of the company. NFS

asked the experts to compare the company's operations to the nuclear industry's best facilities in the

areas of safety compliance.

The experts were assembled to serve as the NFS Safety Culture Board of Advisors, collectively know

as the SCUBA Team. Begun in May 2007, the SCUBA Team surveyed employees, observed actual

work within the plant and compared their findings to operations at America's best performing nuclear

power plants and fuel manufacturing facilities. The report determined areas of relative strength and
weakness; identified needs for improvement in organizational safety culture; and established a

baseline of information for NFS to track its progress.

That comprehensive review found that improvements were necessary in a variety of areas if the

company wanted to be the best in the industry, including: maintenance, procedural compliance,

supervisory oversight and a commitment by senior management to safety as its first priority. The

SCUBA Team found that minimum NRC requirements were met in all areas. NFS will provide the

SCUBA Team's report and the company's plan to achieve safety culture improvements to the NRC on

May 1 6 th.

"One of the findings of the report is that because NFS is unique in its operations, it did not have a

4/14/2008 8:31 PM
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proper frame of reference as to what other nuclear operations did to assure safety," explained

Lindstrom. "We've already sent teams of NFS employees to other nuclear plants to observe and learn

how those plants achieve excellence. We're incorporating several new improvements at the NFS plant

from what they learned in their visits."

NFS will invest several million dollars in plant infrastructure and maintenance improvements. The

investments will.be to enhance engineered controls and reduce opportunities for human error in

production facilities. Meanwhile, several new training and oversight personnel will be hired to increase

the staff specifically assigned to assuring safety compliance. Teams with senior level oversight are

already at work on program-specific tasks. The teams include union and salaried employees.

"NFS is not where we want it to be today because our goal is-to be the best in the business in safety,"

concluded Lindstrom. "Our effort will take time, money and aconsistent'focus that will succeed."

All AIIA/ R R-II PM
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In his letter to , Lych, Pier-
son says the original NNSA
report,"coUld have been:ex-
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Exp lanations add up to big fat zero
NFS: Nuclear Fuel Ser-

vices.
NNSA: National Nuclear

Security Administration.
DOE: Department of En-

ergy.
NRC:. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission.
ECAN: Erwin Citizens

Awareness Network.
IDK: I Don't Know.
LOL: Laugh Out Loud.
I figure I might as well get

all: the acronyms out of the
way at the very beginning.
Itvs confusing enough, pep-
pered through a newspaper
article.

Don't feel bad if you've
been more than a little con-
fused after reading the

FROM ITE PUBUSHER'S DESK

By Mark A. Stevens

nicate with today on their
iPhones, Blackberries and
other digital devices - all
machines.smarter than I am.

If you've kept up with the
NFS story, you probably

.know the gist of it: a foot-
note in a. now-controversiall
NNSA report seemed to sug-
gest that downblending op-.
erations, at NFS could cause
a fatal cancer in one out of
every 71, people living in .a
50-mile radius of the Erwin
plant.

What it really says, appar-
ently, is that one~in 85 million
could develop~a~fatal cancer.

The whole thing has been
as clear as mud; and, truth-
fully, NFS has received a bad

rap throughout the whole
thing.

Surprisingly, NFS" trou-
bles stem less frbAm" ECAN
and the Sierra-Club, both of
which have expressed con-
cerns about the report, than
from the organizations" one
would expect to offer some
clear understanding of the
situation.

That's not been the case.
In fact, the NNSA, the NRC
and the DOE's efforts to ex-
plain what the report meant
in the first place has become
confusing and muddled.

No one seems to be able
to properly explain the one-
in-85-million figure. That

Please see ZERO, Page 5-A

last two weeks of coverage
about NFS and a- report from
NNSA.

First,. there are way. too
many acronyms- involved -
NFS, the NRC, the NNSA,
the DOE and ECAN, to
name the top five. It's about
as confusing to. me as the
"cyber"speak folks- commu-

Continued from Page 4-A
idoesn't 'mean that it's wrong.
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,around.
'NNSA says hat 4its one-in-'.
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vey that there is a one chancel
in 71 that one additional per-
son out of the 1.28 million
'people livihg within .50'miles
'of NFS would die from a fatal
cancer over their lifetime.I A few days after.the NNSA
came out with that clear-as-
mud explanation, -the NRC
-decided it would take its own
' stab at explaining what 'azero
:chanceiactiually meantin the
way ,o0f numbers.

The NRC decided to add'71
years to the equation, saying
it, was still. one in 85 million.,
That is, if you, didn't pay at-ý
tention. to another- correla-
tion, listed for thechances of
getting cancer. The NRC said'
thetchances'would be akin to:
your chances of being struck.
by lightning,. which.is.about:
one inr a million. , t .•

Later, KevinM.K Ramsey, a
senior project m'anager at the
NRc, admitted :.'that •€ "maybe
we're causing more problems
trying to explain it this way."

-Now that's a clear state-
ment.

Last Monday, the NNSA
said the NRC's explanation
wasn't "accurate," but on
:Tuesday: morning, even-the
NNSA had changed its mind,
saying that the NRC, in its
own ciumSy way, was essen-

tially correct.
R•eally?,Again, thanks for

clearing that ,up:
The .NNSA,' the NRC and'

the DOE' aremade.up of a lot,
.,of very' smarvt people - sci-
'entist•s,: phyicists, mathema-
ticiansz toý:niamei but a few,
.but they sure-do have a hard
time,: explaining when their'own math adds up to a big fat
zero.

IDK about you, but Ibet of-
ficials at NFS might say that
with friends like the NNSA,
NRC and the DOE, who
needs enemies?

You've got to admit that if
all this didn't surround such a'
serious subject, it'd b6e down-
right funny. Oh, who am I
kidding? Go ahead, LOL.C Chances are just about zero
that you can't help but laugh,
at these peoplie.
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Numbers total.Zero
To the editor,
My hat's. off to Mark Stevens

for his many creative stories and
editorials. The one entitled "Ex-
planations Add UP To a Big Fat
Zero," in the March 25 issue of
The Erwin Record, really hit the
nail on the head. If I might copy.
Mark's acronym list' just one
more time and add a new one to
it - SAIC.

DOE (Department of Energy),
NNSA (National Nuclear Secu-
rity Administration - a part of
DOE), NRC (Nuclear Regulatory
Commission), NFS (Nuclear Fuel
Services, Inc.), ECAN (Erwin
Citizens Awareness Network),
SAIC (Science Applications In-
ternational Group), IDK, (I Don't
Know), LOL (Laugh Out Loud).

If you've read Mark's stories
about the DOE (NNSA) document

containing a footnote referring to
1 chance in i71 for Latent Cancer
Fatalities in the area surrounding
NFS,'then youhave the story.* For those of us who attended
the meeting at Town Hall on April2, hoping to hear a bbetter expla-
nation or sensible answers from
our federal government officials,
we might as well have goneon to
prayer meeting.After all, the NRC'
and NNSA, did choose to schedule
the meetingon a church night - a
fact noi lost on ECAN.

We didn't learn a bit more than
Mark had already covered in
his newspaper articles. That's
a shame really, because it's our
government servants and tax dol-
lars at work here • -0r not! . . I

The NRCs and NNSAs had sev-
eral IDKs and had to refer often to
the two SAICs for answers, which
were not really answers either. In
the end, they said the substantial
changes and significant new cir-
cumstances, one of which is to
make and store .nuclear reactor
fuel for, foreign countries, were
really not substantial or' signifi-
cant after all.

A communiity member asked the
NRCs, NNSAs and SAICs - If 71"
equals years, then it's I chance in
71 years for NFS, I in 357 years
at Oak Ridge, 1 in 416 years at
Savannah River, and .1 in 4,545
years for BWXT. Is that correct?
The NRCs and NNSAs looked at
eachother, then looked at the SA-
ICs, shrugged thefr shoulders and
said "yes." Now, I believe that's a
definite LOL. Maybe we did learn
something new after all.

Sorry guys, it's still a "Big Fat
Zero" for me, and other ECAN
members, too. And the NRC and
NFS wonder:why weýre skep.
tical.

Wanda S. -Kelley,
Erwin

Confusion mounts
To the editor,
Any hope of clarification

of the confusing DOE/NNSA
Supplemental Analysis (SA)
about our health and safety,
cancer risks, accident scenar-
ios and many other significant
changes, left town when the
NRC and NNSA did. Leaving at
the same time was any shred of
credibility in the NRC, NNSA,
DOE and NFS.

Numerous questions were
asked but very few could be
ans~rered& The NNSA didn't-..
know what wasiin the ,riagina
1996 DOEJEIS, neither:did tihe
NRC. The NRC didn't know
what was in the last LPR re-
port about NFS and had to be
told. These officials might have
been in the same room, but
they sure were on the wrong
page.

The purpose of this meet-
ing was to clarify substantial
changes in the DOEINNSA
Supplemental Analysis. In-
stead, we only got 'r don't
knows" and more confusion
on top of an already complex
and confusing document that
affects our safety, health, envi-
ronment, and that of our chil-
dren and grandchildren. And
all at taxpayer expense.

The -NRC and NNSA offi-
cials were totally unprepared
for this meeting. When the
public is more informed than
the so called "experts" we're
in big trouble. If these officials
couldn't answer our ques-
tions, someone should have
been sent that could.

These are the same people
telling us we are safe and have
nothing to worry about, mak-
ing .serious decisions about
our health Arid safety, n6ttell-
ing us about these decisions,
and then are unable to answer
questions concerning us on
the decisions they made. Con-
fused yet?

A thorough Environmental
Impact Statement by the DOE
was requested at this meet-
ing. The DOE/NNSA Supple-
mental Analysis is based on.
assumptions with admitted
errors. The only way to really
know the risks to our health

and safety is for the DOE to
do a complete and thorough
Environmental.. Impact State-
ment with' a.health study that
focuses on the workforce and
residents of communities sur-
rounding NFS.1 These studies
have already been done at four
DOE sits: Oakridge, Hanford
Site and the Rocky Flats Plant.
A State 'Health 'Agreement
Program,. managed by the
DOE Office of Epidemiologi-
cal Studies was agreed upon,
with a grant awarded to the
Medical University of South
Carolina in 1991 to develop the
Savannah River Health Infor-
mation, to assess the health of
populations surrounding SRS
by tracking cancer rates and
birth defects in the area.

The DOE is conducting these
cancer studies because they
know impacts are associated
with DOE sites- The 'finditigs
of these studies are in the 1996
DOE/HEU Final Environmen-
tal Impact Statement (Volume
1-Appendix E-Human Health).
If DOE can do these health
studiesat other sites, we Want
to do one here:;if not, the DOE
can send the 17.4 tons of HlEU
to another site. If its so safe,
I'm sure any site would love to
have it. We don't want it:here.

Wanda Miller,
Erwin
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Concerned abUtMNS
To the e , b! iI .. r.n- 'cam:once~rned about Nuclear;lFuel"

-ervices plans toexpand downblend-_
ing:.operatipns. A•recent report 'of rom
NNSAJDOE concerpnino risk of latent
canier fatalitieps I offit.•i-population
.inidi-cated..:i-:in ill -be affected:.

.Several days afte'r ,a aNFS License-
Performance Review ,o Feb. 28, when
questionswere asked aboutý the risks, a

DOE rerisentative issued. a state6ent
sayingit he figur.es-wee inot presented

atcurately ;and-n6;w the•risk is 1inI. 85
million will beaffected•. -
,I •don'tl understan, 'where the. new

-figiure -omsfromi ,.but-I wul~d very
imuclhlike; Ithis ýclarified-as-the differ-
,ences in, thetwo' ratings is astronomi-
cal; aqnd-.suspicious.- :

INFS plans to expand pioduction-of"
.its,-downblending- operation convert!.
ing-'highl1y enriched' Uranium into low-'.
einrichedu'ranium, and product willbe
:sold' to foreign countries to uselin-their
nuclear facilities...Much water is -used,
in.the: -process. Considering all the

riks,-involved; possible contamination
of aitr and water dueto accidentsstor-
ing.highly enriched *uranium (what-,:
ever-amount) is a target for terrorists,
iand* exp.anding a nuclear processing.
topperati-ion",o ery limiited -spiace with-.
residential areas on three sides.

D o4) the citizens of Erwin and sur-
i rounding' area really, want NFS to- ex-

I pnd-p~r~ios? hat do westand -to,
gatn from this? --

- In the event ofv afatal accident or at-
tack, we hwve much, to, lose. If we are.

-ýnot_ comfortable with NRC granting a_
licenseto'NFS to expand operations,
we need ltotelllthem.

- - Mry Ann C :trowe
Erwin -

- (Publisber's Note-., As'. reportedý last
week, tbe*: authors f t:he NNSA report

a ve said that the 1-in-71 number was

misinterpreted.AccordingtoNNSA,. "the
.onein 71 annual risofalaetanr-
-fiatality rnans- that, thereý is" one ch'ance

In71'tbat one addition-al'person, in". this
-50- mile' radius populat~bio -of 1,287,973

would con tract and-die fromf atal cdn,

Comments. don't add up
K-;Thisis,in response-to laStweek's hedlines

aboUt ih & NationallX 1 Ncar :-Safet Admin-
istatis6n'-. 4,, docunient,. DOE/EIS-0240-SA1.
Thet6 c6mments supposedl y, made by Hit sh
Mg'am;~ co-author of the document, 'do' not

. pass-the common-sense testl.-:l -....

I-'atenided'the 'm-e~etin~g,'and-h~av read the-
document- and. I -believe the 1 chancei- h 71
latent- cancer fata'lities, is correct, iven Ithe.
proximity ofTNuc!ear- Fuel .Services to :the
population of Erwin and the.surroundng ar-
easKý!ep inTmind' that. Mr.,Nigam said "the
(f6otnote) ISN'Tincorrect."
' On- thesame page, (11), as thecontroversialt

Table•2-2a2.iindfootnotes,-at the bottom ofthe-
page-it states that-the largestcalculated Max-
imally Exposed -Offsite Individual.(!MEOI)
dose- from down-blending activities' would,

-occir at, N_'S primarily due tothe much cls-

eir-proximiiy of the MEOI.--
.Additionally, I found;.that most.. of.. thee

chinges stated in the docuent actfually sup-
-p1rt I t, the 1Tin 71t On page 8, it states that the
resoufr•ce•as likely to be impacted include
hium .an• healIh risk,- facility, acidpnts,-trans-
pofta;ion r.isk and waste management. Also,
,,potential'impactsexisttas~a~result:of sabotage
-9or :erori6nis Regardless of, the- 1. inm71, Ibe'-
-lieve,:thiiesestatemeits are just about all I need&
to h.eair.ý.'-

:NFS :'simply shows. its qobvious.guilt and
fear byvattack ing&M rs,- Modica-ad'the Sierra
Cithb She-didmnotfindlthisdocument, the.Er-
win.Citizens Awareness Network-did. She
•simplytook the hnumbers ihnthe do"umeni and
rielated them tino rwi npopulatiionof 5,700.
4it's qite obvious-thatithe ýi'm~pacts would ,be
worse hertanm they would•b•e 50 miles away.

'Perhaps. ,she touched an NFS nerve. ;.
Both the Sierra. Club and: EiurwinCAN- -are

trying tohe.p the community,. -nobt urt: it.
Honorable Luiiis Brandeis, a formerjustice of
the.Supreme' Court, often. maderthe comment
that suinlighf is a greait disinfectant All these
folks are .try ing-todoisi shedsome:lijh and
truth on-an other'wisi murKy•issue...

- I believe thi§ community.has been in the
dark•too long: It's time we hads6ome ight. NFS
-mayprovid a few jobs, bii mo'ney is nothing,
If youdon'tha-you he alth. - .

Cassand ra. Mtcalf
Flag .Pon6d'

into tbe 1.-.in- million'figure".)
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join Erwin CANl., ,+ ,:.+•+ :+.- ., ++.
To theditor,

i attended the LicensePerformance Review
held by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Feb.'. 28 atNu4clear! Fuel Services'" -Training
Center. When the, LPR was done, one of our
Erwin Citizens Awareness Network,: or. Er-
win CAN, members:asked'aboutfthe 'Depart-
ment of-Energy documenptfound by. another
member of ErwinCAN earlierin the ionth.

Dated October.r-2007, the rep.ort was supu-
plement Analysis DOE/EIS-0240-SAI - an
update of thejiune 1996 Disposition of Sur-
plus.Highly Enriched Uranium Final Impact
Statemient,'DOE/EIS-0240.

The Supplement Analysis,, or SA, clearly
states (and I. quote, by page. n' umber) that
there are "substantial changes" and signifi-
cani new circumstances compared; to the'
1996 EIS (page 1); that the'enrichment'of the
HEU released by the DOE for-down-blending
had increased from 50 percent U-235 to 80
percentU-235 (page 7); and that "increases
in the offsite population dose wouId also oc-
cur due to the higher assumed U.235 enrich-
ment" (page 9).

"All risks resulting from normaloperations-
would also increase because. of the larger
dose-torLCF (Latent Cancer Fatality) risk
factor used in this SA for botth workers and
the public" (Page 9).

The footnote of Table 4.2-2 on page 1I
clearly states: ."This SA's cI alculated 'offsite
population risk is equivalent to the following
increased annual risk of an LCF occurring in
.thttal.offsite-population:-.1in7Jf •ifr2+NFS; 1
in 357 for Y-12; 1 in 416 for SRS; 1 in 4.545 for
BWXT ... The largest calcu•lated Maximally
Exp6sed Offsite individual,(EOl) dose from
downblending activities.would occur at NFS
primarily due to the much closer proximity of
the MEOI.""

So, what's NFS' and DOE's prolem, with
the fact- sheets and press packets .handed
out at the Feb. 28 meeting? Is there too much
truth in them?. .

Do they too accurately report numbers that
thd ,DOE itself calculated? .Do !those press-
packets make public W some Ivitally important
data that the DOE itself calculated? Do" th~e
press, packets make public some vitallyim-,
portant data that the DOEwanted to hide so
that the agencywouldn't haivto doa new EIS
on" ,the down-blenidiiig pirogram? DidaErwin

CAN exose' a report thatt heýDOE intefie
to:cover up?.After all,' we''ve-,alr'eady, h~ad one
cover up by the NRC'for NFS for th reeyears.

Would' one more cover .upl'rom the DOE re-

'Judging from tiheshoot-the-messenger-type
ir-responsible'and disingenuousi'rus reactions of
NFS :and DOE; looks likWeErwin CAN is on
to .something. In my opifioihn, this calls for a0
fuliad thqiirough investigatiJii •nfrom Coi.

gress and ;the Governmenit Accountability,
Office. As taxpayers, we pay for practically
everything related to the nuclear industry,
ificluding nuclear fuel, and this is one time I
wouldn't object..

Join us! With Erwin CAN,'you'll learn more
about NFS than you were afraid to ask.-

WanidaS. Kelley.,
Erwin
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• Ridiculous respones,:.:
Toithe editor,,".

The Nuclear Regulatory Commis-w
sion's resp•nse of,'71 years" to the
Unicoi. County ma reading the
one chance-in_ 71iateni cancerf• talities...
(DjOE/EIS'-0240-$ALpa ge 121)'sounds,
ridi~culous to me.

It was also noted :that theDDepart-
meint of Energy. sp 6ke-sman was-' 'quick
to tbsay, I"That's •#ot• accurate,"i-ju.st like
the .author of the document-said previ-'
ously the "footnoteisn't incorrect• .

In' the casee ofthe NRC andithi'DOE,
iappears taha the right han~d .desnr't.

kno'w"what the lefthandfi •-is: doin"g" and
ftrtemore, teyclr" agree, e a

be country peol, but, w"'e vgot some
comxmon sense and so far, none of the
responses •ive heard iass the 'comm•onh-,.
sense test.

When the four locations in the doc-
ument are compared relative to the
proximity. of the offsite populations,
unfortunately, the one chance in 71 la-
2tent cancer fatalities for the population
near NFS makes sense.

,BWXT in7Lynchburg; Va .,-isilocated-
away from the ,population, so it makes

senisethat the risk chAnce is one in 4,545. For
Savannah River inýSouth Carolina and Y-12
in Oak Ridge, their surrounding populations
are closeJr~r- that is 'why their risks, and'ourfs,
are highif. W e are closri rxmt 6n
any of tem.seinrxmtyha

A 'letter and a copy of the DOE document
were hand-carried to0U.S. Rep. David Davis'
,local officeovera month agov..

Letters were faxed and mailed to U.S.-Sens.
'Lamar Alexander and" Bb Corker."No re-
sponse.
* Unfortunately, we may have to accept the

•fact that the document is what it is, and that
.'the information is correct.. And while'it.I.is
never my intent to scare peoplej just aboulout'
:everybody I know has some type of cancer,!,
otris a cancer survivor.

It's not surprising that the Cancer Out-:
reach Associates of Tennessee set up an of-"
fice here inErwin recently.

In a letter to the editor on Nov. 6, 2007,
,Chris Tipton wrote, "The bottom line is that:.
::business looks out for business and the resi-!
dents of Erwin need to look out for their own
,health, safety and environment. We'cannot
become complacent with someone els$e's?:
promises or deceptions." .

And, as.Thomas jeffeision.once pointed.,
.,out, "The price of freedom is eternal vigi'-:
lance."

Barbara O'Neal,
Erwin



OFFICIALLY-DOCUMENTED SPILLS, RELEASES, FIRES,
EXPLOSIONS and PROBLEMS at NUCLEAR FUEL SERVICES,

USING FEDERAL AGENCY REPORTS
(Note: (R) means word or text has been Redacted)

2003
11/24/02 Investigation completed by NRC Office of Investigation (01) on July

25, 2003 to determine whether a Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc., (NFS)
decommissioning supervisor deliberately falsified records related to
the transfer of low-enriched uranium (LEU) solution. The 01
substantiated the decommissioning supervisor willfully
authorized the transfer of LEU solution without conducting
required verifications and reviews prior to and/or during the
transfer, but did not substantiate that records were deliberately
falsified. Based on NRC review, it appears that a causal factor for
the first line supervisor's willful actions was a lack of clear direction
from NFS management which tasked this individual to perform
multiple oversight activities and conflicting work assignments (in this
case asbestos abatement activities and LEU solution transfer
activities.) Further, the decommissioning supervisor's
documentation of the transfer resulted in the recording of
inaccurate information pertaining to the transfer. An apparent
violation was identified and is being considered for escalated
enforcement actions. NRC Office of Investigations Report # 2-2003-
024 (NRC Inspection Report #70-143/2002-011, 1/16/04,
ML081500552.

01/20/03-
01/24/04

The previous LPR for NFS facility stated procedural compliance was
an area needing improvement and recognized that NFS has recently
reorganized to more effectively address past procedure compliance
issues. Incidents have occurred during the evaluation period where
certain safety controls were not fully understood by workers. Since
NFS facility heavily depends on administrative safety controls, more
attention on communication of safety information to workers is
warranted. The lack of management oversight to ensure
implementation of process and safety controls in some areas
suggested that additional attention in this area was warranted. NFS'
performance and ongoing facility changes warrant increasing NRC
oversight with additional inspections of the facility expansions,
continuing actions to improve safety performance, and the
efforts for improving safety communications and management
oversight. A detailed criticality safety analysis was not
performed when changes to existing equipment and procedure
changes were made in order to process licensed material where
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more than a safe mass existed and double batching was
possible (Inspection Report (IR) 2004-001); Mass (R) limits for (R)
containers of (R) were exceeded when material was moved from
one (R) area to another by operators who did not know the NCS
requirements for the (R) area; (R) containers of (R) exceeded the
(R) HIX ratio established by NCS for a (R) area because no
method of verifying the actual H/X ratio of the material prior to
placing the material (R) had been established;Approximately (R)
(Note: newspaper article from 'Elizabethton Star dated 4/21/04 stated
25 grams uranium metal shavings) ignited inside of a glass vial after
-being shaken while a sample was being extracted. In designing this
-process, NFS had only focused on whether or not the material was
'pyrophoric, and, had not utilized available industry experience
and iprocedures on combustibility. Also '(R) had supplied
'recommendations to licensee which were not followed.

Storage .of special nuclear material, (SNM) containers in the (R)
scanning ,facilitywithout~proper.safetypostings; :Lack of supervisory
oversight fora waste transfer operation in the (R) caused
solution to be transferred from a favorable to an unfavorable
geometry vesselthat-was ,overlthe allowed ;procedural
concentration limit; thesupervisor failed :to 1properly check all
lab results and equipment conditions beforeapproving the
transfer; a transfer of:liquid process waste from the waste
disposal (R) was. performed that did not~meet NCS limits for
uranium concentration; the operator incorrectly
recalled the release limitand .informed the supervisor the
sample ,results were ,satisfactory; -the supervisor also recalled
'the limit incorrectly and approved the Atransfer; failure to
'maintain a control in the (R) ;process area'according to
,configuration management-control program led to a fire.
Licensee Performance Review (LPR) of Licensed Activities for
'NuclearFuel Services, Inc., Dodket #70-1443, 311-2/04, (3 VIO),
ML081440081.

!Results of the NRC Agency Action ReviewMeeting :(AARM).
The purpose of this memorandum is to inform the Commission of the
results of the'third AARM meeting held on •April:22-23, 2003, in
Annapolis, Maryland. AARM is an integral ipart'of the evaluation
process in the NRC reactor oversight:program (ROP) to review the
-operational 'safety performance of reactor licensees. AARM was
held to achieve five objectives, two of which~are: #1-To ensure
trends -inindustry and licensee performance are recognized
and appropriately addressed; and #2-To allow NRC senior
managers to review agency actions that have been taken for those
fuel cycle and other materials facilities with significant safety and

04/22/03-
04/23/03
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safeguards issues and identify additional actions, as applicable.
Only those plants with significant performance problems are
discussed at AARM. The plants discussed are those whose
performance had resulted in them being placed in either the
multiplelrepetitive degraded cornerstone or unacceptable
performance columns of the ROP action matrix.

Under the ROP, NRC actions are taken as necessary to address
plant performance issues as they are identified; that is, the agency
does not wait for the annual review to take actions and allocate
resources and provides for a range of actions for the NRC to
implement to address plant performance issues. One of the
measures to support the Agency's strategic performance
goal to "maintain safety, protection of the environment, and the
common defense and security" is no "statistically significant
adverse trends in safety performance."

"Materials Licensee Discussions: Mr. Martin Virgillio, Director of the
NRC Office of Nuclear Materials Safety and Safeguards (NMSS)
provided a brief description of the process that NMSS employed in
assessing licensee performance trends to arrive at which licensee
would be considered to be discussed at the AARM. Mr. Virgillio
stated that NMSS worked with the Regional Administrators to
perform a screening review and concluded that one facility,
Nuclear Fuel Services (NFS) in Erwin, TN., needed to be
discussed at the AARM.

Mr. Luis Reyes led a discussion of Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. The
LPR identified the following areas as needing improvement:
ensuring procedural compliance (identified in each of the last
three (3) years); implementation of material control and
accounting (MC&A) program; and completeness of license
amendment applications. Mr. Reyes discussed the uniqueness
and importance of the facility, MC&A inspection findings which
resulted in a Confirmatory Action Letter and an Office of
Investigation (01) investigation; unresolved items; and
upcoming Licensee and NRC actions. As a result of these
discussions, the senior managers concluded the performance of
Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. does not meet the criteria in SECY-02-
0216 for discussion at the Commission briefing on the AARM.
Memorandum from William D. Travers, Executive Director for
Operations, Results of the NRC Agency Action Review Meeting, April
22-23, 2003, dated 5/2/03; ML031250269.

11/30/03- The criticality accident and alarm system experienced five
01/24/04 trouble alarms during the two-week period from Dec. 26, 2003, to
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Jan. 10, 2004; the in-line monitor system software required elevation
of the investigate flag; the system would not permit receipt operations
to proceed until a subsequent satisfactory test was conducted. On
Dec. 31, 2003, NFS identified residual water in (R) tank when it
was believed the tank contents had been transferred to the waste
water treatment facility (WWTF) on the previous shift. Operators
performing the required non-destructive assay survey after the
transfer found more than expected activity, which led to an inspection
of the tank and subsequent discovery of the residual water. The area
supervisor directed the operator to recirculate and sample the tank
-contents in order to determine the level of (R) material present. The
supervisor subsequently discovered the discharge valve to the
,WWTF, (R) was open when it was required to be locked shut
whenever a transfer to WWTF was not in progress. This
-requirement was to prevent atransfer of waste solution to the WWTF
which may have an unacceptably high level of (R) material.

Licensee investigated the -event and found an inadvertent
,transfer had-in fact :occurred ion -July 17, 2002 under similar
circumstances (See NRC integrated -inspection report 70-14312002-
205, section.4.0, violation (VIO 70-143/2002I205-02). Fromr
September.through December 2003, :licensee had performed three
xrepair actions on valve (R). A separate maintenance record existed
.for.each repair but records did not document whether the valve had
,been replaced, repaired, or adjusted. Maintenance records did not
identify what parts or equipment had been utilized for repairs or
replacement. Interviews conducted with NFS maintenance staff
,indicated this was typical of maintenance department records.
,Although not-an NRC violation, the -lack Of information in
'maintenance records reviewed :was a potential weakness in that
*the records -did not provide support for trend analysis of SRE
failures and also did not provide documentation to support the
configuration control program. -Likewise.,!preconditioning
performed as part of periodic testing ofSRE -would be considered a
.program weakness.

Failure to perform required reviews and verifications -- this issue
concerns procedural violations which occurred on Jan. 12,
2003; Failure to perform a detailed criticality safety evaluation as
required by section 4.1.2 of the license application, for a
temporary operation which occurred from Sept. 9, 2002 through
Jan. 12, 2003. (AV 70-143/2004-01-02 and 03), Inspection Report,
116/04, EA-03-178, ML040200552.

On January 8, 2004, a radiological technician (RT) had become
contaminated with beta contamination. The individual had
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responded to assess and survey liquid dripping out of a
damaged ventilation duct. A small amount of liquid dripped on the
individual's head, and a subsequent survey identified 98,000
disintegrations per minute per 100 square centimeters (dpm/100cm2)
beta radiation. After being promptly decontaminated, his skin dose
was estimated to be less than two milli-rad. The technician was
assessed to have no internal dose from the event. The damaged
section of ventilation was temporarily repaired with a viton
patch. Inspection Report #70-143/2004-01, 2/23/04, EA-03-178 and
EA-03-124, ML081440460.

12115/03- Licensee stored multiple SNM (R) containers in a location (R)
12/18/03 which was neither designated for storage nor approved by a

posted station limit card. The inspector observed the storage of
multiple 55-gallon drums containing NDA standards in a location,
which was not posted with a storage station limit card; the location
was not designated for storage by licensee procedure NFS-HS-CL-
13, which applied to the scanning facility. NFS was not maintaining
copies of approved station limits, specifically, the position of (R)
Facility Manager had not been established to maintain copies of the
approved station limits; NFS failed to conduct the implementation of
NCS-07-01 as described in licensee procedure NFS-HS-HS-A-62;
"The Guide lines and Expectations for the Implementation of Nuclear
Criticality Safety Evaluations" had not been established prior to
licensee conducting the implementation of nuclear criticality
safety evaluation. (One Violation, with three examples was
identified with implementing licensee's nuclear criticality safety
program.) An employee respirator malfunctioned (the filter cartridge
separated from the mask unit) exposing the worker to Pu-239/240.
Samples indicated slightly above licensee action limits. An intake of
1.73 E-5 uCi was added to the worker's dose record for calendar
year 2003. This net impact is a CEDE of 7.4 mrem. The inspector
also verified if the required nuclear criticality safety inspections
for every shift in the fuel manufacturing area were being
performed and noted a few were missing over the last 2 months.
Inspection Report #70-143/2003-010 and Notice of Violation,
1/26/04, ML081440508.
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2004
01/25/04-
01/22/05

The LPR for the previous review period concluded management
oversight for certain operations needed improvement. Weakness in
oversight and -procedural compliance have continued into this LPR
period and now have been found in new or modified operations.
Your prior corrective actions have not been effective. Our
current review concluded improvements were needed in the
development and documentation of nuclear criticality safety
bases and the oversight of your (R) program. Licensee*
:compromised an IROFS when they failed to demonstrate the
.concentration -of the material in the .(R) BLEU Preparation
•Facility~was less ý(R).prior to discharge; Licensee compromised an
'IROFS -when -they failed to control .(R) -unfavorable.,geometry bags
:that~were open and unattended .(R); ,Licenseecompromised an
IROFS when they failed ito remove an unfavorable geometry bag
from the OCB,process area after use; Licensee compromised an
IROES when they failed *to remove :an 'unfavorable geometry bag
from :(R); Licensee failed to verify :the availability of a fire -safety
IROFS "for the :(R),systern, (Non-cited Violation);-Failure to follow fire
:safety procedures ,thatinvolved ,new .areas/modifications; Improper
:implementation ,of LetterofAuthorization ý(R)- forlthe (R) was not
'properly implemented and -led to a fire (R); the ̀ NCS evaluation (R)
failed'to adequately~demonstrate a k-effective-below 0.95; an
.engineered control was not capable-of performing the NCS
purposefor which it was specified (Enforcement Discretion, (IR)
,2004404-02); the ,NCS evaluation for:the (R) toperation had been
modified to replace an active engineered control with -an
administrative control. The (R)NCS evaluation:lacked justification for
replacing the engineered .(R) control with an administrative sampling
control in a human performance-challenged .operating environment;
The NCS Departmentfailed to evaluate the use of a new (R)
container (R) priorto use (NC.V); A'safety related ,equipment (SRE)
process ,logic controller (R) was identified ,as being degraded; a
fire resulted when the -work request procedure'was not
adequately performed for the installation (R):due to a weakness in
the licensee's procedure for implementing ,configuration control in
Internally Authorized.changes. (NOTE: The lasttwo items are
completely redacted). Licensee Performance Review for Nuclear
Fuel Services, 3/2.2/05, IML081370278.

A spill of depleted uranium occurred in the (R) laboratory with a
notable delay in the safety office being informed; personnel
involved and the area of the spill were not promptly surveyed by a
qualified radiological control technician (RT); a second event

01/25/04-
03/06/04
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occurred in the (R) laboratory and concerned use of a sealed
glass ampule containing (R) of Plutonium 239; the ampule top
snapped off but left a sharp edge which gave the chemist a small cut
on the thumb. After reviewing laboratory precautions contained in
SOP 387 there were no specific precautions for opening sealed glass
ampules. Special precautions or safety instructions were not
issued. The chemist stated no special precautions or safety
instructions had been provided for this work.

NFS (in the process of decommissioning) has been shipping
Contaminated soil and debris in intermodal shipping containers to
the Envirocare disposal site in Utah, (Vendor-MHF Logistical
Solutions in Pennsylvania). On Jan. 15, 2004 licensee was
notified by MHF that radiological contamination had been
detected in several of the returned intermodals. The HP found
maximum fixed contamination levels to be 804,000
disintegrations per minute (dpm) beta, and 408 dpm alpha.
Smearable contamination levels were 1268 dpm per 100 square
centimeter beta and 20 dpm/1 002 alpha. Out of a fleet of 471
containers, 194 had recently been sent to MHF. Of the 194, NFS
determined 104 were shipped directly from NFS and the
remaining 90 were shipped from Envirocare to MHF. An
investigation by NFS concluded.the contaminated intermodals had
been surveyed by Envirocare and that Envirocare had shipped the
intermodals to MHF at the direction of NFS. This position was
contradicted by a letter sent to Envirocare from NFS dated Jan.
16, 2004 requesting Envirocare investigate the issue. This letter
stated the intermodals were decontaminated and free released by
Envirocare "prior to return to NFS" and that based on the free
release criteria shipping documentation provided by Envirocare, NFS
subsequently shipped the containers to MHF. The inspector made
licensee aware of the contradiction between the investigation
conclusion and the Jan. 16 letter. A URI was opened for
contaminated intermodals returned to vendors. Inspection Report
No.70-143/2004-02, 4/2/04, ML081440459.

02/23/04- Licensee failed to control unfavorable geometry bags with volumes
02/27/04 greater than (R). Six plastic bags with volumes greaten than 3.3

liters were opened and unattended in the 800 area without having
1.5 inch, openings cut in the bottom corners. This had the potential
for solution accumulation in excess of licensee's (R) volume
limit. Inspectors noted the approximately five-gallon bags contained
construction related parts associated with ongoing equipment
installation and were located in or adjacent to areas of the facility
where enriched uranium was present and uranium (R) and non-
uranium (R) solutions were normally processed. Liquid drainage
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03/07/04-
04/17/04

from five of the bags was provided through small holes cut in the
bottom corners of the bags that were partially blocked by the
contents of the bags. The sixth bag had no provision for liquid
drainage (i.e., no holes). Inspectors determined that in the event
of a solution spill, the size and shape of the holes on five of the
bags and lack of holes in the sixth bag would permit the
accumulation of greater than (R) of solution.

Licensee's CAS has 'had 27 trouble alarms since Nov. 2003 when
-licensee began substantial installation of new CAS equipment.
Inspectors determined the likely cause of the trouble alarms was
associated with the installation (i.e., placement, mounting, and wiring)
of new CAS detectors and monitors. Severity Level IV Violations,
Inspection Report #70-143/2004-201 and Notice of Violation, 3/11/04,
MLI081440450.

From Sept. 9, 2002 through Jan 12, 2003, ,operations which
involved more than a safe ,mass 'of 'licensed material where
double batching was possible were performed under temporary
procedures which involved changes to existing equipment without
performing adetailed criticality safety-analysis. Feb. 24, 2004
NFS work request80896 was approved to replace an emergency
light,(R). The -initiator failed "to ýfdllow SOP-392 requirements as
identified in the work request form -and insure all "yes/no" fields were
checked, -failed to. indicate or coordinate with Industrial Safety the
work-involved penetrating a firewall and failed to provide a detailed
description of the work to be performed. These failures led to a
ipenetration ofa firewall-that-went undetected 'for several days,
,having inadequate -compensatory measures in -place to ensure
-the integrity of the firewall.

,On March 16, 2004 a fire watch failed to maintain visual
-observation :of the hot-work activity at-all-times. Prior to March
19, 2004, new projects (R) ýhad been ,in operation for
approximately .twelve months and six months, respectively.
Licensee failed -to :incorporate these -projects in the Pre-Fire
Plan; Failure to maintain visual observation of hot -work activities at
all times; ,Failure to Comply -with written :procedures impacting fire
safety.

May 15, 2004 the inspector noted a firewall penetration was not
sealed. Licensee was not aware of the degradation in the
firewall. The .penetration was the result-of-a work request form to
replace an old emergency light. The new model did not require
connections to a power distribution box. The connections and
conduits running through the firewall were removed (as well as the
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distribution box) leaving the penetration in the fire wall; the work
request form was not properly completed; the initiator failed to
determine the safety considerations and; the work request did not
indicate the work involved a firewall and was not coordinated with
Industrial Safety as required; the work request form did not include a
detailed description of the work to be performed as required.
Failure to comply with written procedures impacting fire safety in that
a firewall penetration existed without compensatory measures.
Failure to comply with written procedures impacting fire safety for
failure to develop a Pre-Fire Plan when two new projects were being
designed, constructed and subsequently operated. Inspection
Report #70-143/2004-03 and Notice of Violation, 5/17/04,
ML081440458.

03/29/04 NRC determined NFS employee engaged in deliberate
misconduct. Inspection conducted by NRC from Nov. 24, 2002 to
Jan. 18, 2003 and an investigation completed by NRC Office of
Investigations on July 25, 2003, concluded an NFS supervisor
failed to perform required reviews and verifications that sample
results were within limits, failed to perform required
verifications of valve positions and tank inspections, and failed
to be present for the operation as required when he deliberately
failed to verify by review of the At-Site Environmental Sample
Assay System (AESAS) sample result that discard limits were
met, failed to verify that calculated sample results agreed within
(R), did not notify the nuclear criticality engineer the sample
results were above the limits, did not perform required
verification of valve positions and tank indications, and did not
observe the transfer of low enriched uranium solution as
required by licensee procedures. Furthermore, the NRC
determined these actions constituted deliberate misconduct,
which resulted in the transfer of low enriched uranium solution
without required verifications being conducted prior to and
during the transfer on Jan. 12, 2003. This is a Severity Level III
violation and caused NFS to be in violation of Safety Condition S-1 of
Special Nuclear Materials License No. SNM-124, Section 2.7 of the
License Application, and NFS Letter of Authorization (LOA)-8828-
036, Handling Miscellaneous Solutions During the (R) D&D Projects.
Letter to NFS employee, IA-04-001, Notice of Violation, Office of
Investigations Report No. 2-2003-024 and Inspection Report #70-
143/2002-11), 3/29/04, ML081500239.

03/29/04- As part of the safety program, licensee committed to establish
06/18/04 management measures to maintain the reliability of IROFS. The

inspectors noted several deficiencies in the area of testing of
IROFS; An issue was noted with testing of the blend tank high-level
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switch, the test did not have instructions for the operator to isolate the
tank should the level switch fail to actuate; During observation of the
test for process monitor (R), the inspectors noted deficiencies in the
test methodology. The functional test for the monitor did not
adequately isolate the IROFS, which was a hardwired interlock,
from the process controls, controlled by computer software; The
inspectors could not determine if the IROFS or the process logic
computer had actuated the safety interlock. On the same test, the
inspectors noted the calibration standard used to actuate the
monitor 'alarm circuitry was well above the limiting condition for
operation specified in the ISA Summary, therefore, the test did
not-verify the monitor would alarm at the required setpoint. One
significant deficiency was identified in -the (R), which was part of an
IROFS. Fluctuations in the (R) measurements of the total (R) in the
system enclosure prevented -the system from passing the functional
test. During review of the;fire:protection iROFS for the (R) system it
was noted the -functional test of the '(R) detection interlocks did
not verify the (R) detector was •in calibration prior to
performance of the 'test. One test deficiency was identified in
the IROFS tests that prevented .backflow from the operations
areas Jinto the ,(R) chemical areas. The inspectors noted the test
-for ,(R) fused 'a pressure-indicator,(Pl), but PI was incorrectly located
rin 'the •system lo provide-the desired indication. The inspectors
,identified several SRE'tests, which were inadequate in that the
tests-did notproperly verifythe IROFS safety function and
required significant modification.

The -inspectors found ,the ,initial calculation "for 'the nitrogen
supply tankoindicated very little safety margin or conservatism
for the 'safety system 'to'fully function. The inspectors noted that
,several sole :IROFS, which referred to the tank structure for (R)
chemicals (R), had been deleted from the ISA that had been
Eapproved by~the NRC licensing branch. Subsequent guidance from
the NRC licensing branch indicated deletion of sole IROFS under
'these circumstances was acceptable.

Licensee discussed with the inspectors the ALARA goal for this
-calendar year. Based on licensee's calculations, a limit of 500
mremlyr for external exposure and 500 mremlyr for internal
exposure would be established for the BPF operations. The
inspector emphasized the need to readjust-the action limits for the
BPF operations in order to provide some level of notification to alert
the radiation safety staff of some adverse trend developing.
Licensee decided to set alarm limits of 20 mrem total dose on the
,electronic dosimeters but no action limit was established for
-extremities in the BPF facility.
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The inspectors observed licensee's detector placement methodology
employed a conservative source, term based only on the prompt
gammas emitted by primary fission events and observed the dose
contribution from prompt neutrons, neutron-induced photons, and
delayed fission/activation product photons was excluded from the
coverage analyses. Prompt gammas from secondary fission
events (due to neutron absorption in proximal non-critical uranium
sources, e.g., adjacent areas) were omitted. NFS' emergency
preparedness plan was applicable to the BPF. The inspectors
reviewed the changes added. The major concern was with
rupture of the product transfer line from the BPF to other
buildings. The proper analysis was done to address this event and
the necessary steps were described in the plan to mitigate the event
in case of a large spill. The inspectors noted the gaseous and
liquid effluent releases from the BPF were expected to cause a slight
increase in NFS' releases. Inspection Report #70-143/2004-05,
8/02/04, ML081290542.

04/18/04- Several deficiencies in the lockout/tagout notebook; Numerous
05/29/04 entries were out of date, some closed items still appeared to be

open, and the record was generally disorganized; March 16 a
transfer of waste solution containing (R) material had been
transferred from favorable to unfavorable geometry without the
required lab analyses; investigation identified the wrong sample
result had been listed by the analytical lab (R); although no
samples had been drawn on the waste solution which was
transferred (R) indicated that samples had been received and
analyzed. Operations personnel performed the transfer based
on incorrect data in (R). Lab personnel failed, both on sample
receipt and during sample analysis to verify the sample number
on the sample containers against the listed number in (R); a bar
code reader was available to scan sample container labels and
accurately identify samples and record them in the (R) system but
was not used because operators preferred a different method of
using (R). Failure to verify (R) solution was a violation of NRC
requirements but is being treated as a NCV because it is non-
repetitive and licensee-identified and corrected.

May 14, 2004, licensee reported a previously unidentified failure
mode for a piece of safety related equipment (SRE) had been
identified during review of an integrated safety analysis (ISA); the
SRE item was a conductivity probe and was designed to detect and
prevent the transfer of moderating materials (R). Testing verified the
probe was not able to meet the specified performance criteria, in that
the conductivity probe was not capable of detecting certain
moderating materials that could be present in (R) material. The
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operation was in a shutdown state when the problem was identified-
the condition had existed since system operation commenced in
1999. Addendum 2 of the NCSE for the area identified this
conductivity cell as the only criticality control to prevent
transfer of moderating material (R); the NCSE identified the
presence of various types of moderating material and the potential
for a process upset which could result in an undesirable
transfer of moderating material not detectable by the
conductivity probe -to the (R). Only one criticality control
remained fully in effect, which was geometry control on the (R).
Failure of an engineered control to.be capable of performing the
criticality safety purpose for which it was specified is a VIO of NRC
requirements and is identifiedas an Apparent Violation (AV).

The -inspector observed a 38% increase in the Deep Dose Equivalent
(DDE) for CY 2003. NFS attributed the changeto-a 23% increase in
the monitoring population for CY 2003, an~increase in inventories,
and activities ,associated with the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA)
project. Based-on environmental dosimetry results as of April 2004,
the maximum assigned -publicexposure closest to the fence line was
81 mrem/yr, .which exceeded INFS's ALARAgoal of 80 mrem/yr.
NFS attributed this change to the storage ,of natural uranium oxide in
drums -in 'building 31-0. One deficiency was identified because of a
poor ALARA-evaluation, which •involvedthe handling of material in
and outof a dry glove box enclosure. The evaluation made incorrect
assumptions concerning contamination inthe:dry glove box, the
locationof material inside the dry glove box, the position of stationary
air samplersaround the ldry glove boxes, 'and the -height of the
individual performing -the operation. These incorrect assumptions
lead to an individual exceeding the derived air concentration (DAC)
action levels:in the areakand unexpected contamination inside the dry
glove :box. Licensee's :staff documented unusually high
'contamination -ranging -from 100,000 disinrtegrations per minute
(dpm) -to 300,000 dpm 'inside;a dry box-enclosure -located in the
process area. NFS -had posted a temporary clean area inside of a
radiologically controlled area and the ;postingwas ,confusing; this was
brought-to theattention of-the 'area supervisoraiand health physicist.
.Inspection Report,#7,0-143/2004-04,,6/28/04, MW081440457.

04/18/04- Exercise of EnforcementDiscretion refersto NRC Inspection
05/29/04 conducted on.April 18-May 29, 2004 at'NFS. The violation involved

NFS's identification of a previously unidentified 'failure mode for a
piece of safety-related -equipment (SRE) during an -ISA review.
-Because -the instrument did not meet its performance criteria, only
one credited criticality control (two lines R) was in place. The
amount of material available was sufficient to form a critical
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mass and the inability of the instrument to perform its specified
criticality safety function under certain conditions constitutes a
violation of Section 4.1.1.1 of NFS' License Application. It was
determined the merits of this case warrant the exercise of
discretion. To emphasize the importance of self-identified and
correction of violations, after consultation with the Director, Office of
Enforcement, to propose that neither a civil penalty nor Notice of
Violation be assessed or issued in this case. Exercise of
Enforcement Discretion, NRC Inspection Report #70-143/2004-04,
EA-04-113, 10/6/04, ML081500427.

05/02/04- On April 28, 2005 the BLEU (R) ventilation system (R) so that
05/04/04 double contingency was not established for scenario 4.1.3.

Notice of Violation, 6/2/04, Inspection Report 2004-203,
ML081440203.

05/10/04 The Department of Energy (DOE) (P. A. Card, Director of Security,
Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program) sent a memo to the NRC
requesting they consider making information about the Navy fuel
production at (NFS) Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc., and BWX
Technologies (BWXT, which had previously been made publicly
available by the NRC, should be considered, at a minimum, Official
Use Only (OUO) on the basis that it constitutes sensitive, unclassified
information (SUI). P. A. Card, Director of Security, Naval Nuclear
Propulsion Program, Department of Energy, NR:,EXT: PACard
V#C04-01081, 5/10/04, to Mr. Glenn Tracy, Director, Nuclear
Security, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission; ML072540300.

05/14/04 Loss of Criticality Safety Controls. Event #40750.

05/30/04- LEU operators and area supervisor were not cognizant of the multiple
07/10/04 emergency (e-stop) functions nor their effect on system operations;

LEU operators were unsure which of the multiple (four) e-stops to
use; the LEU supervisor was unable to determine which LEU
operations were affected by the various e-stops; both HEU and LEU
e-stops had not been labeled; C02 tank below required minimum
reserve. Inspection Report #70-143/2004-07, 8/9/04, ML081290541.

06/18/04 Letter from Glenn Tracy to Patrick Card responding to his request to
withhold documents currently available to the public in the licensing
files for NFS, Inc., in Erwin, TN and BWXT in Lynchburg, VA, and
treating them as Official Use Only (OUO), ML072900407.

06/24/04 Removable Surface Contamination Greater Than the Limits.
NFS received shipment of natural uranium (R) from CAMECO (R).
Oneof the 55-gal.drums was found to be contaminated on the
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bottom. Survey result was 455 (DPM/100 square centimeters).
limit is 220 DPM/100 sq. cm. Access to drum was restricted.
Remaining drums being surveyed. Event #40840.

The

06/24/04-
06/25/04

07/11/04-
08121104

Press inquires to the State of North Carolina and NFS related to
a transportation event of the previous day. Region II received
initial notification of a leaking tanker truck from NFS on June 24,
2004. The tanker, containing natural uranium, departed the NFS
site with a load of approximately 3000 gallons of natural
uranium uranyl nitrate. On June 24, NFS learned the tanker had
developed a leak and was parked at an Interstate 26 weigh
station near Hendersonville, North Carolina. A tanker rupture
,disc was found to be ruptured, which allowed liquid to build up in
the manway enclosure and drain to an overflow tank. Leakage was
-Observedto have occurred -atboth the manway enclosure lid and
,connections to the overflow tank. The leak rate from the overflow
tank drain was estimated to be-10to 20 drops per minute. Three
spots of uranium contamination were identified at the weigh station,
the shighest being 8000 ;dpm/1,00cm2 alpha -and 150,000 dpm/100cm2
beta. The ruptured disc was replaced and other-potential sources of
leakage were tightened :by'the NFS response team. Licensee
,planned 'to remove the tanker truck pending inspection and approval
,by the North Carolina -Motor Vehicle Division. (Preliminary Notification
of Event or Unusual Occurrence, :PNO-II-.04-005, ;6/25/04,
.ML041770515.

On July 14, 2004 the-inspector observed a-spray release of water
and.dilute sodium hydroxide solution from a flange in the feed
piping (R). While the flange was being disassembled for
maintenance Which sprayed the supervisor in the chin and neck area
,below the face shield; the supervisordoffed the chemical resistant
suit while the standby operator re-tightened the flange bolts; the
-supeniisor then rinsed the affected area ;under the eyewash station.
'Investigation revealed theprecautions taken to depressurize the
system were inadequate, and also the chemical resistant
suit.should -have been closed at the neck.

July 14, a lightning strike affected -the site ,(R) criticality alarm
system and caused an inadvertent criticality alarm and
evacuation; the alarm was audible:but .not loudenough in the
-(RI) of the BPF; July24 a power interruptionduring (R) testing
caused an inadvertent-criticality alarm; August 2, a criticality
alarm occurred due to momentary high readings on the (R)
detector pair, NFS determined electrical interference from a
malfunctioning circuit was the cause; August 2, a system alarm
occurred but did not energize the speaker amplifiers to sound
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an evacuation; a criticality accident alarm occurred but no site
evacuation occurred.

July 26, a fire occurred (R); cause of the fire was determined to be
(R). (Note: Details of the fire follow in Event Report #40901) (Note:
Event report listed the event date as 7/27/04 with NRC notification on
7/28/04)

In response to the fire, NFS replaced damaged lexan panels and
HEPA filters (safety related items); Review of test records noted the
values obtained for the differential pressure across the filters fell
below the minimum expected value, but operation of the
equipment continued due to the filters being newly installed; the
test did not state what acceptable operating values were and did
not clearly state required action if values outside expected
values were obtained; Failure to perform SRE test; Failure to follow
an SRE test procedure. NFS planned to rewrite the SRE test to
clearly set acceptable operating values for filters.

August 3; a ceiling light-fixture (R) caught fire; at the time of this
inspection, NFS had not established a project to replace the lamps
which were a fire hazard.

August 8, 2004 an NFS supervisor failed to perform a daily nuclear
safety inspection which was to be performed daily while the facility
was manned by operations personnel. Failure to perform the daily
supervisor nuclear criticality inspection when operating personnel
were in the building, prior to receiving a shipment of uranyl nitrate
was a violation of NRC requirements. This non-repetitive, licensee
identified and corrected violation is being treated as a NCV.

From August 2003 to April 2004, stack (R) had frequently
exceeded licensee established action points. Upon review of the
action levels for ALARA, NFS indicated a re-evaluation of the
technical basis for action levels in NFS-GH-40 be completed to
determine if action levels should be increased; Leaking roof in (R)
facility. Inspection Report #70-143/2004-08 and Notice of Violation,
09/20/04, ML081440246.

07/26/04- Based on laboratory scale experiments performed in 1997 and 2004
07/30/04 and a technical article published in 1968, NFS determined'the

UNH tanks remain subcritical even when filled with the most reactive
precipitate. Based on this conclusion, NFS is revising the underlying
nuclear criticality safety evaluation (NCSE) and plans to revise the
ISA summary and work procedures to eliminate controls after the
NCSE is approved. Inspectors were concerned that NFS had not
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considered how the elimination of controls on precipitating
agents would affect assumptions for other aspects of the UNB
operation.

The inspectors had observed in a technical article that UNH without
free acid has the worst characteristics relative to density increase
resulting from freezing, specifically that during freezing, the UNH
may exceed a critical density. NFS had not implemented any
changes at the time of the inspection.

A criticality alarm actuation and evacuation occurred on July 14,
2004 due to a lightning strike. During the evacuation, some
participants stated they had been unable to hear the alarm or that the
alarm annunciation was not loud enough. The problem was traced to
a newly-installed amplifier with incorrectly set voltage. Inspection
Report #70-143/2004-204, 8V27/04, -ML081440201.

07/27/04 FirelExplosion in Off-Gas System. Ignition of off-gas process line
-during disassembly of processing4equipment. A small flame
occurred for a period ;of several minutesinside ventilated
containment. Slight damage occurred to plexiglass surface and
prefilter~element. Radiological hazard involved aquantity of HEU.
:Repairs are being made- to'the off-gas,(R)'involved-and recovery is

underway. Investigation being done to determinecause of fire.
Event #40901. (Note: Inspection: Report 70-143/2004-08 dated
9/20/04, states that the fire occurred on 7126/04).

08/09/04 Confirmation of Closed Meeting, Nuclear'Fuel Services, Inc.,
scheduled for August 27, 2004.at the NFS facilityto afford NFS, Inc.
the opportunity to discuss the results or outcomes achieved -thus far
-in improving both safetyculture and regulatory compliance,
specifically, (R). In addition, we anticipate your discussion will
.include the (R) criticality warning system issues, -and new initiatives
at NFS' facility. This meeting will be closed to the :public due to the
discussion of proprietary and sensitive material. (Everything else
(R). Confirmation of Closed Meeting, Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc.,
Docket #70-143, 8/9/04, ML081290545.

08/16/04- Third phase of the Blended Low Enriched Uranium (BLEU)
09/03/04 project approved for the Oxide Conversion Building (OCB) and

Effluent Processing Building,-(EPB), and determined to be
adequate for commencement of operations. Inspection Report #70-
143/2004-11,10/18/04, ML081440452.
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08/22/04-
10/02/04

Failure of equipment containing SNM. On Sept. 21, licensee
identified a pinhole in the (R) in the BPF underneath a (R),
which had experienced a failure. Licensee concluded the most
likely cause of the hole was electrical arcing. Minor levels of
contamination were noted and corrected; the hole was weld-repaired.
Several personnel were contaminated while attempting to
contain the material. Highest level noted was approximately
565,616 disintegrations per minute per 100 square centimeters
(dpm/cm2) on one arm, and 10-20 dpm/100 cm2 in each nostril of
same person. Bioassay samples collected from personnel in the
vicinity were below investigation levels.

In down-blending areas, NFS noted an increase in the Deep Dose
Equivalent (DDE), which was attributed to the radioactive material
inventory and the nature of selective work activities, including
interaction with the BLEU material, which had an increased
external gamma hazard. Unusually high incidence of
radiological contamination problems in BPF were identified.
Eight personnel contamination events were recorded for the
month of August 2004. One of these incidents occurred on August
26, 2004. A licensee operator cleaned up a spill in the BPF facility.
A survey of the individual after decontamination showed
contamination levels of 40,000 dpm/100 cm2 on the lower portion of
the individuals arms and both sleeves of the coveralls and 1100
dpm/100 cm2 in the operators hair. A maximum activity of 65,659
dpm/1 00 cm2 was detected on the workers right arm.
Decontamination was successful and lapel and bioassay results
showed minimal activity.

An emergency exercise was conducted. The inspector noted the
following aspects of licensee's performance was inadequate:
Poor command and control of activities at the incident scene as
related to access control and contamination control; no briefing was
provided to offsite response personnel at the incident scene or the
Emergency Control Center (ECC); no dosimetry or radiological
survey personnel was assigned to the offsite fire brigade for
monitoring potential exposures and contamination to personnel and
equipment; the response to provide triage to victims was delayed;
and the failure to assign radiation protection personnel with survey
equipment to accompany the contaminated accident victim to the
hospital for assessing and advising medical personnel regarding
contamination. Inspection Report# 70-143/2004-09,11/1/04,
ML081440455.

Amendment 52: Remove Sampling Requirements for Banner
Spring Branch. This branch, which previously cut across NFS

09/13/04
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property, has been relocated and enclosed inside a pipe. Sampling
requirements are no longer needed. Only inflow is now storm water
runoff EA or EIS categorically excluded per 10 CFR 51.22(c) (11).
Amendment 52, Safety Evaluation Report, 9/13/04. (Note: Arsenic
soil contamination, beryllium, mercury, antimony, lead and
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon above the site-specific action
levels has been detected in surface soil and sediment in Banner
Spring Branch. Chemical constituents were detected in surface
water samples above the Tennessee Water Quality Criteria,
above site-specific action levels as defined by NFS or EPA
drinking water maximum contaminant levels.
Cyanide, nitrate/nitrite, copper, and zinc were detected at
elevated concentrations. One water sample contained
nitrate/nitrite levels above site-specific criteria. In Martin Creek
surface water, mercury was detected above the Tennessee
Water 'Quality Criteria.

During the period from January 1,990 to July 1996, a single
chemical oxygen demand.(COD), cadmium, lead,.and copper
concentration measurements exceeded the NPDES permit limit.
Both of.these streams flow.into the.Nolichucky River.
Groundwater contamination is-also in the Alluvial Aquifer and
the Bedrock Aquifer for both radionuclides and chemical
contamination). 'Environmental Assessment for Renewal of Special
Nuclear Material License No. SNM-124, U. S.,Nuclear Regulatory
Commission,.Division of Fuel Cycle Safety and 'Safeguards, NMSS,
January 1999. Effective 09/13/04, ML072630225.

09/20/04 Amendment 58: Administrative Changes to NFS Air Sampling
and Bioassay Programs by letter dated Sept. 20, 2004. Changes
considered -administrative in 'nature and staff determined proposed
changes do not adversely affect public health and safety or the
environment and are categorically excluded ;from 'requirements
to'prepare site specific environmental assessment. EA or EIS not
warranted for this action. Amendment 58, Safety Evaluation Report,
TAC L31847, 01/13/05, ML072630198.

09/24/04 Closed meeting at NFS site in Erwin, TN. on August 27, 2004, to
discuss -information about (R) the criticality accident alarm system.
Enclosure 2 provided the following: Section 4.1.1.1 of the License
Application, Engineered Controls, states: Engineered controls detect
an undesired -situation and implement corrective action without
requiring human intervention. Engineered Controls must be capable
of performing the criticality safety purpose for which they are
specified. "From system startup in 1999 until May 14, 2004, an
-engineered control was unable to detect an undesired situation,
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was unable to implement corrective action without requiring
human intervention, and was not capable of performing the
criticality'safety purpose for which it was specified."
Predecisional Enforcement Conference Agenda, Nuclear Fuel
Services, Inc., 8/27/04, Erwin, TN.,Docket No. 70-143, ML081500428
and ML081430457 (9/24/04).

LAR 57: Request for Time Extension to complete receipt
measurements. Letter dated 9/30/04. More time needed to
perform required receiving activities with larger shipment quantities.
No EA or EIS warranted for this action. Amendment 57, Safety
Evaluation Report, TAC L31864, Effective 1/10/05, ML072630207.

09/30/04

10/03/04-
11/13/04

Uncontrolled geometry bags; failure to conduct safety function
activities in accordance with written procedures; a fire resulted (R)
due to the temporary manifold mixing the flammable gases into
the inert gas line; Licensee temporarily shut down HEU operations
in the BPF due to violations of operations and safety procedures in
.order to develop and implement performance improvement
measures; IROFS out of service due to operational errors;
procedural requirements not followed for temporary equipment;
failure to follow criticality safety requirements for discard of
waste containing (R) material; excessive accumulation of
potentially contaminated trash overflowing onto the floor; licensee did
not have an approved process for disposal of more than minor
amounts of radioactive trash, and during an intense maintenance
period, was initially unable to package and remove radiologically
contaminated trash at the rate it was generated; one fire safety
(IROFS) inoperable; failure to verify the rotameter valves were open
prior to operations; The inspector informed licensee the lack of
guidance for defining when a system is placed under configuration
control was a weakness; removal of lamps which are a fire hazard
not replaced; failure to meet nuclear criticality safety limits for a
transfer of liquid process waste; failure to maintain
configuration control of temporary equipment. Inspection Report
#70-143/2004-10 and Notice of Violation, 12/13/04, ML081440453.

10/06/04 Safety Related Needle Valves in Incorrect Position. Potential
vulnerability to workers and public of a high consequence event
involving failure of safety controls that were designed to prevent
a hydrogen explosion in the BLEU Preparation Facility U-
Aluminum Dissolution glove-boxes! dissolvers. Needle valves
were closed on the U-Aluminum dissolver to protect against a
Hydrogen Explosion in the enclosure or at the
dissolver/interface. Other controls were in place to partially
mitigate a potential hydrogen explosion. Event #41097.
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10/15/04 Amendment 53: Request for Time Extension to Perform Receipt
measurements of material shipment for potential business
opportunities. Includes the categorical exclusion for EA or EIS per
10 CFR 51.22(c) 12, Amendment 53, Safeguards Evaluation Report,
Effective 10/15/04, ML072630238.

10/20/04 LAR 55: Submitted Oct. 20, 2004. Request for Modification of
Material Inventory Measures. Request needed because of
upcoming Nov. 2004 HEU physical inventory. No EA or EIS is
needed per 10 CFR 51.22 (c) (12). Amendment 55, Safeguards
Evaluation Report, Effective 11/05/04, ML072630248.

10/26/04 Failure of Safety System Causing Unfavorable Geometry.
NFS reported a transfer of low concentration HEU solution from
favorable to unfavorable geometry initiated upon sampling data that
-was not representative of the solution. The solution was
determined to be above the transfer concentration limit.
Verification of HEU concentration is.an administrative item relied on
for safety ,(l ROFS) for the accident sequence. The failed control is
administrative sampling .and verifying the concentration is
ýbelow the -limit. NFS states the solution will be reprocessed to lower
-concentration prior to -discharge. Event #41149.

11/01/04- Licensee did not store contaminated absorbent material in (R);
-11/05/04 licensee had an outdated posting displayed at the (R) warehouse

receiving desk. Inspection Report 70-143/2004-206 and Notice of
Violation, Docket No. 70-143, 12/9/04, ML081440245 &
ML081440515.

11/01/04- March 9, 2004, Scenario 4.1.7 failed to ensure the introduction of
11105/04 the more reactive materials (R) would not result in ak- effective

exceeding 0.95. Specifically, Scenario 4.1.7's analysis did not
,consider-optimal placement of the more reactive material; On
October 25, 2004, licensee released liquid waste effluent from
the Caustic -Discard hold columns without the -demonstration
that U235 concentration was less than (R); December 14, 2004,
licensee -failed to comply with the unfavorable geometry bag handling
:requirements Of NFS-HS-CL-27. Specifically, -licensee did not close,
modify, or remove-the ,unfavorable geometry bag -from the area upon
completion of the activity which required the use of the bag.
-Inspection ;Report 07000143-2004-207, License No. SNM-124,
,DocketNo. 70-143, Notice of Violation, 2/10/05, ML081440507.

11/14/04- Failure to follow the posted criticality safety instructions. This non
01/22/05 repetitive, licensee-identified and corrected violation is being treated

as a non-cited violation (NCV); Letter of Authorization (LOA) 1953K-
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006 was issued to improve a safety measure (R), and was effective
on Dec. 21, 2004. On Jan. 5, 2005, the inspector found the
information tags required by the LOA were installed as required, but
the training for all supervisors and operators had not been
completed. The LOA had not been entered properly into the training
and qualification (T&Q) system as a job requirement. After the
corrected entry was made, the inspector found that some operators
were still assigned without having completed the required training.
The inspector noted new procedures or changes are put into the T&Q
system and the system puts qualified operators in a "disqualified"
status until training is completed. Normal shift job assignments then
cannot be made for those operators since they are in a disqualified
status. This routine occurrence is dealt with by supervisors making
the job assignments in a "training" status, until the operator
completes required training which appears to diminish the
effectiveness of the formal qualification system in place, in that no
strict control is in place to require operational and safety
significant changes to be promptly reviewed. License Application
section 2.7.2, Operating Procedure Changes, required analyses,
reviews, testing and training to be completed before procedural
changes were implemented. Failure to complete training on LOA
1953K-006 prior to implementation was a violation of NRC
requirements (VIO 70-143/2004-12-02).

Operational difficulties and system inaccuracies were apparent in the
(R) system as the (R) system went through initial operation beginning
in June 2004. Licensee addressed one issue of clogged instrument
lines by making the instrument taps larger and of a different
configuration. System problems were published in a detailed Error
Analysis, which the inspectors reviewed. The analysis documented
the errors and inaccuracies in the measurement system arising from
the following areas: variability of free acid in the solution;
temperature effects and lack of temperature compensation;
excessively long runs of instrumentation piping; lack of fine
control on nitrogen purge flow; electrical errors including
analog to digital signal conversion; an inaccurate SRE PLC
software formula; and intrinsic instrument error.

January 7, the inspector identified the Safety Related Equipment
(SRE) Program Logic Controller (PLC) was carrying a negative
holdup valve (R) and noted that in December 2004, the negative
balance had been as high as (R). Licensee reviewed the PLC
program and determined a negative balance would be added to the
normal operational limit, and therefore the system would not control
or limit the mass in the enclosure to specified values. The criticality
safety mass limits were (R). The (R) system'was operating in the (R)
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mode when this issue was identified. The process was shut down
until compensatory measures were implemented. Degradation of the
safety function of the SRE PLC was an apparent violation (AV) and
will be tracked as AV 70-143/2004-12-04, pending further NRC
review.

The (R) system utilized a separate program in the same SRE PLC
(R). The (R) system monitored total mass in the process enclosure
and (R) by direct weight measurement of the entire enclosure and
(R,) using load cells. The inspectors found the system appeared to
function properly, but that if the load cells signaled less than the initial
empty weight of the enclosure, the software would simply zero the
weight. This appeared to be a potential problem with the safety
function, -in that if the enclosure or connecting piping were modified
such that-the enclosure actually weighed ;less, it would be possible
'for the ýsystem to mask holdup .of (R) material. Since the system
,had been shut down for an extended outage, -no -information was
.'available indicating the system -was degraded during the last
:operations conducted.

'The inspector noted some mixing and sampling tests for BPF
.equipment required by 10 CER 74:59, had not been completed
satisfactorily at the time of this inspection. Acceptable results for the
blend tank 'mixing and sampling test-had .been obtained even though
two downblend batches-had been completed. -Mixing and sampling
tests.on the (R) caustic -waste storage columns'had not been
performed even though •the system -had been in -use for the last
-six months. This issue will be tracked as URI 70-143/2004-12-05.

The inspector observed licensee's actions to 'address elevated
-radiation levels measured in the.(R),area of -BPF. The source was
!believed to have beencontaminants in the BLEU material in
;process in the building, aswell.as storage (R). Measured
radiation levels varied. Licensee -had posted a map of radiation
.levels at the entrance-to the space, trained individuals to minimize
time -in the area. The inspector noted -the elevated readings could
cause some operators to reach their administrative limits
'sooner than licensee had anticipated. Several occurrences of
tcontaminated shoes of personnel (R) were noted. Elevated
-contamination levels, -slightly above the -500 disintegrations per
minute (DPM),limit, (R) on several Yoccasions. An effort was made to
-reduce contamination levels, which -reduced instances of excessive
contamination but did not eliminate the problem.
November 10th, licensee removed contaminated trash (R) without a
contamination survey and without other controls such as enclosing
the trash bag in a second, clean, plastic bag. NFS procedure GH-01
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required items being removed from a controlled area to be surveyed
before release. Failure to perform contamination survey. Inspection
Report #70-143/2004-12 and Notice of Violation, 02/18/05,
ML081440451.

11/15/04 Wet Offgas (WOG) Line Calculation Not Performed. The WOG
line is specified as IROFS (R) and is listed as (R) in the Recovery
Deionized Water Nuclear Criticality Safety Evaluation Risk Indexing
Supplement. Setpoint analysis was believed to be completed on all
Recovery WOG lines. It was determined this WOG line calculation
was not performed on Nov. 15, 2004. IROFS (R) was not reliable
and available on (R) and (R) transfers to (R) which occurred on
Oct. 28, Nov. 2, and Nov. 11, 2004. Event #41197.

11/17/04 LAR 60: Request for Updated Decommissioning Schedule for the
North Site by letter dated Nov. 17, 2004. NFS submitted request to
amend License SNM-124 to reflect updated decommissioning
schedule for North Site and to include the changed pages to the
license application. Soil remediation is still needed, plus final status
survey must be performed. Categorical exclusion for EA or EIS.
Amendment 60, Safety Evaluation Report TAC No. L31861 by letter
dated Nov. 17, 2004, Effective 2129/05, ML072630167.

12/08/04 Amendment 56: Revisions to Fundamental Nuclear Material
Control Plan of LEU. No EA or EIS warranted for this action per 10
CFR 51.22 (c) (12). Amendment 56, Safety Evaluation Report (TAC
L31844), Effective 12/08104, ML072630218.

12/13/04- Double contingency (R) of the NCSE for the Oxide Conversion
12/17/04 Building Scrap Dissolver was not adequately established; failure

to comply with the unfavorable geometry bag handling requirements;
failure to get NCS approval prior to storing (R) containers; tracking of
licensee's actions to adequately justify the acceptability of replacing
an engineered control with an administrative control; failure to ensure
that k-effective values for credible abnormal conditions did not
exceed the 0.95 limit; licensee released liquid waste effluent from
the caustic Discard (R) without the demonstration that the U235
concentration was less than (R); less than a safe mass of
enriched uranium was involved in the transfer.
Inspection Report #70-143/2004-207 and Notice of Violation,
2/11/05, ML081440512 and ML081440511.

12/13/04- On March 9, Scenario 4.1.7 of 54X-04-0001, "Nuclear Criticality
12/17/04 Safety Analysis for Areas (R) Facility" Revision 0, failed to evaluate

the parameter for a failed control (i.e. introduction of more
reactive materials) at both the most reactive system location (R) and
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with the parameter for the functional control (reflection) assumed at
the most reactive value within its controlled range (R). The
parameter for the failed control was not evaluated at the most
reactive system location, but rather it was evaluated at the top
(R) water reflection. Inspection Report #70-143-04-207 and Notice
of Violation, EA 05-115, 6/10/05, ML081440456.

Criticality Control event. Materials were transferred to a storage
area without being transferred through a particular devise as required
by Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) which prevents a more
reactive/incorrect material type from being transferred. Event Report
#41274.

12/17/04
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2005
01/05/05 Closed meeting between NFS and the NRC, Region II, to provide

NFS the opportunity to discuss its performance and the results thus
far in improving both safety culture and regulatory performance.
Topics for discussion will include: organizational initiatives; status of
actions to improve safety and equipment performance; root causes
and commonalities among recent operational challenges associated
with the blended low enriched uranium (BLEU) project; update on the
Employee Sensitivity Study; and new business initiatives. Letter
dated 12/16/04 from W. Gloersen for/David A. Ayers, Chief, Div. of
Fuel Facility Inspection, Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region II,
to Kerry Schutt, President/General Manager, NFS, Inc.
ML081500236.

Closed Meeting (1/5/05) Summary from NRC - Letter dated 1/27/05
from NRC Region II to NFS. "Meeting afforded you the opportunity to
provide feedback to the NRC regarding your efforts to present the
results of a recent employee sensitivity study and discuss your plans
to improve several areas of employee relations. In addition, the
meeting afforded you the opportunity to discuss other issues
including safety performance, operational performance challenges,
(redacted), new initiatives in procedural improvements, management
programs and core values. Meeting provided the NRC with an
acceptable level of confidence of NFS' plans to improve the
facility's performance in the above areas." Letter to Nuclear Fuel
Services, Inc., from /RA/, David A. Ayers, Chief, Division of Fuel
Facility Inspection, to Kerry Schutt, President/General Manager,
NFS, Inc., 1/27/05, ML081370274.

01/06/05 NRC staff representing the Offices of Nuclear Security and Incident
Response and Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards met with
NFS & the Department of Energy Office (R) at the NFS site in
Erwin, TN. The purpose of the closed meeting was to discuss NFS
procedures (R). It was agreed that NFS (R) and implement
procedures (R). NRC staff will review any changes (R). (All
remaining has been redacted). Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc.,
Meeting Summary, 1/6/05, RE: (R), 01/14/05, ML081500228.

01/07/05 Faulty Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) For Oxide
Dissolution Operation. The Programmable Logic Controller (PLC)
for the Oxide dissolution operation had a negative holdup value. A
negative holdup value in the PLC results in the PLC using an
artificially high mass limit. Event #41316.
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01/10/05 Amendment 57-Approve Time Extension to Perform Receipt
Measurements, Effective 0.1/10/05, ML072630207.

01/13/05 Amendment 58-Approve Administrative Changes to Air
Sampling and Bioassay Programs, Effective 01/13/05,
ML072630198.

01/23/05-
03/05/05

Failure to verify the volume of the (R) did not decease during a blend
'operation; from -process startup in June 2004 to Jan. 7, 2005 the
safety related equipment process logic controller (SRE PLC) for
the (R) process was not capable of performing the criticality
safety purpose for which it was specified, in that the PLC was
not capable of monitoring ordetecting -holdup of material in the
.process and would notproperly control .(R) material mass as
required; a weakness was identified in licensee's ability to formally
-communicate nuclear criticality safety instructions for abnormal
situations; failure :to operate 'in. accordance with-approved procedure.
The effectiveness of a.temporary instruction specifying safety
,instructions was decreased because safety checks were not
required to be recorded. The event was also an example-of poor
-operator awareness of -safety system status during operation; an
example .of inadequate :training ,on system modifications and
iprocedural ,chanrges was identified; not all purge flow paths were
independently verified; use 'of temporary equipmentauthorized by
written instructions did not specifically control the fixture by
addressing equipment dimensions; one example of improper
maintenance creating a fire hazard was noted; licensee audits
,identified deficiencies which were .repetitive ,of.past.problems;
licensee had not included'the OCB -and the 'UNB in -the quarterly
audits andmonthly.inspections; 'several fire dampers did not
'have protective-screens. ;Inspection Report :#70-143/2005-01 and
Notice of Violation, EA-05-032, 4/4/05, MLO8i 440195.

License Performance Review (LPR). Efforts to improve safety in
BLEU processing operations not implementedor not effective
(62 failures and .areas of concerns including .37 violations, 10 NCV, 2
,areas of weakness, 3 URIs, :One Civil Penaltv., and 6 Violations for
'Failure to properly control SSNM).

A large number of deficiencies are in the BLEU processing
operations, where your efforts to improve safety have either not
been implemented orwere not-effective. 'In addition, BLEU
operations continued to experience problems after the LPR
period ended, that a Confirmatory Action Letter was issued on
March 18, 2006. Based on'the performance information reviewed,
the NRC found areas needing improvementin four of the five

01/23105-
02/04106
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performance areas, including problems identified in the
previous LPR period associated with implementing the criticality
safety analytical process, implementing the safeguards
program, management oversight of operations, consistency in
the implementation of the radiological protection program, the
quality assurance of transportation packages, the use of the
corrective action program, facility configuration control, the
reliability of the criticality alarm system, and control of strategic
special nuclear material. The number and repetitive nature of
elements of this LPR are indicators that further action to
improve your safety culture is warranted.

Safety Operations: Failure to prohibit use of a positive bias in
calculating upper safety limits (USLs); the method approved in the
license assumes any positive values of bias to be equated to zero;
Failure to discuss the actual safety limit based on a neutron
multiplication factor of 0.98, where the license limited the neutron
multiplication factor in such cases to 0.95; Failure to
implementlestablish a criticality safety control identified in the
safety analysis for the uranium-aluminum (U-Al) hydrogen
dilution ventilation system; Failure to establish an appropriate
concentration safety limit for a non-uniform aqueous solution in the
waste water treatment facility (WWTF); Poorly controlled modification
of a process enclosure drain; Various inconsistencies and
deficiencies found in validation reports and analyses involving
verification of normality of benchmarks, definition of the area of
applicability, and calculation of the upper safety limits (USLs);
Failure to conduct downblending operations in accordance with
approved temporary procedure due to lack of awareness of
disabled safety system; Failure to remove danger isolation tags
prior to system operation for testing on the HEU storage columns in
building 333; Failure to store SNM in its authorized location due
to confusion over identical storage racks; Failure to rework U-AL
process caustic waste solution according to procedure led to a
transfer to the ventilation system; Transfer of raffinate solvent
extraction waste into a solvent extraction boil-down condensate
storage area using a temporary hose, which was not covered by
approved written procedures; Failure to place the lock and tag on the
single energy isolation point, prior to performing work on the
equipment; Failure to have personnel present in the building
during operation of the Uranium-Metal (U-M) dissolvers for
approximately one hour, contrary to procedural requirements;
Failure to comply with criticality safety postings which restricted the
number of drums stored in the QC vault; Failure to leak-test the Area
800 components when required by operating procedure; Failure to
close an open container when it was left unattended; Failure to
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comply with criticality safety instructions.

Radiological Controls: Failure to control work in contaminated areas
with the BLEU Preparation Facility (BPF) with written procedures;
Two examples of failure to properly control and release radiation
work permit (RWP) areas, involving missing boundary tape in
controlling an area and no final surveys before releasing an area;
Failure to ensure an employee's urine sample was collected within
the required time frame, and to deny that employee access to the
BLEU -protected area; Failure of plant staff to don full face
respirators or evacuate according to procedure; Four examples of
-failure to comply with RWP instructions-involving inadequate RWPs,
,incorrect personal protective equipment (PPE), improver postings of
an area, and poor final close.out surveys; Failure to post the RWP at
thejob site; Four examples of failure to follow R-WP requirements
,involving failing to wear PPE; No-radiation controls were established
for'excavation work ýadjacent 'to-the WWTF, which had been
controlled as a Radiologically Controlled Area when previously
:excavated and filled with fresh .gravel; Failurettoperform audits of
the Transportation QAprogram during thelast three years
addressing all applicable criteria of Subpart.H of.CFR Part 71,
,using ,appropriately trained ,personnel ,not having 'direct
responsibilities in ýthe ,area -audited; NFS -issued P00412052298 on
12/6/04 without priorfQA approval of the requisition and without
including the mandatory quality requirement for nonconformance
disposition; P00412052298 issued by NFS on *12/6/04 failed to,
specify the provisionsof Part 21 applied to.the.procurement; Failure
-to adequately evaluate-and iqualify Century-Industries for design,
testing, and fabrication activities performed under.-P00303038655.

Facility Support: Ineffective corrective actions, highlighted by a
shallowroot cause investigation, -and failure to ,follow through on
recommended evaluations -and :corrective actions; 'No verification
the discard block and'.bleed valve were :locked ,shut prior to
performing a transfer operation between"banks; No signature
verification, the discard valve was shut and locked as required, and
no verificationthe valve lineup -was correct -prior-to initiating
recirculation of the system; NRC .and licensee-identified issues
were not entered into the corrective action program until requested
by inspectors. The inspectors-noted several issues which had
been identified by NRC inspectorsand discussed with licensee
management which were not entered -in PIRCS until inspectors
-made repeated inquires. On each separate issue, inspectors had
to either make repeated requests for information or point out to
senior management that no entry was yet made in PIRCS; Two
corrective action program entries -related to radiation protection
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issues were not made until requested by the inspectors. One
entry resolved a RP violation byincorrectly documenting no violation
occurred-corrected after the inspectors reviewed the item; The
design basis of the U-Al enclosure drain safety system was
inadequate, (EA 2006-018) in that enclosure vacuum was not
considered; Failure of the safety related equipment program logic
controller to be capable of performing the criticality safety purpose for
which it was specified; Failure to analyze required environmental
effluent samples in the BLEU complex sewer; Failure to maintain
configuration control due to lack of use of engineering change
notices; Failure to correctly set the 333 Building solvent extraction
condensate inline monitor to a non-conservative value; Licensee
discovered a criticality safety concern, in that the wet off gas line for
the raffinate column in the uranium recovery area was not adequately
sized to prevent pressurization of the system; Only out-of-date
configuration drawings were available in the BPF; Licensee
identified a failure mode for an IROFS that was not recognized in
the design process when the in-line monitor failed but the
process continued to run; The NRC identified a failure to recognize
a potential NCS precursor during review of an internal event; An
investigation identified potential NCS control failures resulting in
fissile solution accumulation in the BLEU U-AI dissolution
process off-gas system.

A large number of trouble alarms and false high radiation alarms
due to electrical problems; New radiation monitors reset themselves
to factory defaults and rendered one detector pair inoperable with no
indication of system trouble or fault; Criticality alarm system
inoperable in the NDA/Loading dock area due to detector failure
(Retracted EN 42047); NRC EN 4226 involved a relay failure for a
criticality detector in the Oxide Conversion Building, which
rendered the detector pair inoperable.

Safeguards: Six examples of failure to properly control SSNM
(AV 2005-202-01, EA 2005-093, SL-III/CP; VIO 2005-012-03; VIO
2005-009-01; AV 2005-009-02, EA 2005-180 and URI 2005-013-04).
Licensee Performance Review (LPR) of Licensed Activities for
Nuclear Fuel Services,Inc., Docket Number 70-143, 3/28/06,
ML072490009. (Note: Confirmatory Action Letter issued 3/18/06,
but it cannot be located on ADAMS).

01128105 Amendment 59-Approve Deletion of License Conditions S-2, S-4,
and S-5, Effective 01/28/05, ML072630127.

02/01/05 Letter to NFS from NRC Office of Investigation (01) regarding the
failure to energize the speaker amplifiers during a
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troubleshooting event of the Criticality Accident Alarm System
(CAAS). 01 determined there was in sufficient evidence to
substantiate a deliberate violation of procedures occurred when the
speaker amplifiers of the CAAS were not energized. Nuclear Fuel
Services: Willful Failure to Energize Speaker Amplifiers While
Troubleshooting Criticality Accident and Alarm System (Office of
Investigations, Case No.2-2004-040/RII-2004-A-0082), 2/1/05,
ML081360254.

.02/02/05 Letter to NFS from NRC, Region II, confirming discussion between
NFS staff and NRC advising no objections of Oxide Conversion
Building (OCB) introducing low enriched uranium (LEU) into the OCB
based on inspections of safety controls during inspections of Jan. 3-7
and Jan. 10-12, 2005. NRC staff reviewed equipment, startup test
results, -procedures, hazards and-safety ,analyses and conducted
interviews with Areva/Framatome personnel who will be
ýinvolved in -the process, including employees in operations,
,:technical support and management. .Letter to Nuclear Fuel
Services, Inc., from /RA/ William D. Travers, Reqional Administrator,
-Region II, Docket No. 70-1-43, Operations of'Blended Low-Enriched
Uranium 'Oxide Conversion .Buildingq,2/2/05, ML081370404.

02/04/05 'Letter to NFS from NRC concerning licenseeResponse to Notice of
Violation 70-143/2004-206 -dated Jan. 7, 2005. Licensee has not
completely identified the corrective actions to:prevent recurrence and
date when corrective actions will be. completed. Corrective Action
Step #5 identified .the consideration of:a procedure revision to
:allow low-level cleanup materials from glove-boxes to be
collected in, and removed through, the bag out port sleeves
without requiring-the use 0fa,(R). 'NFS' response does not
:indicate whether Action Step-#5 also identifies a commitment to
perform a nuclear -criticality safety review of 'the procedure revision
,prior to implementation but -does ýnot-indicate !if the applicable nuclear
'criticality safety evaluations will be revised (R) to remove reliance on
the use of (R) as a criticality control. Licensee -response must
describe all planned corrective actions as well as a schedule for
completing them. Letter to Nuclear Fuel Services, 'Inc., Kerry Schutt,
President and General Manager, from Melanie A. Galloway, Chief,
Technical Support Group, Division of Fuel Cycle Safety and
Safeguards, Office of NMSS, Response to Notice of Violation 70-
143/2004-206, 2/4/05, ML081440513.

02/09/05 Response to Disputed Notice of Violation to NRC inspection
report on May 17, 2004. NFS denied a Severity Level IV violation
concerning the failure to perform a detailed criticality safety analysis
for a temporary operation that involved changes to existing
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equipment. The violation was identified in Jan., 2003 and issued in
Inspection Report #70-143/2004-03. From Sept. 9, 2002 through
Jan. 12, 2003, operations, which involved more than a safe mass
of licensed material where double batching was possible were
performed under temporary procedures which involved changes
to existing equipment, without performing a detailed criticality
safety analysis.

The NRC staff review of licensee's safety basis documentation found
the NCS controls in place to prevent double batching to produce
more than a safe mass were not sufficient to adequately prevent
credible changes in process conditions that could lead to a
criticality accident. NRC staff review further found the
administrative process controls NFS relied upon (R) were either not
included in the Letter of Authorization (LOA) (procedure used by the
operators), or were fundamentally flawed by the susceptibility to
common mode failure (R).

The main concern for criticality safety for this operation was
preventing more than a safe mass from getting in (R). Solutions
pumped (R) had a concentration limit that was not to be exceeded,
but administrative controls on concentration of solutions did
not work and solution above the limit was (R) on at least one
occasion. Response to Disputed Notice of Violation, Nuclear Fuel
Services, Inspection Report #70-143/2004-03, EA-04-207, EA-03-
178, 2/9/05, ML081360341.

02/09/05 Amendment 60: Approve Updated Schedule for North Site
Decommissioning, Effective 2/09/05, ML.072630167.

03/07/05- Audits of the Transportation QA program not performed during
03/11/05 last three years; Adequate quality in documents for

procurement of material, equipment and services done without
prior approval; Failure to adequately evaluate and qualify Century
Industries for design, testing and fabrication activities. The inspector
reviewed a sample of the acceptance tests for the Model No. CHT-
OP-TU packagings purchased by AREVA (formerly Framatome,
Inc.) for use by the BLEU project, a joint NFS-AREVA project.
Inspection Report #71-0249/05-201 and Notice of Violation;
4/25/05, ML051160008.

03/06/05- Failure to remove danger isolation tags prior to system operation for
04/16/05 testing; failure to lock shut a discard control valve. Implementation of

corrective actions to prevent a recurrence of the event were not
prompt. A procedural weakness was identified, which was not
addressed by the nuclear criticality safety (NCS) flow-down. Poor
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operational practices were identified which could bypass
administrative safety controls and challenge engineered safety
controls. Procedural guidance relating to supervisory control of
abnormal operations was not followed. Extent of condition
reviews for previous similar events was not applied to areas with
identical vulnerabilities.

Licensee identified an omission in environmental sampling
requirements, in that insoluble activity in the BLEU complex
sewer effluent was not analyzed. Monthly samples were
required but not obtained for September, October, and
November of 2004 and January, 2005; (this non-repetitive,
licensee-identified and corrected violation is being treated as a non-
cited violation).

A spill occurred on March 21, when an operator, while attempting
to unclog a transfer line caused a quick disconnect hose to come
loose spilling approximately 10 grams of material; elevated air
sample results from the (R) areas due to a seal malfunction;
failure to control work in contaminated areas within the BLEU
preparation facility by written procedures orRadiation Work Permit
(RWP); Inspector reviewed criticality alarm system equipment and
installation problems. The -licensee revised their ALARA TED
goal for the BPF area from 0.5 rem to I rem due to the external
radiation challenges in the BPF area. Inspection Report #70-
143/2005-02 and Notice of Violation, 5/16/05, ML081440509. (Note:
The entire Section 7 Physical Protection is redacted).

03/24/05 Loss or Degraded Safety Items-Equipment;Piece for Storage
Rack Not in Place for Safe Storage of SNM. ýEvent Report,
#41523: (Retracted on 04/06/05).

.04/14/05 Letter to Kerry Schutt, President, Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc.,
from NRC, Region 11 (1RA//David Ayres) concerning -closed meeting
at the NFS site on April 14, 2005. The discussion concerned the
NRC evaluation of NFS' performance in safety operations,
radiological controls, facility support, licensing activities, and
safeguards. The meeting provided the NRC with an acceptable
level of confidence of NFS' plans to improve management
oversight of safety performance. Closed Meeting Summary
(Licensee Performance Review), Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc.,
11128105, Docket #70-143, ML081440084. (Note: Letter from the
NRC was eight months after the meeting was held).

04/17/05- A fire occurred in an area which had undergone extensive
05/28/05 repairs and was in a startup mode with no special nuclear material
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(SNM) in process. Equipment damage due to the fire was minor. An
equipment deficiency was identified as the cause of the fire;

Inspector reviewed the number and type of difficulties licensee
continued to experience with the criticality alarm system. These
problems included repeated trouble alarms and sporadic high
radiation alarms by criticality alarm detectors. The number of trouble
alarms and false high radiation alarms continued to be an area of
concern.

On April 7, 2005 licensee attempted to rework (R) waste solution
(R). The operation required manipulation of several manual
valves, and the lineup was performed in error such that the
waste solution was pumped to the off-service (R) column. The
operation eventually filled the column, which overflowed into
the (R), filled the process off-gas piping, and overflowed into the
(R) dilution ventilation system on the roof. The operation was
finally shut down when solution was discovered that had
drained from the ventilation system onto the operating spaces
floor. The event was reported to the NRC on April 29. (See EVENT
#41651 below, and Inspection Report 70-143/2005-203, dated June
2, 2005) which included a notice of violation.

The event highlighted poor operational practices (R). In addition to
the failure of the operator to follow procedure, the procedure
required supervisory verification of the valve lineup. This
verification was not performed in an independent, thorough
manner, which contributed to the event. The (R) were
instrumented with a level indication and alarm system. This system
alarmed several times during the event, correctly indicating the
column was full and automatically shutting down the transfer pump.
Due to interaction with the nitrogen purge system and other
design issues, the alarms were able to be reset which allowed
the operators to continue the operation. The operators
assumed the alarms were meaningless since the (R) was not in
service, and did not adequately investigate the alarms. There
was apparently no validation of expected system response to the
operation in progress. When the full extent of the issue was
realized on April 28, the (R) system was shut down for review and
revision of the safety basis, and design and completion of physical
modifications to the system.

On April 28, licensee identified a buildup of liquid waste in the (R)
dilution ventilation system (R). Licensee did not maintain a
record of system operation during this period and- did not utilize
a lock-out/tagout process to ensure the system was not
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inadvertently operated.

During a routine stack sample collection on May 2, 2005,
licensee determined the sample from the (R) dilution stack (R),
BPF Process Exhaust (R) indicated an initial elevated reading of
53,961.90 disintegrations per minute(dpm) for alphas, and
192, 528.74 dpm for betas. The samples were held for 7 days and
recounted by licensee to allow radon and its associated daughters to
decay. After the 7-day decay count, the alpha reading indicated
3,381.48 dpm and the beta reading indicated 1,267.10 dpm.
Licensee's action limit for alpha is 130 dpm and 5,000 dpm for
betas. As of May 19, 2005, the alpha reading on the stack air
filterwas still above the licensee's action limit of 130 dpm. This
issue will be tracked for further NRC review as IFI 70-143/2005-03-
04, Elevated Isotopic Analysis on a Stack Sample Above Licensee's
Action Limit. The liquid effluent activity for CY 2004 was: 63.6
microcuries (uCi) for U-235/236'and 17.9 uCi for technetium-99 at the
WWITF; .209 uCi for U-235/236 at the sewer sampling point; 97.9 uCi
for U-235/236 at Banner Spring :down .stream point; and 0.173 uCi for
U-235/236 at the BLEU sewer sampling point.

On 'May 9, licensee identified a container~stored in an
,unauthorized location (R) designed with -several .different types
of shelves, and as'noted on the NCS posting, different
containers were allowed to be stored on each type of shelf. The
similarity between shelves-led to confusion on the part of the
operators and supervisors and an incorrect decision resulted in
a container being storedon an unauthorized location.: Elevated
stack'samples still under investigation.' Inspection Report #70-
143/2005-03, 'EA-04-1:99, 06/27/05, ML081440517.

04122105 Amendment 62: Request for Possession Limit increase for the
NFS Site. Letter dated April 22, 2005, request from NFS to increase

possession "limitof U235 because DOE began shipment of materials
to NFS at.an accelerated schedule over~the past 12-18 months, and
because of a lower than planned processing rate at the BLEU facility
and request by DOE that NFS have from :6-12 month capacity on
hand in case DOE is unable to ship material. Due to radiological
effects to workers and public, the staff used its discretion and elected
to perform an EA .since NFS requested a large quantity of HEU.
Results of EA contained in 'letter dated June 22, 2005. Amendment
62, Safety Evaluation Report, TAC L31887, Effective 06/28/05,
ML072630137.

04/28/05 Inadequately Controlled or Analyzed Pathway for Material
Accumulation. This event occurred in the Uranium-Aluminum
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Hydrogen dilution system area. Licensee observed a solution
accumulated in a HEPA filter housing on the building (R) roof.
Analysis of the solution determined the liquid to be a caustic
byproduct of the process. Further analysis indicated
approximately 3 grams U-235 were in the HEPA housing and filter.
Further reviews of the system design identified potential pathways
from the Uranium-Aluminum dissolution system that did not
appear to be adequately controlled or analyzed. The nuclear
criticality safety of the system relied on the physical design to
prevent uranium (R) materials from entering the Hydrogen
Dilution System and the filter housing. The system also relied
on a drain in the dilution system ductwork to prevent material
from entering the filter housing. Event #41651.

05/02/05 - Criticality Safety Inspection. Review of an event on April 7, 2005
05/04/05 involving the discovery of uranium contaminated caustic solution of

the (R) dilution system HEPA filter housing. Section 4.1.1 of the
license requires that all process equipment and systems be designed
to incorporate sufficient factors of safety to require at least two
unlikely, independent, and concurrent changes in process conditions
before a criticality is possible. Scenario 4.1.3 of nuclear criticality
safety evaluation (NCSE) 54T-04-022, Revision 2, dated April 27,
2004, takes credit for (R) and a drain or two drains to prevent solution
from backflowing into the ventilation system. However, on April 28,
2005, the BLEU (R) dilution ventilation system had only one
drain and no (R) so that double contingency for the backflow of
solution into the (R) dilution process ventilation system is a
Violation 70-14312005-203-01.

The inspectors noted that an assigned corrective action for the event
was to evaluate instrument low points and HEPA filter housings for
caustic hold up. The inspectors noted that the corrective action
was to be completed by April 29, 2005, which meant that more
than three weeks had been assigned to accomplish the
corrective action even though an accumulation in a HEPA filter
housing would violate Nuclear Criticality System (NCS) controls.
The inspectors felt that the review of the event in question was weak
since an NCS engineer with more than 2 years experience had
participated in the initial review and assignment of corrective actions.
(Note: On Page 6, Figure 1 showing the BLEU (redacted)
Systems is all redacted). Inspection Report 70-143/2005-203,
6/2/05, ML081480315 (cover letter) and ML081480316 (report).

05/23/05 An inspection completed by the NRC on Jan. 24, 2004 and an Office
of Investigation (01) investigation was completed on March 3, 2005
concerning circumstances at NFS on Dec. 31, 2003 that a process
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waste collection tank (WD tank) discharge valve to the waste water
treatment facility (WWTF), (R), was open when it was required to be
locked closed. NFS was notified by NRC staff on May 16, 2005 that
the NRC was considering escalated enforcement for an apparent
violation involving NFS' failure to follow Standard Operating
Procedure (SOP) 401. NFS was also informed the NRC staff
concluded the violation was due to the deliberate misconduct of
the process operator involved. The violation was characterized as
a Severity Level Ill. A base civil penalty of $32,500 was considered
for this penalty and because NFS facility has been the subject of
escalated enforcement action within the last two years, the NRC
considered whether credit was warranted for identification and
corrective action. Because NFS identified the issue, credit was
warranted for the factor of identification. NFS' corrective actions in
'response ,to this .issue 'included .taking disciplinary action against the
operator. 'To :encourage identification :and .prompt and
comprehensive corrections ofviolations, the'NRC'was authorized to
-propose that no civil penalty be assessed in this-case. Notice of
Violation (Nuclear Fuel.Services, 'Inc., NRC Office iof Investiqations
Report #2-2004-003), EA-04-1-99, 05/23/05, :M1081'500429.

05/29/05- On June 1, !licensee :emplo.yee.transferred (R) waste into a (R)
07/09/05 storage area, which necessitated .the use of a temporary hose, since

piping was not installed between the points. Theoperation
apparently was not addressed by 'approved,-written procedures;
Failure to utilize required respiratory protection.

,During May 9-through'May 20, the inspector noted several
-occurrences ofthigh airborne contamination 'levels. Due to the
inherent time-delay :in detecting -a high airborne condition, some
exposure toemployees resulted. Review of licensee's dose
assessment found eight employees were .assigned doses of
approximately,10-16.millirem (mRem). Licensee found the cause of
the'high airborne condition to be due topoormaintenance
practices, where 'components of certain equipment were reused
in spite of'being contaminated.

Elevated isotopic analysis ona stack'sample above' licensee's
action limit concerned an elevated result on a stack sample
abovelicensee's action limit~on May 2, 2005; The elevated stack
sample result (R). The reading was above the plant action limits
.of 130 disintegrations per minute (dpm) for alpha and 5,000 dpm
for beta. 'An 'investigation was unable-to state how much
material might have been vented out the stack. Since the system
'normally operated continuously and no system isolation or
lockout was utilized, the inspector questioned how licensee
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05/31/05

maintained control over the system; Poor maintenance practices
resulted in increased exposure. NRC Inspection Report #70-
143/2005-04, 8/05/05, ML081480303.

This letter refers to the apparent violation that occurred on May 31,
2005, when a NFS acting building manager transferred raffinate
(R) waste into (R) without procedural authorization. This event
occurred in the BLEU Preparation Facility. This letter also refers
to an investigation completed by the NRC Office of
Investigations (01) March 29, 2006. The purpose of the 01
investigation was to determine whether the above apparent violation
occurred as the result of willful actions on the part of an NFS
supervisor. Based on the evidence developed during the
investigation. The NRC concluded the supervisor's actions were
willful.

The evidence obtained by 01 revealed the acting building manager
involved in the transfer of (R) raffinate waste solution to the
condensate waste storage area has been involved in several
previous examples of procedural non-compliance at NES. The NRC
is concerned this individual may not possess the sensitivity to
procedural requirements and the need to adhere to them. Such
a sensitivity is imperative for continued participation in activities
than can affect nuclear safety at NFS in the future. In addition, the
NRC is concerned that NFS management has been ineffective in
communicating proper safety and procedural compliance
expectations to all members of its management team and staff.
Confirmation of Closed Pre-Decisional Enforcement Conference
(NRC Inspection Report #70-143/2005-004 and NRC Office of
Investigations, Report #02-2005-27. EA-06-141, 7/03/06,
ML081500426.

06/07/05 LAR 61: By letter dated June 7, 2005, NFS submitted request to
amend Materials License SNM-124 to change the date for submitting
annual updates to the safety demonstration section in Part II of its
license application to January 30, of each calendar year. This would
result in a one-time exemption of 6 months in the annual update of
Part I/ of the license application. Categorical exclusion for EA or
EIS. Amendment 61, Safety Evaluation Report, TAC L31896,
Effective 06/17/05. ML072630146.

06/10/H05 Correspondence dated March 10, 2005 in reply to NRC Inspection
Report and Notice of Violation (Notice) dated February 11, 2005,
which identified the failure to ensure the introduction of more reactive
materials (R) would not result in a k-effective (keff) exceeding 0.95.
Specifically, the Notice was issued because NFS did not consider
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optimal placement of the more reactive material. Based on NRC
review of NFS's analysis and the fact that reflection controls
were already in place at the time of the inspection, NRC
determined the introduction of more reactive materials (R) as
stated in inspection report 70-143/2004-207 would not exceed
keff of 0.95.

"Based on information provided by licensee at the time of the
inspection, the NRC has determined the Severity Level IV violation of
NRC requirements in Inspection Report 70-143/2004-207 occurred.
However, -based on information provided by NFS on Jan. 7, 2005, we
have concluded that we agree with your .conclusion that keff did not
•exceed 0:95. However, -your original analysis failed to ensure the
.parameter for the failed control and .all uncontrolled nuclear
criticality parameters wereat their most :reactive combination of
credible values. The:Severity Level IV violation is being cited
because.it was identified asthe result of an event, and,. is for the
failure to evaluate a parameterfor a control at its most reactive
system location." :Revised 'Notice :of Violation for inspection Report
70-:143/2004-207, 'EA-05-1 15, 6/10/05, ML081440198.

061171/05 Amendment 61-Approve Revised Date forAnnual Update of
Safety:Demonstration 'Section, ,Effective :06717/05, ML072630148.

06/20/05 LAR 73: Exemption~of Low-Level Waste shipments from Certain
Physical Security Requirements. Letter dated June 20, 2005. SNM-
124 amended to grantexemption :from certain physical security
requirements 'when shipped-as 'a contaminant in low-level waste.
-Safety culture S-1 revised to include dates of NFS -submittals and
-new transportation condition TR-1.2 has been added. License
revised to 'reflect Revision 1 of the Site Security Training Qualification
Plan. Safety Condition S-1 revised to include 'the date of 12/16/05.
Staff preparedEA per'.10 CFR 51 and 'conducted (FONSI) Finding of
No. Significant Impact on environment published in Federal Register
(71 FR 31-223) 6/01/06. Amendment 73, Safeguards Evaluation
Report, TAC L31900, :Effective 07/17/06, ML072630273.

06/22/05 Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc., EnvironmentalAssessment and Finding
,of No Significant Impact Concerning 'Request to Increase Possession
Limit (TA ACL31'887). This EA is limited -to the proposed possession
limit increase and any ,cumulative impacts on existing plant
operations. Existing .conditions and -operations :for the Erwin facility
were evaluated by the NRC 'for environmental impacts in a 1999 EA
related to the renewal of NFS license and a 2002 EA related to the
first amendment for the BLEU Project which assessed the impact of
the entire BLEU Project 'using information available at that time. A
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2003 EA (FONSI) and a 2004 EA (FONSI) related to additional
BLEU Project amendments confirmed the FONSI issued in 2002.
The proposed action will not result in any new or modified accident
sequences. The Integrated Safety Analysis performed by NFS
already considers all authorized (R). The NRC finds the safety
controls to be employed in the proposed action appear
sufficient to ensure planned activities will be safe.

NRC considered the impacts of the proposed action together with the
known impacts of the existing facility. After reviewing the information
provided, the NRC concludes the cumulative impacts represent
an insignificant change to the existing conditions in the area
surrounding the NFS site. If NFS is unable to fulfill its (R)
obligations, customers may transfer work to other facilities.
Based on an evaluation of the environmental impacts of the proposed
license amendment, the NRC has determined that the proper
action is to issue a FONSI.

On May 20, 2005, the NRC staff contacted the Deputy Director of
the Division of Radiological Health in the Tennessee Department of
Environment and Conservation (TDEC) concerning this EA. On
June 7, 2005 the Deputy Director responded that TDEC had
reviewed the draft EA and had "NO COMMENTS." Nuclear Fuel
Services, Inc., Environmental Assessment and Finding of No
Significant Impact (FONSI) Concerning Request to Increase
Possession Limit (TAC L31887), 6/22/05, ML081410186.

06/28/05 Amendment 62-Approve Possession Limit Increase, Effective
06/28/05, ML072630137.

07/01/05 July 1, 2005 Email from Bill Gleaves, BWXT Project Manager, to
Patrick Card, DOE/NR, Subject: Communication Plan-Withholding of
Information Concerning NFS and BWXT. Page 2 of the
Communication Plan stated "NOTE:. The NRC will not reveal that
most BWXT and NFS public information was removed from
public access due to concerns raised by, DOE/NR."
ML072900428.

07/09/05 Fire/Explosion in Waste (Calciner) Furnace. The (R) calciner was
loaded with low-level contaminated scrap materials. The door gasket
had a small leak and the operator attempted to stop the leak. This
caused an increase in the leakage. Air contacted the hot gases
leaking from the calciner and the gases were ignited. There was
a brief flame in enclosure (R) from the calciner door. A prefilter in
the vent duct caught fire, the HEPA filter was damaged and part
of the vent duct melted. Event #41839.
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07/10/05-
08/20/05

Two fires occurred at NFS, one of which was reportable. A
longstanding deficiency in equipment condition contributed to
one event On July 8, a fire occurred in the (R), when the (R)
developed an electrical fault. The fire self extinguished when
electrical power was interrupted by automatic breaker action.
Equipment damage was limited to the heater body. The heater
design included an over-temperature sensor, but was not properly
connected to the controller to provide protection. The local breaker
supplying the heater controller opened on fault, but failed to interrupt
electrical power due to the contacts subsequently re-closing or being
welded shut. The (R) supply breaker subsequently opened and
removed power (R). Licensee evaluated the cause of the breaker
failure but determined no specific cause for the failure.

On July 9, a second fire occurred in the (R). Licensee reported the
event to theNRCand also notifiedthe senior resident inspector. The
inspector noted the fire had quickly:self extinguished and some
equipment damage occurred, including significant deformation
of the PVC ventilation piping from the'process. The fire alarm
was not sounded, due to confusion between the scene of the
fire and the alarm station operator who received a verbal report
from the scene. The fire .brigade did not respond to the scene.
The event demonstrated this aspect-of system operations also
increased the probability of a fire in the enclosure.

On July 20, inspectors noted work in progress to dismantle the top
(R), at the (R) processing area, but the work area was only posted on
the ground floor level, not where work was in progress on the second
floor. Plant staff believed a "vertical envelope" was created by the
posting on the ground floor, but since employees did not have to
cross that posting to access the second ,floor work site, the ground
floor posting was not an adequate posting for the second floor.

On July 25, the (R) process was in operation when hot (R)
solution overflowed from the (R), into the enclosure overflow
line and onto the floor. The hot solution caused the clear (R)
lines to sag and deform. Licensee shut down the (R) process until
evaluation of the event could be completed and found the event was
caused by poor level control in the (R). Design of the enclosure
overflows did not foresee the possibility that solution at an
elevated temperature would overflow (R). The system was still
shutdown at the end of this inspection period.

On August 3, the inspectors toured (R) and observed open piping
flanges and visible residue on pipes and on the floor (R). Work
activities in the area were addressed by RWP #05-41-064 and an RT
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had recently released the area and terminated the RWP. Plant staff
responded to the inspectors inquiries by posting the area and
performing monitoring and surveys which found transferable alpha
contamination levels in the area above established action limits of
5,000 dpml00 cm2. Surface contamination levels on the floor,
piping, and inside the flanges ranged from 12,488 dpmll00 cm2
to 99,112 dpm/100cm2.

On August 9, the (R) lost process ventilation when a short
commercial power outage occurred. The ventilation outage lasted
less than an hour. No elevated levels of airborne activity were
detected. Two groups of personnel inside the (R) did not
immediately evacuate or don full-face respirators. (R) stationed at
the access control point were unaware a loss of process ventilation
had occurred, and therefore did not don respirators. Plant staff
performing operations at the loading dock check-weigh station were
not supplied respirators, and were unable to leave the area due to
(R).

The exposures, as of June 30, 2005, had. increased due to some
workers handling high levels of feed material for downblending
areas, and also poor maintenance practices resulting in elevated
exposures from high airborne activity.

Selected entries from the PIRCS, including corrective actions for
previously identified events were reviewed. The inspectors noted
several issues, which had been identified by NRC inspectors
and discussed with licensee management, which were not
entered into PIRCS until inspectors made repeated inquiries. An
example was Violation 70-143/2005-07-03, described in paragraph
5.d of this report. NRC inspectors identified the issue to licensee
management and, although the issue was investigated and
corrective actions were evaluated, the issue was not
documented in PIRCS until NRC inspectors requested additional
updates on resolution and proposed corrective actions. On
each separate issue, inspectors had to either make repeated
requests for information or point to senior management that no
entry was yet made in PIRCS., NRC Inspection Report No. 70-
143/2005-007 and Notice of Violation, 9/19/05, ML081480306.
(Note: 'Physical Protection portion of report is all redacted).

08/08/05- There were a number of inconsistencies and deficiencies in the
08/12/05 facility validation reports, involving treatment of experimental

uncertainties, verification of the normality of the benchmarks,
definition of the area of applicability (AOA), and calculation of
upper safety limits (USLs). The most significant was the
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violation regarding use of positive bias in calculating USLs
applicable to highly enriched uranium (HEU) systems. Licensee
established upper safety limits (USLs) using the 95/99.9 single-
sided tolerance limit approach, but took credit for positive bias
in several subgroupings of the data. This resulted in an over
estimation of the USL for two of the HEU subgroupings and, in
one instance, for the entire set of experiments analyzed. Use of
positive bias resulted in a USL greater than the maximum
allowed keff limit of 0.95 for abnormal conditions, when assuming
positive biases to be zero would have resulted in a USL less than
0.95. VIO 70-143/2005-205-05 - Failure to prohibit use of positive
bias in calculating USL values for HEU operations.

Inspector Follow Up (IFI) 70-143/2005-205-01 tracks licensee's
revision of the '(R) NCSE to clearly articulate the -technical basis; IFI
70-143/2005-205-02 tracks determination of appropriate
.experimental uncertainties and .the reason for the observed spread in
keff (BLEU validations 54T-03-0054 and 54T-03-0009); IFI 70-
4312.005-205-03 tracks the impact of non-normality of (R)
experiments on the '0.97 limit for LEU operations (BLEU validations
54T-'04-0043 and WRS-97-001); IFI 70-143/2.005-205-04 tracks
specification of which materials cover which portions of the AOA in
-the BLEU validation reports (BLEU validations 54T-03-0054 and 54T-
03-00.09); IFI 70-143/2005-205-06 tracks commitment to revise the
validation reports to correctly calculate the'USL (BLEU validations
54T-03-0054, 54T-03-0009, and any others affected);
IFI 70/143/2005-205-07 tracks commitment.to maintain the current
prohibition on the use.oflpositive bias -in procedure-NFS-HS-A-63,
and to clarify license commitments regarding calculation of keff and
the use of positivebias; IFI 70-143/2005-205-08 tracks licensee's
.determination of the.appropriate bounds of the-defined AOA in the
validation reports covering HEU operations (HEU operation
validations 54T-04-0043 and 'WRS-97-001); ;IFI 70-143/2005-reports
and procedure, and .correcting the methods used to verify adequacy
of the margin (HEU operation validation 54T-04-0043 and WRS-97-
001). The licensee stated that this was due to the validation
being :performed bythe BLEU contractor (Framatome ANP),
rather 'than Nuclear Fuel Services (NFS). Inspection Report #70-
14312005-205 and lNOtice of Violation, 9/09/05, ML081490101.

08/11/05 Amendment 63-Approve Revision I of the Physical Protection
Plan, Effective 8/11/05, .ML072630185.

08/21/05- Sept. 8, 2005 licensee failed to document transmittal of design
10/01/05 information and failed to maintain BLEU preparation facility design

changes through the completion of an Engineering Change Notice;
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an upset condition/overflow from the (R) system which identified a
violation of NFS design procedures associated with the
documentation for (R) system modifications performed by
subcontractors. Licensee failed to provide written documentation
after issuance of verbal work instructions to a subcontractor and did
not provide the requisite engineering evaluations through the
Engineering Change Notice process to ensure these design changes
were in fact acceptable and completed as required. Failure to
maintain configuration control of facility design modifications;

Licensee audits noted a significant number of corrective actions
were overdue; Specific examples of poor contamination control
within radiologically controlled areas. Areas noted as "above
administrative control limits" were in generally accessible areas. One
situation involved a spread of contamination outside a
maintenance area involving equipment replacement. The other
area was the (R) in the natural and LEU handling area, and no
obvious cause was evident. These observations were evidence of
poor work practices. Radiological control practices met regulatory
requirements, but poor control contamination work practices
were noted inside radiologically controlled areas.

On Sept. 12, an authorized employee failed to place the lock and
tags on the single energy isolation point prior to performing work on
the equipment. Inspection Report #70-143/2005-08 and Notice of
Violation, Events #41197 & #41839, 10/31/05, ML081480305.

08/24/05 Amendment 64: Approve Changes to Certain Administrative
Programs, Effective 8/24/05, ML072630199.

08/31/05 Closed meeting at the NRC's Region II Office in Atlanta, Ga., on
August 2, 2005 during which was discussed future licensed activities
associated with processing SNM at the NFS facility. Specifically
discussed was tentative projects that NFS is pursuing (R)
involving taking possession and processing radioactive
material. Letter: Meeting Summary-Closed, Nuclear Fuel Services,
Inc.-Docket #70-143 from IRA/ D. Collins for David A. Ayers, Chief,
Fuel Facility Inspection Branch 1, Division of Fuel Facility Inspection,
8/31/05, ML081360179.

10/02/05- Notice of Violation and proposed imposition of Civil penalty
11/12/05 $32,500 (NRC Inspection Report No. 70-143/2005-010). This refers

to the inspection conducted from Oct. 2, 2005 through Nov. 12, 2005
at Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc., facility. The results of the
inspection, including the identification of an apparent violation
involving the failure to provide adequate assurance that items
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relied on for safety (IROFS) would be reliable and available to
meet nuclear criticality safety performance criteria, were -

transmitted to you in Inspection Report No. 70-143/2005-010,
dated Dec. 16, 2005. During NRC staffs review, an additional
apparent violation was identified involving the failure to report the
above described condition, as required by 10 CFR 70 Appendix A,
paragraph (b) (1).

On March 1, 2006, a predecisional enforcement conference was
conducted in the Region II office with you and members of your staff
to discuss the apparent violations, their significance, root causes and
your corrective actions. Based on the information developed during
the inspection and the information you provided during the
conference the NRC had -determined that two violations of NRC
requirements occurred. The violations are cited in the enclosed
Notice of Violation (Notice) and the.circumstances surrounding them
are described in detail in the subject inspection report.

Violation A :involves the failure to develop and ,implement a
design for the (R) enclosure overflow system which provided
adequate assurance that Items Relied on For Safety (IROFS)
would 'be reliable and .available to perform .their function when
-needed. The (R) Facility (R) enclosure overflow system
(designated as an IROFS) may not have functioned properly due
to the elevation of'the (R) drain. Violation B is interrelated, and
involves the failure to report the abovecondition, as required by
10 CFR 70, Appendix A, paragraph (b) (1). The NRC has
concluded that criticality is NOT highly unlikely, under the
expected and bounding process ,conditions that existed in the
(R) enclosure, due to the failure to install .the enclosure drains at
the correct height.

At the.conference, NFS :provided an overview of the (R) process, a
timeline of events and NFS' response, its assessment of the
significance of the issue from a risk perspective, and its corrective
actions. NFS agreed with the characterization of the violations, and
expressed its awareness of the importance of the issues raised.
However, NFS concluded that the design failuredid not pose a
substantial risk (i.e., ,criticality was not credible), and that the
violations do not warrantescalated enforcement. NFS concluded
that these vacuum -and solution concentration values would not exist
under normal and credible abnormal conditions and suggested the
NRC should exercise enforcement discretion to mitigate the
violations, for reasons as discussed at the conference.

Although no actual consequences occurred as a result of the
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On Oct. 25, 2005, personnel did not comply with RWP requirements,
in that they were working inside an RWP area but not equipped with
the personal protective equipment required by RWP #05-41-082.

On Oct. 28, 2005 the upper walk deck in the (R) process area, which
was part of the work area controlled by RWP #11116, was not posted
with RWP banner tape as required by procedure.

On Oct. 28, 2005 licensee failed to close and lock the block and
bleed valves, and subsequently released approximately (R) of
liquid waste effluent from (R) to unfavorable geometry tanks
without confirmation of the U-235 concentration.

On Nov. 2, 2005, a Radiation Work Permit (RWP) area was found to
be terminated prior to the monitoring results being verified to be
within required limits, in that process piping and flanges were found
to be contaminated above the action limits of 5000 disintegrations per
minute per 100 square centimeters.

An apparent violation (AV) was noted for failure to meet
performance criteria relating to nuclear criticality safety. A
poorly-controlled modification of a process enclosure drain,
such that the drain may not have functioned due to lack of
control of the elevation of the drain, since the IROFS mentioned
were the only IROFS in an accident sequence leading to a
criticality, and since those IROFS were subject to common
cause failure, the potential consequences of this issue are
severe; Two examples of failure to provide adequate assurance that
IROFS will be reliable and available to perform their function when
needed was an apparent violation (AV) of NRC requirements
(Inadequate design basis of process enclosure drains to a
common cause failure). Inspection Report #70-143/2005-10 and
Notice of Violation, Event #42047, 12/16/05, ML081480307.

10/05/05 Memorandum to Those on Attached List from Robert C. Pierson,
Director, Division of Fuel Cycle Safety and Safeguards, Subject:
Update of Communication Plan for Withholding Information from the
Public regarding Nuclear Fuel Services and BWX Technologies.
ML072540300.

10/08/05 Criticality Alarm System Inoperable in the NDA/Loading Dock
Area Due to Detector Failure, Safety Related Equipment (SRE)
Failure. Event #42047; (Retracted on 11/04/05).

10/21/05 Potential Degradation of Glovebox Overflow Drains Under
Certain Vacuum Conditions (Loss or Degraded Safety Items).
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Notification to NRC on 11/10/05. The NRC Resident Inspector
questioned the impact of glovebox enclosure vacuum on the
design and function of the glovebox overflow drains. Enclosure
vacuum was not considered in the set-point analysis for these
drains such that, under certain circumstances, the drains may
not function as intended. The degraded safety scenario would
involve HEU concentration solution entering the glovebox
(which is considered unlikely as the solution is typically low level
caustic solution). The vacuum on the glovebox enclosure would'
have to exceed that which could result in the overflow drains being
incapable of performing their functions (Licensee notes that vacuums
on enclosures have not been observed which would cause the drains
to not be capable of performing their function). The solution in the
enclosure would have to exceed the height necessary for criticality.
Event #42133;

10/28/05 Discard of Caustic Solution to Waste Tank Without Sample and
.Analysis (SRE) Failure. Event #42089, (Note: NRC notified
11110/05).

11/08/05 Exceeded Mass Limit ReqUirements (Unanalyzed Condition).
iFailureof IROFS for:Environmental Safety Program. Event
*#42T31.

11/13/05- Inspectors determined- that-three (3) -Severity Level IV. Violations
12/24/05 of'NRC requirements occurred and are being treated as Non-Cited

Violations (NCVs), consistent with Section VI.A of the Enforcement
fPolicy. Violations concerned NFSprocedure SOP 401 ; part 8-3,
:Section 8.3.4, which requires a leak test of certain components (R).

On Nov. 17, 2005, the inspectors identified licensee failed to leak
test these components when last required. NFS-exhibited
iinitiative:in identifying the circumstances and rootcause of the
events, and therefore, is granted identification credit for this event.

•-Failure'to perform -a leak test was a violation of NRC requirements
(NCV 70-143/2005-01 1-01). :NFS improved the test methodology,
performed the required tests, and .improved documentation to track
tests due and tests ,completed.

On:Dec. 1.0,2005, NFS identified a job requiring a Radiation Work
Permit (RWP); cleaning the (R) scrubber, had been started without
an RWP being posted. Failure to post the RWP at the job site was a
violation of NRC requirements, NCV 70-143/2005-011-02. Corrective
actions included briefing all operations supervisors on RWP
responsibilities.
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NFS procedure CL-26, section 4.6.3, requires all containers to be
closed while unattended. On Nov. 17, 2005 a (R) was left open and
unattended (R). Failure to close as unattended container was a
violation of NRC requirements, NCV 70-143/2005-011-03.

Event No. 42131, 11/08/05, (Exceeded Mass Limit Requirements).
On Nov. 9, 2005 NFS reported a violation of an environmental
item relied on for safety (IROFS), in that (R) of uranium had been
added to a waste tank, while the limit was (R). This limit was
based on environmental effects of a release. The site drainage
system was modified since the original limit was calculated, and
licensee had analyzed the dilution resulting from the modifications
and calculated the new limit to be (R). NFS implemented the new
limit on Nov. 10, 2005.

The drainage modification had been made prior to the (R) limit being
exceeded. This failure constitutes a violation of minor significance
and is not subject to formal enforcement action.

Event 42191, 12107/05, (Apparent Loss of Natural Thorium
Shipment). On Dec. 8, 2005, NFS reported a lost shipment of
thorium (TH). The shipment was subsequently found and licensee
retracted the report. NFS identified the (R) shipment exceeded the
allowed 15 pound weight for the 10 CFR 40.22 general license
documented on the shipping papers. Since the shipment was found,
NFS claimed an oversight, that the shipping papers should have cited
10 CFR 100.22, which used a (R) limit. Pending further NRC review,
this is unresolved item (URI) 70-143/ 2005-011-04.

The in-line monitor failed but the process continued to run until
an operator identified the failure. The in-line monitor was an
IROFS in the downblend system, however, NFS had other IROFS in
place to ensure a downblend-accident could not occur, and met 10
CFR 70.61 performance criteria without the in-line monitor. Although
not an NRC violation, this was a negative observation, in that a
failure mode for an IROFS was not recognized in the design
process. Licensee identified a criticality safety issue, in that a
source of potential over-pressure in the product (R) were not
analyzed to ensure that no backflow into unfavorable geometry
utilities could take place. Although the (R) were vented, a
source of nitrogen was piped to the (R) and the effect of this
pressure source was not previously considered. As temporary
corrective action, NFS isolated this pressure source from the (R)
using lockout/tagout. An analysis was initiated to determine the
potential safety issues (tracked as IFI 70-143/2005-011-05).
Letter to Mr. Kerry Schutt, President, General Manager, Nuclear Fuel
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Services, Inc., from /RA/ David A. Ayres, Chief, Fuel Facility
Inspection Branch 1, Division of Fuel Facility Inspection, NRC,
Region II, Inspection Report #70-143/2005-011, Events #42131 &
# 42191, 1/23/06, ML081480308.

11/16/05 Amendment 65: Approval of Changes to Fundamental Nuclear
Material Control Plan for HEU. Staff determined proposed
changes to facilities HEU FNMC Plan are adequate based on review
and evaluation of NFS's submittals. Environmental review
categorically excluded. No EA or EIS is warranted for this action.
Amendment 65, Safety Evaluation Report, TAC L31890, L31891 and
L31895, Effective 11/16/05, ML072630118.

11/28105 Amendment 66: Approve Changes to the Physical Protection
Plan, Effective 11/28/05, ML072630090.

12/07/05 LostiStolen LNM>I:OX,(Thorium). EVENT.#42191.

12108/05 Letter confirming ýconversation between B. Marie 'Moore of NFS staff
and -Dan Rich 2of NRC concerning management meeting scheduled
for Dec. 20, 2005 at the Region II Office in Atlanta, Ga. to discuss
safety (R) improvements. Confirmation of Closed Meeting, Nuclear
Fuel Services, Inc. - Docket.#70-143, 1:2/8/05, ML081360257.

.12/12/05 Amendment 67-Approve Changes to Procedure Reviews by
SSRC, Effective 12/12/05, ML072630079.

12/12105- ,Letter from Melanie Galloway, Chief, NRC Technical Support Group,
12116105 FueI-Cycle Safety and Safeguard, concerning ladditional

ýinformation ;provided 'by'NFS regarding use of concentration
control for nonuniform solutions in large waste water tanks at
licensee facility. It was determined that NFS' staff relied on
.ambiguous language in Safety.Condition S-_9'to support the use
,of a single parameterlimit as a safety limit.

As discussed in the ,report, .NFS's use ofthe single parameter limit
from a national consensus standard resulted in less than adequate
subcritical margin. Corrective actions for the violations discussed in
the inspection ,report should include amending the license to revise
Safety Condition S-9. Specifically, SafetyCondition S-9 should
eliminate references -to American National Standards
Institute/American Nuclear Society (ANSI/ANS) series standards and
clarify -the meaning of "published experimental data." Based on the
result of the inspection, the NRC has determined that two Severity
Level IV violations of NRC requirements occurred. The first violation
being cited is the inappropriate use of a single parameter limit as
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a safety limit for the Waste Water Treatment Facility. The second
violation is the failure to comply with license requirements for
concentration control.

As of December 16, 2005, licensee relied on a safety limit of (R), a
calculated single parameter limit from Table 1 of the consensus
standard ANSI/ANS-8.1, for the concentration of (R) material in a
.nonuniform aqueous solution stored in unsafe geometry WWTF
tanks without discussing or iustifying the limit in criticality
analysis for the tanks to demonstrate subcriticality for normal
and credible abnormal conditions. Licensee failure to adequately
justify in NCS analysis the safety limit on (R) concentration in WWTF
tanks is VIO 70-143/2005-208-01.

Based on licensee submittal in Attachment 2 to this report, the
inspectors determined that Safety Condition S-9 is ambiguous
regarding the use of single parameter limits from ANSI/ANS-8.1 and
concluded that Safety Condition S-9 should be corrected to eliminate
references to ANSIIANS series standards and clarify the meaning of
"published experimental data." NFS' actions to amend Safety
Condition S-9 will be tracked as IFI 70-143/2005-208-02.

As of Dec. 16, 2005, licensee relied on a safety limit of (R), a
calculated single parameter limit from Table 1 of the consensus
standard ANSI/ANS-8.1 for the concentration of (R) material in a
nonuniform aqueous solution stored in unsafe geometry WWTF
tanks. Failure to establish an appropriate concentration safety limit
for WWTF tanks is Violation VIO 70-143/2005-208-03.

VIO 70-143/2004-207-05 concerned licensee's failure to ensure that
keff values for credible abnormal conditions did not exceed the 0.95
limit. Licensee denied the violation, and the NRC is reviewing the
denial.

IFI 70-143/2005-101-07 tracks licensee review of the failure of the
RMS-3 monitor. The RMS-3 monitor was observed to be inoperable
due to incorrect calibration values, which had been reset by the
control system. The inspectors reviewed licensee compensatory
measures in Section 3.0 above and noted the licensee was taking
credit for the compensatory measure of discontinuing use of tracking
software, which was believed to be responsible for resetting the
calibration values, The inspectors also noted licensee has a long-
term corrective action pending to change the monitor default settings,
which would alleviate concern about resetting the values. Pending
completion of licensee review and corrective actions, this item
remains open. Letter to Mr. Kerry Schutt. President and General
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Manager, NFS, with Inspection Report #70-143/2005-208 and Notice
of Violation, 2/03/06, ML081490103.

12/21105 Amendment 68: Approval of Changes to Fundamental Nuclear
Material Control Plan for HEU. Banner Spring Branch no longer
sampled. No environmental review needed due to 10 CFR 51.22 (c)
(12). Amendment 68, Safety Evaluation Report, TAC L31909, and
TAC L31916, Effective 12/21/05, ML072630072.

12/22/05 Safety Equipment Failure - While performing semi-annual criticality
accident alarm system (CAAS) testing, one unit in a pair of detectors
failed to initiate the site wide alarm. Event #42226.

12/25/05- Based on the results of this inspection, the NRC has determined
02/04/06 .three,.(3) Violations of NRC requirements occurred. Two violations

are. beingtreated as NCVs, consistent with Section VI.A.8 of the
-,Enforcement Policy.

;NFS procedure HS-GL-1 3-07 limits net containermass of containers
in-storage in the (R) area for criticality safety purposes. On Dec. 16,
.2005, -licensee identified a containerwas stored in the area
which exceeded -the !posted mass .limit. Standard Operating
.Procedure .(SOP) 409, Section,22, requires two operators verify the
container meets the posted limits prior to storage. Failure~to comply
with storage area mass limits was a violation of NRC requirements,
NCV 70-143/2006-001-01. Licensee determined-the excessive mass
in thecontainer was bounded by the area -safety analysis and
'implemented adequate corrective actions, which consisted of review
of storage of othercontainers and re-training operators on container
storage.

License Application Section 2.12 requires management measures to
,ensure that itemsrelied on'for.safety (IROFS) areýavailable and
reliable to perform their function when -needed. NRC Event #42244
'identified on January 6, 2006, involved the failure to adjust the
setpoint of the in-line .monitor for the (R)'discard system to the
required value stated in the nuclear criticality safety evaluation
(NCSE). This was a management measures failure in the area of
configuration 'control. :Licensee reported the event because
without the inline monitor, 10 CFR 61 ,performance criteria could not
bermet. Failure to implement.and maintain an IROFS as necessary
was a violation of NRC requirements, NCV 70-143/2006-01-02.
Licensee implemented adequate corrective actions through the use
of a modified NCSE verification checklist. During this inspection
certain of your activities, as described below and/or attached were in
violation of NRC requirements and are being cited. NRC Event
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#42226 involving a relay failure for a criticality detector in the Oxide
Conversion Building was adequately evaluated. Licensee replaced
the defective component and augmented the.testing schedule to
monitor system performance. On Feb. 8, 2006, licensee submitted a
10 CFR 21 report to document generic concerns.

Deficiencies were noted in entering and resolving radiation
protection (RP) issues in the PIRCS. Until the date of the
inspector's exit meeting for this report, no PIRCS entry was
made for the RP violation noted in this report which occurred on
Jan. 11, 2006. Likewise, a PIRCS entry for the control of
excavation noted in this report as IFI 70-143/2006-001-04 was not
made until day of the exit meeting. Also, licensee identified an RP
violation, which occurred on Jan. 19, 2006, but then erroneously
documented in Apparent Cause Investigation 4531 that no
violation occurred. All three issues were corrected after the
inspectors requested clarification from the licensee.

A violation was noted with four examples of failure to follow
radiological protection requirements, two of which were identified
by the inspectors (VIO 70-143/2006-001-03). The issue is
repetitive in that corrective actions for violation 70-143/2005-10-06
should have prevented a recurrence of personnel failing to wear
required personnel protective equipment. The issues were
documented as PIRCS events. PIRCS #6895 was notable because
the employee confused the black and yellow RWP boundary
posting with an industrial safety boundary. Although this type of
boundary is commonly used in the (R), black is not a standard color
for a radiation boundary.

No radiation controls were established for excavation work
adjacent to the WWTF. This area had been controlled as a
Radiologically Controlled Area when previously excavated and filled
with fresh gravel. The area was subsequently released under NFS-
GH-15. On Jan. 5, 2006, contractor personnel dug through the fresh
fill with power equipment, into the earth, which had been previously
controlled as a radiologically controlled area. In order to research
licensee procedures and control for excavation this item will be
tracked as IFI 70-143/2006-001-04. Inspection Report #70-
143/2006-001 and Notice of Violation, 3/6/06, Events #42226 &
#42244, ML081490104.
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2006
01/05/06 Loss or Degraded Safety Items (Monitor Setpoint Improperly

Set). Event #42244.

01/12/06 Letter to NFS regarding closed meeting at NRC Region II office in
Atlanta, Ga., on Dec., 20, 2005 discussing safety and compliance
challenges, new facility start-up challenges, and specifically,
NFS' Safety and Compliance Culture Policy, the NFS Safety and
Compliance Conscious Work Environment Policy, NFS'
successes with the PIRCS system and NFS' Business Process
Improvement -initiatives. The meeting.provided the NRC with an
acceptable level of confidence in NFS' plans to improve their
facility's ,performance ,in the above areas. Letter to Mr. Kerry
Schutt,. :President and General Manager, ,Nuclear Fuel Services,
Closed Meeting Summary, Nuclear Fuel-Services, Inc., Docket #70-
143, 1/12/06, M081360182.

02/01/06 Request for changes -to certain administrative programs closed
*without prejudice (TAC L31904). NFS' application dated Dec., 3,
2004 and .supplemental ;letter dated ý06/22/05 proposed the following
changes, :in part, to administrative programs under Material License
SNM-124: (1) Deletion of requirements for Safety-Related Equipment
(SRE) and Configuration Controlled Equipment (CCE), and (2)
Frequency of procedure reviews by the Safety Review Committee.
On August 24, 2005, Amendment 64 was issued to approve other
.program changes, but these two changes remained open. On Sep.
27, 2005, the NRC concluded that this information was inadequate
to approve the changes and identified :the additional information
needed. No additional information was received. NRC closed
action withoutprejudice to resubmission with additional information.
-Letter to Ms. B. Marie Moore, VicePresident, Safety and Rules, NFS,
(TAC L31,904) from IRA/ Kevin M. Ramsey, Fuel Cycle Facilities
Branch, Office of Nuclear Material Safetyand Safeguards, 2/01/06,
ML081430428.

.02/05/06- NRC Event:#42393 involving an unintentional transfer of SNM
•03118/06 from a.(R) to an area not authorized to receive special nuclear

material with a subsequent overflow to the floor. NRC event
#42411 -involved discoveryof an unsafe geometry accumulation
point, Which was a pit under an elevator. These events were
reviewed by an NRC Special Inspection Team and will be
reported under NRC Report 70-143/2006-006.
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On Jan. 3, 2006 the licensee failed to comply with change
control process during modifications to the (R) detector system
in that:

1. Licensee failed to ensure that changes to the as-built condition did
not impact the safety of the systems, structures and components
(SSC), in that a failsafe feature of the system was defeated by a
change in system components.

2. Licensee failed to verify that an active engineered control
identified as SRE was properly installed upon completion of
maintenance, in that the functional test did not test a system failsafe
feature. This is a Severity Level IV Violation.

3. Licensee failed to obtain work acceptance approval and failed to
obtain review and approval for changes for work completed under a
Minor 2 work request prior to use of equipment.

On Feb. 13, 2006, while being escorted by the licensee, visiting
personnel and licensee escorts failed to remove shoe covers and
step across the line/barrier as required, in that they removed anti-
contamination clothing inside the controlled area of the BLEU
Preparation Facility with no step-off barrier established. This is a
Severity Level IV Violation.

Inspectors identified that electrical schematics diagrams were
not being controlled under licensee's configuration
management-program. This issue will be tracked as URI 70-
143/2006-002-02; Inspectors identified that operators were not
consistently trained on when to sound the fire alarm (R). The
number of RWP noncompliances in the last six months
highlights a need for improvement in implementation of
corrective actions; Failure to comply with configuration control
program requirements; Electrical schematic configuration control;
Failure to comply with Entry/Exit procedure requirements from a
controlled area; Review of contaminated Scaffolding.

Licensee's external exposure had almost reached the ALARA
goal set for the year 2005, due to handling of higher radiation
level material in the down blending areas; Scaffolding, which was
used by the licensee and a contractor, became contaminated
during repair of waste water treatment tank; Licensee
determined the contamination came from the site, and that it
was either technetium 99 or uranium. This issue will be tracked as
URI 070-143/2006-02-04. (2 VIO, 2 URIs, opened, 4 VIOs closed).
Inspection Report #70-143/2006-002 and Notice of Violation,
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02/05/06-
10/13/06

04/17/06 & 4/18/06, Events # 42393 & 42411, ML081490105 and
ML081490350.

Managers and staff in our Region II office, the Office of NMS and the
Office of NSIR completed a review of the NFS facility's performance.
We recognize the more significant issues in the LPR are based on
findings early in the review period that may be affected by the results
of an Alternate Dispute Resolution agreement. We also recognize
there were fewer NRC-identified violations later in the period when
you had limited operations with salaried personnel who had been re-
trained as operators and maintenance staff. Recognizing these
unique circumstances, the NRC still has concern for the areas
needing improvement noted in this report. All of the areas
needing improvement are repetitive of areas identified in the last
LPR. Two of these resurfaced primarily from the BLEU
Preparation Facility (BPF) event of March 6, 2006. These areas
are verification and implementation of equipment and controls
identified in nuclear criticality safety analyses, and utilization of
the problem identification and corrective action program. The
,other areas needing improvement are control of SSNM, and
engineering design, verification, and configuration control.

We believe continued improvements are warranted. Given the
number, significance, and repetitiveness of these issues, the
confidence normally provided through a robust safety program
is not-evident, indicating that actions are still necessary to provide
additional assurance that facility operations.will be conducted safely.
These issues are also indicative that further action to improve
your safety culture is-warranted. Results of our review will be
discussed with you at your facility on Jan. 9, 2007. The meeting
will be closed to the public and will discuss the material in the
enclosure, which pertains to sensitive unclassified information.

Trends indicated inadequate response to certain recurring
issues; Failure to maintain dual Criticality Accident Alarm
System detector coverage at waste water treatment facility; Use
of a less-than-adequate configuration management system
failed to ensure the safety impact of the partially installed and
unisolated change per requirements of 10 CFR 70.72; Failure to
provide adequate procedures for the operation of the enclosure
components; Failure to correctly implement the configuration
control program during modification of an active engineered
control, in that a failsafe feature of the explosive gas detection
was defeated; Electrical schematics of an active engineered
controls not placed under configuration control and relied solely
on post-maintenance testing to verify proper configuration;
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Weaknesses identified in configuration management program.
Licensee Performance Review (LPR) of Licensed Activities for
Nuclear Fuel Services, (NFS) Inc., Docket #70-143, 12/01/06;
ML071930522.

02/15/06 Amendment 69: Approval of Final Survey Method for Subsurface
Soils. Material License SNM-124 amended to approve final status
survey method added to North Site Decommissioning Plan for
subsurface soils. Safety conditions S-1 revised to clarify NFS, Inc.,
may change commitments without prior approval from the NRC per
10 CFR 70.32. Staff says no EA or EIS needed because of EA
dated 05/16/01, plus clause 10 CFR 51.22 (c) (11). Amendment
69, Safety Evaluation Report, TAC L31875, Effective 02/15/06,
ML072630064.

02/28/06 Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc., Review of Internally Authorized
Changes 2005 Revisions to Integrated Safety Analysis
Summaries for Calendar Year 2005. (TAC L31928) Letter dated
2/28/06 to NFS from IRA/ Michael Lamastra, Proiect Manager,
Division of Fuel Cycle Safety and Safeguards, Office of Nuclear
Material Safety and Safeguard, ML081430426.

03/01/06 Closed pre-decisional enforcement conference (NRC Inspection
Report #70-143/2005-010) for March 1, 2006 at the Region I!
Office in Atlanta, Georgia. The purpose of the meeting is to
discuss the apparent violation associated with the failure to
consider how credible abnormal process conditions could
degrade or defeat the function of glovebox drains (R). An
additional issue associated with the apparent violation involves
the failure to report the glovebox vulnerability to the NRC for
approximately three weeks. Letter to Mr. Kerry Schutt, President,
General Manager, NFS, Inc., Confirmation of Closed Pre-Decisional
Enforcement Conference, Docket #70-143, from /RA/ Douglas m.
Collins, Director, Division of Fuel Facility Inspection, NRC., Region II,
dated 01/26/06, EA-06-01, Event # 42133, ML081500553.

03/06/06 Accidental spill of 35 (37) liters of HEU in the BLEU Processing
Facility with possibility of causing criticality and nuclear chain
reaction. Reported to Congress 13 months later. Letter dated
7/3/07 from Congressman John D. Dingell and Bart Stupak to
Nuclear Regulatory Commission; NRC Inspection Report #70-
14312006-006, 6/9/06, ML072630328.

03/07/06 Unanalyzed Condition of Criticality Controls (37 liters High
Enriched Uranyl Nitrate (HEUN) spilled). Event Report #42393.
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03/09/06 Fitness For Duty Report Involving Licensee Supervisor.
(Alcohol) Event #42480, (Note: NRC notification 4106106, nearly
one month later).

03/10/06 Memorandum to William B. Gloersen, Leader, NFS Special
Inspection Team (SIT) from William D. Travers, Regional
Administrator, IRA/ D. Collins acting for. Memorandum confirming
the establishment of a SIT to inspect and access the facts and
circumstances of the inadvertent transfer of solution into an
enclosure that was not approved for operation at NFS. The event
occurred on March 6, 2006-at 17:00 EST, and was reported to the
NRC on March 7, 2006, at 19:41 EST.

The foremost objective is to determine the safety implications and
adequacy of licensee corrective actions for the sequence of events
resulting in the transfer of HEUN solution to an enclosure not
approved for operation. The equipment, which was not
approved for use, was connected to a solution transfer line in
,service. This allowed unintended transfer of 37 liters of solution
to a process enclosure and led to the determination the existing
:safety analysis was not completed for the ,operation of this
,enclosure.

*NFS managementfailed to recognize the significance of the
316106 HEU spill event. Specifically that~the facility was
operating in an unanalyzed condition without any approved
controls to prevent~a nuclear criticality accident. NRC
notification was not made in accordance with the 'timeliness
requirements of 10 CFR 70, Appendix A (APV 70-143/2006-006-01).
The NRC Senior Resident Inspector's involvement was
necessary to ensure event reporting and to protect the "as-
found" condition of the enclosure and piping for further
inspection and evaluation. During the BPF HEU spill event,
sufficient fissile solution was transferred that could have
resulted in criticality in either of two available collection points
.and no NCS controls were available to preventaccumulation of
a-critical system at either collection point. Eight (8) violations
cited. NRC inspection Report No. 70-143/2006-006, 6/9/06,
ML072630328). (Note: Report details (17 pages) not included in this
report).

03/1-0/06 LAR 75: Request to Incorporate Changes to Chapter 3 of SNM-124
"Radiation Protection". Letter dated 3/10/06. SNM-124 amended to
approve NFS changes to Chapter 3 "Radiation Protection." NFS
requests change to Radiation Work Permit (RWP) Program to
allow its health physicist to waive RWP requirements on a case-
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by-case basis. Safety condition S-1 revised to include dates of
submittals 3/10/06/, 11/08/6 and 12/13/06. License Condition S-24
amended to reflect Revision 10 of Emergency Plan. License SG-6. I
amended to reflect Revision 4 of Physical Protection Plan. License
SG-6.2 and SG-6.3 amended to reflect Revision I of Safeguards
Contingency Plan and Revision I of NFS Site Security Training and
Qualification Plan. Region II inspection has no objection to proposed
action. No EA nor EIS is warranted. Amendment 75, Safety
Evaluation Report, TAC L31939, Effective 1/05/07, ML072630287.

03/13/06 All Safety Items Unavailable (Potential Unsecured Accumulation
Point Detected). Event #42411.

3/13/06- SIT inspection conducted to review causes and circumstances of
3/17/06 3/6/06 spill event into enclosure not approved for operation.

Significant safety concerns raised due to solution leaks in BPF
are a credible abnormal condition. Inspection Report #70-
143/2006-06, 6/9/06, CAL NO. 02-06-003, Events #42393 & #42411,
ML072630328.

03/18/06 Confirmatory Action Letter No. 02-06-003 issued. NRC Inspection
Report No. 70-143/2007-002, 04/23/07, ML073060098. (Note: CAL
cannot be located on NRC ADAMS).

03/19/06- Open unattended container found in building; Improperly
04/29/06 uranium designed aluminum process overflows; Failure of an

Administrative IROFS in the Environmental Safety Program
(WWTF) caustic solution transfer made and mass limit was
exceeded for uranium; IROFS failure block and bleed valves left
open; 270 liters of unsampled caustic discard solution
transferred. Inspection Report #70-143/2006-003 and Notice of
Violation, 05/23/06, ML073060269.

03/22/06 Product Mass Different Than Analyzed. Event #42442;
(Retracted 4/13/06).

03/30/06 Closed meeting notice between the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
and NFS in Rockville, Maryland on March 30, 2006. The purpose of
this meeting is to obtain an understanding of the results of Nuclear
Fuel Services, Inc., (last two lines redacted (R)). 3/23/06,
ML081500234.

04/03/06- Weaknesses were identified in configuration management
04/07/06 program. Although licensee procedure NFS-GH-901 describes

placing systems under configuration management, no guidance was
provided in the procedure regarding boundaries. The inspectors
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04/03/06-
04/07/06

observed that the licensee relies to a great degree on process
knowledge of the participating staff. This weakness led to a
spill event in BPF when licensee staff failed to recognize that
out-of-service equipment was, in fact, connected to an HEU
solution line. Inspection Report No. 70-143/2006-203, 5/1/06,
ML081490351. (Note: This is the last inspection report
addressed to Kerry Schutt, President and General Manager).

AECs not placed under configuration control; independent
verifications or auditing configurations not performed;
Work request involving modification of carbon dioxide fire
suppression system wiring never implemented; safety controls
affecting two carbon dioxide system interlocks not tested;
Design guidance -for engineers vague or non-existent; No
guidance ion howto.properly design a system to prevent
:backflow into a iprocess vessel; No guidance to properly
ýaccount'forprocess upset conditions; Results from audit not
formally captured in a commitment tracking'system; Minor
issues passed along to area owners and assumed to be.
addressed if resources available; Adverse trend regarding
blockage resulting in routineactuation of an IROFS. Letter to
Dwight tFerguson, tPresident-and CEO. NRC Inspection Report
oNo.70-143/2006-07, .05/04/06, ML073060347.

04/13106 Amendment 70: Extension of Safeguards'Condition SG-4.34.
Inventory exemption request for-the BLEU Preparation Facility,
one-time exemption from physical inventory deadline. License
revised to dffect Revision 3 of the North Site.Decommissioning Plan.
IBLEU facility.in shut-down mode per Confirmatory Action Letter No.
2-06-003 daeted'3/1l8/06. Inadvertent material transfer event. Staff
prepared EA in accordance -with tOCFR Part 51. On 5/26/06 a
Finding-of No Significant Impact .(FONSI) was published in, the
FederalbRe-gister (71 FR 30451). Safeguardslicense condition SG
4.35 df Material License SNM-124 added to incorporate one-time
exemption. Amendment 70, Safeguards Evaluation -Report,
TA CL3194.7. Effective 04/13/06, ML072630031.

04/14/06 Failure OfA Fitness For Duty Test (NFS Supervisor- illegal
drugs). 'Event #42502.

04/26/06 LPR meeting and a management meeting NFS requested has been
scheduled for April 26, 2006 at the NFS facility in Erwin, TN. The
purpose -of the first meeting is to discuss the performance issues
pertaining to our License Performance Review for your facility
covering the period from Jan. 23, 2005 to Feb. 4, 2006. The
purpose of the second meeting is to discuss additional
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information and actions NFS is proposing for the safe restart of
the BLEU Preparation Facility (BPF), including corrective
actions and program enhancements that have been
implemented or planned as a result of the BPF event that
occurred on March 6, 2006. Both meetings will be closed to the
public due to the discussion of proprietary information and the
sensitive nature of information to be discussed pursuant to 10
CFR 2.390. Letter from /RA/ David A. Ayres, Chief, Fuel Facility
Inspection Branch 1, Division of Fuel Facility Inspection, to Kerry
Schutt, President, General Manager, NFS, 04/12/06, ML081440073.

04/30/06- Synopsis of NRC's (01) report regarding NFS personnel willfully
06/10/06 recorded incomplete and inaccurate information of transfer of

containers of SNM; Event #42612 - Failure of CAS (criticality
alarm system) due to lightning strike. Inspection Report # 70-
143/2006-004, 7/7/06, 01 Case No. 2-2005-028, Event #42612,
ML073060562.

05/15/06 Union workers went on strike at NFS. Approx 350 hourly workers,
out of a total of 700, are affected. Closed session between NFS,
NRC Region II, and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 5/30/07,
ML071930389 and ML073060562.

05/23/06 Notice of availability of Environmental Assessment and Finding
of No Significant Impact (FONSI) concerning Request for
Exemption from Nuclear Fuel Services, Erwin, TN. to exempt
shipments of low-level radioactive waste contaminated with
SNM from certain safety requirements. Memorandum to Michael
T. Lesar, Chief Rules Review and Directives Branch, Division of
Administrative Services, Office of Administration from Kevin M.
Ramsey, /RA/ Fuel Cycle Facilities Branch, Division of Fuel Cycle
Safety and Safeguards, Office of NMSS, 5/23/06, ML061220658.

05/24/06 LAR 74: Use of Shipper's Quantities to Resolve Shipper-
Receiver Difference. Application dated 5/24/06, SNM-124 is
amended to approve one-time use of shipper's quantity to
resolve shipper-receiver differences on three batches. Safety
conditions S- 1 revised to include date of submittal and new
safeguards condition SG-4.36 has been added for BLEU facility.
Changes requested related to safeguards matters. EA and EIS
categorically excluded and unwarranted for this action. Amendment
74, Safeguards Evaluation Report, Effective 8/8/06, ML072630252.

05/31/06 Office of Investigations Report #2-2005-029 and NRC Inspection
Report #70-143/2005-004 refers to the apparent violation that
occurred on June 22, 2005, involving the failure of a production
supervisor and maintenance mechanic to adhere to
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requirements documented in a radiation work permit (RWP).
This letter also refers to an investigation completed by the NRC
Office of Investigations (01). The purpose of the 01 investigation
was to determine whether the above apparent violation occurred
as the result of willful actions on the part of the NFS employees.
Based on the evidence developed during the investigation, the
NRC concluded the employees' actions were willful, in that the
individuals (1) had received RWP procedural training; (2) were
familiar with the-procedure which requires all personnel read, comply
with, and sign all RWPs; (3) had received annual refresher training
related to the RWP procedure; and (4) stated they observed the
posted RWP and yellow tape surrounding the RWP area. Based on
these findings, this apparent violation is being considered for
escalated enforcement action. Letterto Dwight Ferguson, President
and Chief Executive Officer, Nuclear-Fuel Services, Inc., Inspection
Report #70-143/2005-004 and Office 'of :Investigations Report #2-
2005-029, EA-06-129, from/RA/ T. Decker, actingq for Douglas M.
Cdllins, Director, Division .of Fuel Facility Inspection 5/31/06,
WML081500430.

05/31106 CriticalityEvacuation Alarm Failure (Safety Equipment Failure).
Event #42612; NRCnotification 611106.

06/05/06-
07/17/06

'Safety :Related Equipment (SRE) tags found on wrong equipment;
Testing of new sensors not complete;,P&lDs for strip columns not
updated to reflect new configuration; Level switches out of service
for several months; Numerous SIX equipment labeled "0" instead of
letter "0"; Roof Leaks.Standing liquid -found on floor in DB. (Rain
water from leaks in BPF roof); Two locked closed valves not
identified as locked; Inlet line not-captured on P&ID; SOP missing in
Process Logic Controller; Two instruments on P&ID in wrong
location; SRE tests could not be performed; WR involving DB Loss-
,of-Function alarm changed categories multiple times before
completion. Inspection-Report #70-143/2006-11, 8/28/06;
CALNo. 02-06-003; Events #42393 and #42411, ML073060416.

06/06/06 Amendment 71-Approve One-Time Exemption From Physical
Inventory Deadline, Effective 6/6/06, ML072630040.

06/11/06-
07/22/06

Level control problems with first and second SRE valves and
pumps (could have led to overflow problems - red oil issues);
Failures (two) to use required respirator protection. Inspection
Report #70-143/2006-009, 8/14/06, EA-06-129, ML073060396.

LAR 72: Required Experience of Discipline of Vice-President. NFS
requested Amendment to Clarify Experience Requirements for a Vice

06/16/06
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06/19/06-
06/23/06

President in Part 1, Chapter 2 of License SNM-124. Categorical
exclusion per 10 CFR 51.22) (c) (11). Amendment 72, Safety
Evaluation Report, Effective 7/3/06, ML072630058.

On or before June 23, 2006, the criticality accident alarm system (R)
which cover (R) of the Waste Water Treatment Facility (WWTF) only
had one detector in service. The inspectors noted that (R) WWTF
Victoreen criticality detectors started to alarm after a recent
electrical storm and could not be reset. A work request was
initiated to repair the detector but licensee was unable to get the
detector to function properly, and the inoperable detector was placed
in alarm status. No further corrective actions were taken to
replace or fix the detector; NFS stated this was because it did
not have the parts to fix the detector, an old model that is no
longer being manufactured. The inspectors noted the
inoperable detector had been in an alarm state since May 31,
2006 and also noted that no compensatory measures were taken
during the time period in which there was only one function
alarm in the area. Failure to have dual CAAS detector coverage is
VIO 70-143/2006-205-01. Inspectors also noted that during the
same electrical storm, the audible alarm system for the BLEU
complex CAAS was also disabled. This CAAS failure was not
noted because the lightning strike had disabled both the alarm
and the diagnostic panel that should have indicated alarm
failure. Since licensee was preoccupied with other effects of the
lightning storm, the alarm failure was not noticed for several
days. The BLEU complex has lightning protection but the
installed lightning protection failed to protect the CAAS
equipment in this instance. This will be tracked as IFI 70-143/2006-
205-02. The mass flow meter often fails conservatively because it
interprets air left in the line following a transfer as additional solution;
Inconsistency in the NCSE; IROFS on (R) were insufficient to
protect against a second means of getting HEU solution (R). The
inspectors questioned whether this change should have resulted in
an amendment under 1OCFR 70.72 because it caused the creation
of a new accident sequence. NFS stated that in its view, the
splitting of an accident sequence into two or more accident
sequences did not constitute a new sequence because the original
sequence bounded any means of transferring additional solution.
Splitting the downblending accident sequence into additional
sequences will be tracked as URI 70-143/2006-205-03.
Modifications were made to the CAAS without an approved work
order; The inspectors discussed NFS' actions to address the
various validation-related issues. With one exception, NFS did
not have any documentation it had completed work on these
IFIs, 70-143/2005-205-02 through 09 remain open. Inspection
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Report #70-143/2006-205 and Notice of Violation, 7/21/06,
ML081490352.

06129106 A follow up to NRC letter of May 31, 2006 in which NFS was advised
of the NRC identification of an apparent violation involving the failure
of a production supervisor and maintenance mechanic to adhere to
the requirements documented in a radiation work permit (RWP).
During a telephone discussion between Marie Moore of NFS staff
and Carolyn Evans of this office on June .27, 2006, we became aware
of an administrative oversight on our part concerning our failure
to advise you of the availability of alternate dispute resolution
(ADR) with the NRC as an additional means for resolving this
issue. Ms. Moore advised of NFS' desire to -pursue ADR in this
case. ADR is a general term encompassing various techniques
for resolving conflicts outside of court using a neutral third
party. The-technique the NRC has decided to employ during a pilot
program, which isnow in effect, is mediation. Letter to Dwight B.
.Ferguson, President.and Chief Executive •Officer, Nuclear Fuel
Services, Inc., Inspection .Report #70-143/2005-.004 and Office of
Investigations Report #2-2005-029, EA-06-129, from /RA/ T. Decker
acting for Douglas M. Collins, Director, Division of Fuel Facility
Inspection, 6/29/06, ML081500431.

06/30/06 NFS response dated March 24, 2006, to Confirmatory Action
Letter (CAL) #02-06-003 and the additional information NFS
provided at the meeting at NRC Headquarters on March 27, 2006,
that discuss the details of our -response. As -mentioned at the
meeting, NRCcontinued to have concerns about the information
you provided to demonstrate the safe operation of the HEU fuel
manufacturing processes.

"Your CAL response mentioned differences between the BPF and
.(R). You stated that processes in (R) had been at steady state for
over five years and you also stated that (R) has been expanded over
the past several years, primarily with duplications of well understood
processes. Although the BPF has had numerous design
problems associated with new types of process equipment
during its relatively short operational life, many of the problems
that have occurred were associated with relatively simple, well-
understood processes. The event that occurred on March 6,
2006, was basically a well understood process of pumping a
uranium (R) solution from one (R) to another for use as feed
material for the solvent extraction system. Thus the lack of
complexity as a design change should not be a key element in
determining whether a change would impact safety".
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"The second significant difference you mentioned was that (R) has a
more experienced staff, and to strengthen the experience in BPF,
personnel reassignments were made in 2005 to augment the BPF
operation. We have noted that there have been relatively limited
reassignments of more experienced staff to BPF and will continue to
review the effects of such reassignments on the safety performance
in (R). Another remaining issue is the amount of design guidance
provided to the engineering staff for specific types of equipment with
safety implications. The results of the inspections showed that
specific design guidance was lacking for engineering staff and
design reviewers for many basic systems (piping, ventilation,
electrical) as well as key safety-related issues such as backflow
prevention".

"NRC continues to have several concerns with the NFS
configuration management program. Since the configuration
management program is used throughout the facility, problems
that surface during the BPF event could also affect (R). A good
configuration management program includes proper review,
approval, and documentation of the design, the as-built conditions,
and the changes made to the facility. The NRC inspection of the
BPF event and the subsequent inspection of (R) showed problems in
each of these elements. The fact that most electrical drawings
are not included in the existing configuration management
program is a significant concern since many safety controls are
electrically actuated."

"The response to the CAL did not fully address the concerns with the
site-wide configuration management program. The inspection of the
(R) conducted the week of April 3, 2006, reviewed the depth and
breadth of the actions taken by NFS to verify the accuracy of your
procedures and P&IDs. Overall, the inspection found the
independent review of P&IDs and the "vertical slice" of key
operational areas in (R) consisted mainly of looking at six of the
oldest P&lDs to see if they were accurate, assuming that these
drawings would have the highest likelihood of inaccuracies
because of their age. The inspection found this was not an
adequate review of the configuration management program to
make broad conclusions regarding the program at NFS because
the drawings reviewed were for areas that had minimal changes
over the years and three of them were of utility systems that had
no associated safety controls. The inspection also found that
your statement implying that the "vertical slice" also included a
re-assessment of the (R) safety controls was inaccurate. Upon
discussion with safety management, the NRC and you
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determined this re-assessment was for the BPF facility, not (R)
as implied in your response".

"NFS discussed the various items and programs in place to identify
and address abnormal conditions in the facility. Specifically, the use
of station limit cards (or no SNM allowed signs); the use of PIRCS;
and the oversight provided by the NFS Quality Control organization
are examples provided for this assurance. The NRC had concerns
about this response because: (1) a station limit card was
originally posted on the glovebox in which the BPF event
occurred, even though the station was not yet authorized for
SNM; (2) after discovery of some type of solution in the
glovebox in 200312004, the station limit card was replaced with a
"no SNM allowed" sign, but subsequent discoveries of solution
.in the~glovebox were notonoted as a problem; (3) the PIRCS was
not ýused to identifyand -correct the discovery of these events,
and other concerns with the inconsistentuseof the PIRCS
program identified -in previous routine inspections and the LPR:
and (4) the oversight provided by the :NFS Quality Control
organization mainly deals with fuel quality issues, not quality of
safety systems. The SIT inspection identified -the NFS procedure
for implementing .the .1,ntegrated .SafetyAnalysis (ISA).process
allowed -the ,posting of the'station 'limit card iprior to'final release of the
system".

"NRC continues to be concerned with the use of generic
,procedures in some areas to cover activities :such as draining of
:systems that contain SNM. Since generic procedures cannot
always .provide enough detail to properly .ensure the safety of the
operation, their use should be -supplemented -with -the appropriate
details for specific situations. Since -the ISA that was submitted in
response to the Oct. 2004 due date, NFS has discovered
,occasional unanalyzed, credible accident sequences in both
BPFand (R). This, combined with the number of ongoing
.changes withinBPF :and .(R), can lead to further unanalyzed
conditions and unidentified credible accident sequences".

";NFS has not yet implemented fully management measures to
assure that IROFS will be available and reliable. The inspection of
the ,(R) conducted :the week of April 3, 2006, revealed at least two
'problems 'associated with managementmeasures in (R)
stemming from apparent lack of program oversight. (R) The
functional tests associated with this isolation valve were consolidated
into one set of instructions and one of the key safety systems
affected by the isolation valve was left out of the functional test
instructions. Another instance involved the repeated plugging of a
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vent line that caused frequent actuation of the safety controls to shut
down the affected operation. This repeated frequent challenge to
a safety system was not addressed for several months and was
NOT reviewed for its effect on the management measures
associated with the control".

"NFS must be diligent in guarding against the problems that
occurred in BPF from happening in (R). The issues discussed
above need to be fully addressed by NFS to maintain confidence in
your ability to operate your facilities safely. The commitments NFS
made for program improvements will be tracked by us until we are
confident they are satisfactorily completed and will continue to be a
major focus of future NRC inspection activities. We request that you
provide a supplemental response to CAL #02-06-003 within 30 days
of receipt of this letter addressing NRC request for additional
information noted above". Request For Supplemental Response to
Confirmatory Action letter (Docket No. 70-143), CAL No. 02-06-003
to Dwight B. Ferguson, President, Chief Executive Officer, Nuclear
Fuel Services, Inc., from /RA/ Dougqlas M. Collins, Director, Division
of Fuel Facility Inspection, 6/30/06, ML081440078.

07/03/06 Amendment 72-Approve Change to Required Experience of
Discipline Vice President, Effective 7/03/06, ML072630058.

07/17/06 Amendment 73-Approve Exemption of Low-Level Waste
Shipments from Certain Physical Security Requirements,
Effective 7/17/06 ML072630273.
......... ....... ! ..............

07/23/06-
09/02/06

Failure of diesel generator to assume electrical load from
Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) following loss of offsite power
was never identified in PIRCS; Operability of diesel generator
could have been affected for a period in excess of six months;
License condition 6.3 requires emergency power for the
criticality alarm system; emergency generators should be tested
for operability on a weekly basis. Spill in building 302 on
8/31106; Test results records for several LR-230 packages from Sept.
and Oct. 2005 did not indicate date of inspection. Minutes of CY
2006 revealed licensing deficiency reports. Inspection Report #70-
143/2006-010, 10/02/06, ML073040515.

Inspection of BLEU Preparation Facility (BPF), which was shut down
after the March 6, 2006 spill of HEU. Temporary installation of heat-
trace tape on two sections of U-AL process piping-tapes not
connected; Discrepancies between the as-built configuration,
P&iDs'and equipment labeling; Procedure discrepancies; SOP
covered two different processes which used the same

07/24/06-
07/28/06
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equipment and had similar steps; SRE number for drain on P&ID
labeled SRE- 2 instead of SRE-1; One locked valve not identified as
locked on P&ID; Two locked closed valves not identified as locked on
P&ID. Inspection Report #70-143/2006-012, 9/11/06, CAL No. 02-
06-003, Events #42393 & #42411, ML073060434.

07/31/06 The NRC response to NFS letter dated June 23, 2003 requesting a
waiver from requirements to conduct periodic (R) and NFS license.
Given the untimely submittal of your letter, one week before the
expiration (R), the NRC was not able to act on your request. Based
on the NRC consideration of this information and an assurance by
NFS that the violation will not recur, the NRC is exercising
enforcement discretion and will not cite licensee's failure to conduct a
(R) exercise during the (R). The nature and timing of your request
exhibits less than adequate planning and program management.
The NRC encourages you to pursue aggressive preparations for
the next (R)-exercise. While'the NRC would consider additional
requests-for relief, they will have to be more timely and better
supported. Nuclear.Fuel Services, Inc., Enforcement Discretion for
Exercises-(lTAC L31959), 7/31/06, ML081440080.

-08/04/06 This letter refers to ithe apparent violations associated with the
inadvertent transfer of (R) high enricheduranyl nitrate (HEUN)
solution to a filter enclosure not approved for operation in the BLEU
preparation facility (BPF), which subsequently spilled onto the (R)
floor on March 6, 2006. The apparent violations were discussed in
Inspection Report #70-143/2006-006. Based on the findings from the
inspection report'noted above, the apparent violations are being
'considered for.escalated enforcement action -in accordance with the
NRC :Enforcement Policy. Confirmation of Closed Pre-Decisional
:Enforcement Conference (Inspection Report #70-143/2006-006),
Nuclear :Fuel Services, Inc. - Docket #70-143, EA-06-179, CAL #02-
06-003, Events.#42393 and #42411,8104/06, ML081500432.

08/08/06 Amendment.74-Authorize Use of Shipper's Quantities to
Resolve Shipper-ReceiverDifferences, Effective 8/8/06,
ML072630257.

08/17106 "This is in response to your letter, 21G-06-0138, dated August 17,
2006, in which you -requested the use of alternative dispute resolution
(ADR)-in an enforcement matter, specifically EA 06-179. As noted in
your letter, EA 06-179 is based on an inspection rather than an
investigation and therefore not within the scope of the agency's ADR
program. The NRC considered your request to use ADR in resolving
the matter. The ADR program scope was based on investigations
because such matters typically involve judgments regarding
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individuals' conduct, motives and intentions. The conclusions in such
cases are frequently in dispute. Because inspections are an
evaluation of a licensee's performance against established technical
criteria, the likelihood of significant disputes is smaller.
Consequently the NRC staff is declining to expand the use of
ADR in enforcement of these types of situations at this time".
(Next 3 lines redacted). Letter to Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc., from
James G. Luehman, Acting Director, Office of Enforcement, Docket
#70-143, License #SNM-1 24, EA-06-179, 8/28/06; ML081500565.

08/22/06 Letter confirming conversation of August 17, 2006 between Marie
Moore of your staff and William Gloersen of this office concerning the
pre-decisional enforcement conference that has been scheduled for
Sept. 5, 2006 in the Region II Office in Atlanta, GA. The purpose of
the pre-decisional enforcement conference is to discuss the apparent
violations associated with the inadvertent transfer of approximately
(R) of HEU, nitrate solution to a filter enclosure not approved for
operation in the BLEU preparation facility (BPF), which subsequently
spilled onto the (R) floor on March 6, 2006. We note that you formally
requested the issues related to this event be resolved under the NRC
Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) pilot program rather than our
normal enforcement process. If we proceed with a conference using
the ADR process, representatives of my staff will contact you to
reach a' mutually acceptable date and time for the conference. This
meeting will be closed to the public due to the discussion of
proprietary and sensitive material. Confirmation of Closed Pre-
Decisional Enforcement Conference (NRC Inspection Report #70-
143/2006-006), Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc., Docket #70-143, EA-06-
179, CAL No. 02-06-003, Events #42393 and #42411, 8/22/06;
ML081500425.

08/22/06 This letter confirms the conversation of August 17, 2006 between
Marie Moore of your staff and William L. Gloersen of this office
concerning a management meeting that NRC requested which has
been scheduled for Sept. 5, 2006, at the Region II Office in Atlanta,
Georgia. The purpose of the management meeting is to discuss
additional information and actions that have been taken to justify the
restart of the BPF, including corrective actions and program
enhancements that have been implemented or planned as a result of
the enhancements as a result of the BPF event that occurred on
March 6, 2006. This meeting will be closed to the public due to the
discussion of proprietary and sensitive material. Confirmation of
Closed Management Meeting, Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc., Docket
#70-143, CAL No. 02-06-003; Events #42393 and #42411, 8/22/06,
ML081410187.
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08/23/06 "On March 6, 2006, an event occurred at Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc.,
(NFS) in which high enriched uranium was inadvertently transferred
to an unapproved location and spilled to the (R) floor of the BLEU
preparation facility (BPF) building. On March 18, 2006, the NRC
issued a Confirmatory Action Letter (CAL No. 02-06-003) that
documented an agreement that NFS would maintain the BPF
shutdown until you completed your investigation, developed
corrective actions, discussed these items with the NRC, and the
NRC had no objection to restart. This letter confirms our
discussion of August 23, 2006, during which you were advised
the NRC has no objection to'the processing of HEU currently
held up in the (R) processing systems (R) and associated
equipment in the BPF (evaluated in the Phase 2 ORR). This NRC
position is based on the results of the NRC operational
readiness review inspections conducted during the period July
24-28, 2006, and'on Athe issuance of Amendment 71 to License
#SNM-124 providing a one-time exemption from the physical
,inventory timeliness requirement. This letter authorized only the
processing of the material currently stored in the systems evaluated
,in the Phase 2 ORR. in ,order to prepare -for conducting a physical
:inventory of SNM in-the BPF. Authorization for any processing of
,material held in the '(R) systems and associated equipment in the
BPF (evaluated in the Phase 1 ORR) was-addressed previously in
separate correspondence dated July 25, 2006. Program
improvements need to be fully addressed by NFS and discussed with

,NRC management prior to NRC authorizing introduction of new
-material into the BPF: process. This-discussion:is needed in order for
,us to maintain confidence in your ability to operate your facilities
safely". Processincq,of Special Nuclear'Material (R) in the BLEU
Preparation Facility Phase 2 Systems, (Docket..#70-143), CAL No.
02-06-003, Events-#42393 and #42411., 8/23106; ML081410194.

Malfunctioning fire door in entrance to BPF; 'in line monitor at
iBLEU Complex-would not perform intended safety function;
several instances where issues not being properly identified in
'PIRCS. Inspection Report #70-1,43/2006-013, 11/13/06,
ML073250382 & ML073050079.

09103/0.6-
10/14/06

•09/06/06 Closed Meeting scheduled for Sept.. 18, 2006 at U. S. Nuclear
'Regulatory Commission, Rockville, Maryland to obtain an
-understanding of (1) the results of Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc., (NFS)
corrective actions.since the Filter Glove-box event of March 6, 2006,
and (2) NFS' information and actions to justify approval to
introduce new material into processes shut down after the
event. This meeting will be closed to members of the public because
the staff has determined the topic involves sensitive, unclassified
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information, 9/06/06, ML081410188.

09/11/06- Concern with regard to corrective actions associated with
09/13/06 Commitment ID2220; Revision 3 of PR 5164 completion status

was shown at 100% when Revision 3 was never issued;
Commitment report never updated; No guidance on required
actions before commitment closure or if they can be closed out
on intent; Failure to perform required actions when issuing Revision
4 to NFS-GH-49, Implementing Procedure for Transportation QA
Program. NRC Safety Inspection Report and Compliance Inspection,
#71-0249/2006-201; 9/21/06; ML062710015.

09/28/06 First alternate dispute resolution meeting held at Cornell University.
ML071990558.

10/09/06- Diffuse nature of configuration management program
10/16/06 contributed to BPF spill event; Outdated configuration control

boundary postings on in-service piping; Signs were from
previous method of identifying configuration control when
equipment was installed several years previously; Configuration
management did not assure all required aspects of facility
changes be addressed; Failure to codify scope requirements of
10 CFR 70.72(a); Configuration management procedure NFS-GH-
901 had been revised to control screening of facility changes against
the requirements of 10 CFR 70.72(a); Electrical SRE drawings had
not been maintained nor updated with no independent drawing
review; 33 Safety Related Equipment (SREs) required special
test; No procedure nor checklist guidance was specified nor
available to aid the Process Hazards Analysis (PHA) review for loss
of power; Several health physics (HP) issues that met criteria not
entered into PIRCS; Three optional issues not entered into PIRCS.
Inspection Report #70-143/2006-019, 11/29/06, ML073250411.

10/14/06- Failure to implement lockout/tagout procedure, properly train the
07/28/07 users on the program and use appropriate checklist for testing of the

UPS generator; Failure to follow, maintain and develop fire
protection procedures which led to two halon discharges;
Failure to implement environmental sampling activities using
approved NFS procedures; Failure to follow lockout/tagout process
that led to the uranium centrifuge station in the BPF to possibly
be energized without the appropriate shaft guard in place.
License Performance Review (LPR) for NFS, Inc. Docket #70-143,
8/31/07, ML072430937.

10/15/06- On Oct. 23, 2006, the BLEU Preparation Facility (BPF) resumed
11/25/06 operations following extended shutdown as a result of the March 6,
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2006 spill of HEU. System locks; personnel locks, and tags removed
from the breaker on the 1 E01 centrifuge; Shaft guard not
reinstalled or extended to cover the shaft; Leak at a flanged
connection located with a glovebox; Inadequate verification of
construction activities or startup testing; Several instances where
issues not properly identified in PIRCS; Criticality alarm detectors not
working; Licensee had to be prompted to generate a PIRCS; All
required fire protection features not completed prior to startup of LA:
Failure to properly secure.material prior to leaving it unattended'
Inspection Report #70-143/2006-014 and Notice of Violation,
12/21/06, ML073050171.

10/18/06 NRC authorized full restart of NFS operations after spill of 37
liters of HEU on March 6, 2006. Report to Congqress on Abnormal
Occurrences., Fiscal Year,2007., U. S. NRC, ML071930389.

11/07/06 This letter refers to NFS correspondence-dated August 14, 2006, in
reply to the NRC July.21, 2006 Inspection Report and Notice of
Violation (Notice). The Violation in the Notice concerned failure to
have dual criticality .accident alarm system (CAAS) coverage of an
area in accordancewith *.10 CFR 70.24(a)(1). Specifically the
,Notice was issued because NFS, :CAAS 'for.(R) which covers (R)
-of the Waste Water Treatment:Facility, had 'only one operable
detector in service forthe-period of May 31, 2006 to July 15,
2006. One operable detector covering ;an.area for an extended
.period oftime does not meet the intent of thexregulation to
ensure that.reliable detector coverage for.that area is
maintained.

By placing a detector in an "'alarm" .state for continued operation over
an extended period -of time does not meet the intent of the regulation
to maintain two-detector coverage ofthe area. A violation occurs
-.When oneof the two detectors fails without timely implementation of
compensatory measures. The basis for the Notice is your
.decision to place a detector in an "alarm" state for continued
operation over an extended period of time without taking
compensatory measures or replacing the .inoperable detector.
As specified in Section 3.2.4.2 of your license (SNM-124 "Criticality
'Detection and Evacuation Alarm System,"the evacuation alarm
system will meet the guidance established in ANSI/ANS 8.3-1986,
"Criticality Accident Alarm System.

Placing the detector in alarm status on May 31, 2006, after
resetting it without success and not completing repairs on the
detector until July 15, 2006, without implementing
compensatory measures, neither met the requirement of 10 CFR
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70.24(a)(1) nor your-commitment to the ANSIIANS standard.
Upon reconsideration and consultation with the Office of
Enforcement, we have determined the cited violation is valid and
requires corrective action to prevent recurrence. Response to Notice
of Violation, 70-143/2006-205-01, EA-06-279 to Dwight B. Ferguson,
President and CEO, NFS, Inc., from /RA/ Joseph G. Glitter, Chief,
Special Projects and Technical Support Directorate, Division of Fuel
Cycle Safety and Safeguards, NMSS, 11/07/06, ML081490354.

11/08/06 This is response to your letter of October 31, 2006, providing
supplemental information on existing and future options that
Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc., is pursuing to use the depleted
uranium (DU) it is planning to import with other radioactive
materials from the (R). The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
had previously concluded the import of (R) of DU (R) was not
authorized under an NRC general license because options for using
the DU were highly speculative and advised NFS to either submit an
application and obtain a specific NRC license to import the DU (R) as
radioactive waste, or to provide additional information to demonstrate
with greater certainty that projected uses for the DU have or will
materialize for NRC to reconsider whether this import should be
authorized under a general import license. Based on the more
definite descriptions of existing and potential future uses of DU
outlined in your Oct. 31, 2006 letter, we now believe there is a
reasonable expectation that the DU to be imported (R) will be
used and will not simply be managed (stored) for a period and
disposed of as radioactive waste. The NRC thus concluded the
import of radioactive materials including the (R) of DU (R) is
authorized under an NRC general license pursuant to 10 CFR
Part 110.27(a). We reiterate that should any of the materials
imported (R) andlor Segrate (sic) under NRC general license not
be used and require management or disposal as radioactive
waste at a licensed facility, that would likely constitute a
violation of NRC regulations, since imports of radioactive waste
must be authorized by a specific NRC license.

"If you elect to pursue similar opportunities involving imports of
radioactive materials that are no longer needed or useful to foreign
entities, you will need to contact us to determine whether such
transactions are authorized under NRC general import license
provisions or whether they would require obtaining specific NRC
import licenses. Given that each of these potential import
transactions are likely to be unique, the details will need to be
evaluated on a case-by-case basis as the licensing requirements
will depend on various factors including domestic inventory and
the extent to which options for use have or will
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11/26/06-
12/31/06

11/30/06

materialize." Supplemental Information Requested by NRC
Concerning Disposition of Depleted Uranium (Reference: 21G-06-
0174), 11/8/06, ML081370426.

Non-functioning fire damper and associated ductwork non-
operational for over a year replaced; electrical fire in a heat tract
line; On Dec. 15, an electrical fire started in a heat trace line.
Inadequate communication between the on-scene personnel and
Secondary Alarm Station (SAS) operator resulted in the manual
actuation for the Halon system being actuated instead of the fire
alarm pull station. Supervision responded to SAS to address Halon
system discharge. During attempt to reset Halon system and place
alternate tank in service, the backup tank discharged; Inoperable
Halon system (both tanks fully discharged) and required the
addition of a manual portable fire extinguishing agent; Some SAS
operators had not received the required portable extinguisher
training. Inspection Report #70-143/2006-022, 1/26/07,
ML073060497.

Second alternate dispute resolution meeting at Cornell University.
ML071990558.
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2007
01/05/07 Amendment 75-Request to Incorporate Changes to Chapter 3,

Effective, 1/05/07, ML072630287.

01/05/07 LAR 76: Extension of Safeguards License SG-4.34. Material
License amended to extend expiration date of Safeguards Condition
SG-4.34 and revised. License revised to reflect Revision 5 to
Physical Protection Plan for Category 1. Safety conditions S-1
revised to include dates of 10/18/06 and 1/05/07. EA and EIS
categorically excluded per 10 CFR 51.22 (c) (12) and not warranted.
Amendment 76, Safety Evaluation Report, TAC L32603, Effective
4111/07, ML072630294.

01/11/07 Failure of Gamma Spectrometer Waste Monitor. Failure of this
IROFS fails to meet the minimum performance criteria and may
have been in a failed state for more than eight hours; System
failed all calibration efforts including a self check. Event #43090.

01/11/07- Condensate monitor in BPF not working properly; Used half-face
01/26/07 respirator laying in hallway (Unauthorized Masks). Corrected pages

for NRC Inspection Report #70-143/2007-001, FCNMED No. 070008,
Event #43090, 4/19/07, ML073060542.

02/11/07- On March 1, an operational upset resulted in an excessive amount of
03/24/07 fissile material to accumulate in a portion of a glove box location in

area 800. The unusual amount of material found in an unexpected
portion of the process was still considered a potential failure of an
item relied on for safety (IROFS), and reported as Event #43204.

On March 16, a caustic transfer made from HEU to LEU side of BPF
facility with elevated uranium (U) content (Subsequent transfer was
authorized by (LOA)-1 8771-205 for a one-time transfer) and raised
setpoint for associated in-line radiation monitor from 0.0566 grams U
per liter to 0.13 grams U per liter;

On Feb. 22, a Fire occurred Area 800;

Several anomalies noted in documentation including lockout/tagout
reference isolations not signed off on, and signatures for removal of
items not completed as required prior to permit closure;

No officially approved procedures and documents at the test site for
maintenance tests on the 306 diesel generator (an UPS and ABT);
Document at test area used to perform and verify activities had not
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been evaluated, reviewed and/or approved; Lockout/tagout control
sheets not used; Deficiencies not generated until four days later, after
prompting by the inspectors;

Testing of Nitrogen trickle flow system for UAL in BPF operations not
on calibration frequency; Management measures less than
adequate, Inspection Report #70-143/2007-002, NMED FC
070008, Event #43090 and #43204, 4/23/07, ML073060098.

02/21/07 Confirmatory Order Effective Immediately for Program Improvements
issued to Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc., as followup to the Alternative
Dispute Resolution (ADR) mediation sessions with the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission on Sept. 28 and Nov. 30, 2006. Originally
designated Official Use Only (OUO). Letter dated 7/18/07 from U. S.
NuclearRegulatory Commission, Region II, William D. Travers,
Regional Administrator to D. :B. Ferguson, Jr., President & CEO of
Nuclear Fuel[Services; ML071990558 & ML081410191.

02/21/07 Confirmatory Order modifying License No. SNM-124 reflected an
agreement between the NRC and NFS that "NFS will conduct
via a 'third ,party, an independent safetywculture assessment which
shall Linclude the 13 safety-culture components discussed in the NRC
ýRegulatory Issue Summary (RIS) 2006-13, ,dated July 31, 2006 and
the commitments NFSmade at.the management meeting with the
NRC on.Sept. 18. 2006." Modifications.to NFS Erwin 2007
Independent Safety Culture Assessment Plan and Schedule, 7/31/06,
ML072820542.

03/01107 Potential Degradation of Safety Systems (Loss or Degraded
-Safety Items). Accumulation of fissile materials exceeding the
controlled limit found in anenclosure; Failure of IROFS. Event
#43204, 3/01/07 :(Retracted 3/02/07).

03/25107-
05/05/07

Failure to conduct safety function activities;in accordance with written
procedures-while performing required annual maintenance on the
306 generator and associated equipment. Three examples of
failure to conduct safety function activities in accordance with
written procedures. Inspection Report #70-143/2007-003 and
Notice of Violation, 6/04/07, ML073060208.

03/26/07-
03/30/07

.On Jan. 11, licensee notified theNRC of an event involving the (R)
condensateIn-Line Monitor System (ILMS). During the routine 6
month calibration of the ILMS, NFS observed the calibration could
not be completed and the spectrum appeared to have wide, short
peaks which were not normal. The in-line monitor is identified as an
active engineered Items Relied on for Safety (IROFS) in the
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Integrated Safety Analysis (ISA), and the failure of this IROFS left
only one IROFS in place. Probable cause of the event was a partial
failure of the voltage supply on the Multichannel Analyzer (MCA)
Board. Inspectors noted that Safety Related Equipment (SRE)
testing of the ILMS did not include testing of the new module.
Licensee indicated that the module was tested to be operable prior to
installation, but there were no plans in place to test the module
further. Appropriate management measures are required to be
applied to all IROFS. Inspection Report #70-143/2007-202, 4/27/07,
Event #43090, ML081500187.

04/11/07 Amendment 76: Approve Extension of Safeguards Condition
SG-4.34, Effective 4/11/07, ML072630298.

04/13/07 LAR 77: Administrative Changes to Part I of Materials License
SNM-124. NFS, Inc. requested amendment to incorporate
administrative changes to each chapter in Part I "License
Conditions" of its application. Chapters were retyped to improve
consistency of formatting and to establish electronic baseline in
preparation of license renewal process, NFS explained. EA and EIS
categorically excluded per 10 CFR 51.22 (c)(1 1). Region II staff has
no objection. Amendment 77, Safety Evaluation Report, TAC
L32630, Effective 5/09/07, ML072630330 & ML072630342.

04/27/07 NRC notified Congress of Abnormal Occurrences (AO) for Fiscal
Year 2006, required by Section 208 of the Energy Reorganization
Act of 1974 and the Federal Reports Elimination and Sunset Act of
1995. An abnormal occurrence is an unscheduled incident or event
that the Commission determines to be significant from the
standpoint of public health or safety. On March 6, 2006 Nuclear
Fuel Services had an event where 35 (37) liters HEU leaked into a
glovebox where criticality was possible and to the floor where
criticality was also possible because of an elevator pit. If a criticality
accident had occurred at the filter glovebox or elevator pit, it is likely
at least one worker would have received an exposure high
enough to cause acute health effects or death. Letter from NRC
Chairman Dale E. Klein to VP Cheney, 4/27/07.

05/06/07- Two instances of procedural non-compliance; Transfer of waste
06/16/07 water from a geometrically safe to an unsafe geometry; Operator

failed to properly select correct tank at control panel and sent
contents to wrong waste water tank. Issue deemed as low
safety significance.

Room exhaust and removal fans not running for .12 hours
(considered IROFS); Failure to follow plant operating procedures a
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Violation of NRC requirements (NCV); Leaking check valve not
correct design; No indication licensee realized this should be
evaluated further for review to determine the extent of condition,
severity of design/installation issues and to understand significance
of this particular issue;

During emergency exercise, the Emergency Information Message
(ELM) Form transmitting the Protective Actions Recommendations
(PARs) to offsite authorities was inconsistent with Table 5-2 of the
Emergency Plan (EP);

Response to control contamination during the simulated accident
considered an area of weakness. Several re-entry teams were
observed entering and exiting potentially contaminated surveys
performed on equipment; No step off pads or contamination-control
zones established; Contamination concerns regarding vehicle and
equipment also expressed by offsite support medical transport group.
Inspection Report #70-143/2007-_004, 7/16/07, ML073050514.

05/09/07 Amendment 77: Approve Administrative Changes to Part I of
SNM-o 24, Effective 5/09/07, ML072630330.

'05/15/07 LAR 79: NRC received letter from NFS requesting license
amendment to increase U-235 possession limit. Opportunity to
request a hearing must be filed by Dec. 17, 2007. This increase in

-authorized possession limit is needed to utilize all-of the existing
storage locations, and, to better align the number of storage locations
with the maximum quantities of U235 allowed by Nuclear Criticality
Safety (NCS) limits. It is also -consistent with the maximum
quantity allowed at the other Category I facility, thus providing
equitable license basis for the competing businesses.
Additional.dose to workers handling material. 'No EA or EIS
required. FONSJissued 1:1/07/07. (License approved Nov. 23, 2007
before time to request hearing 'expired). Amendment 79, Federal
'Re gister Notice: 11/18/07, Effective 11/23/07, ML073190647.

.05/22/07 .Letter dated May 22, 2007 (document #21 G-07-0073) NFS
previously submitted: Information on the names and qualifications of
the contractors who will perform the Independent third party Safety
-Culture Assessment, including the experience of these contractors in
conducting safety culture assessment activities. This team of
contractors is known as the NFS-Erwin Safety Culture Board of
Advisors (SCUBA); and Revision 0 of the 2007 Independent Safety
Culture Assessment (ISCA) plan, which was developed by SCUBA.
Modifications to NFS Erwin 2007 Independent Safety Culture
Assessment Plan and Schedule, ML072820542.
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05/24/07 Confirmation of May 24, 2007 with Marie Moore of NFS staff
concerning a meeting that NRC requested, scheduled for May 30,
2007, in Rockville, Maryland. The purpose of the meeting is to
discuss the plan submitted by NFS to conduct a third-party
independent safety culture assessment. This meeting will be
closed to the public due to the discussion of proprietary and sensitive
material. Confirmation of Closed Management Meeting, Nuclear
Fuel Services, Inc.-Docket 70-143, 5/24/07, ML081500232.

05/29/07 ATSDR (Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry)
conclusion to the Final Public Health Assessment: "There is a
historical lack of both on-site and off-site sampling of atmospheric
releases. ATSDR considers the site an Indeterminant Public
Health Hazard. This category applies to sites where critical
information is lacking (missing or has not yet been gathered) to
support a judgment regarding the level of public health hazard from
past exposure." "As previously stated, CERCLA legislation directing
ATSDR activities excludes the evaluation of the radioactive materials
released from this site. The conclusions of this public health
assessment do not apply to the issues surrounding the use of
radioactive materials by the Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc."

Members of the Erwin community and surrounding cities and towns
have expressed a variety of concerns to ATSDR ranging from
impacts on environmental guality (air, water) in Erwin, other towns in
Tenn. and North Carolina, perceived increases in cancer rates and
self-reported cancer including colon and multiple myeloma, thyroid
disease, Alzheimer's Disease, multiple sclerosis, skin, and joint
ailments. Concern was also raised regarding the firearms training
facility located in Washington County. ATSDR, 05/29/07, Public
Health Assessment for Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc., Erwin. Tenn.

05/30/07 NFS management and NRC Region II Officials met with NRC
Commissioners. William Travers, Regional Administrator, Region II
states the issues that have been occurring at NFS are in procedural
adherence and operations, procedural adherence in material control
and accounting, utilization of problem identification and correction,
the corrective action program, engineering design, configuration
management and Nuclear Criticality safety analyses have been at
issue at this facility. 'About June of 2004, when the BLEU facility
began operations, we've noted an increase in these types of issues
arising from the BLEU facility in this relatively new process that they
have been doing at the BLEU facility (p. 8)." The most significant
event occurred in March of 2006. (35 liters of high enriched uranyl
nitrate spilled into a glovebox, then onto the floor within a few feet of
an elevator pit they (NFS) were not aware of. This was significant
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and two severity level 2 Apparent Violations because the
configuration management controls that were not in place could
have resulted in an inadvertent criticality in either the glove box
or elevator pit (p.9) and ranked No. 2 on the INES Scale (p. 10).

"An additional resident inspector was added to the site in 2005
(normally a Category 1 facility has one senior resident inspector.)
(p. 11). A number of enforcement actions occurred over the last year
or so. Eight severity level 3 issues were identified at NFS.
Several of these involved willful violations of NRC requirements
(p.12). Alternative dispute resolution (ADR) was offered to NFS.
They accepted it. "We believe we've leveraged their willingness to
agree that safety culture, configuration management, and areas of
concern, including performance, procedural adherence, and
corrective actions really were the issues that needed to be resolved
through a great deal of management attention." (p.1 3 ) Official Use
Only (OUO) policy discussed (p.17-2 2). "There is a requirement for
NFS to do a safety culture survey within two years, but after that
not for the life of the facility." (p.23).

Tim -Lindstrom, Executive Vice President of.HEUOperations stated
"We at NFS have found our performance as described by the
,staff as being unacceptable in the past. (p.25) Additionally, we
found that we were not putting safety first." (p.27) Closed
session between NFS, NRC Region II, and the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. 5/30/07. ML071930389.

05/30/07

,06/07/07-
07/07/07

Representatives of NFS and SCUBA met with the NRC staff in
Rockville, Maryland to discuss the information submitted on May 22,
.2007. Modifications to NFS Erwin 2007 Independent Safety Culture
Assesssment Plan and Schedule, 9/24/07, ML072820542.

NRC staff briefed the House and Senate:staffers concerning the spill
of 35 (37) liters of HEU at NFS on March 6, 2006 and the NRC
policy for withholding information from the public. Report to
Congress on Abnormal Occurrences, Fiscal Year 2007, U. S. NRC.,
NUREG-0090, Vol. 30, 4/30/08, MLL081300424.

Activities of contractors not being implemented through
approved procedure for environmental sampling; Failure to have
approved procedures prior to performing sampling; Contractors did
not demonstrate adequate knowledge of their own procedures;
Inconsistencies noted in procedure implementation ranging from
modifications to sample mixing times to changing of duties of
radiation technicians; Sample entry forms not completed; Chain of
custody process did not meet licensee's requirements. (Note:

06/17/07-
07/28/07
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Commissioner Jaczko visited NFS on July 11, 2007. Inspection
Report No. 70-143/2007-005 and Notice of Violation,
8/27/07, ML073060138.

06/20/07 Mr. David Ayers of the NRC staff met with representatives of NFS
senior management and with the SCUBA at the NFS-Erwin Site to
provide the NRC Staff's comments on Revision 0 of the 2007 ISCA
plan. Modifications to NFS Erwin 2007 Independent Safety Culture
Assessment Plan and Schedule, 9/24/07, ML072820542.

06/28/07 NFS management informed the NRC staff of NFS/SCUBA decisions
and conclusions related to the NRC comments on Revision 0 of the
2007 ISCA plan. The 2007 ISCA assessment scope will include all
safety related activities authorized or required at the NFS-Erwin site
by License No. SNM-124, including nuclear material security and the
activities at the BLEU Complex managed by AREVA.
Modifications to NFS Erwin 2007 Independent Safety Culture
Assessment Plan and Schedule, 9/24/07, ML072820542.

06/29/07 NFS awarded contract for 17.4 metric tons HEU with shipments
beginning in August 2007. To be overseen and managed by NNSA
and will be eligible for IAEA inspection. NNSA News Release,
U. S. Dept. of Energy, 06/29/07; DOE/EIS-2040-SA1, Oct. 11,
2007, p.4. (Note: NFS still receives more bomb grade uranium
when it is acknowledged that they are lacking a safety culture, have
poor configuration management, and are still under a Confirmatory
Order).

07/02/07 Rulemaking Plan to Revise 10 CFR 51.22, "Criterion for
Categorical Exclusion; Identification of Licensing and
Regulatory Actions Eligible for Categorical Exclusion or
Otherwise Not Requiring Environmental Review: (RM No. 644).
NEPA Task Force Report to the Council on Environmental
Quality, "Modernizing NEPA Implementation", form the basis for the
staff's proposed revisions to the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commissions Categorical Exclusion Regulations. Rulemakinq Issue
Notation Vote, Rulemaking Plan for Revising Categorical Exclusions
in 10 CFR 51.22 (Enclosure) from Luis A. Reyes, Executive
Director for Operations, Region II, to Commissioners, SECY-07-
0108, 7/2/07 (Note: The Categorical Exclusion Rule for 10 CFR
51.22 was used on 25 OF 26 amendments during OUO from 2004
through 2007 BEFORE it became a rule.)

07/03/07 In July 2007, Congressman John D. Dingell (Chairman of the House
Energy Committee) sent a letter to NRC Chairman Commissioner,
Dale E. Klein, telling him that the public's rights were violated (under
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the Atomic Energy Act, Section 189) when the Confirmatory Order
was issued on 2/21/07 stating that the public had a right to request a
hearing, but did not know because the Confirmatory Order itself was
Official Use Only. As a result, the NRC reissued the Confirmatory
Order on July 18, 2007. U. S. House of Representatives, Committee
on Energy and Commerce, letter from Congressman John. D.
Dingell; Congressman Bart Stupak, Chairman, Subcommittee on
Oversight and Investigations to The Honorable Dale E. Klein, Ph.D.,
Chairman, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 7/03/07,
ML071870030.

07/18/07 NFS Confirmatory Order reissued to Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc.,
for numerous issues including, a failure of NFS to meet the
performance requirements of a July, 2000 Confirmatory Order
Modifying License involving its safeguards contingency plan
and the inadvertent transfer of HEU nitrate into an enclosure
that was not approved for operation, published in Federal
Register, Vol.72, No. 145, Monday, 07/30/07 and Office of
Enforcement Notification of:Significant Enforcement Action, 7/11/07;
ML071910431.

07/29/07- Leak test of valve in the fuel process could not be performed as
09/08/07 written because instructions were missing specific steps; Two

additional leak tests in the fuel process could not be performed
as written. Leak tests performed last year although they could
not be performed as written; Replacement of new pump revealed
new motor operated at 50% speed of previous motor, thus altering
pump curve. Work Requests (WR) included few details regarding the
engineering analysis associated with this plant modification.

An issue of forced overtime was addressed; Several individuals were
having to work 16 hours ,per day due to new labor contract overtime
requirements allocating all of overtime to the most junior member of
the work group;

Work instructions (WI) written and delivered to operators in the
field for immediate implementation with unclear instructions; As
a procedure or Letter of Authorization (LOA) change, this WI should
have received review from criticality safety, radiation safety, industrial
safety, and environmental protection review. The license required
prior safety committee review of a procedure change, as well as
adequate operator training prior to placing the procedure into effect;

Quality Control samples for Solid Waste Management Units
(SWMU) were not collected at the time of the inspection nor
during past sampling activities of Survey Units 11 and 17;
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Transfer of waste solution into a storage area -without
procedural authorization; Failure to follow NFS approved
procedures as outlined in the NFS Decommissioning Plan.
Inspection Report #70-143/2007-006 and Notice of Violation,
10/05/07, ML072780519.

07/29/07- License Performance Review (LPR). The NRC noted an upward
12/31/07 trend in the number of procedural violations identified during

this review period including eight violations in a five-month
period. This increase in violations appears to be an indicator of
declining regulatory performance in this area.

The review revealed the need for improvement in management
oversight to ensure adherence to operational radiological protection,
and engineering procedures. This area for improvement is
particularly noteworthy as it is a longstanding area needing
attention at NFS, as indicated by two of the previous three
LPR's. For the remaining LPR period in which NRC did identify this
as an area needing improvement, your facility was not running at full
capacity. At least one of these procedure violations involve
failure to adhere to procedures implemented as a corrective
action following the March 2006 incident involving the spill of
HEU solution. In light of NFS' plan for significant expansion of the
BLEU facility in 2008, this area for improvement will continue to be a
focus of NRC oversight. NFS' continued challenges in this area
further underscore the importance of success in NFS' ongoing efforts
In addition, the NRC identified management oversight of planning
and quality of licensing requests as another program area
needing improvement. Several requests were ineffectively
planned or of inadequate quality,

Several recent licensing requests have not adequately
supported licensee's desired operational needs. Ineffective
planning and quality resulted in documents that required multiple
changes before providing sufficient information to support NRC's
licensing activities. Examples include the following:

(1) The request to increase its possession limit for HEU (TAC
L32637).
(2) The three revisions of the Fundamental Nuclear Material
Control Plan for HEU submitted in July, November and
December 2007(TACs L32644, L32656 and L32662).
(3) The major revision of the Physical Security Plan for HEU
(TAC L32648).
(4) The request to establish a Chief Nuclear Officer (TAC L32647).to
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08/17/07-
08/27/07

08/07

08/22107

improve in both human performance and the related components of.
safety culture.

Program Areas Needing Improvement: Management oversight to
ensure adherence to operational, radiological protection and
engineering procedure; Failure to follow procedure due to storage
and use of flexible pipe sections without formal approval from the
nuclear criticality safety group; Failure to implement criticality alarm
response procedures following a false alarm; Two examples of failing
to follow procedures, one involving the use of an unapproved work
request for operations, the other which led to the contamination and
chemical exposure of an operator; Three examples of failing to follow
Special Work Permits (SWPs) by not using the appropriate personnel
protective equipment; Two examples of failing to follow SWP
radiological control requirements; Licensee implemented
operational procedure changes without the required reviews
and training; Licensee failed to implement the "toll-gate" process
that requires documented design goals and meetings to determine
the requirements for engineering projects. Licensee Performance
Review (LPR) of Licensed Activities for Nuclear Fuel Services,
Docket #70-143, 1/30/08; ML080300451.

Six individuals plus the Sierra Club Radiation Committee request a
hearing concerning the Confirmatory Order issued to NFS and the
"OUO" policy plus the 26 license amendment changes issued during

the "OUO" period, before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board.
United States of America, Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Before
the Presiding Officer, In the Matter of Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc.,
Docket No. 70-143.

Shipments of surplus High Enriched Uranium (17.4 Metric tons)
begin arriving at NFS. DOEIEIS-0240-SAI, (p. 4), 10111107.

SECY-04-0155 was designated as an OUO document because it
referred to a classified U. S. Department of Energy request that
NRC withdraw from public access certain information that could
potentially be used to threaten national security. The policy of
withholding information concerning NFS and BWX was established
by the Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards within the
office of the Executive Director for Operations in consultation with the
NRC offices listed 'below. The Commission was informed of the
request and staffs actions in response. (Luis Reyes, Executive
Director for Operations, Karen Cyr, General Counsel and Jesse
Funches, Chief Financial Officer, retired). Letter dated 08/22107 from
NRC Chairman Dale E. Klein to Honorable Bart Stupak, Chairman,
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations, Committee on
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Enercv and Commerce, ML071920242.

08/23/07 LAR 80: Approval of Changes to Physical Protection Plan for
Category 1, HEU. In accordance with application dated Aug. 23,
2007 and supplemented by letters dated Dec. 4, 2007 and Feb. 11,
2008, SNM-124 is hereby amended to approve the remaining
changes to the Physical Protection Plan for Category 1, high-
enriched uranium. Some changes were approved previously in
Amendment 78, issued on Oct. 18, 2007. Safety Condition S-1 has
been revised to delete the exception listed after the date August 23,
2007, and to add the dates Dec. 4, 2007 and Feb. 11, 2008.
Amendment 80, Safeguards Evaluation Report for Nuclear Fuel
Services; Inc, TAC L32648. No EA or EIS is warranted for this action
in accordance with 10 CFR 51.22(c) (12), ML072770050.

08/29107 NRC issued a letter to NFS on the subject of "Upgrades to the Safety
Culture Implementation Plan for Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc." This
letter: (1) Documented NRC Staffs understanding of the
NFS/SCUBA plans to modify the 2007 ISCA plan; (2) Requested
NFS to confirm the modifications to the 2007 ISCA plan and to
resubmit the plan for NRC review within 30 days of the date of the
issuance of its letter and (3) Provided, as an enclosure to its letter, a
list of additional comments provided by the NRC staff-based on its
review of Revision 0 of the 2007 ISCA plan and the above-mentioned
modifications to the plan. These comments were provided for
consideration by NFS/SCUBA and were characterized as not rep-
resenting requirements. Modifications to NFS Erwin 2007
Independent Safety Culture Assessment Plan and Schedule,
9/24/07, p. 3, ML072820542.

08/31/07 LAR for "Processing UF6 in the CD Line Facility at the NFS
Site". In its LAR. NFS states that "sublimation of the UF6
creates new types of accident sequences that have not been
previously described in an ISA (Integrated Safety Analysis)
Summary, thus, per License Condition S-25(1), an amendment is
needed to approve this process." Federal Register, 12/3/07, Vol. 72,
#249, pp. 74352-74354, ML073090651.

08/31/07 "Revisions to Policy Governing Public Availability of Information
Associated with Category 1 Fuel Facilities, Staff Requirements-
SECY-07-0129. The Commission has approved implementation of
Option 3, with some modification, to apply guidance for. Sensitive
Unclassified Non-Safeguards Information (SUNSI) to documents
related to the Category 1 fuel facilities Nuclear Fuel Services and
BWX Technologies to prepare and release redacted versions of
documents containing SUNSI. The subject of documents should
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09/09/07-
10/20/07

09/14/07

include inspection reports, licensee performance reviews,
enforcement actions (Non-Order), event reports, and other
documents, which the staff determines to be relevant. The staff shall
ensure the requirements of Section 189 of the Atomic Energy Act are
met in making information regarding proposed license amendments
and proposed Orders available to the public. Future documents
associated with Category 1 fuel facilities containing SUNSI should be
redacted and made publicly available." Memorandum to Luis A.
Reyes, Executive Director for Operations, from Annette L.Vietti-Cook,
Secretary, 8/31/07.

Overflow of the BPF scrubber blowdown tank on Oct 16, 2007;
Manual by valve associated with the blowdown line found

cracked open; Audible alarm for the high level in the tank failed to
annunciate; Cooling water problem with PSL-600 area equipment;
'Spill event in.Area 500 that.occurred in a transfer line required
shutdown of production .on Oct. 17; Several intermittent failures
occurred on the BPF-raffinate inline monitorbetween 10/13 and
140/18; :Degrading ,MultichanneliAnalyzer (MCA) ;circuit board;
*Spare MCA board failed Safety Related (SRE) testing. Inspection
!Report #70-143/2007-4007, 11/16/07, ;ML073230801.

Since 2004, the 1NRC'had had a'policy that directed the staff to treat
most NFS documents as "Official Use Only." Effective August 31,
2007,-the Commission changedthis policy by a staff requirements
memorandum SRM-SECY-07-0129. The staff is directed to now
apply NRC guidance for Sensitive Unclassified Non-Safeguards
Information SUNSI tokey regulatory documents related to Category
1 fuel facilities, and to-prepare and release redacted versions of
documents containing SUNSI. This new directive affects a subset of
historical documents issued after Jan. 1, 2004. The staff will redact
and reissue the following NFS documents:
1. License amendments and orders
,2. Inspection Reports
3. Licensee Performance Reviews
4. Enforcement actions other than Orders
5. Event reports, and
6. Other documents staff determines-to be relevant to give the public

a record of NRC oversight of your licensed facility.

We anticipate that previously withheld NFS -license amendments and
Orders will be redacted and released in September 2007. The
remainder-of the retrospective NFS key documents will be screened
for SUNSI as soon as possible, but expect the job will not be
completed until May 2008.
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(SUNSI: As defined in the NRC Policy for Handling, Marking, and
Protecting Sensitive Unclassified Non-safeguards information,
"SUNSI" means information of which the loss, misuse,
modification, or unauthorized assess can reasonably be
foreseen to harm the public interest, the commercial or financial
interests of the entity or individual to whom the information
pertains, the conduct of the NRC and Federal programs, or the
personal privacy of individuals.) Letter to Ms. B. Marie Moore,
Vice President, Safety and Regulatingq, Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc.,
from Kevin M. Ramsey, Proiect Manager, Fuel Manufacturing
Branch, Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards, 9/14/07,
ML072570107.

09/19/07 Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc., requests all petitioners requesting
hearing before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board concerning
"OUO" policy, 26 license Amendments and Confirmatory Order, be
denied. United States of America, Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Before the Presiding Officer, In the Matter of Nuclear Fuel Services,
Inc., Docket No. 70-143.

09/21/07 NRC Staffs Response to all petitioners requesting hearing before the
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board concerning the "OUO" policy, 26
License Amendments and Confirmatory Order should be denied
because of lack of standing. United States of America, Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Before the Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board, In the Matter of Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc., Docket No. 70-
143-CO.

10/09/07- This letter contains sensitive unclassified security-related information
10/12/07 and will not be available for public inspection in the NRC Public

Document Room or from PARS components of NRC's document
system ADAMS. Inspection Report #70-143/2007- 404 with
Attachment: Supplemental Information (OUO), 11/02/07,
ML073060276.

10/15/07- Nuclear Criticality Safety Inspection. Tracking use of gapped
10/19/07 reflector models of fissile systems; PIRCS entry indicated that

no station limit had been violated when the overall entry implied
a station limit had been violated; Station Limit Cards not posted on
all gloveboxes; Inspection Report # 70-143/2007-207,
11/05/07, ML073040221.

10/15/07- Staff of the NRC performed a routine and announced NCS
10/19/07 inspection of the AREVA Erwin facility (Licensed under Nuclear

Fuel Services, License No. SNM-124) in Erwin,TN. Inspection
focused on risk-significant fissile material processing activities
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including the BLEU Oxide Conversion Building, the BLEU Uranyl
Nitrate Building and the BLEU Effluent Processing Building. AREVA
facility (licensed under NFS License No. SNM-124) produces
uranium oxides from low-enriched uranium (LEU) liquid, conducts
routine ammonia recovery process and liquid waste treatment at its
Erwin, Tn., site. (Note: The CEA (France's Atomic Energy
Commission) owns 78.96% shares, and the French Government
owns another 5.19%. Therefore, AREVA is about 85% French-
Government owned). Areva Website and Hoover Website)

Flexible piping stored in four locations inside the process area; No
formal approval in place that stated which of the flexible lines were
authorized for use in the OCB; SOPs did not identify which hoses
were authorized; Failure to have NCS approval in an SOP, LOA,
or other formal method for flexible lines located in the OCB as
-required by procedure; Weakness with configuration control of
local criticality alarm panel; Issues not being properly identified in
PIRCS. Inspection Report #70-14312007-208 and Notice of Violation,
S!./14/07, ML07311039,1, superceded by ML080670299.

10/18/07 Amendment 78: Partial Approval of Changes to Physical
Protection Plan-for-Category 1, .HEU,('TAC L32648). SNM-124 is
hereby amended :to approve some, but not all, changes to the
Physical Protection Plan for Category 1, HEU. This partial approval is
being issued in response to your request for an expedited review of
the changes. Safety Condition S-I has been revised to include the
date of August 23, 2007.(except the fourth and sixth changes to the
PhysicalProtection Plan). Amendment,78, Safeguards Evaluation
.-Reportfor Nuclear Fuel Services, TAC.L32648 by cover letter dated
8/23/07, 'Effective 1.0/18/07,.ML072950170.

10/18/07 NRC publishes notice to the public that it can request a hearing
regardingthe License Amendment Request #79 for the NFS
possession limit increase and storage of HEU in Erwin. Deadline for
hearing is December 17, 2007. .Federal Register, 1/18/07.

10/19/07 Edlow International Company makes notification of upcoming
shipment: Shipper: Edlow International Company for JRC
ISPRA, Italy,1666 Connecticut Ave., Suite 201, Wash., D. C., 20009;
Receiver: Nuclear Fuel Services, 1205 Banner Hill Road, Erwin,
TN. 37650. Physical Description: 1,326.555 Kgs. HEU;
329,504.275 Kgs. LEU;10,044,346.549 Kgs. Natural Uranium;
8,778,452.900 Kgs. Depleted Uranium; 118,498.000 Kgs. Thorium;
Shipment Details: ETD JRC ISPRA on Nov. 11, 2007; ETA Naval
Weapons Station in SC. 12/03/07, (Unload DOE Heat Sources);
ETA Wilmington, NC. 12/04/07; ETA Erwin, TN., Dec. 5/6 2007.
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Letter from Edlow International Company to U. S. Nuclear Requlatory
Commission, 1154 Rockville MD., 20852-2738, 10/19/07, REF:
NFSX-1 172, ML073610337.

10/21/07- Failure to follow site procedures during Emergency Criticality
12/01/07 Evacuation; Breaker in incorrect panel de-energized four (two pair)

criticality detectors activating the alarm; Panel and individual
breakers inadequately labeled and the affected site personnel
were not adequately trained on its operation;

On Oct. 30, 2007 the inspectors identified licensee personnel
performing troubleshooting activities on the area 800 equipment with
an unapproved Maintenance Work Request.

On Nov. 8, a spill occurred in BPF operating area; Clog within the
U/Al system; SNM sprayed into cup operator was holding and
splattered back up into the operator's face and body who had to be
decontaminated and taken to the hospital emergency room; No
specifics on how to locate an obstruction; Pressure gage would have
aided operator in locating the obstruction but the needle for the gage
had broken and fallen to bottom of face plate; No Work Request
(WR) generated to fix the gage; Other process train had broken gage
as well; Both gages last repaired in March/April 2007; Inspectors
noted an acceptance by the operators to tolerate deficient
equipment conditions; WR order not completed nor properly signed
off to begin work;

On Nov. 20, criticality alarms sounded. Subsequently determined to
be false and was caused by individual attempting to reset a tripped
circuit breaker for the microwave oven in Building 107.

Additional smears not taken to define extent of contamination
outward that exceeded licensee applicable limits; Area
Supervision did not initial and date applicable survey form indicating
notification and initiation of decontamination actions; During review of
licensee's QA role in ther decommissioning project, licensee had yet
to perform verification and validation of the third party software going
to be used with the sampling results. Inspection Report #70-
143/2007-008 and Notice of Violation, 12/28/07, ML073620551 and
corrected report dated 1/4/08, ML080080165.

11/07/07 NRC publishes an Environmental Assessment of High-Enriched
Uranium (HEU) possession limit increase and storage, and
issues a Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) for
Amendment 79, Federal Register, 11107/07.
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11123/07 Amendment 79: NRC approves NFS License Amendment
Request #79 for the Possession Limit Increase and Storage of
HEU before time to request hearing expired. Note: This is the
third possession limit increase of U-235 since 2003, License
Amendment #39 authorized use of UNB and Increased
Possession Limit 7/07/2003, and License Amendment #62,
Possession Limit Increase 6/28/05. Effective 11/23/07,
ML073190647.

11/23/07 The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) granted a
license amendment request by NFS that will increase the
company's approved possession limit of uranium. The
company was notified of the approval on Nov. 23, 2007. "The
license amendment process is rigorous and must comply with a
number of federal regulations. The process by the NRC began in
June 2007 and included an environmental assessment that found
that increasing the approved limit for uranium would not adversely
impact or raise new environmental concerns. The review also found
'.that all necessary safeguards were in place for-safe operations."

"In making the decision, the NRC found -that there would be no
significant increase in the potential for or consequences from
radiological accidents. The NRC also determined there would be no
increase in the amounts of radioactive material that may be released
off-site".

"While the decision to approve an increase in the licensed
possession limit of uranium for NFS has been granted, the
opportunity for the public to comment on that decision remains. In an
action separate and apart from the staff's review and approval of the
increased license limit, any person whose interest may be affected
and who desires to participate as a party must file a written request
for a hearing and specify the reason for their request." NFS, Nuclear
Fuel Services. Inc., NFS Press Release.

12/03/07-
12/07/07

This letter contains sensitive unclassified security-related information
and will not be available for public inspection in the NRC Public
Document Room or from the PARS components of NRC
document system (ADAMS). Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc.,
Inspection Report #07000143/2007- 405, 12/26/07, ML073600962.

On Dec. 3, an operations supervisor directed discharge of waste
material to waste treatment tanks that did not meet discharge

criteria;

Training instructor questioned clarity of overflow line. Walkdown of

1.2/03/07-
12/31/07
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process systems noted that several process components were not
transparent; Various process systems were shut down in order to
effect repairs to questionable vents and drains; Some systems
remained shut down until end of year;

On Dec. 8, contamination found in one of the on-site warehouses (No
postings to identify area as controlled); Licensee did not complete an
Engineering-Project Tollgate Approval Form at each tollgate meeting
and did not file forms in engineering design file for the BPF U-Metal
Project which resulted in poor implementation of the Tollgate process
and lead to design deficiencies that impacted process operation.
Inspection Report #70-143/2007-009 and Notice of Violation, 1/28/08,
ML0802901 15.

12/05/07- Nuclear Fuel Services Inc. receives shipment from ISPRA ITALY
12/06/07 ETA Erwin, TN., Dec. 5/6 2007. Letter from Edlow International

Company to U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1154 Rockville
MD., 20852-2738, 10/29/07, REF: NFSX-1 172, ML073610337.

12/13/07 All Petitioners requesting they be heard by the Atomic Safety and
Licensing Board (regarding the July 18, 2007 Confirmatory Order
and 26 new licenses granted while the OUO policy was in effect) are
denied a hearing. U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Memorandum and Order, Office of the Secretary Rulemakings and
Adiudications Staff dated 12/13/07; Served 12/14/07.

12/14/07 NRC published Notice of Issuance of License Amendment (79)
to NFS for HEU possession limit increase and storage in Erwin,
TN. Federal Register, 12/14/07.

12/17/07 Sierra Club submits request to NRC for hearing on NFS License
Amendment Request for possession limit increase and storage.
Request denied. U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, letter
dated 1/29/08.

12121/07 LAR 81: Extension of Safeguards Condition SG-4.34 for Receipt
Verification. In accordance with application dated December 21,
2007, SNM-124 is hereby amended to approve an extension to the
expiration date of Safeguards Condition SG-4.34. Safety Condition
S-1 has been revised to add the date of Dec. 21, 2007. In addition,
Safeguards Condition SG-4.35 has been revised. Upon issuance of
this document, TAC L32660 will be closed. Amendment 81,
Safeguards Evaluation Report, No EA or EIS is warranted for this
action, ML080160456.
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12/27/07-
12/29/07

12/31/07

Safety Equipment Failure of the Criticality Alarm System. Two
of 18 detector pairs did not generate an alarm signal in all modes; In
the event of a criticality, 2 detector pairs may not have generated an
.alarm signal; Suspect equipment faults occurred during the time
frame from Dec. 29, 2007 to Jan. 5, 2008 due to unknown cause.
Event Report, #43883, 01/05108, Docket #070000143; NRC notified
Jan. 5, 2008.

NRC published a notice of opportunity to request a hearing on
NFS's License Amendment Request regarding the Processing of
UF6 in the "new" CD (Commercial Development Line). Deadline for
requesting a hearing is Feb. 29, 2008. Federal Register, 12/31/07,
pp. 74352-74354.
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2008
01/01/08-
04/05/08

Since 2004, NFS failed to adequately test eight of the eleven
process sleeves due to the inability to visually verify the
condition of the process pipe and sleeve. This visual verification
was prevented by the installation of fire grout between the process
pipe and sleeve. In Nov. of 2007 inspectors performed various
walkdowns of process sleeve penetrations in Building 333. These
sleeves are installed around process piping that penetrates walls and
are considered IROFS and serve to divert material away from the
wall cavity to the outside of the wall in the event of a pipe failure
since the inside wall cavity may present the potential for
accumulation of an unsafe geometry.

The inspectors noted that in eight out of a total of eleven sleeves
(and penetrations) a fire sealant material (grout) covered the
outside of the pipe such that it was not possible to determine
the condition or existence of the sleeve. This fire grout was
installed for the purpose of maintaining the integrity of fire separation
walls. The inspectors verified that some penetrations containing the
fire grout were located in walls that were not considered to be fire-
rated walls. The Safety Related Equipment (SRE) annual testing
required a visual verification the HEU pipe was intact and the sleeve
was present. Due to the installation of the fire grout, this was not
possible. The inspectors informed licensee of this discrepancy.

Following a review of this issue, licensee noted the ISA addressed
the issue of the fire grout, specifically, the ISA assumed that any
leaking material from the process pipe (assuming a fault) would
degrade the grout present between the inner and outer pipe and
visually appear on either side of the wall before acid corrosion of the
stainless steel sleeve could occur. Licensee determined the issue to
be closed.

On Jan. 16, 2008, the inspectors noted PIRCS item #12283, written
by a process engineer who had a concern regarding a similar sleeve
located in a wall between buildings 302 and 303. Licensee noted
the SRE test for this particular sleeve could not be performed as
written and management decided to discontinue future operations
through this sleeve. The inspectors noted the similarities between
the two issues and brought this to the attention of NFS management.
The inspectors also noted that in some sleeves the fire grout was so
thick it could be possible for a leak of material to selectively corrode
through the grout material and back into the wall cavity and never
corrode to the outside wall. The corrosion path would effectively
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"bypass" the installed sleeve. Following several discussions between
the NRC and NFS, licensee determined the event to be reportable on
(i,e. no material present in the annulus) and the sleeve was present.
Jan. 28, 2008, as an unanalyzed condition where the performance
requirements of 10 CFR Part 70.61 were not met. This was recorded
in the Nuclear Material Events Database (NMED) as NMED #080056
and reported to the NRC as Event #43937. The documented
periodic inspection was not adequate to verify the continued
reliability and availability of the sleeves. NFS also concluded
the discussion in the supported safety analysis (ISA) was
insufficient. Long term corrective actions include a redesign of all
the sleeves, relocation of others, and an update to the ISA.

Failure of the plant staff to adequately perform SRE testing of I ROFS
is VIO 70-143/2008-001-02. A NCV-was identified as a result of
Building 333 downblending in-line radiation monitor being in an
operable but degraded state. A violation was identified dealing with
-the failureto adequately perform Safety-Related .Equipment (SRE)
testing on criticality control equipment; !Failure of two Nuclear
Criticality Detector pairs to properly generate an alarm when their trip
point-was exceeded.

The inspectors determined from a review of records and interviews
with licensee representatives that NFS had identified an upward
trend'in personnel contamination from the last quarter of 2007
to the first quarter of 2008. NFS determined.the trend may have
.been attributed to'human performance and safety culture; 18
proposed licensee 'corrective actions 'related -to apparent
violations;.8 APV.closed. Inspection Report #70-143/2008-001 and
'Notice of Violation, .EA-06-179, Events #43883, 43937, 44104,
NMED #080012, 080056 and 080185, ,5/5/08, ML081270020.

Subpoena issued'to Daryl M. Shapiro, Esq., by U. S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission Office of Investigation, commands Mr.
'Shapiro to appear-at the NRC headquarters on Jan. 9, 2008 to
,provide-testimony. NFS is the subject of a Federal
Investigation into alleged regulatory violations and hired Mr.
:Shapiro as outside counsel to investigate those alleged
violations and to provide counsel on addressing the findings of his
investigation. The 01 investigation began over 19 months ago.
Counsel for .NFS and Daryl M. Shapiro Esq., request the Commission
to quash the Subpoena by NRC Office of Investigations (01). United
States of America, Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Before the
Commission, In the Matter of Subpoena issued to Daryl M. Shapiro,
Esq., in NRC Investigation No. 2-2006-017, Motion to Quash the
Dec. 3, 2007 NRC Office of Investigations, 1/07/08, ML080150036.

'01/07708
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01/15/08 Inadequate Inspections on Thru-Wall Piping Penetration Sleeves
(Unanalyzed Condition). The issue is associated with sleeve line
penetrations thru walls. The documented inspection was not
adequate to verify the continued reliability and availability of the
sleeve. The discussion in the supporting safety analysis was
insufficient.

During the two-year review of the safety-related equipment
(SRE) test, it was determined the test could not be performed as
written and that the test did not verify the continued reliability
and availability of the sleeve. Event # 43937, 1/15/08; Reported to
NRC, 01/28/08.

02/2008 Copy of Supplement Analysis dated October 2007, DOEIEIS-
0240-SAl discovered on DOE Website for Disposition of Surplus
Highly Enriched Uranium which states the following:

1. Council of Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations require
Federal agencies to prepare a supplement to an environmental
impact statement (EIS) when an agency makes substantial
changes to a proposed action that are relevant to environmental
concerns, or when there are significant new circumstances or
information relevant to environmental concerns bearing on the
proposed action or its impact. CEQ also recommends
careful re-examination of EISs that are more than 5 years old. (p.1)

2. Supplembnt analysis evaluates the potential impact of continued
program implementation, and considers potential environmental
impacts. It proposes new end-users, new disposal pathways,
and down-blending additional quantities of HEU. (p.1)

3. Original 1996 HEUIEIS Record of Decision (ROD) specifically
analyzed down-blending and subsequent management of a
nominal 200 metric tons of surplus HEU. (p.1)

4. Contract for down-blending 17.4 metric tons of HEU (Bomb-
grade) was awarded to NFS on June 29, 2007 (National Nuclear
Security Administration (NNSA) News Release. (p.4)

5. In October 2007, DOE/NNSA made changes and issued a
Supplement Analysis for the Disposition of Surplus HEU
(DOEIEIS-0240-SAI) 12 yrs. after the original 1996 HEUIEIS,
which involves changes the public in Erwin and surrounding
cities and counties do not know about.

6. HEU feedstock now enriched to 80% U-235, instead of 50%
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(original 1996 EIS). (p.7)

7. Additional chemicals, triuranic octaoxide, or uranium trioxide
will now be considered for use. in down-blending (p.7)

8. Standard dose-to-latent-cancer-fatalities-risk has been
revised. The resource areas likely to be impacted include
human health risk, facility accidents, transportation risk, and
waste management. Also, potential impacts occurring as a
result of sabotage or terrorism (p. 8).

9. Change results in a 50% increase in risk to workers and a
20% increase in risk to the public from the same radiological
exposures reported in the HEU EIS. Additional radionuclides
-(U-233, 234, and 236 added to already existing U-235 and U-238.
Increases in the offsite population dose in a '50-mile radius
would also increase because of the larger dose-to LCF- risk
factor -used lin this SAfor both workers and thepublic (p. 9-10).

10. This SA's calculated offsite population risk is equivalent to
'the :following increased annual risk .of an Latent Cancer Fatality
occurring in the total'offsitelpopulation: 1 in 71 for NFS; 1 in 357
for Y-12; 1 in 416 for'SRS; 1 in 4,545-for BWXT (p. 11 footnotes for
Table 4.2-2). The largest calculated MEOI dose from
downblending activities would occur at NFS primarily due to the
much closer proximity of the MEOI (p.11).

11. Radiological Dosesfrom an Earthquake have increased
1,766% (p.14); (NFS sits on'2'fault'lines with 5 fractures, per
1999 NRC EA). A criticality could be purposefully created, or
high explosives could -be used to damage 1buildings in the same
way as an earthquake. The resulting radiological release and
'consequences to workers and the public would be similar,
regardless of the nature of the initiating event (p.21).

12. Consultation with Union of Concerned Scientists, Nuclear
Physicist, stated the LCF ratio should be no more than one tenth
of one percent,'per NRC rules, Federal Reqister, Vol. 51, No. 162,
Aug. :21, 1986. DOE/EIS'0240-SA1, October 2007, ML081070196.

'02/12/08 NRC to hold public meeting in the NFS Training Center on 02/28/08
to discuss regulatory safety performance at Nuclear Fuel Services,
Inc., for the last five months of 2007, and will involve a review of the
NFS regulatory safety performance for a period from July 29 though
Dec. 31, 2007. The NRC noted an upward trend in the number of
procedural violations identified during the review period, citing
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eight violations in a five-month period, which the agency said
appears to be an indicator of declining regulatory performance in the
area. NRC will also discuss NFS' management oversight of
planning and quality of licensing requests as another program
area needing improvement. Members of the public also
discussed DOE/EIS-0240-SAI. NRC representatives said they
were not aware of the document. NRC News Release, Office of
Public Affairs, Region II, 2/12/08, E-mail: opa2(anrc..qov

02/16/08 Team of expert consultants was assembled to serve as the NFS
Safety Culture Board of Advisors (collectively known as the SCUBA
Team) to characterize any needs for improvement in safety
culture and establish an initial baseline of information on the NFS-
Erwin organizational culture that can be used to support trending
activities in the future.

With the exception of a few instances of apparent procedural non-
compliance in the field, the SCUBA Team did not identify any areas
where minimum NRC requirements were not met. The SCUBA
Team did identify areas where NRC "regulatory expectations" (as
implied by the information presented in NRC Regulatory Issue
Summary 2006-13) were either not being met or were being
minimally met.

Application of evaluation criteria has led to the identification of a
significant number of identified "Areas for Improvement" and
"Areas in Need of Attention." The model of Safety Culture set forth
in NRC RIS 2006-13 includes 13 Safety Culture Components. The
SCUBA Team identified that most components of the NFS-Erwin
Safety Culture failed to meet Safety Culture Components. Nine
did not meet regulatory expectations as set forth or implied by
NRC RIS 2006-13) with three meeting minimum regulatory
expectations and one partially meeting regulatory expectations. NFS-
Erwin Site 2007 Independent Safety Culture Assessment Results
Report, 15N080037, GOV0t 55504, SCUBA REPORT, 2/16/08

03/12/08 Response to concerns regarding the DOE Supplement to the
EIS for disposition of surplus HEU (DOEIEIS-0240-SAI). (At the
2/12/08 LPR meeting at NFS the NRC was questioned about this
supplement analysis. NRC was not aware of this document but
promised to check on it). Letter to Erwin Mayor states "DOE has
informed us that the "1 chance in 71" estimate refers to the risk of a
single latent cancer fatality in the entire population living within 50
miles of NFS based on one year of operation. NRC staff reviewed
the report and believes the risk may be clearer expressed as follows:
The exposure of the entire population within 50 miles of NFS, to the
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annual doses estimated by DOE, for a period of 71 years would be
expected to result in no more than 1 cancer death in the entire
population." This also translates to an individual risk of 1 chance in
85 million of developing cancer as a result of downblending
operations at NFS and is less than the risk of a person being struck
by lightning, which is about I in a million. Letter from Robert C.
Pierson, Director, Div. of Fuel Cycle Safety and Safequards, Office of
NMSS to Mayors Gregq. Lynch, Johnny Lynch and Don William
Lewis, ML080700118.

03/27/08 "This Matter is before the Commission on a Motion to Quash a
Subpoena issued by the NRC Office of Investigations ("O1"). For
reasons stated below, the Motion to Quash was denied.

:During March 2006, the NRC received an allegation that an NFS
executive may have violated provisions of the NRC Fitness-for-
Duty regulations. On March 31, 2006, under the referral provisions
of the NRC Allegation Management Program, ,the NRC referred the
allegation to NFS and -requested NFS !to ,conduct an internal review of
the-events in question and report -the result of that investigation to the
NRC.

NFS'hired Mr. Daryl Shapiro, :an outside counsel, to conduct the
investigation and prepare a report responding to the NRC request.
In an undated letter, Mr. Dwight Ferguson, NFS' Chief Executive
Officer, responded to the NRC request, attaching a report prepared
for NFS by Mr. Shapiro. The report summarized information
collected ,during the investigation.

01 opened an investigation into whetherNFS or the executive in
question deliberately violated any NRCregulations. In the
processI 01investigators interviewed numerous NFS employees
under oath. Certain •NFS employees made sworn statements that
contradict some of the statements in the Shapiro Report. The
contradictions are re-enforced by documents produced by NFS. The
contradictions -between the Shapiro Report and credible sworn
testimony of NFS employees and documents produced by NFS
suggest a violation of NRC regulations. Violations of these
regulations may be referred to the Department of Justice as
possible criminal violations of federal statutes.

The motion to Quash is denied, we decline to accept Mr. Shapiro's
alternative offer, and we direct 01 to establish a date for a formal
interview with Mr. Shapiro so that Mr. Shapiro's testimony is
taken within two weeks from the date of this Order." United
States of America, Nuclear Recqulatory Commission, Commissioners
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Dale E. Klein, Chairman, Gregory B. Jaczko, Peter B. Lyons; In the
Matter of Daryl M. Shapiro, NRC Investigation No. 2-2007-17,CLI-08-
06, Memorandum and Order, Docketed 3/27/08, Served
3/27/08, ML080870303.

03/28/08 Loss or Degraded Safety Items (Filters Not Scanned Properly for
Activity Prior to Packaging): Some contaminated cartridge filters
were placed/packaged in two 55-gallon drums based on nominal
values of U-235 content as opposed to measured values (i.e., some
filters were not measured by the segmented scanning system). This
is an IROFS. Not scanning some filters was a degradation of an
IROFS. Written instructions were issued to operations personnel to
package contaminated processing cartridge filters. Instructions
indicated the filters had been previously scanned and the U mass
values were listed in an attachment to the instructions. Some of the
filters were not scanned and were assigned nominal U-235 mass
values. Approval of the instructions was based on the
implication that all of the cartridge filters had been scanned.
Licensee notified the NRC Resident Inspector. Event # 44104.

03/31/08- Failure to demonstrate the adequacy of subcritical margin
04/04/08 under normal conditions; Failure to survey filter media prior to

packaging for disposal. Inspection Report # 70-143/2008-202 and
Notice of Violation, 4/24/08, ML081070390.

04/01/08 Amendment 80: Approval of Changes to Physical Protection
Plan for Category I HEU (TAC L32640), Effective 04/01/08,
ML080670163.

04/02/08 Office of NMSS staff participated in a public town hall meeting in
Erwin, TN. The NMSS and Region II staff addressed public concerns
regarding a U. S. Department of Energy (DOE) report. DOE's
National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) issued its 2007
supplemental to the environmental impact statement (EIS) for the
NNSA program to dispose of highly enriched uranium (HEU). NNSA
determined a new EIS was not required but included a footnote
in the report characterizing the risk of cancer. The public was
concerned about the information in the footnote. The public asked
questions concerning the data used by NNSA and the results
presented in the report. The NRC staff addressed questions
concerning the environmental monitoring program. Members of the
public encouraged the NRC and NNSA to make more information
available to the public and to hold more public meetings.
Representatives from Senators Alexander's and Corker's offices
attended the meeting with coverage by the local media. Office of
Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards (NMSS), Items of Interest,
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Week Ending April 11, 2008, Public Meeting regarding National
Nuclear Security Administration Report, Disposition of Surplus Highly
Enriched Uranium, Supplemental Analysis, DOE/EIS-0240-SA1, Oct.
2007; ML081130391.

04/02/08 A public meeting was conducted in the Town Hall in Erwin, TN on
April 2, 2008 to address public concerns with a report from the
National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) on the
environmental impact of its program to dispose of highly
enriched uranium (HEU). The concerns were first raised at a
public meeting on February 28, 2008 after the License
Performance Review (LPR) of Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. The
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff was unable to
address the concerns at that time and committed to contact
NNSA and obtain a response.

NNSA explained that the risk to an individual to develop cancer, as a
result of its program, was extremely small. The public asked several
questions concerning the data used by NNSA and the results
presented in the report.

Some participants believed that NNSA should have prepared a
full EIS instead of a supplement. Members of the public
encouraged the NRC and NNSA to make more information
available to the public and hold more public meetings. Public
Meeting Summary, 4/02/08, Erwin, TN., Public Concerns Regarding
National Nuclear Security Administration Report, Disposition of
Surplus Highly Enriched Uranium, Supplemental Analysis, DOE/EIS,
0240-SA1, Oct. 2007; Memo to Michael D. Tschilitz, Deputy Director,
Fuel Cycle Licensing Directorate, and Peter J. Habighorst, Chief,
Fuel Manufacturing Branch, Division of Fuel Cycle Safety and
Safeguards, Office of NMSS, from Kevin M. Ramsey, Senior Project
Manager, Fuel Manufacturing Branch Office of NMSS, 4/29/08,
ML081070173.

04/06/08-
07/05/08

Three (3) noncompliances were identified as Severity IV violations.
In 2007, the licensee failed to adequately document and address the
technical basis of a change of equipment. Specifically, the licensee's
inadequate documentation and technical basis allowed a raffinate
pump to be replaced with a model that had the incorrect motor
speed.

On May 13, the licensee failed to adequately document and address
the technical basis for removal of an item relied on for safety for a
temporary modification. Specifically, sodium nitrate low flow switches
from the Uranium Aluminum system were replaced with
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compensatory measures without adequate technical documentation.
These switches ensure the system maintains adequate flow of
sodium nitrate to minimize the generation of nitrogen oxide fumes,
which would present an asphyxiation hazard.

On May 21, licensee failed to perform the necessary procedural
changes and training prior to implementing a change. Specifically, a
plant change added two electrical disconnects associated with two
electric motors. However, the licensee did not detail to the operators
that the electrical disconnects affected only the motors, not all the
equipment on the motor skids. Inspection Report No. 70-143/2008-
002 and Notice of Violation, 8/4/08, ML082180089.

04/07/08 NFS did not meet the criteria established in SECY-02-0216 for
discussion at this year's AARM (Agency Action Review Meeting).
NFS was discussed at last years AARM meeting, and Region II
and NMSS recommend the status of the NFS improvement
actions be discussed this year due to the unique aspects of
NRC oversight at the facility. In particular the establishment of a
Safety Culture and Configuration Management Improvement
Oversight Panel that is evaluating NFS implementation of the
Feb. 21, 2007 Confirmatory Order.

NFS's current performance, as indicated by the number of
violations identified since mid-2007, has not significantly
improved since the last license performance review (LPR). The
violations continue to indicate that NFS needs to improve its
management oversight to ensure adherence to operational,
radiological protection, and engineering procedures. This area
for improvement is longstanding as indicated by two of the
previous three LPRs. Update of NFS, Inc.,Enclosure 4, 4/7/08,
SECY-08-0048 and ML080580192.

04/21/08-
04/25/08

Staff of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
performed a routine and announced nuclear criticality safety
(NCS) inspection of the AREVA Erwin facility (licensed under
Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. (NFS) License SNM-124, in the Erwin,
TN. facility. The inspection included on-site review of the licensee
programs involving the NCS program, inspections, audits, and
investigations, plant operations, NCS event review and follow-up and
open items. The inspection focused on risk-significant fissile material
processing activities including the blended low-enriched uranium
(BLEU) Oxide Conversion Building (OCB), the BLEU Uranyl Nitrate
Building, and the BLEU Effluent Processing Building (EPB).

Licensee procedure for monthly inspections, NFS-HS-A-C-16,
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did not accurately represent the process that the licensee staff
was using to document monthly inspections. Licensee staff
stated they would review NFS-HS-A-C-16 and determine if the
procedure needed to be updated. Inspection Report #70-143/2008-
203, 5/1/08, ML081210590.

04/28/08 Amendment 81: Extension Safeguards Conditions SG. 4.34 for
Receipt Verification, Effective 04/28/08, ML081010077.

05/01/08 First NRC Inspection Report of AREVA, who now manages the
BLEU (Blended Low Enriched Uranium) Project. (Note; AREVA is
85% owned by the French Government). The public was never
informed about this. NFS-Erwin Site 2007 Independent Safety
Culture.Assessment Results Report, 15N080037, GOV015504,
-SCUBA REPORT,-2/16/08.

05/12/08 Under the Freedom of Information Act, 5, U. S. C'., Section 552,
and Privacy Act, .5 U..S. C. 552A, request for copies of all
-correspondence between the law firm Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw
Pittman, Attorney Daryl Shapiro, the NRC staff and the
Commission, regarding an investigation and report on
allegations involving the -chief executive officer of Nuclear Fuel
Services in Erwin, TN, 5112108, ML081350030.

05/12/08 "NRC releases Event Reports for Nuclear Fuel Services (NFS)
and BWXT Facilities for 2004-2007, which were previously
withheld for security -reasons. Fifty-Eight (58).Event Reports were
posted 5/12108.on the NRC Website home, page at the Event Reports
link. Some sensitive information (primarily -building identifiers)
has been redacted. More event reports may:be released in the
future as theagency continues redacting previously-withheld
documents.

From 2004 until last year, nearly all documents regarding NFS and
iBWXT were withheld as security sensitive information under a
Commission policy established in response to issues identified by the
:Department of Energy's Office of Naval Reactors. Last September,
the Commission reversed that policy and directed the staff to release
redacted documents in order to achieve an appropriate balance in
ensuring its regulatory process is open to the publicwhile maintaining
the secure use and management of radioactive materials.

Two of the event reports-EN 42393 and EN 42411 concern the
March 6, 2006 spill of high-enriched uranium at NFS and the
subsequent discovery of an uncontrolled elevator pit where the
uranium might have accumulated and posed a criticality risk. The
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spill was included in the annual report to Congress in April 2007 on
abnormal occurrences at licensee facilities". NRC NEWS, U. S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office of Public Affairs,
Washington, DC., 05/12/08.

05/22/08 Amendment 82: Approval of Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc.,
Configuration Management Program, (TAC L32632), Effective
5/22/2008, ML080980314.

05/23/08 Letter from the NRC in response to NFS' letter dated August 31,
2007, requesting a license amendment authorizing operations in the
new CD line facility. The existing reports fail to address
contributions the new processing line will make to
environmental impacts, (i.e, radiation exposures, effluents, etc.)
and fail to address what alternatives are available for processing
the material. The request for additional information included a list of
30 questions NFS had failed to, or partially failed, to submit upon this
license amendment request involving Uranium Hexafluoride (UF6), in
which the Integrated Safety Analysis (ISA) and Section (R) of the
NFS Emergency Plan lists the airborne release of a UF6 as the
worst UF6 accident. (Note: NFS is situated on 5 fractures and
two fault lines, the Appalachian Tectonic Belt, 1999 NRC
Environmental Assessment, and the New Madrid Seismic Zone,
the most seismically active area east of the Rocky Mountains.
Unicoi County Emergency Plan, Unicoi County Emergency Agency,
Erwin, 4/7/06.)

Question #18 considered fire safety in that an automatic
sprinkler system, which is normally required by the Building
Code, has not been installed at NFS because of criticality safety
concerns; Question #24 concerns flooding because NFS has the
potential for being flooded. Elevations of the building floors are
between 1,640 and 1,670 feet. Based on the Flood Insurance Rate
Map and flood profiles, 100-500 year flood plain elevations at the
NFS site are 1, 639 and 1, 640ft. above mean sea level. Facilities in
one area at the NFS Site have building floor elevations of
approximately 1,642 feet above mean sea level, (Disposition of
Surplus Highly Enriched Uranium Final Environmental Impact
Statement, Volume 1, June, 1996): and question #25 concerned
per site ISA Summary, Section (R), "without specified code
protection there is a moderate to severe risk of facilities being
damaged by lightning." Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc., Request for
Additional Information Concerning the CD Line Facility (TAC
L32653),05/23/08, ML081560737.
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06/04/08 At last year's AARM Commission meeting, staff identified a number
of areas requiring improvements from successive LPR cycles dating
back to 2002. Mr. Victor McCree described the March 2006 spill
of HEU as a "significant safety event." Core inspection hours
increased from 2500 to 3500 at NFS. NFS' adherence to
operational, radiological protection and engineering procedures
are longstanding areas needing improvement. Several recent
license amendment requests (LARs) were not adequately
prepared. Tolerance of degraded conditions (Note: See
Inspection Report 12/28/07, p.3) was one of 9 areas needing
improvement. US NRC Briefing on the Results of the Agency Action
Review Meeting, 6/4/08, ML081580430.

06/25/08 NFS Reply to RAI Concerning NFS' CD.Line, ML081790147.

07/11108 Item rRelied ion -for Safety.:(IROFS) Discovered Inoperable. On
July1 11,2008, itwas identified that the calibration gas used to
functionally test the :NOX (nitrogen dioxide, nitric.oxide, etc.) detector
had expired. The calibration expiration date was September 2007.
The iprior functional test of the NOX detector was performed on
January 24, 2008. 'Due to use of expired calibration gas, it was
determined thatthe NOX-detector (IROFS BPF-43) has been in a
degraded condition since the last functional test (Jan. 08). Event
#44344.

07/14/08 Item Relied. on for'Safety (IROFS) Discovered.Inoperable. NOX
(nitrogendioxide, nitric oxide, etc.);isIROFS-BUND-17 for the LEU
(Low Enriched Uranium) portion of the BPF. This IROFS is one of
the two controls .used tovprevent chemical occupational exposure to
NOX emissions due to the U-natural dissolution operation. On July
11, 2008, jit was identified that the :calibration gas ,used to functionally
test the NOX~detector has expired. The calibration expiration date
'was'September 2007. 'The prior functional test of the NOX detector
was performed on January 11, 2008.

A 2nd IROFS is credited in the NOX accident sequence, but with
degradation of 'IROFS BUND-17, the performance criteria of 10 CFR
70.61 were not-met. The event occurred due to a degraded
managementmeasure. Event #44345.

(Note: This document is~a;product of the Erwin Citizens Awareness Network,
P. O.,Box 1151, Erwin, TN 37650).

-end-
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

ABT
ADAMS
AEC
ALARA
ALl
Am-241
AOA
AV
AVL

BLEU
BPF

CA
CAF
CAMS
CAP
CAS
CAAS
CDE
CEDE
CEQ
CFR
CM
cm
cm2
CMMS
CMP
CoC
C02
CPM
CY

DAC
DDE
DOE
DOT
dpm
DU

EA
EA
ECC

Automatic Bus Transfer
Agency-wide Documents Access and Management Systems
Active Engineered Controls
As Low As ReasonablyAchievable
Annual Limit on Intake
Americium 241
Area of Applicability
Apparent Violation
Approved Vendor List

Blended Low Enriched Uranium
BLEU Preparation Facility

Corrective Action
Criticality Alarm Function
Continuous Air Monitor Samplers
Corrective Action Program
Criticality Alarm System
Criticality Accident Alarm System
Committed Dose Equivalent
Committed Effective Dose Equivalent
Council on Environmental Quality
Code of Federal Regulations
Configuration Management
Centimeter
Square Centimeters
Computerized Maintenance Management System
Configuration Management Program
Certificate of Compliance
Carbon Dioxide
Counts Per Minute
Calendar Year

Derived Air Concentration
Deep Dose Equivalent
U. S. Department of Energy
Department of Transportation
Disintegrations per minute
Depleted Uranium

Environmental Assessment (also)
Enforcement Action
Emergency Control Center



ECL Effluent Concentration Limit
EIM Emergency Information Message Form
EIS Environmental Impact Statement
EP Emergency Preparedness
EPA U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
EPB Effluent Processing Building
ER Environmental Report
ERO Emergency Response Organization

FHA Fire Hazards Analysis
FNMC Fundamental Nuclear Material Control
FONSI Finding of No Significant Impact
FR Federal Register

GU/l grams uranium per liter

H2 Hydrogen
HEPA High Efficiency Particulate Air
HEU High Enriched Uranium
HEUN High Enriched Uranyl Nitrate
HP Health Physicist
HV High Volume
HVAC Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning

ICRP International Commission on Radiological Protection
ID# Identification Number
IFI Inspector Follow-Up Item
IN Information Notice
IP Inspection Procedure
IR Inspection Report
IROFS Item Relied on For Safety
ISA Integrated Safety Analysis

keff k-effective
kg kilogram

LA License Amendment
LAR License Amendment Request
LCF Latent Cancer Fatality
LEL Lower Explosive Unit
LEU Low Enriched Uranium
LEUN Low Enriched Uranyl Nitrate
LLRW Low Level Radioactive Waste
LOA Letter of Authorization
LPR License Report Review
LR License Request and
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LR Liquid-Rad
LSA Low Specific Activity

MCA Multichannel Analyzer
MC&A Material Control & Accountability
MDC Minimal Detectable Concentration
MEI Maximally Exposed Individual
MEOI Maximally Exposed Offsite Individual
mrem millirem
mrem/yr millirem per year
MSA Mine Safety Appliance
MSDS Material Safety Data Sheets

NCS Nuclear Criticality Safety
NCSE Nuclear Criticality Safety Evaluation
NCSP Nuclear Criticality Safety Program
NCV Non Cited Violation
NDS Non-Destructive Assay
NEPA National Environmental Policy Act
NFS Nuclear Fuel Services
NFO Navy Fuel Operations
NRC U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

OCB Oxide Conversion Building
01 Office of Investigation
OJT On-The-Job-Training
OPTU Oxide Package Transport Unit
OSC On-Scene Coordinator
OUO Official Use Only

PARS Protective Actions Recommendations (also)
PARS Publicly Available Records
P&ID Process and Instrumentation Drawings
PIRCS Problem Identification, Resolution and Corrective Action System
PLC Programmable Logic Controller
PHA Process Hazards Analysis
PM Preventive Maintenance
PPE Personal Protective Equipment
POTW Publicly-Owned Treatment Works
Pu Plutonium

QA Quality Assurance
QC Quality Control

(R) Redacted
RI Resident Inspector
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ROP Radiological Control Procedure
RP Radiation Protection
RT Radiological Technician
RWP Radiation Work Permit

SAS Secondary Alarm Station
SAR Safety Analysis Report
SCUBA Safety Culture Board of Advisors
SDE Shallow Dose Extremity
SIT Special Inspection Team
SNM Special Nuclear Material
SOP Standard Operating Procedure.
SRD Self Reading Dosimeter
SRE Safety Related Equipment
SRI Senior Resident Inspector
SSNM Strategic Special Nuclear Material
SSRC Safety and Safeguards Review Council
SWMU Solid Waste Management Units
SWP Safety Work Permit & Special Work Permit
SX Solvent Extraction

T&Q Training and Qualification
Th Thorium
Th-232 Thorium-232
TI Temporary Instruction
TK Tank
TVA Tennessee Valley Authority

U Uranium
U-AL Uranium Aluminum
U-235 Uranium-235
U-238 Uranium-238
*uCi Micro-Curie
UF6 Uranium ,Hexafluoride
U-M Uranium Metal
UN Uranyl Nitrate
UPS Un-Interruptible Power Supply
URI Unresolved Item
USL Upper Safety Limits

VAGAS Versatile Automated Gamma Assay System
V&V Verification and Validation
VIO Violation

WI Work Instruction
WIMS Waste inventory Management System
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WM Waste Management
WO Work Order
WOG Wet Off Gas
WR Work Request
wt% Weight Percent
WWTF Waste Water Treatment Facility
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Erwigroup takes issue

.che icalsý pose no threat"
,0Vocal audience also

displeased with tack of
Ji! nfrmation o I n 2006
SOILl

'BY JIM WOZNIAK
Erwin Bureau Chief

Jwiozniak@johnsoncitjipress.com

-ERWIN -A small, 'but vocl
crowd ~was displeased 'Rihesday-
w*ith a federal report' that con-
cdluded organic chemicals at
:1Nuclear Fuel Services currently
do not pose a threat to the com-
mun~iity and is an "inde'terininent"
health -hazard from ac Itiv'ities .of
-orthan 20 years, ago.

~The group of about 12 people
,.lso was unhappy NFS did notinmform the public about a spill of
35 liters of highly enriched ura-
niumn in 2006 that shut' down a
prssigae for, six' ̀ months.
Erwi MyrBushy lIkwis said
the copn'eision not to dis-
c .lose .anything bec~ause of

national security, did not sound

nRepesentatives - for tihe.
Agency~~ frIbcSustances and,

IDSeSe Re• were in town
3esday _to present teir public

health assessment of NS, which.
actress Park Overall spawned
with a request to the agency. The'conclusions remained essentially
the same as what was presentedl:.
.in 2006.

Aý''ssessing past conditions, the,
ATSDR said NFS is an "indeter-
minent public health hazard"
because critical information'was
not available. The agency said no
verifiable information existed;
that 1 groundwater, wa's not used-
before the 1980s and that historii~c
sampling of atmospheric released
is lacking.

Looking at current and future,
conditions, the ATSDR said JE
poses "no apparent public health'.
hazard."The agency reached that.
cornclusion because "there are no
completed exposure pathways

SSee NFS, Page SA.



NES ,V

SContinuded frmPg to make the public feel safe."
Charp agreed land suggested

existing. whereby the ground- sm osbe~iidn hne
water would be used as a source that Tipton and fellow Erwin res-
oý,f public:'#ater.wl'ile it is 'os ident Barbara -O'Neal.said wquld

sibl thre m htbibsomeexp- ned'a disclaimer. ,

sible~~Rferngt ththrihi'&oh'~-ue', re`enitcisclo-
suret ihrdiigh"'dniddphe&c po- CReerxgt

.ý'~sure~ pathways,"they iate" not Ysure in, a <,Nuclear-, Regulatory
lýikely to affect health advf&ersl' Authority report to Congress of

In a news' reease,, NFS the spill, resident Sam Pinkerton
spokesman Tony Treadway said wondered whether an explana-
tAhe'companiyagrees with 'the tion in The Erwin Record why the
agency's' determination that NFS copn, i, not 'disclose'

poses nop apparent health risk.' because of na~tional ~security was§
~'The Qcomrpany anid >ixide-'Ale-Oitate.-

~&fiefrs~h~ a~f~&~ifeg~a-~ twis, a retired NFS employee,
'toty agencies regularly and con- sadh 'id~oFsee a connection to
'sistently monitor air and water n -ational security.' He ~said that
-radioactive 'emissions from 'the 'had never ,been 'an issue before
Ergwin plant and have fouiid' no but said it is Possible NFS migh It
emiissions , that 'could pose' any have' "come up with. different
'risk to NFS` em iIployees; the public•
or the esivirdrimeft," he said' scenarios. that, 1, don't,. know-

Tijtb,. ~nabout.
d ist'iidPtoa n Ehrwin' wh rtesi Treadway told the' pape that

'the federal report, that he canmnot the company was forbidden to
honestly determine that NFu's say anything under federal rul~esq
safe because he' did not have adopted in the wake of Sept. 11,
enough facts.* 2001. Tim Lindstrom, NFS execu-

"~That's what should1 not go~ to ti've vice president of operations,
of ubi because' it is-' ' false said in a guest: comnmentary in

sense ofsecurity'thlat yourhave -today's Johnson ' $City, Press that
given th .e puiblic w Iithtlhat padi'c-, "tPe'Ihingihe meidia would have nio-,
ular statement," she lsaid. "And I "lated NRtC ruiles.
would have to shy there's' no~ Another ',meeting will be, held
validity to thatstatemient'whats 9" 'tonjight at the Johnson City PublicF
ever. You don't have' enough facts Library atu6p.m'
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urani i m contract

0Nuclear Fuels.,,
IServices Inc. Wifi'..

dilute bombgra`de'
urani~um.

THE AssOCIATED PRMS.

weapons plantin Ok ide will
bediluted, or "dwbedd " at

Nuclar FelsServicesIc
Er . Then it wlb e shpe or
storage to Westinghiuse EleCtric
Co.'S' fuel fabrication plat .in
Columbia, S.C.

Westinghouse subsidiary
Wesdyne International LLC will
be the prime contractor. Wesdyne
will be' allowed-to .sell";'a small
fraction" of the finished product
to cover the project's . costs,
according to JDOE's ;National
Nuclear Security Administration.
. Th• 74 metrici tons'of highly
enriched.. uranium, declared: sur-
plus after being:removed from
dismantled 'U.S. warheads, is

eýxected to produce about 290
metric tons of low-enriched ura-
niux•.nffueii..rth about $1 billion.

The".dowblended material will
go into the NNSA's "Reliable Fuel
Supply" Program. Nations ingood

standing. with the International
Atomic Energy Agency will be

able to buy fuel fromn the reserve
at market rates for their civilian
reactors in emergencies:.

The goal is to _"encourage the
use. of nuclear .power -but dis-

courage. weapons,0development,")
NNSA spokeswoman. Julie, Smith

The downblendgiworkat NFS
is.to: begin later this year. and.
compieted :by 2010.

KNOXVILLE ..... ý.,-I... The
Department of Energy awaqded a
conrffat Friday to an Erwin com-
pIany to c onvert 17.4 metric tons
of bomb-grade ranmu stored in
Tennessee into low-enriched fuel
'for civilian.reactors overseas.

The highly enriched material,

now held: at the Y-12 nuclear
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he AssociatedPress,.reported
rT this wee4k that tihe Nuclear ., - ,.-.. AS WE SEE: IT

Regulatory'Commiission has
c... • tdNuearefue .Services, Inc.

fo1in4t ..o.ti.. since 2005. The Club find it disturbing that the company
mos srioso thseciatinswasfo a and the NRC h'ave kept the details of thke.,.Oý

:potentially dangerous.spilll thait-ýoccurred accidefita'se•iiet fr6m`th.• lant' neigh'-',`-.:: t""r
at-the Erwin plant last year. 'bors. h ln' iih

WVhile these •einidentsaha••"earnfed NFS. Since 2004,;- the Ni has. re.oved.more
a srshm e from -the NRC, which issued thah 1-,740-dnfumenta-from its archivye.-.,.:..

;aJ odeIlst, month demand'n ipoe- 'Soniebf these: recrs' nli bai
ments be made at the plant, no fineis-have' safety~ violation914 th gency hias ident-
been levied against the company, .Our firatF. lo,&~& 6fi~il ci tis i
question to the NRC is: What ewill it. ,ta national seurity.diii rega.di'Jteco- .
before the federal agency* fines NFS-for a pany's'workwith2the NavryY .aesae
safety. violation? Must there-be ae ea'dlyl every .,ýdocump-nt~elated'ýtoýNFS& W
radioactive leak belfore e agenchre nak.es horogieS in'Lyr'6h 5  the only
an offender, pay for, suhlas? - w opaislc40db~h~~c~t

It has been equally disturibing. to learn nu-ti~ oss ndstr hihy
the public was never informed of thiese: enriched uranfium.fi

..-:violations. As the APf eportedMon•day Un er' tie NRC •poc•, thedc .-
NFS was shielded by nna tioa alasecurity me.ts We Off icialUesonly ..
when it came to revealing details oýf lat including-ifrainaotteplc
year's leak of material, which NRKC i~n~ves-.itel. Evnot eagnysc ms
tigators say could have ressulted in "criti•- es sd the:206 NFS aI is
cality " or a sustained nhuclear chain re:ac'- .. i h.report to C :ongre-lss icJ f three
tion that releases radiation.i "anrmal ocurrences" of li,.cense,

.Even though federal -officials say the. holders.ited du g ýth•e••• ar. A•pprenty ,
risk of radiation was confined to the " the NRC leades• we"re s6o:c'oncerneý,d by
plant, it's troubling to learn news of-the the fincideni ii Er win thaktfthey voted to
accident might have'never been made skirt, the, "Official Use Onily", ruleý so that'
public had it not beefoannty by the NFS -would bej ieniie in the reort as..-
NRC in an annual report it is required to the 'site of theurfa;n-ium4lek`:
make to Congress. The NRC -in a report This. action speak~s`.volumes .as to'thez
,published May 4 in the Federal Register seiuns f thts i:n tclsit

-said just more than 9 gallons of highly qufieýstion the` NRC policyj tat: allowed the'
enriched uranin sltion was spilled at conipany. to remaini mumr on ~its true',
NFS on March 6, 2006. safety rerd People wh6 live nearl he

It's no wonder that some members of plant inEwn are entitled to know4 his,
~Congress and activists from the Sierra pinformain '~ " '
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Er.win.. N . u .... clear, Fuel" Services has gaine
international media attention recently after

the NRC kept a March 2006 spill uinder wraps.

By :Mark A. Stevens
Publisher,

msteveýns@erwinrecord.n'et

-Erwin. resident Wanda.
.Sue Kelley and her husband,ý.
Johni,. want::to know'wa
all 'the s'ecrecy is 'about be-:
tween Nuclear Fuel Services
and' the Nuclear Regultr

Commission.
.We_ know what NFS. is,.

and; 'w~e-know what they~d6o'?
Mrs .Kelley said., ''s& P's no-
-secrTettio. us.",

But what Mrs. Kelley' said
She doesn't understand is the,
NRC's policy since 2004, to
classify documen~ts and mfc'i'-'

Please see SECRETS, Page 6-A.

U.Sb. Rp ai
Davis and U.S. Sen.A

Lamar Alexander,.
will tour the NFS
facility Wednesday,
Aug. 29. 6-A'

Sierra Club asks I
NRC for public
hearing. 6-A_

what do we 'know?
The NRC began classifying NFS docu-
ments in 2004 4at the request olfthe.De-

~ par~tment 'of Energy, but the secrecy policy
is now under scrutiny, from residents and-

tid Das the U.SS;Corngress.i

.. what happens now.~
Four NRC commissioners will decide,
perhaps as early as this week, if the federal
agency will reverse its policy on classifying'

rAlexander ,documents about NFS and :other nuclear"
facilities)'' '
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defit at NFS in the nlameyof national
security.

".All this secrecyý (at'the NRC) has
blown this intosa p Iobm she aid.r

its a nationwide issue now that IS so
gigantic and so'iunniecessary. This has
ciaeda lotiofgtrerssl for a lot of peoplea

hl•ine.00:that wasssnotenecessary"

Apparentslyute rpNRCsstaff. agrees
with folks like the Kelleys._
n'rNaRnCspokesman ,David McIntyre
told The Erwin Recfrd MondayC hat
thei. body's commis'sioners.,are con-
sidering the t reersal of a policy It tha
held':s~ince 2.004 'that' clAgsifled -NFSý'
docum ents, iicluding reot on "b
normal incidents."i

.'The changef in theNRC's public pol-,
icy was_ made due to a request by' the
Department of Energy Office of Naval
Reactors. .-: ......

SSince .that time, documents :were'
c4lassifiedas "official use-only.,"

But tthe NRC's policy came under
scrutiny when ýthe ;:agenic~y itself re-
ported to, Congress eale thiya

aotapill od Mach ý6, 2006, '6f 35
liters. of hhigthly enriched uranium: at
.NFS•that shuttered the company's.
Project BLEU for -neartlysix months.
The, public ,wasý Inot ; informed o0fthe
incident until: w, ellover 'ayea'r later.

Since 2064, hundreds of documents
about NFS have been classifie&.

Mcintyre, however, said the NRC
staff was asked to0propose revisions
to the secr'ecyp'' policy. Accord 6ing oa
NRC report dated Aug.' 3, "Congr s-
sional oversight Iicommittees' raised
c~oncerns with NRC's policy of with-.
holding information, particularly.,
with regard to the NFS spill. event, in
`March2006."::..

The NRC staffdeveloped thr ee•, op-
tioniIs. for.. commissio-nergrs andig rec-•
.ommending, ",ptirn 3," which would
treat futureinf;orimaion as "Sensitive
UincýlassifiedNo-Sa,6i'ýýfeguard Informa-
tion" and woduld pýrepare and release
redacted versions of documents con-'
tiaiing sensitive information.
.if approved, the NRCwould also re-
release thousands of documents that
were once publicly available but re-
moved from tiheý NRC's' Web site after
the 20064 ýDOE, requiest.

The NRC's. four :commissioners- -
Peter B. Lyons, Edward McGaffigan
Jr., Dale E. Klein and Gregory B. Jac-
zko-- are expected to decide on thei
staff's recommiiendation as early as
this: weekMcIntyresaid.:The-.NRC
is usually he'aaded by five commissio n-
ers, but, one s6eat is currenitly vacant.

It was Comm••issionerJaczko.who in-
sistedthe ýNFSi.ncident beincluded in
the NRC's annua•l report to Congress
and that the facility be •nmed'and not
kept seciret any longer.

"Utnder law, the report that we .sub-
mit to Congress is to reportthe n ame
of any facility where this sort of event
happens, ;soft was decded' that' NFS
shouldbe identified," Mcintyre said.
"Does that go again'stthepolicy? Well
yes,itawas definitely an'ex'ceptioni,."..•,

As for :.the :ý'staff'sy recommenda-
tion that the ipolicy now bereversed,-
McIntyre . said, :"CongreSs ,and the
DOE hfiave bee'n informed." He added.

that the DOE had "ýno objections.",
The NRC has been petitioned by the

Sierra Club and -two: private citizens,

including :an East Tennessee,' State
University pOrofesso,sto hold, a public
he Iar'inIg' abou6ti N"FS4and the,]NRC' se-
crecy polic-. Thie Kelleys were grant-
ed an exten'sion until.Monday, Aug.
27, to submit their request.

'McIntyre;'said',while tIhe spill'inci-
dent 'last year at ̀ NFS never psda
problem for the community, the NRC
staff felt that :such incidents should
.not be kept from the public injthe fu-
ture.

"•From. a ,public -health .and safety
'standpoint,',the' spill never p'osed any
daringer .to inybody off site;'... he said.
"If certain things had happ'ened in a
different way,, it could have been an
issue fortwo people in the room."i-

Bu, Mntyre- said, the 'federal
agency needed to"fdraw a proper line,
about security w.ehileý still .beifig re-
sponsive I e... as 6s an an agency that has fis I always
been proactive about beingopeng .

Mcfityre '."said-Luiis elyes, who0
oversees the' NRC,.'has said publicly
that 'the; agency "let' the pendulum
swing4oo far",When it classified thou-
sands of documents.''

The NRC d oes not have a'- history of
secrecy, McIntyre:said.'

"W:e know the :.p4!b icJ concerned
and ,dIwants to know (that NFS) is oper-

atig sfey,"hesaid. "'

.While no publictmention of the NFSý:
spill.was made last ,:year, McInyri
said the NRC did infoim the Viennaa,

Autri 47abaed In te rnation. al Atomric
En .erg..y Agenciy ofthe mnishap.

"WVe d4id not nagme the facility," ~hel
said,4'.ut edid i.form'hem."

Mrs. Kelley' said.she and'her hus-ý,
baind will be pleasediif a public hear-'
iIn g is',granted, but ,she couldn't say.if
it would help With heýr concerns untiftl!;
sh6 hears from the NRC itself..

':"They .'should have been upfront..'
with'us she said. "All the secrecy has
made •'litabig deal. We really just want,-:
to know'what's in our air, our wate
and in our environment.

"The people need to know. I thihk.
we ewould all feel'better.'it i like they.

think if they cove ituipp thait We won't3i

know but you can' cover up anuclear
facility. we all know'i's thereie." ::!

Mrs. Kelley saidunriil thingsichanige
at, the NRC and NFS, she doesn't:

'know whom to trust.."
was' y ad,"l she said. "The NRCGI,"

was craie oProtect the peopl e`.btýi,
wvhienev~er they didn't tell us the thing_4ý"
we should have known, they violated

our rights.
II"These people at NFS work hard,

and they don't deserve the attention
tha•tall this secrecy has brought. The.,
Nrust. has'eenbroken by the NRC andh
NFS.,': a nd we need to know who 'to'
-trus~t again."
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noamote secrets "
To the editor,

I; applaud The. Er~iv, iii-Re.-
cord's in-depth coverage of
"NFS secrecy under fire," and
the excellent editorial titled
"NFS should take lead on.'re-
versing secrecy,-, at NRC1'1. JI:
agree:

Let'ls, not, forget, however,that- the :Depairtient :of Ener 6:
gy's skirts arei notclean in this,
seCrecy iatter either.

It would seem to; me that
when. the accident .happeAed
on March 6, 2006;,: that "some-

.one, in NFS' management
would have had a conference
call with teNuclear R7~gula-
tory Com mission anr the DOE.
and simiply sa'id,"W "We have ha
a serious accident here and re-

,.quest: you waive 'the' "Official
-Use Only policy" so we can at
least tell the local officials and
thecommunity."

P perhaps the. local media
would have carried a story or
itwobii~t it is doubtful that it
woulid "have gone, nationwide
like it hsnow ,ta.

it isa ironic that cover-up of
the Marche2006 spill was done
'in the name of "security." NRC
.Coimmissioner' :EBdward' Mc-
Gaffigan Jr., who re'cently re-
signed from the commission,
said, "We don't' want any se-
curity information 'outs there
that's going to 'help aa teror-l.
ist."'

'However, more 'than 50
newspapers worldwide have,
now, carried the asetoy ofpthe
spill ah the fact that it ýW~s
withheld from the public.

d, 'who initiallySrleased theD
'information toCongress,, said,
'Wei egulate on behalf of.:the
pubic', and its's importan t for'
them to have a role."

I believe the NRC, can't af-
,ford not to have a hea ring in
..this area, because,. in my OPin-
ion, public tr-ust ha's been loit,
in NFS,..the' NRC andt'the DOE-.

'.This; small c'ommn'unity. is. do-,
ing more than it~s fair share for

the nuclear industry with the
combin'aion of NF aand its as-
sociate, Studsvik• Inc'.'

We ari human beings, con-
cerned for our health 7!and
safety, and-we do not'ideserve
to be treated with such Callous
disregard.

No doubt there will be. lots
of finger-pointing going on be-
tween these agenciesbefore
it's over. The buck needs to
stop somewhere,' and only a
heaiting will hopefdilly. lt the
facts :emerge and help to pre-
vent some of these recurrenc-
es in the future., .

"Addit'i6onlly,: i.•f th' buildihg
wheire the' accident. happ'in-6d
had ý-to.be' closed down forsix months, maybe that con-

tributed to the strike' and .the
subseque6nt loss' fwg arid
benefitSf&r the union workers.SPerhaps all of those benefits
shouldbe restored..

,,The health and safetypof the
:••employees and' the public is at
.take ,hii folks' ahid.•a§'sciti-
zens we needt6o'pa" ttention
anfd 'get~ involv'ed; 'if offer ed an
opportunity for a hearing.

Barbara O'Neal,
Erwin .
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* By janice WiIlis- mett

The watchdogs?.
ýPicture a summer evening and~

.a neighborhood With many small-
,children.These children are having

rfun, unning around playing tag;,-
and othergames. Then slowly, the
... air around the children begins fill-
ing with a substance that smells like

* ammonia. Itbuffns:theichildren's
eyes and noses and is so strong it
*,nearly tak~es their.breathi..They>:i' .

run inside their homes to tiryto*
get .away from it,,but 'even With the
windows dowinthe children ainid
their parents. still haveto breathe
the foul-smieling substance.
- DOes•!his.•sbnd like something
you would expect in a thir'd-world
country today? Well guess whati.

,The scenario I have just described
iA from myn own ýchildhood in the

flate: f950ý here in Unicbi County-,.
'fer eaving'Spivey.Mounitain iin

•,1958;my family moved to Banner
'Hill within sight f Davison Chemi-
cal Co., later called Nuclear Fuel-'.

'Services Inc. Whatever the breath-
~taking substanc~qelwas that'NFS`,,

:..,ieleasedit h"hgýfn lbig thický6' ds
'above 'the 01lrii and ýýlowed if ,the
light at night. I could see it from our

7 ack porch.
I would still like to know what

the substances Ne S released wete
a nd see what, ink they might have
to sonme of the health issuesi hýave

'~a.that said,'howiever,'letimel.
s 'tress that I'm not against'havinig;

'4:safely operated NTS in Unicoii
;County today.'But I do think that:

they -public ha' theright to'denand
%t hit th e a ReuaoyCm
mnissiornido its job by seein~g that'
'NFS ;and all nuclear facilities bper-
ý'.ate in a man Ii er thiat protects the
public .1and the environment.

• If youlook at the history ot gov-
ernmentaIlregulatio6rofithe nuclear
industry, yotiwill'see how im0ot-
tant public input•has been. Back in

t 95s'he Atomic Energy Com-
fmission regulated facilities suc,-as
NFS.- But 'publicoutcry against the
AEC'& questionable performiiafnek
in regulating the nuclear industry.
helped lead to its demise in., 1974.
This was when theX nwly, stab-..
lished Nuclear-Regulatotry 0•C
mission beanen the watchdog of,
.the:industry.

i was shocked when' I saiw the
list of violations the NRC had:cited
against NFS. The image of that
yellow streamiof nifie"gallioisof
highwenriiched Uranium "running
intpo.ahall•aWfy from n ndera door",
is quite horrifying. it broughtback
mxemories' of 1_ose clouds over NFS

1'.glowing iný the light at night when I
was a child." I'doubt today's citizens
wouldut'i up'wi air polliution like

,that. But-bIc•kýkthen, weidiidn' think
we hiad otice.'

I iiaVe shared some of my memo-
ries ofliving near NFS in the '50s to
remind folksAwhat it was4like before
the envkironmental moveiiment of,
.thIe '.70s resulted in gove rnmepntal
eigisiatiox~i hat gave us' theright to.

:-insist o0clieah air to brathe and
dqean water to drink-.,.

.Howevera, as history has shown
in thecase of the AEC, the public
.stil needs to keep an eye on those
who are s.uppsed to enforce those

regulations. It pays fornthe public'to
do some looking out for itselfwhen"
it comes to depending o'no reglat-ý
'ing agencies affecte'd by th'eenvi-

-roniental 1 philosophy of- hAtever
'politicalf pat si ontro fin, the
.government. -

The Sierra Club and five in&-
ýviduals have requestedla•pubi.c
:hearing regarding NFS;.A Sept.4
story in The Erwin. Re ord:states
that "NFS will:oppse the hearing.'
..'NFS spokesman-Tony Treadway
•i aid the:SierraC lub's.'etiftionhe'ld,
several mistakes.Inaccuracies he
cited clude a claim that NFS .
negatively impacts the Nolichucky:
River." ', '
*:Well, if NFSiisin the clear, 'Xhat's

the worry??Let concerned citizens
•have a public hearing. Frankly, I'm
glad these folks are second-guess-
ing the regulators. I'd like, to know
for sure that the Nolichucky is not,
bi .negatively impacted by NFS..
Tha ,t river means alot top me. Sop
does the airI breatehe
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capacibty
*Company asks NRC
folice'nse change to.

,store more 'highlyý,`
enriched uranium.:

-by Jim WOZNI1AK
ý.Erwin Bureau Chief
jwcznialkoj~ohnsoncitypress.com

ERWIN - Nuclear Fuel
-Services has asked for a ~change
in its ~license with the INuclear,
Rý.egulatory Com iission'sb 'it,'ca~n
*receive, and. stare 'more ~high-

,,,,nriched 'uranium at. its ,.an
.:ý'he're than it is currently allowed

*NFS spokesman ,Tonfjy

Treawaysaid' he could not'.
divulge' the exact 'amount by'.
which the company would
increase its uranium capacityj for
security reasons. He said raising
the limit would enable the. com-
,pany to increase its business mn

,.converting ~highly enrichied ura-
;niumk into low-enriched ur4anium

adpossibly pur ,sueaidditional
.:..manufacturing ventfures._-

'.We, feel we are, Warr-anted in
askig -for this. -'increase,"s
Treadway said: "We' feel i'
1important for' the-ec6nom'y and,
the country."

,The plan is under review with
the NRC.. According to a notation
in .The Federal Register ~on
.:Thursday, the NRC notified NFS
in a'June 18 letter, that it. found
thie -application" :acceptable, "to
.start a technical review. The,

NCis conducting a safety, eval-
uation report and an 'environi-

mnal'assessment..
:-:The register notice, said te.",

p ublic can' request, in writihi, g
,that the NRC 'hold a hearing'oni
N)FS,'s plan. The deadline i's Dec"
17. NRC spokesman Dave
McIntyre said publicizing the
availability of a hearing is part of
.the' federal agenicy's .move_
toward, 'more openness that" has
,resuilted""in docum'ents being,._
released."'

, VSee URANIUM, Paigel 4A

Ur: A n* i u w
'4 Continued from Page:'I•

In May,' the Federal. Register'
said, NFS requested the -abiity to,
receiv and stoPremoefthua-mlum ;:,::. !: ... :

Marie. Moore, NFS vice.,pre ,si-dent ::for isafetyi .and .regultory,

said in. a May 15 letter. to. the
NRC's Office of Nuclear. Material
Safety and Safeguards,, thaaIt the'
ability to receive and store 'more
uranium '!is 'needed to .utilize: all
of the existing storage! locations
and to bett er aliZg, the numbier of
storage locations wit t').iheI m•aX-
imum quan tities§ of (uianiumn-23S)
by. inuclear criticality: safety'
limits."

She said the amount requested
is. consistent with the maimu
amount allo at.wed. at.BWX
'Technoblogiesin 'Lynchqbuirgý, Va,.,
whichi:. is. the "iother Ca tpegory. -
facility. in I the 'United`States. If:S".is: allowed 'to' beat: the same,

leviel as--BX,-the':business wuldd
.no longer be at a competitiv ds
adantage, FS onfitends.'.

According .`to..-, Moore, :the
grantin .g of th'is licen.se'chang'e
would not result inill, "associated.
new construction, or' changes to
processing 'equipment', or facili-
ties. She also said it would not
lead to change, inthe..types or an
increase in •he:.. amounts' of
radioactive. m'taeri,al .tha•at might,
be released ffj sit.
20'Theier.owill: fbetno S.tignificant

increase min individual 441or cunula-
tive occupational radito xo
sures, and there will be-no signif-
icant inrasn the potential for
'or consequences from radiolog-
ical accidents," Moore said.

uer letter also provides some,
insighwt into how, this 'situation:
developed. She. .said. the "U.S.
Department of Enrg rqeted,

20.0 ,1 , 'trrorist; att..acks, t ,hat NFS-
ma e thne-' neesar canges to

suprthvig csan ivntr'o

"strategic"- quantities of speil
nuclear. materials.. These' mat~e-
nia1g woulda allwý for continuati .on
operations for s'ixto"1-2' months.

`N_1r__isince ma~de the--
required,,T a'ngnet. to ,,its
security ~afguardsad:aft
programs that ,would. facilitate
accmoin ig zti 'rpque't"

More said. "v&'thg _o~tse 'of
the pa'st several yearss, NFS began
receiving. shi ,pments "of 'SýSNM:
from DOE on 'ani accelerated
schedule. These shipmuents tyjpi-
cally consist 'of approximately
'500-600 kilograms of, SSNTM per
month.''

By, having, the extra capacity,
NFS can' accommodate the con-

tract t receive'dlfo the& DOE in
June to cnvr174mti tons.

._of high-enrihed ifaiiium'to 290,
metric tons-:of low-enhriched ura-,

nium; 'eadway s id.Ater ýthe
dowrib endig talces place, it Will

:.be -sent to Wesin'gholuse Electric
Co.I's fuel fabrication plant in'
Columbia, S.C."'
Treadway said, ,the extra space.

also will allow NE'S to participate
in 'additiona 'mzianuf~actu ring 'of,
fuel to se~rve;:nu'clear p ower facil-
iAles, whichl predicited 'to
ijncrease""in -fiuiiiis in' the.
.coming year Is.He said-as many as.
30 new commercial nuclear reac-
tors are e xpected to be in opera--

The extra7 space ,aso would
accommodate any oýther opportu-
nities' for' 'convyers ion of, hig .h-
enriched uranium. or fuel' manu-
facturing ~opp~ortunities that
might develop,;.'i Ira a sad

For those wimthconcerns aibout
the extra' capdacityj,-,:freadway said
NITS has " xtra~rdinary.' 'safe-
gu~iards.H Haid'NFS'is:'coifident:
it will be;able: to c'et46i traspor-t
and'mnfatr the extra ura-
nium, safely.
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NRC reviewing storage request

Company asks regulators to let it keep more highly enriched uranium onsite

By Andrew Eder
Tuesday, October 30, 2007

Nuclear Fuel Services Inc. has asked federal regulators to let it store more highly enriched uranium onsite. a move that is likely to spark new requests
for a public hearing on the East Tennessee nuclear facility.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission is reviewing the request and intends to document its findings in separate safety and environmental reports.

Company spokesman Tony Treadway said the increase is needed in part because of a contract awarded earlier this summer by the National Nuclear
Security Administration, part of the U.S. Department of Energy.

Under that contract, privately held Nuclear Fuel Services will "downblend" 17.4 metric tons of surplus weapons-grade uranium into 290 metric tons
of low-enriched uranium fuel for nuclear reactors. The contract is part of the "Reliable Fuel Supply" program, an effort to stockpile nuclear fuel for
emergency use in foreign reactors.:

Treadway said work on that contract is scheduled to begin in early 2008. Nuclear Fuel Services also has a contract with TVA to downblend highly
enriched uranium for use in Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant, an effort that's expected to wind down by the end of 2008. The overlap between projects is
one reason Nuclear Fuel Services needs an increase in its uranium storage limits, Treadway said.

He also said the company wants to have the same limits as a BWX Technologies facility in Lynchburg, Va. Nuclear Fuel Services and the BWXT
plant are the only private facilities in the U.S. licensed to handle weapons-grade uranium.

"From a competitive environment situation, we want to be on the same playing field when we seek additional contracts," said Treadway. who added

the facility does not keep uranium in long-term storage.

The request did not sit well with some of the activists and citizens who are already asking the NRC to hold a public hearing on the Erwin facility.

"If the NRC is concerned about public health and safety, they should have turned this request around and never even let it see the light of day," said
Ann Harris, executive director of the nuclear worker support group We the People.

Nuclear Fuel Services was the subject of congressional and public scrutiny earlier this year when the NRC, in a report to Congress, revealed that the
Erwin facility was the site of a March 2006 spill of about nine gallons of highly enriched uranium.

The incident wasn't revealed until a year after it occurred because of an NRC policy that kept information on several nuclear fuel facilities from the
public since 2004. The agency reversed that policy in September and is currently reviewing nearly 2,000 documents that were kept from public view.

Harris and the Sierra Club sent one of six requests for a public hearing on a license amendment resulting from the March 2006 spill. The NRC and
Nuclear Fuel Services have each filed documents opposing a public hearing. A three-judge panel will decide whether to grant a hearing.

Nuclear Fuel Services' request to increase its uranium storage limits presents another opportunity for the public to ask for a hearing. Requests must be
received by Dec. 17, according to an NRC notice published in the Federal Register.

Harris said she intends to ask for a public hearing on the latest license amendment request- Linda Modica, a Jonesborough, Tenn.. resident and chair of
the Sierra Club's national radiation committee, said questions about the Erwin facility's safety need to be resolved before allowing the company to
store more highly enriched uranium.

"It's germane to the issue we're dealing with now, which is whether NFS is capable of properly and safely handling dangerous materials," Modica
said.

Business writer Andrew Eder may be reached at 865-342-6318.

9 ©0 2007 Knoxville News Sentinel



-VBy Jerry Hliart

Assdciate Editor. jhiliaerd@erinrecOrd net

.With an eye .toward future'do'wnblendingprj
ects and the need to, stay comp•etitive, Nuclear
Fuel Services:iInid .,:df Erwin Is"i s ,eeking ,a li cnseamendment allowjn~it to receiv"e ind stbre miore
highly enriched uranium.

The com~paniy's amendment request, dated May
15, was madepublic Oct. 18intheFederal Regis-
te. It re~mains-under technical review by, the Nu-.
'~lear Reua yonjiissiohn, which will'accept
public. requests' for a 'hear ing Jon'the matter un'til.

Dc17.
In a- letter to the NRC, Nuclear Fuel Service• s,

Vice President B. Marie Moore explainied.oth at.
the amendment was needed "to utilize all' of the'
existing storage -locations, and-to better align the
number of 'storage locations with' the miaximum'

Please see LIMIT, Page 7-A

J
Z') e- -3 -, 7

*Continued from Page I-A ~begin in about a ye~ar.,
ý.quantities 'of 235U iallowed 'The company recently re-
by nuclear 'critidality safettty . .-ceived: a contract 'to down-;
liits."----' . I- fle,iin ' ad .iion -% .:, --, . ' 17.4 -metric:tons ofex-

'-wuld' ot-e , cesithighlyoe eriched uranium.I
the t change w muld iakeý ihie. 'from'; the rnation's': nucear
,.Company's receiving and stor- •:weapons, program. Known.as
age limits the, same as those- the Reliable'FuelI,. supply Pro;

"of its- lone 'competitor, BWX, 'gram, the. new venturie wlill
T chnfilgies 'Inc. of Lynch-, - create a- strategic, reserve I I 'o
b trg, Va. . , .. low-enriched ujafliiUm for use

7Several varieties of uiranium in commerciaY'rmators iin the.
'x•is th'and "'235" stands for the United Statiscand cerin for-
lisotope count of the particular 'eign nations.,
typemhandled by NFS for the The new project will .s thepast half-century.i That is thlei i faciliti 'ngainvolved inthe
primary ~uranium- type- used "BLEU (blended IpW-einriched

Y~"ihe 'Erwin' ~plantto manu- uranium) project', in*'Whic
faciTure both naval fuel and NFS h as produced.: fuel!. for
.fuel for 'commercial nuclear Tennessee Valle'y Authority.

.reactors.- -" commercial nuclear reactors.'ý
NFS spokesman 'Tony "NFS has very-:, exacting

yTreadway said' Friday that standards of miattefial control
'the 'company~ was. forbidden -and 'accountability, ".'ra-
by federal ruisin&ii placeat the 'i-a• said. "it muaif account for
•ir of theMa :•i y 15 application every"rgsam'dof-the mate.rial on,

'fron. ma~king its ~request pub- ' a 24/7 basis.""
bic. ..... ' le :In 'addition, he said, "The

In addition, he said, "The physical protection. .of the
'gtypical approach fo• license plant is at the hihest level in

....'aidments' i: for* informa- 'its history."-
ioiitcme'fr n' the NRC.". ' 'T'&irm' recertly m ern-ý

The exact aniount of the re-"ie the vault 'ra.'hr
ýque~sted increase'in uranium - i~imis. stored, until being
'Capacity at the plant has not processed.
been revealed for securit Iy ý,.Treadway explained that

reasns.' '. - - - . about,-24 acres ýof/th6. plant's
T ~readway-said'.the request i.65-acre site i's considered a,

ý4s being made at ii timie" "protected arei;a,"Land asecu- -

liargely' to" prepar6 orý, ,new -ity wall is .u-nd iýer: c'nstruc -
government project; t hat' will -,tion around it to provide yet

'another safeguard. ,- then' could' go through- the
"-People should be assured down~blendling process at'the'

that the miaterial will lbe han- - plant.~
dWe properly 'aiid sfely," he' ~"NFS is ,the-nation's' leader-

'According to Treadway, the 'it has to have opportunities to
company will use, 'the vault -growi'its business "and ma~in--
area only as a stagiingarea as tain its jobs," Treadway said.
material awa Iits ý roIessing "'From a company standpoint,
and ".has no intention-to store -we, want- to, have,~ the" samne-,
any~thing long term." storage'capacity '(as- BWX;-.

-Although 'not expected to Technologies) so we will have'
increase employment, Tread- a alevYel playing 'field in future

'wysaid 'the licenise.change pr~oje~cts." - '

'wand the new government con- Meanwhile, Treadway said,
tract -will enable the company NFS 'officials are continuing.-
to continue approximately 130:~ to, explore opportunities to
job's'when the BLE'U project is' sell the,company. Abiout'threej
'completed.- months ago, 'they-notified the

"~In 'recent weeks, 'Unicoi firm's approximately. 715 em-
~County has had4 one major* ployees and community lead-
employer sold, and a second ers that they would be consid-
~close," Treadway said. "The ering the possibility ofa sale to.
nieis about NFSis good eco- a select 'group of U.'S.-owned
nomic news for the communi- companies.- -~~

ty. This is a vilbranit employer At the' time, 'Treadway
'that is winnuing new .contracts said the exploratory process
and 'assuring a stable employ- "could take six months to a
ment base." -year before a decision is made
1. Tre'dway added that the, on, whether, to. sell "the corn-'
.conmpany" has, requiested~ an- pany. , I- 1

.'other license, amendment that "if no bidder offers an ap-
isu u nder review by the NRC. propriate price," he saidt "the
That change would allow NFS owners are- perfectly ' illih
to operate a new process line, to continue the current own-
kno wýn as the CD lie ership. and management of

Conipany 'officials, hope the 'NFS."
CD'llfie will be operational in The -company's -~own-,

.200,8.,. In it, materials 'would ers, headed by Paul Schutt,'
besparated, out' of Nhghly' bought NES fromKýTexaco 20"

enirichmjent uranium, which yeairs ago.



Against NFS plans
To the editor,.

The increase and storage of Urani-
um-235 at Nuclear Fuel Servicesý InC.
:above and beyond wh•t'irs licensed
simply makes us morebof a m'agnet for.

terrsts. I
t oaso increases the probabilityof

a serious accident resulting in off.
site, contamination that wouild ad-
versely affect the health and'safety of
th•- community. I believe:it will also,
negatively affecIt other possible:'de-
velopmentifin the area, as well as the
prop , erty Values 6f existing homes.

It appeargs':that this" i"s' not the first
time NFS has had apos.sessionnin-
'crease. - Durinig the 'three-year se&
crecy period, according! to the NRC,
NFS received.approval for a "'posses-
sonlmtIncrease on une
.28, 2005, (Amendment 62).1
this, was only' one' of 26 li-'
,cense 'amedndments "during
"thiecover-up period-

'ei these, license
am;fendmen~ts 'and 'all of NFS'
future plank require in-depth
Environfimental Impact' State-

1.m .en t Is', which -h ave ~never.
been, fidon. hv seen only.%
one sixv-.pag 0;Enviroimntal.
'Ass-essmet that was dneby:
t' i, NRC employees ini20h•i,.
prior... ,-to the BLEU Project

stru.Environmental. Im-
pact Statements are required
by law ,to, ,protec~t the enyiron-
,ment and the public's health
and safety.

Erwin is already a radioac-
tive waste dump with NFS'
buddy studsvik. dragging
'the stuff in from all over the
country. "We 'can thank the

• - -tat'of' Tennessee for that,
,because" it is an "agreement"
state...'

'Now,' we're going to be-
come storage area for high-
level radioactive ' material,
Uraýniuip-235. "NFS says it
wants to have the. sa'me stor-
ag .e capacity as:BrXý Tech.-
nolbg. .i .s(tl'fiir competitor) in
plncjhburgiV.S,4it appears
.thfeyant to • "_keep.up r withi ,
the Joheses" 'at' te expense
ofb ou~healt and safety.

Ma6ny homie.s' alongi. Banl-.ner Hill Road and Berkshire'
Driv' "have 'alread'y been
boughit up, by NFS8. Is it their,
.planto, eventually take over,
the entire community? Per-
haps they will soon be your
neighbor, if we don't speak
up.

Barbara O'Neal,
Erwin

To,,the editor,
.. I'll 'get straiht :tothe-point-.,

Do , a a esidnt~ want More
uraniumf in", theý ito•wn of Er- ,

;A:?fte"'consideing ,many
;,pros"arid'cons, I alwa*ys. comeca k """t-le' .. i n Ie _a I _ ;:: .. ,bac'tothesame Answer,, be-

cause I .no that §usness.oeratioq.sý&i{t~:;luifes "w A
operation do ''teve~r they

want to iind ideal:aA withtfhie '
consequ.ences later., Where's
the trust f6o safety,( healith :
and th eienv'ironmment in that,
scenario?

'$uclea -r 7ý_F .I' Service'is -has
a record 4f saifety failures ahd
accideits, and hs KNu.clearIRegulatory Commission has
a record of, not enforcing'
safety 'codes, 'and covering
up public knowledge of NFS''
developments and ,license
.amendments for three ye ars.'
I simply can ,not. take':anyof;
this lightly.

TheNCtha~t wiivll'ha.e to
appro Ive thimel ncr .ease request.,
by NFSfJ& ;pinr•e.uranium'-
stora g e -d~oes 'no th'ave anhy of--
ficial confrol over,,owerishi
or ?m aha-giemnent"` 'ý,de-cisiion-'
.making by anyiy. nuiclear 'facil-Jity. !Therefore, K ]:we )caiiriot

look to the N'R'C' for ultimrateo
p•trotection

.Also, tihe NRC, Ihe •uclear..
industry, ýand, parts of our
federal govern'ment are so
'cozy 'and.cuddled' upJ ,inbed,
together siinu•port of the•so-
called "nuclearrenaissance".,
that they cannt be tiusted:
with' the publics welfare.
G6d help us if 64rhealth and
'safety .s.houd •get. •n the way.
of their agendasý o'their bil-ý
,lion dollar'~cont'rats ýcoming.fr6"itaxpayercofers.

The bottom•sfffief'is that.'
'business looks out, or busi-~
ness and the resid'eis ofE:
win need to look out for their:own',health, safety and ,envi-..
rofnmenit-We cann Iot become-.
'complacent' with someone
"else's promises or decep-.
tions.

Apparently, NFS had every'
intention of becminga major
uranium storage'sitle when
they constructed buildings in
anticipation' mnore uranium.,
before informing the public.
Appar'entlyý this' has 'been 'a

lone deal'for a long time by
;thp r oihi't be" who left
the public 'ouit 'of' "'e equal-

tithe

.-Erwin is becominga majorhigh-enriched 'uranium'stor-
'age site. Is this really whatvwe" waniit to 1be? We have• alegalr[igh•t, t *vicei our o•6tiositioni.
. "ChrifsTipton, "

V1 2 L,~a) J
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NFS REQUEMST

BPy JIM WOZNIAK
Erwin Bureau Chief
jwoi njak@johnsoncitypres Is.com

ERWIN The Nuclear Regulatory Commissiony".
granted Nuclear Fuel Services' request to increase the,:'..
aimount of high-enriched uranium it can -receive and,.
.store, the comipany said Thuirsday.

"NFS spokesim an lb-tny Th`eadway hailed the news as
,Positive for Unidoi, unr.Hesi

"PtYrdnthernntco lno

the desire to have -more uramum on the grounds of the

Eri plant was primaril spurred by the Department
ofEegy awarding NFS a contract to; cage 17.4

metric tons of high-enriched uranium into 2906metric
tons of low-enriched uranium.

"The granting of the company's request enables
NFS to be more competitive in the uranium-fueI
market and main-
tain existing high-
paying jobs in 7egranting ofth
Unicoi County," company's request
,Treadway said enb sNFtob
Thursday in , a enb s F to e
statement. "The Mori) competitve In

decsio' a~o the uranium-fuel
enables* NFS to
play a greater role mtarket ald maintain
in helping America existing ihpyn
meet its energyIghi -pyn
needs and, provide jobs In Unicol County.'
nuclear fuel for the -Tony Treadway,
'U.S. Navy." -NFS spokbsman

The permission
the NRC has granted will allow NFS to. maintain its:
e mp 'ý1loyment level and, possibly',, increase Jobs long
term, he said:. Onie ýof t~he ways mi which NIFS poten-.
'tiallyt s looking 'at-additional-busi~ness is th~rough an'
increase in naval ship construction'.

Tfreadway said his understanding is NFS has had the
green' light 'to start accepting the, higher toiail of Iura-
niuxn since Nov. 23, when the NRC notified theb com-
pany,,the-request had been grainte& Treradway, would:

has' st~rted~'o come to Erwin; s-aying, 'VWeýdon't dis-?
cuiss shipmenets of mfat~er*ý.ia at he -plant.".

"NFS als6 is' no saiying 6'by how m.,uch, 'theplnt"l
inrese it hg-.enriched uraium cpacit for secu

riyreasons.

,T-he public stillhas a chance to request a hearing on,
the.NFS proposal by Dec.t17, andtTreatday said infor-

ematio y develope in that process couldp
tto' changes' in the NRC's ruling.A petition is lcircu-

tmingn the region- opposin'Fthe increase, and Suegse
Klels adiieof the opponentssaid she plans to ask for
a hearing.

Aiit r' opponent, Barbara O'Neil, said she beneves
itwsiirematureofor the NRC to grant this'license

4' Continued from Pageelp

bem fore., ,the public had a 0hance•to
apply for a hearing.'She contends
the '`NRC is" ignoring'-the 'pubfic..
and .exhiitlig "total disregard
for public safety." She said thei.
NRC is a rubber stampffori-iS

ureadraysdees theo situatiori dif-
fere•Stly.He saidthe procePsts for

amending a ciompany's licensteis...
rigoros.and 'steeped inf ral
reguiations. .fdra

ý,,Fapplied for the additional
sto.0,rage in may, and the NRC told

th, opany in June that an inii-
tial examination had cleared the
Way for.atechnical review. A'
notation minthe. Federal Register
said,;the;NRC ýconcluded there

was "no signific~ant'imnpact" when.
it conducted an: environmental
ass .essment .on NFS' pln 'As
result,ý an: environmental impact
statement-. Would not have to be
p repa ,red.

.The new licensee amend~ment
will not 'lead to associated new
construction or changes to pro-
c eIssing equipment or facilities,'
Marie Moore, NFS vice president
for`safety and regulatory, told the.
NRC in 'May.' She also said. it

would not ýlead to a change in the
types or aný increase in the
amounts of radioactive material'
th ,at might be released off site..

Tre Ia dway stressed Thursday
the tinc'rease-4oes not mean IF
is interested ini long-terml storage...
but rather production oif mate~ril..

'ýBy graniting the extra storage,%
%N FS will have the same capacity.
as its 'chief co~mpetitor, BWX-
Techinolog~ies of ,Lyndiburgj, Va.



OPINIONfEIOA
Page 2B, Johnson CityPess.ý Sunday, D1cember 23, 2007

NFS ignOres concern
The Nuctlea Fuel Services plan to store more

bbmb grade uranium, with the N ucleiA Rie ato
Commission :approving their request beforepublic
comments:, is just. another. .example of how the
Department of, Energy, NRC and NFS have shoved'
the public's concerns'and legal rights aside.

ýýConcerned cifizens will not be intimidatedr by
these agencies or their marketing mo0uthpieces
when it.comes to.ou. health, safety, environment
and comminityo• our rlegal rights to question: and
participate in uciear decisions. "

I am tired of hearing. the' sameoldspin-about the.
threat torjobs every týme concerned citizens ask for
a validr Enviofmental Impact's tatemtent or the
truth.: about .,safety. failures and exposures. What .
about the •threats radioactive facilities pose to the

rest of-us'who do not work there?
We, in Erwin, livein what some calla"sac ificial

-zone!." Sacrificing our, heil'th an'd-saf ety- f or the U.S.Navyr's fuel is one thing, .b -t6expandedsacrificefor.
the commercial•"nucl.ea re"is too nid ich;

Wih the addto of th BLUad Studsv' facil-~
ities, both be ig volat le% d: exerimental commer-
cialProcesses, we are 'ow li ng in a radioactive
ground zero. Scientists have said there is no, safe'ý
level..of radiation.

So do I want more uranium storage? No. As far as
telingtha totheNRC, good luck. They're inbdWith big business. iBusi•ess looks out forkbusines,

and conc&erýd cfitiz'ns ixi•ti area will have-.to,•1i•
6fout firTemsel~ves.

HRSTIPToN



Tuesday, January 22, 2008 1 Page 4-A
gitizens haue right to know 'n

To the editor, hexafluori.
In the Jan. 15, 2008, Erwin Record cident at S

article about the latest NFS Inspection Oklahoma
Report and numerous violations, one er, hospit•
important fact was omitted regarding a and appro:
broken pressure gage. dents."

The inspection report states, "The .(Because
inspectors (NRC) noted an acceptance concerned
by the operators to tolerate deficient Chapel Sc
equipment." According to the report, dren and 5
this broken gage was one of the con- The Nu
tributing factors to yet another spill in Resource
the BLEU Processing Facility on No- about ura2
vember 8,2007, in which special nucle- states that
ar material splattered on the face and ous in a
body of a worker. also dang

One would think that a company posed to h
as wealthy as NFS could provide bet- the Nation
ter equipment to its workers, and one cupational
might also wonder why the NRC knows (NIosH),
about the equipment deficiencies and avoid all c

violations, yet continues "The mat
to approve NFS' requests on heatin
for increased limit posses- .umes of
sion and storage of Ura- . reactsv
nium 235, and will prob- and ethan
ably smile favorably on metals fo
the latest request for a license explosive
amendment to process Ura- tic, rubb
nium Hexafluoride (UF6) in NIOSH
yet another "new" commer- at low le
cial development line (which death." "
has nothing to do with Navy is a majol
submarine fuel). lic safety

Regarding UF6, the Insti- cannot be
tute for Energy and Environ- - that woi
mental Research fact sheet Before
says "a major hazard in both cense am
the uranium conversion and the public
uranium enrichment process these ha2
comes from handling ura- and safet
nium hexafluoride, which is have a r
chemically toxic as well as should
radioactive." It reacts read- elected o

ily with moisture, releasing Call them
highly toxic hydrofluoric Barba
acid. Erwin

~I5o~n_
iccidents have oc-
volving uranium
le. One such ac-
equoyah Fuels in
killed one work-

ilized 42 others,
ximately 100 resi-

of this, I am very
for nearby Love

hool with 350 chil-
0 staff.
clear Information
Service fact sheet
iium hexafluoride
"it's most danger-
gaseous state, but
;erous when ex-
eat." According to
al Institute for Oc-
Safety and Health_

"people should
.ontact with UF6."
erial decomposes
g producing toxic
hydrogen fluoride
iolently with water
ol ... attacks many
rming flammable/
gas ... attacks plas-
er and coatings."
adds, "exposure
vels may result in
Fire at a UF6 site
r concern for pub-
and health - and it
put out with water

uld make it worse."
the NRC grants li-
iendments to NFS,
:is rarely told about
:ards to our health
y. As citizens,.we
ight to know. We
demand that our

fficials investigate.

ra O'Neal,



ge 2B, Johnson City Pres Sunday, January 27;,2008

st ....... :~ ets 1n;,Un, r~u y ave-ýý

'f-a ....... u c .............. , F-..........es

This is in response to', Jason
• Carter's assaUlt: on the intelligence

Snicoi oty resien, calig
us.."P6r' misguided citizens" in a
letter to the editor-on Jan: 10.He's

I obViou'sly th6. one" ".who's ""mis-
guided" and has become a puppet of
corporate propaganda.•

Mr Carter shiildh't think'for .on.e
'.minute that. we'renot fully awake

and. watchingthat: .."Wif•l NFS."YThe.
majorityof Uinicoi C0oii nty residents

1, have paid, theirmortgages and chil-
I dren's education without'the help of
INFS.,

'It may surprise him to know that
onlyA j.i Qýeo•, ple who work at NFS
actua~lly' 1iv in UnciCunty.: If,
oneý stands at 1-26 Exit 40. in the
m Iornin g, they'd be:: run, o erby
man gement.and others who can

ff _ to., leý upstream and upwiný
of W8.

And to what scientists is he refer-ring?. The Agency for Tomic
SSubstances and DiseaseRegistry".
provided fincorrect, informiation to:
the media and public regar~ding theýý*
Public Health Assessment of NFS.

There's a vast difference in 'the
conclusions, from the May 18 ver-
Sion released to- the 'pu~blic and, the

pointed out the err~ors to the "scien-.
tist," and he changed the report.

And last, but certainly not least,
Greeneville's drinkilig. iater comes,
from the Nolichucky River, whe're:
NFS dumps its effluent on a regular"
basis. Enjoy.
.,Don't tell us to wake up, Mr.
Carter. You don't have the facts. We

"CASSANDRA IýETLF
Flag Pond
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Procedua
vilatio'ns

NRC says-
* 'De'clining
regulatory;
performance,' need.,
,for management.
Oversight cited, in.
revliew. PVA)

By JIM WOZrNIA
Erwin Bureau Chief
jwozn ta kjoh nsoncitypres~s.com;

NFsdc•ntified 
:to, dnainths46rt af ety n surityu for its

woikers. and thle pubtic," .
Victor McCree, acting N-RC
regional administrator', said in
aletter to President and Chief
Ex-ekutie Officer• Dwight
Fe..rgu.son. "How evero the N.RC
noted an upward trend in the
.number of procedural viola-
tio'ns' identified during this
review period. This increase
,in-violations appears to be an
,diictor of dicalinintpg regula-.
tj ... performan, ce.- ina•g this, .
area,."' Ac.ord:ng-' t the. LPR"
problemns 'in facqility ,ý;s'up~port:
included not havinfg- formal
appr :oval from& thie nuclear'
criticality safety gro6up with
pipe' isectionsntipe
menting criticality* alarmi
res I..pon se procedures' after .a
fse, alrm and'an operftoIrecIq.eiving a' slighf chemical'

eOxposure. There were three
c Iases 'of not following specia
Work permits by, not using
apppropr tiate personnel protec:t

tiveequipment
"hsarea for i mprovement

is,,particularly noteworthy, as
it is a longstanding area
"needing attention at NFS, as

-indicated by two of theý pre-
vi) ous LPRs," MlCree's letter

sad "',At least one' of. these
pro cedure violations -involve-"
!6faiure to adhere t4o' proce-
duires, implemented 'as a cor-.
rective action following the
,(March 6, 2006 incident)

~'See NFS, -Page 8A

ERWIN -Procedura Viola-ý
-tions at, Nuclear Fuel Services,
Iare on the upswing and'ar e_, a':
s.ign of "decliningregulat6ryperformance ...... ,,in ;thatfcto

te.cormany's operatioons' he-
uclear Reglatory.

ýCommilssion- said in a' recentlIetter:!,i. •.. ..: : ;.!; ;::::•.8 '. i

AcknowýledgingwhrNF
fell short, spokesman .Tony
T~readway saw a positive side
-iný the federal agency's' atest
license pOerformnance review.

.He6 'Said thecompany is.showmng.,con.tinuous improve-i:•/ment"•inmost elements f, ts

operation .. .
The review covers the.:.

plant's activities forom July 29:
until Dec. 31. It showed there,
were no areas needi;ng-.,.;
i:miprovement in three jof the
..fIive - categories examiined
s 0fetyoperations, radiological ,:,.
controls 'and safeguards. But
the revijew pointed to multiple
areas in which manage Iment
oversight was needed- in
facility 'support and licensing,
activities.-%
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NFS.
4 Continued from Page 1A for A hearing.

Other cases. where .requests.• . .. : ..•,; , i•.ii;!:''•:!,!i•":!were insufficient-ly -:-presented _;,
involving the spill of (35 liters)of were iuenl pre. n ted.

"were three revisions of -the.
high-enriched ranmue.n tal Nuca'rMaterial''

"In lightof NFS' plan for 1ig- ControlPlarn andu al"major" revi-

nificantex•,an.sion of th Blended sin to the Physical Security
Low Enricdhed Uranium fc1-AiiPlan, •o•the inav , ing ehighity
in 2008, this area for impr oVe- enrihd ranium, ad.a.request
m .ent ýwilcontinue to';be a focus' hdu uan.arqe
of NRC ov•rswight." e a . to have a chief nuclear officer••.ofN-C ves ht.:!::;>:;::"":: " ;.Trea dwa- '"A SS -d a'- ie:!"r:'"

NFS also; needed to .•.-ie. Tea waY. -id _ 1-S agr ee...
overSight, in. the .pan1n 'an<•d .continuous. Improvement is nec-:ov er g ft- . .. .i e .p I .. .. . ...- .. Z... 11,:... : .... 1:: .. . ,..

quality* of" license ame.ndment -essarym .nfacility-.'support and

proposals, according to the LPR. said NFS will continue.working
"Several recent licensing,- closely.with the" NRC on planning.

requests "-have :not adequately and oversights with license sub-,
supported the licensee's,-desired., mittals."
operational needs "-'the•doc6u-ment." "Our commitment to being a,.

said. "Ineffective plannihn and worldclass nuclearIoperation is
quality resulted -,in documc-ents; . ongoing,. and tile facdt'at there
that' required mumltiple changes' were no. frinigs M safety opera-.
beforen•providin suffic~ieit info"- tions, radiological controls ,:or'
matio t rsupport NRC iicensfi•g 'safeguards.-is 'proof ..ofi '.that
activities." improvement."

One ýample was ". r!.'eqýest A meeting.: between the NRC!c; .

in 2007 to increase the amountof and' NS. to dicuss the reiew.
highly enriched uranium .itcan wilbeheld d.at.the STraining
'.possess inthe. plant.-.The NRC Cente Feb: 28At the.'corner'of

appirved that request.: in ý.the JacklsoLove :Highway and
November, but the Sierra Club's CarolinalAvenue. It isopen' to the
Radiation Committee has:'asked public.
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NFS tner wins m., 'ar a ore.ýOntr;act
By Jerry Hilliard

Associate. Editor
jhilliord@erwinrecord.net.

AREVA, a French-owned
company partnered With NUi-
clear"Fiiel Serviies Incý of Er-ý
win in the downblending of
highly enriched uranium, an-
no uInced I.ast week thatit has
won four major contracts.

Although a contract with
the :Tri'nessee Valley Au-
thority is includedi an NFS
spokesma:n said. production
by".the local fitm will not be
affected.

In uis current blended low
eniriched 'utairnium.. (BLEU)

project,• Nuiclear Fuel Ser-" 17.4 metric tons of material
vices downblends material in partnership with West-,
that eventually ends up in inghouse.The min purpose
reactor fuel used. atTVA's of that endeavor will be to
Browns Ferry nuclear plant create a strategic reserve of
-in Alabama., fuelmaterials for commercial

19NFS spokesman Tony' pofwer-"pl•afint'ts".": ,
Treadway said the main The original contract. for
change .createdý by AREVA's the,•. BLEU: project, .,which
new cohtractis thatiwi.ie went intoqo.peration 1in2004,
providing fuel for one addi- called for NFS to downblend
tional reactor at Browns Fer- 33 metric tons• f stockpiled
ry,,with deliveýry from 201'0to higl .y ; i enriched uraniurm
2012. e' Thetotal later increased to

By 2009,_ however, 'the' 40 metric; tons when the Ten-
BLEUT project in Ertwin is ex-. nessee Valley Authority ,ac-
pected to endi Its facilities ill, .quireAd 'Iadditional. material
be used -foi. oth'er"proj&is, 'that was released by the fed-
such as the doWnblending of Ieal go'veinment.

`Afi.er being d6c.'nbiended
irnto liquid form' by' NFS, the
material goes -directly to:an
AREVA facility at the Erwin
plant to be converted to pow-

.. (Thie"p6wder is :shiipped :to

Richland', Wash., where it is
iurned iio-pellets thatare
t iranspdrt.ed 't• Ly nchi burg,
Va., and loaded into fuel rods.
'The.rods are :then put .into
fuiel'assem~blie .s,; wiAich ARE-

A'hps" to 'VA!s Bon
Ferr sit• .

"AREVA,_ a ',Trich-o •tied
company, supplies :fue' to
,more than 13 fecos in; 15
dna t ions.
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'promoted Joh Nagy to vcepres-NM F, NRC ident and chief nuclear Isaety

discussrecen.,t officer.sHes iin charge of over-
seeipg' egulatork' safety. and

review-, str egC1: licensing activities. Lindstromi

pIan fot•he plaht. . a an, dedent'•., :.• :• ::, . . •,• .=. •.. .watec ~ ' o Lt e staff, . ...
__________•_..:__._•._._~L.. Lindstrominsodcited.rthe pro-

JI'Wmotion of ~Gie'Athoii- t o vice
SJIM W.ZNIAK president ' f alied technology.

E~rwinl Blureau ChiefrGen' 'Oackgrouxd is in.per-.
jwoznak@Jonsonityprss~cm atin ofour fuel faclity hc

has had along traditionan r
ERWIN~i: Nuclear Fuel.tto ffraiy nln eu

Seirvices' ,.general managerl-on aconbity" dsplead
Thursday., said the coM'panty "Ge..neis..dstom said.

nieed:sto :get- better in all-,compo-. uenes a bringing those attrib-
nents of' the plant but said the uean,.skills '.into the engi-
fomanly, is' mta g se ps toshw neering departmient to ensure

.a, need, for : better/. manageetneeds toimaprove inall aspects of:...
,..: oversight ifii stypport.ad .t peration .He said.excelle.ce
licensinga~ctivi•tis•, is the objfctve 'andtme companyf

...:The feder-al age'ncy' said it had is not satisfied: with 'its perform-'
not... d an"," . upward: trend........ in, the....... ance n~ahy fac'et . " : :-

number of procdura ti Rerring:t'fcltyspot

identified.. during.this reie hie saida the ,eighlt violationls are

changes A w tat,

peioid. :This increae in violations4 " unaccep~tatne.'. ,, response,-he,

dAeclinin regula btorherNfoerm-icesds~v~~y n a.

Rc in th•o-i area.C aenentsm t osrvation.- and
act repor•ting.a, nd een !orsfim ve-

exaministrator Vco Mc0ree ments inhhs area.

concernufor 'the. .C ati N.. He lem.. st 'tha d he 7 'see," Lidst 1o

kid ~t las oe Q te voli ns ad. "W'v 'sn 'an p icesedf
'w ed a o'lac ofeadere:mncaee'to o- rptIng a, 9,porrecis of er

rectve easres ut n pacein low-evel ~'probl"dems, whih6'w

over5'sigter of gl-nihd cluewee 'allpolesae
uraensinm. reportýedte and t corrected.

At a- meeting: nThtusday. 'TheR•C also' i pnudedrthat

beotween theNRCand tredi he om- inS hadsupledt ndeut
pny umbe Gfpoeneral M ioangrtion inforati fainmlitipl license,

Lindstim higuightdthei safety aensdenth regquests vinclu••ion a

culi•ture; strt~gi•',lanifo', 'fd•?the I:[rcently!iaipi-ov~ed .:!P~propsal to•••

.plantd. This' increase invoatos",ncetabe. As arentpofse hegl-

"S:,!jin•Sce we las met, we ~have enriched.uranium.iompleted development oftha id t I! s in the pn.'t t
apan ado begun il• natoFS s' bit :

hesaid. " .. hi...k r thatoyelemenrtm surpsed"t supeeisoy ar man

ments .. •that were "identiffified by' the ••pany lwill '!continue to.... ... tO::work. •withaNRC as arwellas' elementsthat. NC manogesenattio'understand

hav benidntfid Ryegiondel ,.sed~ala en' improve-,,'
'peden grupof uclar~saety..tiosjq. _,e

exets that haveoh' beone"an assessa "We were 'ntaaeta o
.cnernt forFS" R1 at ' FS H' lnsbmifalt 'othey'se"Lntrm
said at laton fth ilain said.NSrcnl~ "Welit'vd~de senanid.eae

-FY,

NFSi NRC nueet/4,AL
The GMý fNFS said at a
Thu`rsdaqy meeting with
t heR that the tom'm
pany npeds to improve in-,

..all aspects,~ but is taking!
stp o im~prove safey
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Sierr Cl disaa re`es wit
NF over cancerr repor

BY JIMi WOZNIAK
Erwin'Bureau Chief

jwazniak@johnsonc~itypress.COM,

ERWIN -A U~S. 'Deprarixi-ent of
Energy division~repoi ,tat dicusses te
disposition of highly-enriched'uranium
has the Sierra Club and some people in the
community disagreeing 3With Nuclear
'Fuel Services on the conp~any's'contribu-
Ilion to cancer rates.

Referring to the contents of a ~supple-
.ment analysis conducted in Octoiberthe-
Sierr~a Club's Linda Modica said in a news
release Thursday that one in':71. residents
.in Erwin will die' from a laen canIC;r 'ue

.to,,NFS' conversion-of hig~hlyenriched
uaimto a low-eiiriche~d form'ý of the

i,,chemic al. The document was comrpiled by
ie National Nuclear Security

Administration.
"With 'a popu.lation of approximately

5,700, NNSA's analysis implies that, FS,'



blended'low-enriched uranium
facility' will ýcause 80 latent.
cancer 'fatalities per year in'
Erwin '- 80 more cancer deaths
per, year than would have other-
,wise occurred," said, Modica,
chairwoman 'of the* club's
Radiation Committee.

Comparing INFS to others in the
nuclear indutisry,' she said NES,
was five times more deadly to its
neighbors than ~the Y-12 plant in
Oak Ridge, six times worse than
the Savannah River Site and 64
,times worse than BWXT in
Lynchburg, Va.

NFS ,spokesman, Tony
Trýeadway said Friday that Randy
Shackleford, nuclear safety man-
ager for.-NFS, contacted, the
report's, author 'and 'learned the
impact oif NFS'wasanmuch less dire
than' what M",iFa conveyed. The
nufiube1rNSotandi that
-ther~e is', a -1 'Inr" "8 5 .i iilhin chance
soxiieoie"&ithin '150 miles of NFS,

will conitract. a latent :cancer
becau'se of the downblending.,

On Thursday, before the com-
pany received the new figure,
NFS "Genieral' Manager Tim
Lindstrom said people..needed 'to
loeok clo'ser' at wha~t -the report
said. He said 'it,'does not Just talk
about Erwin res"idents.

'It doesn't say:every person has
-a 1 in 71 chan iýc ;,"'he said it says
the 'total~popilto a chance

'for one LCfl off 1:in '712
*The repor~t .said td,ýhe'dff-site-pop-

ulation risk, ¶Jis equivalent to the
following 'increased annual 'risk
of a (latent cancer fatality) occur-
ring 'in the total 'off-site popula-
~tion."~ It then gave figures of I in
"71 for NFS, 1' in 357 for Y-12, '1 in.
j1,545 for BWXT' and 1 in 416 for.
Savannah -River..

rreadway --said-,~the figures
Modica."cited ar4 infl'tammatory"
~aid 6aus~d~iunii cofcern in the
comm ,umty. He. said _NFS regrets
the mismnterptaionopf the facts
by tlie Sierra Club. 'and noted

tly.Av'LLH 2-, 21,i0 q P ýA

Modica anid the organization tried,
to ý prev th.e.-e company from "
starting,§6 th Bý-LE'U operation.

.Modca contenided the club did
ino mae, "any great leaps" in theý

'figures it ~cited and said the figurie
'Tre'adway 'cited was not, in ';the
'repo&t..'She. isaid s"he quo6tedfi•-.•

-.uires that' w-ee'i the 'report a~nd,
.that•f f shJiade anistake,it.a•s';
uininitenifia.

'I don't th'nk.•wemade any mis-.
takesý," Mdica'said. ,:

,Citing' ante'section of' the
report,' Treadway said NFS
work-krs. ar 'less exposed than
wo-rikers , the other plants.
:Modic"ah:.iglighted a:portion of
the . repor• hat' thatsaid the latent,,
cance~r fataility, "risk' for "NF'.,
workers. is up ,51 'perdent s~ixc~e
1996.' ."The" report ,'was 'discussed,

'briefly.Thursda, .a•ter the
Nuclear ReguIatory Commission

met .wi;th ,NFS'to' discuss ~the fed-.
eral agency' s latest review of the

.company's per formance. Doug,

Collins, director of the division of"
fuel facilities inspection in the'
NRC's .,Atlanta4 :,,office, said, his
agejicyr had 'not .had a chance 'to.ý

:examnine theIeport.
"Wrwý,be _do~ing that in the:

:nearutffi•ir.ie said-.;"We'll have
our risk expert8: tae' a look' at it-
.and" 'aiseýSs'i, 'aLnd -then we wl
provide feed!btack -to some people
who'tav'vea-ske'd 'some 'questions~
about it 'ealer: today.-" '

ErwinC resident Chris TiptonI
asked the 'N'$C what the risk is of
a latent cancer. fatality for the
public' from downfbiending.

",hAt"~.veg,'ulate ~are radia-
tin"oe, levels -i'doses 'to. the:

membrs bf he public, 'Collins"
s:•aid'."ur;,regillations limit the

doe .:~t 'hi' aciliy 'to n
heri~io -the`' p-Ublic_ (at) 25'

miliem.• .K'The6 :`!effluen.ts at this,.'
faci r emlity h. ah ve I :t iypi .call, y I been lesss>

fronm this, facility' are signifi-'-
can'iý essthani our regulatory
requiremebnts."
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By DavidT Tho ,meitz
StaffWrtere., dthometz@erwinrecordnet,

Nuclear Fuel Services needs to..
im .prov Ie "all aspec ,ts" of it .s oper6
tioinsaccording lo General: Man-
ageri iiD'-Lindstrm bu't he .added
tha't=hecomipanhya'is taking steps to,
imp'rov~es a fe ty "at its Erwin p -lant.

.Thie Niuclear Regulatory Com-ý
mission met' with NFS officials and
thie c'ormn' in a public meeting
Thursday in Erwin.

The NRC recently conducted a
Licensee Performance Review, in-.
specting activities at the plant from.
JulIY`29 untilDec. 31. Its reportfound
apereafor improvement in managei-

rguao efOhfe" ." '.'i ''": ft

me..iy vight-irLcilityjsupport
:And laoeh0ffg~aivities at the planit;

whichv ,processe I s nuclearfued:i'•f r.'
the U.S.Na'vy and convertssuirpius.
bomb3lgrade uranium into u ucomm .er-
cial reactor fuel for theATennoesseeVo
Valley A uthority.

The federal agency repor .ted "an
upward trend in the number of pro-,
cediral violationt s identified during
thereview period." atthe plAn.t- , a.n. d
saýid the ",ýincreiase in vilolati'o'ns ap
pe.r tob n indicator of declining.

regulatory: perfo .rra~nce"i.
.ýAt leastone of the violations~in-

Volve~alr to ad'here-to correic-
tive measures established in' re-,-
spo.ns e to6-a March 6, 2006, splof
35 liters of highly -enriched uranim'
at ,the' ,plat, aiccording to NRkCAct-'
ing Regional Administrator Victor',
Mc~ree.

"in a letter sent to NFS President
and Chief Executive Officer Dwight'
Ferguson 'on Jan. 30, the commisl-'
sion, noted,' in- the area 'of faculty.
support, eight' separate violatioins'
of,1 adherence .',to ýprocedures. and
management ý'oversigh .within.a
five-mionth p~eriod:'_

u Failurie io follow-rscedure due,to",the :storage, 'and: use of flexible'
pipe. sect!ong,, w"ithout floirm al , ,p,-
proval' from-the nuclear critiicality
safeygroup

* .Failure o: properly inmplement
criticality, 'alarm' response, proce-.
dures follo6ing a false alarm .

Two examples of failing to fol-
low.procedures: one involving the
use of an unapproved work request'
-for operations, and the other Which
led t the cnhtafinati-on anda slight
chemical exposur .of an operator

TF Tr ee examp les of failinig'to fdl-
low Special Work Permits' (SWPs)
by. 'not: u Ising.the appropriate- per-
sonnfelprptectiieecquipment'.. 

.

: Failu ret-o docunent and pprop-erly implement radiological de'cbn-
Si on•ationprocedures'

,'...;Twio 'examples of failing to fol-
'low 'SWP radio6lgicaFlcontrol re-.
quirements

. Implementation: of operational
ýprocedure changes without the re-
quired reviews and •tia•i•ng

*Failure to requireý documented,
.design goals and meetings to de-,.
Ate.rine the. requirements for engi-p .
neering projects

We .think' ei~ght violations in a.
fivnonth eriqddis unac'ce p 'tble,,"
"'~'dsto said-, 'acknoledgn the
NR'review',s concerrns` atthe pub-
lcmetin ;last week.,

NMS,, believe it need to improve
in all aspects-of its op Ieratio .n s, he
said, adding that the ' company has
developed and begun implement-
ing .a safety culture strategicplan
forithe plait..

"What we do, we should do well,`
Lindstrom said. .

He added that NFS has incrTeased

surpervisopy and maiagegent ob-
servation and, reporting .as',.a;. r&e
sponse to the NrC iew, a~nd's~i.

the911mpa;ny has. see~n improve-
menits in this ar~ea."'"

-Lin-rdstromn said. thiecompjany rev-
cently promoted John ;Nagy to vice
president and, hief nuclear 'saety
O.fficerý, .puttig., him-' inchar~ge o'f
overseeig rergulatory•,safet"'And lid
censing activities. Lihtdstio'n called
Nagy. 'ýthe independenýt' watchdog"
of the company.

Linds.tgm also'noted the promo-
tion of Gene Athon to vicpresident,

.. for, applied technology. He cited
Athon's ! backg' round in the opera-
tion of the companyis, fuel fac•• iicItyit

;which;,'he said, "hashad•alonrgtra-
dition and reutinf 6forhmality,

discipline:and'acc oun"tabbihu .
'Gene is bringing those attributes

and skills int•oY the engineering de-
partment to ensuretthat we bring.
forth some of fthese c"ch"fies iwith
that same level' f ~accou Itability,'

Lindstrom added"'
The NkC reviýewA'iso, fdun. that

NFS, on .multip le 'o'cc asi ,onsý hadnt
,,,supplied adequate i :Jnforma0tion
when requesting lic'eni amend-.

.ments, including a recently ap-
proved plan to increaseý the' quan-
tity of highly enriched uranium the
ýplan It .may .Ipolss.ess;.

"_Several.,requ~ests; were 'in effec-,
tively( planned or of inadequate
quality," the report n'oted.

ý, Lindstroim expressed the compa-
;ý-ny'.s surpriseto see this a'riea cited asr

'an ,area-needi.g 'improvement, but.

sa.id.NFSwould continufi•o work
with the agency to. unertand its
expectations

iNFS agrees with 'the .. ',
e valuation that continued 'improve-
rnenit is necessary in this, area,"'
NFS .spokesman Tony. Treadway
'said in a statenment released before

'the meeting. "The 'company Lwill'
'continue, to work'cl6sely with NRC'

,ning ,ai d-ov-ersight--essociated 'with'

He said the 'comipany will not face'
any monetary penalties associated.
with 'violations found by the NRC
review, and the plant will remain in'
fulli p roduction.

T1he federal agency' scheduled the
n Iext review to take place in approx-.
imately six months
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NFS: ..numbers-are:a alarming.
The ý.Ma:rch, 2 Jo C. Press ory

regarding; •:'the%- Sierra: Club" .disagremepni with

Nuclea Fuel -Serie ovrtePne'aerport;ý
omitted; ani important fac the'report. ffiumlbr

*d4 date, (DoE'EIS 0240 S1,- Oct. 11, 2007).'

Perapspeple would lie., to go t h

- Dpartmen of Ener& -e site, ad read it

-The risk. comflso ofllateiit 'cancer fatalities

b.etwee.p N in. Erwin to those at BWXJXT in

n.:L bu, ,isc g. The supple men i

"i~tie thatthe alcuieated .e, pop
• quilen t to:the followiig IncUeisea l risk

AA an: ~opccurring:il'he ý,m ~ fsieppua'
dnOechanceS in71 fr ared

ni rc.inY ,fo.,

'Chanc in.455fi WT.Y1 i a Rde2wa

ore chaice in-35i and S avan-.W River was one

chance in416. '(P agV1 al 4..2n~~t

.. "NThe nu•mnbersi:.tppear bto reflect the "close prox-
imiy o: he poulaio around NFS. BWVXT, is

d .r ewhile in-the

canse o. NS, s. some hresients' yards actually

adjoin' th.poperty. V ch ity/couhty govern-

matent.; officea scho I ,ols;,ho im'an niursing homes,-

are. .lihn;amilea,: l•s• of NFS.
I,;t ,a~ppears that, in 1996, the DOE rgained theý

co:m Imunlity'sisuipport to'thiis disposition of highly-1

enihduranýium uinder one set of circumstances'
.an dthen later changed the circumstances'and did

Srl bl'c about the changes.

Memrbers of the Erwin Citizens Awareness

Network found the. ocument and became 'con-

cerne&. . Attempts by NF. to discredit the Sierra

Clu frpeaking up on behalf of local concerned

citizen~s is' unfair.
,B.A. O'NýEAL
Erwin

Clatims by NFS
A girlfriend of mine once worked at Nuclear

Fuel Services -at, night and she never-had to use~

A flashlight.K K.
"Seriously, I really feel for the' citizens of Erwin,

Of' course, "the Officials" r(and P)willý tell 'emr

tht vryhng SO: Your --health-and safety i
thieir, No. 1 priority.

NM8i ben toal hoet-'about 'all the facts,

(inser' sniickr here). Theyae xers you kow.

Latent cancer faalty "nchaein7fo
'was" Mi 'a msedng footnote. Tel" Iula

Regulatory Commiission will, 1suedo6Iffl,

Diirnimdown-blending operations at NFS

leJ6dad Vf-,Eigher danger of cancer? NRMC c laims no
'kno ,Wle 1dge of. 61fsuch.ý

Well~they' dd'ive in Erwin.',
JERRY L.NORRMS '- .

Afton-' 
--
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WHAT THE&PEOPLE DON'T. KNW WILHURT THEMI;:ý

... ut mg ...... 42 J` ihm canto; :r ivr•......

-is 'tHpll i g
'Who doe Nuclear Fuel Ser'vic*es thin~kthey're kid-.ý,

ding? They.don't pollute the Nolichucký River? he,
NucearReglatryCormOIsson and NFS evrn

..mental ,report (1999,,2001, 2002) ite: a different
storyj.,I ave read them numrou~js, timies.

_The JNRC's -1999 Environmental'.Assessmenpt oýf
NFS' reliensing application stastes. on. page 3-26
.that NFS coitammitedtBa r spring Branch' wth

n yndea, nitrates/nitrite0 , copper. and znc. Banner
Sp ,srig nBranh flows intoMartin,(reek which flows
into the Nolichucky.

Of course, NFS*will say that': wasthen and now
they don't,,contamfinate the Nolichucky, otherwise.
the 303-d ist would have listed`,NFS as a polluter,
right?ý Wrong. :`Keep. in mind that the Tennessee
.Depar"- ent .of Envirounment and Coftservation does
pnot test! for I radionucides, and NFSV evenadmitted
the aiu oefo drinkfin wte from the
'Noliclucky s.004 mlilliremf.:

Why then !does NFPS have to re~p~ortwice a year to
the NRC on 21 differfit'adioAc•ive_ contaminates if

they didn't discag hmit h Nolichucky
either diretly or ,indifectly';through the Erwin
-sewer?

The radionuclides th~at. NFS-have to' report on
inclu~de: four isotopes of plutonium '(238,239,240 and

241), ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' 1'u stoe fthru 228, 20, 231 and,.

232), six isotopes of uranium T (232, 2334,234,235, and,
S238),ý tecnetium-99, ameiciurn-241, cesium-137ý.,
' 6tc. If it's raidioactive, N'S usesit.

Unfortunatelythe NRC'S, serey policy is still.
bigused to cover up the facts, because the bi-

annual Effluent Monitoring Reports for 2003-07 are
still being kept from the public.

The NRC and TDEC may think it's acceptable for"'
NE'S to contaminate the Nolichucky with 21 radionu-
clides and 42 chemicals, but what do you say?
AV.S. KELLEY
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SPECIAL REPORT: Nuclear Fuel Services, Beyond The Myths

Tuesday, May 13, 2008 - 11:00 PM Updated: 07:58 AM ( - Ar?7-t-4c. k,4A- Lr-

By Nate, Morabito _ c T H- IT J)

Reporter / Photographer
News Channel 11
E-mail I ojgrahy

Click Here To View Video Report

It's one- of the most heavily guarded, highly-regulated companies inthe country and it's right in our backyard.
Nuclear Fuel Services in Erwin is Unicoi County's largest employer. The-facility. powers all of the United.
State's Navy's submarines and most of its aircraft carriers. It also fuels' many rumors about-what happens at the
plant-and its effects on the community.

For decades, people have wondered exactly what happens behind the plant's barbed wire fences and gun-toting
guards. With the word nuclear in its name, NFS garnersplenty of negative publicity. The~company says.
undeservedly so.

"One of the misconceptions about NFS is that nuclear warheads may be.comingto the plant to: be:downblended
that's absolutely untrue," NFS Spokesperson Tony. Treadway. said- . - /

Treadway says the company takes highly-enriched. uranium. and: downblends it to. a form, of low-enriched fuel that
can: be used to make electricity. The material that, comes into the-plantis heavily guarded6to. protect, it from. a.
select few.

"It would be more useful if you had the capabilitiesto use it in-the constructionin a. very, sophisticated,. very,
complicated form of nuclear weapon, which only a: few countries inthe world possess that capability,"'Treadway
said.

In the end, NFS says it turns the uranium it collects into a material that has no value to terrorists.. That said,
Treadway says there is little risk for danger at the facility. Ao-- 6 s-r /.jEu Iy -CdA- 6 4

/ /,J (.J'.1?.) 1ir 7
With unescorted clearance at NFS, Erwin Fire Chief/Fire Marshal Doc. Bailey agrees.

"They're probably one of the safest facilities out of all of the places I have inspected," Bailey said.

Bailey dispels the myth that there could be a nuclear explosion at the plant. He also says there's little to no health
impact for people who live nearby. Bailey's children play across the street every day.

"If I had any concerns whatsoever, I'm not going to allow my two children, who I love more than anything in this

world, spend time across the street from that facility," Bailey said.

A recent U.S. government report concluded the biggest risk at NFS is a one in 85 million chance of getting cancer
from the plant. That means people, have a better chance of getting struck by lightning, but what about the
remnants of what's in the ground there from decades ago?

NFS admits at one time, the ground was contaminated with plutonium from the 1970's as well as uranium.
,(,-..-/_.._ / S'

"While there was some contamination in the area immediately around the plant, none of it impacted the public
drinking water," Treadway said.

,..

511412008 1:29 PM
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The company says 95% of those contaminated sites have now been cleaned up. NFS says the remaining 5% will
also be contamination-free by the end of this year."

NFS says it is shipping all of its remaining contaminated material out west. Despite past contamination at the
plant, NFS says even if you lived at the fence of the plant, you'd get more radiation from watching
television during a year than you would from NFS.

I

"What it's doing to fuel more clean energy produced through nuclear power far outweighs any kind of risk it has to
the environment or the public in Unicoi County," Treadway said. 04A-r A-,, t NSU ý-_r

NFS is regulated on the local, state, and federal level. In fact, two Nuclear Regulatory Commission resident
inspectors are on-site daily.

(Jo Back

Daily News, Weather and more from the Bristol Herald Courier, News Channel 11, & TriCities.com
©2008 Media General Communications Holdings, LLC. A Media Genera! company.

T'erms F, Con detins IFCC: EEOi InTo
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Erwin Citizens Awareness Network
P. O. Box 1151

Erwin, TN 37650

May 15,2008

Mr. Nate Morabito (Handcarry)
News Channel 11
338 E. Main Street
Johnson City, TN 37601/37605

Dear Mr. Morabito:

Several of us watched with interest your investigative news story at 11 p.m. on May 13,
2008: "NFS Beyond the Myths". We have always believed that there are two sides to every
story. Unfortunately, we saw only one side - the corporate spin -- from your station in
regards to NFS.

Could the reason be that the NFS spokesman was a former WJHL employee? Hopefully
not. We believe that balanced reporting can still happen at your station regarding this
company, and are writing to provide factual documentation that can, for the basis of a sequel,
further help to debunk the myths about NFS.

The Erwin Citizens Awareness Network (Erwin CAN) would like to share some of those
facts with you, along with the references from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
ADAMS (Agencywide Documents Access and Management System) to help you with your
investigative reporting. In most cases, we've even made copies for your convenience.

Erwin CAN also has several questions for WJHL:

Is it a myth that NFS has been under a NRC Confirmatory Order since.
February 21,2007 .... made known to the public on July 18, 2007 at the-direction
of Congress? (ML071990558; Encl 1) As you can see this Confirmatory Order
involves safety, or lack thereof.

Is it a myth that NFS admitted to a lack of "safety culture" and agreed to an
Independent Safety Culture Assessment Team? See record of closed meeting
between NRC Commissioners, NRC Region II, and NFS, May 30, 2007, M070530C
Discussion of Security Issues. (ML071930389; Encl 2). This document is a must-
read for any investigative reporter. Again, safety is the major issue here.

* Is it a myth that NFS is under enhanced and increased NRC oversight with
added inspectors for an undetermined time? This fact is referenced in the above
document.
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Is it a myth that a Safety Culture Board of Advisors (SCUBA) will be working
with NFS to try and establish a safety culture until 2010? (ML073231216; Encl
3). Other SCUBA documents, not enclosed are "Modifications to NFS Erwin 2007
Independent Safety Culture Assessment Plan and Schedule" (ML072820542), and
"Upgrades to the Safety Culture Implementation Plan for Nuclear Fuel Services"
(ML072410378). NFS' first report to the NRC, based on SCUBA findings, was on
April 22, 2008 (ML081000509). See "Platts Inside the NRC" article, April 28, 2008,
regarding the April 22 NFS meeting with the NRC. (Encl 4)

Is it a myth that DOE/NNSA neither submitted the Supplement Analysis on the
HEU disposition program for public comment nor released it to the media, or
even made the NRC aware of its existence? See DOE/EIS-0240-SA I October 11,
2007, buried on the internet during the Official Use Only (OUO) three-year secrecy
period. The SA is now on NRC's ADAMS, due, in part, to Erwin CAN's insistence
that it be make public. (ML081070196; Encl 5)

Is it a myth that the Supplement Analysis, which addresses the downblending of
17.4 metric tons of HEU, was written AFTER the material began arriving in
Erwin in August 2007?

* Is it a myth that the Supplement Analysis states on page 11 that "This SA's
calculated offsite population risk is equivalent to the following increased annual
risk of an LCF occurring in the total offsite population: 1 chance in 357 for Y-
12; 1 chance in 4,545 for BWXT; I chance in 71 for NFS; and 1 chance in 416 for
SRS"? LCF is an abbreviation for latent cancer fatality.

" Is it a myth that it was the DOE, with the help of the NRC, that put the public in
the dark for three years and that the Blended Low-Enriched Uranium (BLEU)
commercial reactor fuel process was never supposed to be part of the OUO --
only the Navy fuel production? However, NFS applied it to everything... and the
NRC allowed it. (ML07290048 and ML072900407; End 6). As an aside, Mr.
Patrick Card (a civilian Navy employee assigned to the NNSA), the one who
suggested the secrecy, is now an advisor to the SCUBA team.

" Is it a myth that an additional 22 thousand tons of HEU, LEU, Natural Uranium,
Depleted Uranium and Thorium from Italy arrived in Erwin on December 5/6,
2007 without any public notification, import license application, or public
comment opportunity? (ML03610337; End 7)

" Is it a myth that at least one NFS executive faces fitness-for-duty and possible
criminal charges? See subpoena issued to NFS Attorney (Daryl M. Shapiro, Esq.),
December 3, 2007, by NRC Office of Investigations (ML080150036), and CLI-08-06
Memorandum and Order, served 03/27/08, NRC Investigation No. 2-2006-17.
(ML080870303; Encls 8 & 9).
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" Is it a myth that NFS continues to -violate the terms of its license, SNM-124, and
that violations are increasing in number per inspection report? See update of
Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. 2008-04-07, "NFS' current performance, as indicated by
the number of violations identified since mid-2007 has not significantly improved
since the last licensee performance review (LPR). The violations continue to indicate
that NFS needs to improve its management oversight to ensure adherence to
operational, radiological protection, and engineering procedures. This area for
improvement is longstanding as indicated by two of the previous three LPRs."
(ML080580192; Enci 10)

* Is it a myth that in the event reports for NFS and BWXT released by NRC on
May 12, 2008 that NFS had 25 events, all safety related, reported to the NRC
from 2004-2007, during the OUO secrecy period? (ML081330189; Encl 11- News
Release & Encl 12 - Event Reports). Copies of those reports are attached and can
be found on the NRC website under "Event Reports." A recap is as follows. We've
highlighted just a few that caught our attention, and that might deserve further
scrutiny.

Date

05/14/2004
06/24/2004
07/27/2004
10/06/2004
10/26/2004
11/15/2004
12/17/2004
01/07/2005

03/24/2005

04/28/2005

07/09/2005
10/08/2005

10/21/2005

10/28/2005

11/08/2005
12/07/2005
01/05/2006

03/07/2006

Event #

40750
40840
40901
41097
41149
41197
41274
41316

41523

41651

41839
42047

42133

42089

42131
42191
42244

42393

NFS Event Reported to NRC

Loss of Criticality Safety Controls
Removable Surface Contamination Greater than the Limits
Fire in Off-Gas System
Safety Related Needle Valves in Incorrect Position
Failure of Safety System Causing Unfavorable Geometry
Wet.Offgas (WOG) Line Calculation was not performed
Criticality Control'
Faulty Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) for Oxide
Dissolution Operation (Loss or Degraded Safety Items)
Equipment Piece for Storage Rack Not in Place for Safe
Storage of SNM (Special Nuclear Material) (Loss or
Degraded Safety Items
Inadequate Controlled or Analyzed Pathway for Material
Accumulation
Small Fire in Waste (Calciner) Furnace
Criticality Alarm System Inoperable in ihe NDA/Loading
Dock area due to Detector Failure (Safety Equipment
Failure)
Potential Degradation of Glovebox Overflow Drains Under
Certain Vacuum Conditions (Loss or Degraded Safety Items)
Discard of Caustic Solution to Waste Tank Without Sample
and Analysis (Safety Equipment Failure)
Exceeded Mass Limit Requirements
Apparent Loss of Natural Thorium Shipment
Monitor Setpoint Improperly Set (Loss or Degraded
Safety Items)
Unanalyzed Condition of Criticality Controls
(Spill was 03/06/2006- 37 liters of high enriched uranium; not
reported until 03/07/2006)
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03/09/2006

03/13/2006

03/22/2006
04/14/2006

05/31/2006

01/11/2007

03/01/2007

42480

42411

42442
42502

42612

43090

43204

Fitness for Duty Report Involving Licensee
Supervisor (failure to adhere to a 5-hour alcohol
abstinence requirement)
Potential Unsecured Accumulation Point
Identified (All Safety Items Unavailable)
Product Mass Different Than Analyzed
Failure of a Fitness for Duty Test (non-licensed
employee supervisor had a confirmed positive for illegal
drugs during random test)
Criticality Evacuation Alarm Failure (Safety
Equipment Failure)
Failure of Gamma Spectrometer Waste Monitor
(Only One Safety Item Available),
Potential Degradation of Safety Systems (Loss or
Degraded Safety Items)

And regarding contamination, let's not forget that NFS's industrial neighbor, Impact Plastics,
won a settlement from them in 2005. The judge issued a gag order and the records were
sealed. Did you ever investigate why? (See attached Johnson City Press articles, March 2,
2005, "NFS, Impact Plastics reach accord on lawsuit"; Encl 13)

Regarding your story, we certainly don't believe that nuclear warheads are coming to the
plant. That is the first time we've ever heard such a statement. Nevertheless, the highly
enriched bomb-grade uranium that is stored and downblended by NFS most definitely IS
something a terrorist might want. If the nation's largest and most important nuclear lab,
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, is vulnerable, then what about NFS? (See Time
Magazine article, "Security Flaws Exposed at Nuke Lab," May 12, 2008; End 14)

As far as the one in 85 million chance of getting cancer from NFS, or that people have a
better chance of getting struck by lightning, there is yet another explanation by the NRC -- "1
in 71 years." (See letters to the Mayors -- ML080700043, ML080700118, ML080700092;
Enci 15). Neither of these explanations is satisfactory nor passes the common sense test.
As a result, the Erwin Citizens Awareness Network is sending a letter to Mr. William Tobey
of the NNSA/DOE, with copies to Congress, asking for a comprehensive health assessment
for Erwin and a proper Environmental Impact Statement.

Through the foregoing, we believe you can now see why this Erwin citizens group has
formed, why its growing membership is concerned, and why we do our research. This
community has been deceived for many years, so we have worked hard to uncover the truth
about NFS, NRC, and DOE.

I

To that end, and in service of the public's right to know, the Erwin Citizens Awareness
Network asks WJFIL to tell the truth to the public, expose the miserable violation history of
NFS, and, with journalistic integrity, open the public record on NFS through a sequel to your
"Beyond the Myths" story. Erwin CAN would be happy to open our voluminous files of
public documents to you and your editor to facilitate your further investigative reporting on
NFS.
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Please respond to the address on this letterhead to arrange a time to meet with Erwin CAN's
leaders.

Sincerely.

S."'Erwin Citizens Awareness Network

15 Enclosures

cc; w/o enclosures:

WJHL Newsroom Editor
Bristol Herald-Courier
Erwin Mayor Brushy Lewis
Unicoi County Mayor Gregg Lynch
Unicoi Mayor Johnny Lynch
U.S. Representative David Davis
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Nuclear Fuel Services missed safety standards

By Larisa Brass
Originally published 02:20 pin., May 19, 2008
Updated 02:20 p.m., May 19, 2008

A safety analysis of the Nuclear Fuel Services plant in Erwin, Tenn., has found the nuclear miiaterials processor and fuel fabricator fell short of
industry "best practices" safety and performance standards in nine of 13 areas.

The safety analysis was conducted by a group of nuclear independent experts known as the Safety Culture Board of Advisors, or SCuBA, according to
NFS, but whom have not been identified individually. The analysis follows a series of safety and security incidents in the plant from 2004-2006
including an incident that posed the threat of a nuclear criticality in March 2006.

The 2006 spill involved about 35 liters of highly enriched uranium solution. that leaked into a protected glovebox, then onto the floor in a facility
where highly enriched uranium is "downblended" to a lower enrichment for use in commercial reactors, including TVA's Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant
in Alabama. NFS also manufactures fuel for the U.S. nuclear-powered submarines.

The safety breach did not come to light until it last year as part of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's annual report to Congress because of a policy
put into place following the Sept. I I terrorist attacks that such documents be withheld from the public under a so-called "official use only" policy.

Following the disclosure and as part of a negotiation with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission over the incident, NFS officials agreed to a third-party
safety analysis of the plant and work with the NRC to improve conditions.

According to the SCuBA report, the plant is operating within NRC minimum guidelines. -On the other hand," the report stated, "the SCUBA team
identified that most components of the NFS-Erwin Safety Culture fail to meet (or only minimally meet) NRC 'regulatory expcctations.'

NFS said it is already working to correct the problems and, along with the SCuBA report provided a safety strategy to the NRC, outlining plans for
improving operations at the plant. NFS has stated that improvements will be in place by 2011.

The report also follows a release by the NRC last week of event reports regarding safety and procedural issues at NFS's Erwin plant as well as at
BWXT Technologies, a nuclear fuel fabrication plant in Lynchburg, Va.

Among the reports released were two fires, failure of safety controls to "prevent a hydrogen explosion" in the highly enriched uranium downblending
portion of the facility, criticality system alarm failures and failure of other monitors and systems. Just weeks after the March 2006 spill, two incidents
were reported involving drug and alcohol related incidents. In the first case, an unidentified facility supervisor was found in violation of fitness for
duty due to "failure to adhere to five-hour alcohol abstinence requirements". In the second incident;, just eight days later a "non-licensed supervisor"
tested positive for illegal drugs.

More details as they develop online and in Tuesday's News Sentinel.

W119 2008 Knoxville News Sentinel

51i7/200R 1:57 PM
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eovents atplant over
ýthree-ye~ar period..
-"----- -------- --- a-l--

YBy JIM -WOZNAK
E•win Bureau Chief.
jiwoznwajohflso f.city.•C&6.C . .

ERWIN - As: Nuclear Fuel Services
proceeds with pl "to v pove safety ,
the Nuclear Reg tory Commission
•hase released pre isoly withheld docu-
ments det•a g iciaents at the plant
(over a th~e-ya period.

ý.58 evento noification repo rts between
2 2004 and2007.•IWenty-fourof the docu-
.ments pe rain to NFS, and 3 wereasso
ci r ated with .B•WT Lynchburg,-Va.

.Although many of the reports
involve events oflodw safety signifi-

an~ce, they help identify performance
issues tht 6anla to mdore serious
problems If left uncorrectiedi," the NRC
said i-na news rels.e_ "(The) NRCs
reporting. -requirements. protect
.workers and thiepablic by alloowig the
NRC to evaluat. whether a licensee has
.,taken prope r corrective actions.-

"Event re ports, also help the -C
identif genericý safety conc~erns so
other icenseescan be alerted."

The NRC ao"pte d'a' polic'y .in 2004 to
keep informatio aut NF S and BWXT
secret in response to post-911l cocernis
some pub~licly available documents con-.
tained sensitive security iformation. II
reversed that polcy after it disclo sed lii
,a. rpot toConressa~~, Ms.a h 6 2006,
spill of 35 liters ofhigly enhedura

No, of the rep si diCuss events
related to tat spill 'but do. not shed
'm.ch. new ligt n ;'it.;. Anot her dqc
mernt details a fire inta off-gaS SyStem
on July 27,d- 2004. th ledtor a. SmallSflame :inside a ventilated containment

for "several" minutes before it: was
extinguished. There.was.somedamagle
but no: injuries.

.- The apparent loss inv 2005 of a 55-gallondrum of thorium .shavings that
contained 10 kilograms of natural tho-
rium was the subject of another report.
NFS had shipped ..the -material. .to
another company ,and .concluded it sub-
sequefitly hAd -,been lost. NFS•a•er•
learned, the'lpackage -obf thoriu~m fihad
been found, something. the FBI con-
firmed, and requested that its earlier
notification be retracted.

"Most of these are sety-
related," Erwin resident Barbara
O'Neal said. Tat s aoncern."

particularly,., ,she was, worri.ed
about Nsbjects raised in the
reports, such as criticalit y issues,
the', fire': and two incidents of a
supervisor not complying with.
fitness for duty reguIlations
involving drugs and alcohol.

NFS ... s.Spokesman.. Tony
Tread&wy said the companY. has
addressed the issues raised i the':
reports orI& I care of them.
He said these incidents came at a.
time iwhen, NFS was engaged in
starting up 'ithe ,.Blended Low
Enriched 1Uraniump project The
company 4now whas new senior;
management, PrMaiy eea

Manager Tim "lidstronl, andr Is"

focused on safety at the plant, he
said. .

NFS on gay16 submitted to the
NRC an action plan that was
developed in jesponse to a $1 mu-'
lion : report from the company's
SaetyCulture Board of 'Advisers.
NIS had 'to, conduct a safety
assessment as part of a confirma-
tory ..order NFS and the NRCý
signed in 2007 after the federl..
agency foound multiple violations
: of the company's license in 2005
and 2006..
'-The'plan, pre , details of
which Were divulged in April,
called for. spendg Severa amil
lion dollars on infrastructure and
maintenance 1' improvements.
Among .the expenses are addi-
tional automation ereas th
potentiall forý humian error wit

equipment. Other componentsare the hiring of new training and
oversight personnel to ensure
safety compliance and improve-
jments to the wastewater treat-
ment and maintenance. facilities.

Treadway said NFS has not
heard back fromn: -the NRC
whether -the' plan will be
accepted.

NFs has agoal of becoming -he
best in the .'hnuclear industry- in
safety, and regulatory compliance

__"The compayisalready expe-
riencing measurable improve-.
ments in enhanced safety cul-
tur e," Treadway said in a state-
ment. "'Communications between
workers and•management in both
directions regardig ", priorities
and concerns has improved, sig-

nificantly, and employees are pro-
'actively involved in early issue
identification to improve worker
saety7",

."It seems to me they may have
al,, good safety. culturelplan on
paper, but is it working?" O'Neal
asked.
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1 RISTOTHEI"DITOR I.YOUR 0 .D
N0otice, piasel
To the editor,

On Thursday, June 26,
Nuclear Fuel Services had a
drill for its security.

While we 'appreciate the
security that is provided
for the plant, this is usually

public knowledge, newspa-
per and radio, but we heard
nothing about last night's
drill.

We saw a van slow down
and stop in front of our house.
Five men got out, some in
camo, some in black, all with
rifles. Here it is, rainy and

dusk, dark. This was very
scary and upsetting.

We didn't know if this was
real or adrill. We contacted
the Unicoi County Sheriff's
Department, and we were
told us it was a drill. Who-
ever is over security, lplease
let us living close to NFS on

Carolina Avenue know of
your drill dates and times.
There are several elderly
people living here, and we
don't expect to seemen run-
ning through our yards with
rifles.

Dot Webb,
Erwin



Wednesday.
Jun& 18, 2008

Section.

Official s,

says NFS-'
not so,.ld.

-0CEO says there
is no'signed
agreement with
another firmu o

By JIM WOZNIAK
Erwin Bureau Chief
jwoznfak@j~hsohflcfltypresscom;

ERWIN A rumor Nuiclear
Fuel S~k s has been sold is
circulating, but the company's
president and chief executive
offi&er said that is not the
case.

Theumor first surfaced on
ono • iday , .and E.rwin resident

K ',ea Thornberry cited , it

'fliesday during a talkg by
icoi County Schools

Director Denise Brown on the
-T.prppo sed, miidle school..
-NES ýsaid in August that it

was '-revie wing strategic
a"ternat'ves that c 'ould lead to

.a possible sale of the com-
pany." At the time, spokesman

ý.Tony Treadway es~timated the'
pro :cess ..would take six months

"It: hasn't been 'sold right
now, President and CEO
Dwight, Ferguson said

Tuesday. "We're still , in the.
process but h r .i nt a y
tig' (to report). And whether

there will be,' ýifs still haird to
tell."

NE'S makes fuel 'for the
Navy and converts highly-
enriched uranium *to "' a low-'
enriched for~m of the' chemn-
ical. TheI coimpany also has'
worked on a number of off-site
initiatives, such as the miixed-
oxide program Iat Savannahi
,River. it also is working on
other projects, I mcfUdý:inE an,
advanced fuel develblmixient`
laboratory that would take'
research on new fuels into the
pilot develOopmenpt phase.ý

P: Aske•,•d wlietb•{;!er&•f.'4tlimi
n .ary 'agreeinen .t had'been~l
.re'ached ~on the sale- of NOE1'S

itXthe :details~ still being.,
fr oi~d"ut;' Ferguson said i.

dcbuld not respond to that. Hie
SaidN is still in the process,

•"W'.e obviousl have been

working on it for quite" aý'
number of moniths,'almost' A-
y. " he said '."t's j .oving. '.
buit it's not ~there 'yet."

`116 'said there i' no6 sigie'd"
'sales agreeme .nt,Ju he first step
in the process. Tthat i,, '-fol
lowed by a tranhfer of NFS'

license with .,th•: Nuclear:
Regulatory Cdfiriis's.fi•"n i•.d
enisuring the deal has support.
from naval reactors.

Monday's rumor was that'
the naval fuel component of
NE'S had been sold, to Babcock
.. ilco' Wi• ndox he c'"nds the.':
of highsy-enriched uranium'.,
had )been 'sold oto
Westinghouse.

"I can't comment on who or
what," Ferguson said. 'There's
always a' rumor4 going around.

"We've made nqo secret,'
we're trying to sell it. We're'
well 'intothprcsbtw

do'.have a signed agree-

ment: There's still 'a number of,
hoops to go through before weý
could get there. Even' if we get' a',
signed, agreement, it still could go,
off track."

Treadway had a .similar mes-
sagettImesday, saying 'he had not

'ib~eentold the co'mpny was sold
Once NE'S has reached an agrpe-.
Ienitn with6 another company, he'
said he would be told about 'it'

"As far as I know, there's 'no
'official 'word oW Inanyfhing' 'he.
said. "Aniything short of'official is.
sp Ieculation, and'dIcaA't do that."



Deal to require regulatory app roval; purchaser
says closing not planned, layoffs not> expected 2

By JIM WOZNIAK
Erwin Bureau Chief
jwozniak@johnsorcitypress.com

ERWIN - Nuclear Fuel
Services, which manufactures.fuel for the Navy and converts
high-enriched uranium to a low-
enriched form for a nuclear
power plant in Alabama, has
reached an agreement to sell to

4 Continued from Page 1A

Babcock & Wilcox declined to
divulge the purchase price and
other details of the deaL The two
sides are workingwto finalize the
purchase by the end of the year
but need to obtain regulatory
approval from .the-governent.
and resolve other closing-related
issues first.

-NFS is a great addition to the
B&W portfolio of businesses,
complementing the products and
services we currently provide,"
John A. Fees, B&W chief execu-
tive officer, said in a statement.
"B&W and NES have been major
.contributors in both the, govern-
ment and commercial nuclear
industries for the past five
decades. This acquisition better
aligns both companiies: in'. deliv-
ering the future applications of
nuclear energy."

As for NFS, Chief Executive
officer Dwight Ferguson said in
the same statement, "This part-
nership expands NFS' ability to
Provide enhanced services to our
customers, adding greater value
to our diverse stakeholders. N.FS
.ha worked alongside B&W for
many years.

"We are pleased to add our
rcapabilities to those of the B&W
group, of companies and believe
this will allow-NFS to better
leverage the growth opportuni-
ties that are in today's 'market for
the Erwin plant."

Among the issues B&W
addressed Monday is that it does
not pln to close the NFS facility
and will continue current activi-
ties therei No layoffs! ar antici-

an affiliate of Babcock & Wilcox,
the companies said Monday.

The deal, announced in the late
afternoon, will put NFS in the
hands of NOG-Erwin Holdings
Inc. NFS employees were
informed of: the sale at 4 p.m.,
about an hour after the news was
deliveýred to a variety of public
officials in the community.

SSee NFS, Page 7A
pated,-and mno changes will be',
lmade to the union contracts.,.Itis..
unclear whether the faciliW here
.will continue: to be known as NFS .

"One of the reasons for our
acquisition of NFS is the ability. to.
capitalize onour .combinedexpertise, alown0/g us to grow the
buI siness and elevate our service
to the customers,.. B&W said in a.
question-and-answer document
Monday.

B&W would not comment on
changes .in management struc-
ture, but: Erwin Mayor -Brushy
Lews6said, Ferguson had previ-
ously told-him he was going to
retire in April. NFS spokesman
Tony Treadway confirmed that
:;and said Ferguson would stay on

CMas CEuntil then or until a&new
leder-is appointed.

B&W 'ight be better known in
the region as BWXT, a'competitor
of NFS, but, Babcock spokesman
Steve stutz said the company no,
longer uses that name.

NFS, which has operated in'
Erwin since 1957,•. began;.
exploring a possible sale a year
ago. It is the largest employer in
Unicoi County with about 740
workers, with more, than 300
being members of'. United
Steelworkers, Local 9-677. The
company's payroll -in 2005 ,was
$48million.-

B&W,;- is .;a subsidiary of
McDermott.fInternational, which
bought. theI company in the late
,1970s. ;B&W, which has about
12,000 employees worldwide, is a
'publiCly traded company on the
New'York SokExchange
through McDermott, which': has
17,000 workers in the world.

Bab6ock &' Wilcox, an oper-

Ii~rwin ___

Sating group of McDermott
International Inc.: , works in
'advanced energy technology
innovation and service, primarily
in nuclear and fossil power. It has

competed against NFS for Nav''y
contracts. B&W said' NFS' bid-,,
ding success "-enhanced its

,,strategic value" and the new
owner hopes the two companies'..

combined resources -will ~help',
give B&W a "more formidable!
presence" in the Department of,

'Energy service market."
Lewis, an NFS retiree, and

Unicoi Countj Mayor Greg Lynch
were comfortable with thesale.

"I think it's a good fit," Lewis
said. "And it's a huge company. i
They've got a lot of assets. In case:'
they want to do something else at
the plant out there, they've got
the, money to do it with now. I

think it'll be great for Erwin.
.",It sounds like a good thing,"

Lynch said. "I feel pretty com-
fortable that they'll keep their
operations pretty well intact or

possibly even expand in some
areas. Of course, they're going to'
be owned by a huge corporation,
and things may be moving out
and moving in, but 'I believe
they're going to work with us

well. I wouldn't 'say I'm excited,
but I feel pretty comfortable that
it's going to hopefully be status

quo out there."
Representatives of B&W are

expected to come to Erwin soon,
but the agenda is uncertain, Stultz
said."
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Nuclear Fuel Services Inc., a five-
decade industrial institution in Et-
win, has been sold to Lynchburg,ý
Va.-based Babcock & Wilcox Co., a
subsidiary of McDermott Interna-
tional Inc.

It was announced Monday that
B&W has entered into a definitive
agreement to acquire NFS,

An affiliate of B&W - Nuclear Op-
erations Group - will be the actual
purchaser of NFS, and the company
will be operated under NOG-Erwin
Holdings Inc.

"NFS is a great addition to the B&W
portfQlio of businesses, complement-
ing the' products and services we
currently provide," said B&W Chief
Executive Officer John A. Fees.
"B&W and NFS have been major con-
tributors in both the government and

commercial nuclear industries for the
past five decades.

"This acquisition better aligns both
companies in delivering the future
applications of nuclear energy."

In a question-and-answer sheet
that accompanied a news release,
B&W said it had no plans to close the
NFS facility and did not anticipate
any layoffs.

NFS announced several months
ago that a sale of the company was
possible.

On Monday, NFS Chief Executive
Officer and President Dwight Fergu-
son said, "This partnership expands
NFS' ability to provide enhanced ser-
vice to our customers, adding greater
value to our diverse stakeholders.
NFS has worked alongside B&W for
many years. We are pleased to add
out capabilities to those of the B&W
group of companies and believe this

will allow NTS to better leverage.the growth
opportunities that are in today's market for
the Erwin Plant."

Fees said the combined. expertise of NFS.
and B&W, which have for many years been.
strong competitors for contracts and- bids;,
should enhance. opportunities for business:
growth.

"Moving. forward," he said, "B&W's con-
tinuous, improvement culture- and, proven.
safe conduct of operations will support and
enhance NFS' regulatory performance initia-
tives."

B&W plans: to, continue existing, activities.
at the Erwin, Tenn., facility. It was not clkar,
if the plant would still operate under the NFS
name.

The transaction is contingent upon obtain-
ing regulatory approvals and satisfying~other
closing:conditions. The transaction is expect-
ed to becompleted by the end.of-2008' Details,
of the financial terms will not be disclosed.

Citing that the deal was still in the "acqui:
sition phase," B&W said there would: be no.
comment on, the future of the, existing. NFS
management team.

"It is not appropriate to speculate on-orga-
nizational issues at this time," the company
was. quoted in press material. "This is a sig-
nificant investment for B&W, and we have
fiduciary responsibility to. our shareholders,
which will dictate the presence of senior B&W
executives at NFS after the closing."

The company said there are no plans. to
move any of the Erwin-based uranium pro-
cessing operations, and there will be. no
changes to union contracts already in, place
for employees.

The press material also said B&W. plans to
be involved' like NFS has been, in community
stewardship, calling it a core value that com-
pany adheres to at all its locations.

"We will uphold that value in the Erwin
community," the press material said.

Several government approvals, both Fed-
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eral and State, will be needed before the deal
will be complete.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission and
the U.S. Department of Justice will weigh in
on the sale.

B&Wdoes not expect the merging of the two
companies to raise any antitrust problems.

The company said the acquisition supports
its strategic goal of being a leading provider of
nuclear manufacturing and service business-
es for government and commercial markets.

NFS Spokesman Tony Treadway said com-
pany officials met with community leaders
Monday to inform them of the pending acqui-
sition.

Company officials informed Congressional
leaders, as well as state senators and repre-
sentatives, on Monday through a conference
telephone call.

Erwin Mayor Brushy Lewis, County Mayor
Greg Lynch, Sheriff Kent Harris and Econom-
ic Development Board Executive Director
Doris Hensley were invited to a 3 p.m. meet-

ing, where they were informed of the acquisi-
tion.

Director of Schools Denise Brown and
TUnicoi Mayor Johnny Lynch were also invited
but could not attend.

NFS employees were informed at 4 p.m..
"I wasn't a huge surprise to employees be-

cause B&W had been in the plant many times
doing due diligence," Treadway said.

Mayor Lewis called B&W a "good company,
a real huge company."

"we think if they were going to sale, this
is the best fit they could have gotten," Lewis
said. "I know some people who work up (at
B&W), and they say it's a very good company
to work for."

The company that is now NFS opened in Er-
win in August of 1957 as Davison Chemical.

Mayor Lewis was employed by the compa-
ny from Jan. 26, 1959, until his retirement on
Jan. 1, 2002.

"Over the years, it's always been a good
company for Erwin," the mayor said.



Erwin Citizens Awareness Network - £ )
P. 0. Box 1151

Erwin, TN 37650

May 16, 2008

Mr. William Tobey
Deputy Administrator for Nonproliferation
National Nuclear Security Administration
Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, DC 20585

SUBJECT: DOE/EIS-0240-SAI, Disposal of Surplus Highly Enriched Uranium

Dear Mr. Tobey:

The purpose of this letter is to let you know that (1) we have had no follow-up from your
representatives who came to Erwin, Tennessee on April 2, 2008 for a public meeting regarding
DOEtEIS-0240-SAl, and (2) we want a comprehensive health assessment, and (3) Erwin needs a
proper EIS done on the disposition of surplus highly enriched uranium.

The Erwin Citizens Awareness Network is not pleased with DOE's supplemental analysis of the
program for disposing of surplus weapons-grade uranium. We voiced that opinion publicly to
DOE's representatives and the NRC. They did not appear to really care stating something to the
effect "we're sorry you don't agree with us." That is an understatement.

If Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc., Areva, and Studsvik are so important to NNSA (DOE), then we
want you to provide the following to this community:

(1) An indepth comprehensive health assessment funded by your organization and conducted, by
a local group 'that we trust. This study should examine radionuclides in our air, water, and soil-,
not just volatile organic compounds as was done by the CDC's, ATSDR. We suggest East
Tennessee State University to head the study. The study should develop primary data on all
health impacts -- not just latent cancer fatalities -- from the emissions and discharges. of Nuclear-
Fuel Services, Inc., Areva, Studsvik, and any other organization or business operating in
conjunction with them and handling radioactive materials.

(2) A proper Environmental Impact Statement on the disposal of surplus highly enriched
uranium in regards to Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. Your NNSA and SAIC representatives
admitted to lots of mistakes in the supplemental analysis. That is reason enough to redo the
document, do it properly, and for public comment.

Please respond to address above. It would also be appreciated if you would send a copy to our
Mayors. Their addresses are included in the copy furnished portion of this letter.

Respectfully,
Al.

Erwin /t'esAan" /Nw

;<3Erwin Citizens Awareness Network



Letter to Mr. William Tobey, May 16, 2008, Page 2

Copies Furnished:

Honorable John D. Dingell
Chairman, Committee on Energy and Commerce
U. S. House of Representatives
2328 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20515

Honorable Bart Stupak
Committee on Energy and Commerce
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations
2125 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Honorable Gregg Lynch
Mayor of Unicoi County
P. 0. Box 169
Erwin, TN 37650

Honorable William Don Lewis
Mayor, Town of Erwin
P. 0. Box 59
Erwin, TN 37650

Honorable Johnny Lynch
Mayor, Town of Unicoi
P. 0. Box 39
Unicoi, TN 37692



NFS - Erwin Site

2007 Independent Safety Culture Assessment

RESULTS REPORT-February 16, 2008

EXCERPTS

Decision Making: The site-does not- consistently meet regulatory expectations with respect to
conservatism in decision making. In this regard the SCUB BA Team- has concluded-that:

Examples exist where the process-was hurried or shortcuts.were taken-particularly whent
continued production was at stake.

> NFS does not have a-systematic, rigorous and formalized system for making operational decisions
when risk-significant or safety-significant issues arise.

> Decisions are not consistently developed with the requisite degree of conservatism, particularly
when a potential for personal injury is involved.

> Communication of the bases for keydecisions affecting safety is. in many. instances.
untimely, insufficient or lacking. (p.24)
NFS lacks an appropriate focus on, conservatism'when; making decisions. Toofrequently,
operations focus has come to beinterpretedas production focus, The basic premise for
going forward with any safety-significant or risk- significant activity should-be that it has
been shown it is safe-to proceed! as planned, rather than, it isi acceptable to proceed: unless-
it can be proven it is unsafe to do so. (p; 25) Reasons for significant decisions related~to
nuclear safety and safe facility operations are not effectively. communicated. to the workforce by
management.

Personnel Interviews, Behavioral Observations, and Documentation Reviews: Some examples include-

* The site lacks a procedure that defines the operational decision-making process when risk-
significant or safety-significant issues arise.

* There are occasions when non-conservative decisions are made in the field in order to
allow continued production.

* A recent decision, made on the part of a fuel area supervisor, was to continue a production
run although he knew there was uncertainty as to whether there was a violation of
operating procedures. The motivation was to avoid jeopardizing the production run and the
resultant loss of production.

" Information obtained from employee interviews indicates that employees rarely understand the
basis for decisions involving risk-significant or safety-significant situations. This is due to the lack
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A specific example is the venture scrubber in the fuel area that requires operators to make manual
caustic additions for pH control because the automated system is not functional. This situation has
existed so long the operating procedure has been modified to make the manual addition process
the standard mode of operation. The original operating procedure only allowed manual additions
for "off-normal" conditions." This is clearly a case where industrial safety margin has been
sacrificed in that operators must manually handle hazardous chemicals, and
administrative controls have replaced engineered controls.

, The SCUBA Team has observed degraded conditions, some of which create
industrial/personnel safety risk and some of which create risk to continued productions. An
example of the former is the catastrophic failure of the waste water filter press, while an
example of the latter is the HVAC fan system that services the MAA. In all cases, tolerance
of these degraded conditions reinforce slower than desired management standards and
contributes to a poor value system that has the potential to carry over into the nuclear
safety culture. The SCUBA Team has observed:

" Recurring equipment problems that have not been corrected in a timely manner, such as
the false alarms that have plagued the criticality alarm system.

" Equipment problems that have become accepted on the basis of a "run to failure"
philosophy, such as the frequent calciner high pressure interlock shutdowns in the fuel
recycle area (approximately one week.)

" Numerous plant infrastructure needs include roof replacements, HVAC system
component replacements, selective process equipment replacements, paving, etc. (p.32)

NFS developed an infrastructure Improvement Plan in August 2007 to aid in the development of capital
budgets. The plan identified a long list of problems that need to be fixed. A key issue is prioritizing this list
so that degraded conditions including security, nuclear safety, personnel safety, and production capability

are addressed in a timely manner commensurate with risk. It will also be necessary to ensure that
engineering resources are available to execute this plan. This will require a planned approach that will
likely include:

" Increasing the project engineering and processing staffs
" Freeing up process engineers to focus on operations-related activities
" Establishing relationships with larger contractors and constructors to facilitate execution of major

projects

Based "on the integration of all sources of assessment input, the SCUBA Team concluded that several other
key NFS program, processes and functions needed to support a strong safety culture are not sufficiently
staffed for success or to meet regulatory expectations. Additional resources will be needed to effectively
implement several new programs, processes or functions designed to improve both safety culture and
safety performance. NFS has a reactive approach to preventive maintenance and tends to operate

equipment until it fails. (p. 33)
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" During maintenance of a scrubber assembly, several procedural violations, procedural
omissions, and lapses in safety behavior were observed involving radiological safety and
industrial safety

" After a scrubber chemical addition system failed, the chemicals were added manually via
an open panel in the scrubber as a long term alternative to correcting the deficiencies of
the addition system. These types of workarounds undermine procedural compliance. (46)

Based on the information presented above, it is the SCUBA Team's conclusion that organizational
standards are principally focused on getting tasks completed to support production. There is inconsistent
ownership and accountability for and reinforcement of procedural compliance in comparison to the focus on
production. These behaviors reinforce the organizational perception that the current procedural compliance
performance level is acceptable. Interim compensatory measures are needed to effect an immediate
change in organizational focus and performance related to procedural adherence. Sufficient and
appropriate resources, with adequate time and focus, will be required to change the existing
culture. (p. 46)

Corrective Action Program: The Corrective Action Program (CAP) execution lacks rigor and insufficient
management oversight and control. The effectiveness and timeliness of CAP investigations, corrective
actions, and common cause analyses is lacking.

Problem Identification Reporting and Correction System (PIRCS) is not utilized as the only method and
central repository for issue identification and resolution, a practice which is inconsistent with most nuclear
industry corrective action programs. NFS needs to clearly define the types of issues that are required to be
processed through the CAP using PIRCS. PIRCS is not currently being used-to record every issue or
problem that is identified at the NFS-Erwin site. (p. 49)

NFS needs to fully convert the commitment tracking process to the PIRCS system as.intended. There are
currently multiple processes, and unclear ownership for effectiveness of-corrective actions. This diffusion
of responsibility provides the opportunity for administrative error and could lead to an inadvertent lapse in
regulatory compliance. The current commitment approval process does not systematically evaluate the
effectiveness of corrective actions taken and allows commitments to be closed when work is merely
scheduled, not completed. (p. 51)

Personnel Interviews, Behavioral Observations and Documentation Reviews: PIRCS Quality and
Timeliness Issues: The Vice-President of Safety and Regulatory is responsible for assigning all
Investigation Team Leaders, and Vice-Presidents must approve non-QA root cause analyses in their area
of responsibility, per NFS-GH-922. Root cause analysis training has not been systematically
administered in the past ten years; and there are no annual or bi-annual re-qualification
requirements for analysts or reviewers. No formal training is offered relative to the conduct of
apparent cause evaluations. The lack of periodic training on root cause analysis techniques limits
effectiveness of this management oversight.
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The CAP has not been effective in applying the corrective action needed to reverse adverse trends
associated with safety-related issues. There are recurring issues associated with production-related
components, involving business risk and the potential for personal injury.

v The failure to fix the automated caustic addition system on the MAA venture scrubber requires
operators to manually handle hazardous materials on a regular basis - a practice that a number of
members of management consider unnecessarily hazardous.

, A second example is the decision to cancel installation of a new wastewater filter press because an
alternative solidification process supposedly made component replacement unnecessary. The old
press was run to catastrophic failure, and could have resulted in a serious, if not fatal,
injury. Again, there were members of management who considered the operation hazardous
enough to warn operations personnel to stay away from the press when in operation.

V The site lacks a comprehensive self assessment tool, and the CAP has not received a self-

assessment that would meet industry standards.
V Two commitments made to the NRC were overdue for completion until the due dates were

successfully re-negotiated. The centrifuge U-Al bowl wash procedure and the U-Metal process
were scheduled as pilots for full incorporation into the Configuration Management (CM) Program in
the second and third quarters of 2007, respectively. The CM Specialist is actively working on both,
but the site has taken the position that scheduled dates for these written commitments were only
targets. Neither is yet complete although the NRC has subsequently agreed to extend the due
dates into 2008.

V There are occasions when PIRCS commitments are closed to other commitments, with neither

resulting in definitive action. (Problem Reports 3246, 4716, and 4865) This practice is considered
to be unacceptable and is inconsistent with industry practice.

, Some PIRCS items that should be quality records (e.g., those pertaining to corrective actions
following the BPF spill) were resolved by using informal memoranda or recorded in e-mail traffic.
(Problem Reports 3237, 3292 and 3293.) (p.55-56)

Issue Trending: Trend data is available in paper form, but is not correlated in any systematic fashion to
allow for intervention prior to a system fault. Procedure NFS-GH-56 refers. Stated another way, Safety
Related Equipment (SRE) and Items Relied on for Safety (IROFS) are run to failure. (p. 57)

Operating Experience: The SCUBA Team has concluded that NFS does not meet regulatory
expectations related to this Safety Component. NFS has no formal written internal or external
Operating Experience (OE) program. With respect to use of internal operating experience, there
have been ad hoc responses to significant or recurring events, but these tend to be narrowly
focused. Examples include repetitive Radiation Work Permit (RWP) violations in 2005, a design
problem relating to Nuclear Criticality Safety (NCS) in 2005, the March 6, 2006 spill, and the filter
press event in 2007. NFS currently does not have a systematic, thorough and formal program/process in
place for obtaining, evaluating and acting upon external operating experience. (p. 58)
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Personnel Interviews, Behavioral Observations and Documentation Reviews: SCUBA interviews and
procedure reviews indicate there is no formal written Operating Experience program at NFS, which at least
partially explains why this Safety Component is not well understood throughout the organization. Some of
the following information provides additional insights into NFS-Erwin processes related to OE:

" There is no systematic review of NRC inspection reports to identify trends other than numbers of-
violations.

* NFS uses the PIRCS system to collect internal operating experience from incidents and events;
This process is neither systematic nor consistently used; events tend to be documented in
isolation. "Similar Events" shown in PIRCS are rarely related. Until recently, looking for root
causes did not consistently receive a high priority. Common cause investigations: are inconsistent
and not available yet in PIRCS options (p. 60)

• Pre-job briefings are often cursory and provide little opportunity to communicate operating
experience. By virtue of the recent initiation of human performance skills training, it is
reasonable to presume this practice does not currently exist at NFS.

* There has been no apparent attempt to incorporate Operating Experience (OE) into pre-job
briefings, as is the standard in commercial nuclear power.

* There is an underlying concern that some of the pitfalls encountered during the design and
installation of the BLEU Processing Facility are still in existence as the Reliable Fuel Supply
and Commercial Development Line projects near the same point in their design lives. There
has not been an effectiveness review conducted or a significant effort made to advertise lessons
learned and conservatism applied from previous projects. The discussion at some planning
sessions infers this doubt exists among senior managers. (p. 61)

Environment for Raising Concerns: In this regard, the SCUBA Team has concluded that: The SCUBA
assessment identified significant gaps between current NFS standards and. practices and those in
the nuclear power industry. The trend seemed to rest on an absence of negative trend information
instead of the presence of positive indicators. (p. 74)

Personnel Interviews, Behavioral Observation and Documentation Reviews:

> Offers of the opportunity for truly open and honest debate are viewed with skepticism by some
employees.

> In particular, reporting issues that pose a threat to continued operations or production are
viewed as probable triggers for a negative management response. Some employees report
signs of management anger or irritation when production is jeopardized. They cited
examples of raising issues that affect production and a negative consequence (e.g.,
assignment of unpleasant work, lack of opportunity or promotion, etc.) for the individual
viewed as "stopping production" and view this as an example of management saying one
thing (safety over production), but signaling through their behaviors the real priority is
different.
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Alternate reporting processes are available at NFS. However, an employee seeking
confidentiality must contact the company's General Counsel. Interviewees said they would
be willing to use that avenue if it was important enough, but expressed reluctance to go that
high with a minor problem; they would just let it go. There have been only two instances of
employees using that venue in the last two years. That is a statistical anomaly, compared
to the number of confidential concerns received by the average Employee Concerns
Program (ECP) in the nuclear power industry.

> The lack of a truly independent reporting process (like the industry standard ECP model) may be a
barrier to reporting certain kinds of relationship-based concerns, because the current reporting
methods and alternatives are perceived as too public, too slow, or not sufficiently independent.

> Interviews with NRC Residents indicate the regulator has a high level of confidence in employee
willingness to bring issues and concerns to their attention and attribute the low numbers of NRC
allegations to the fact that NFS management responds well to informal discussion on employee
concerns relayed by the Resident Inspectors. Resident Inspectors report no signs of reluctance or
need for confidentiality on the part of NFS employees when it comes to speaking with the NRC. It
is their view that employees clearly understand their rights and protections under the Whistleblower
Act and employee interviews confirm this. (72-74)

Preventing, Detecting and Mitigating Perceptions of Retaliation: The SCUBA Team concluded this
Safety Culture Components meets minimum regulatory expectations. NFS does not have sufficient
policy guidance or demonstrate a proactive approach to preventing, detecting, and mitigating perceptions of
retaliation. Employees receive some training on company expectations and available reporting processes.
Discrimination claims are investigated, primarily by Human Resources (HR).) Union leadership participates
in discipline decisions (above a certain level) affecting bargaining unit employees. Management
administrative actions (adverse performance evaluations, demotions, transfers, promotions) are not
routinely reviewed for potential chilling effects. The company does not have processes in place to evaluate
and mitigate other actions and decisions (work assignments, changes to work or holiday routine, contractor
decisions, etc) that have the potential to create the perception of retaliation. (p. 75)

Personnel Interviews. Behavioral Observations and Documentation Reviews: The SCUBA Team gained
significant insights during interviews, observations, and documentation reviews: Responsibility for
retaliation claims resides in HR. Some employees view this as a potential conflict of interest. Employees
who lack confidence in HR's investigative performance may use the site General Counsel instead. This
option is not widely understood, nor is it used with any frequency. Investigations do not always take place
in a timely manner; there is no target time frame for investigations to be completed, as is the industry norm.
Investigator training requirements are not established and investigative report quality is inconsistent.
Guidance on specific investigation requirements (e.g., investigation plan, expert assistance, interview
outlines) is non-existent. Feedback to employees is inconsistent and there is no process for tracking
corrective actions or verifying their effectiveness. (p. 77) Interviews indicate a low level of management
self-awareness when it comes to behaviors that could have a potentially chilling effect. Interviews also
indicate employees have very low recognition/recall of attempts by management to mitigate chilling events.
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Some employees perceive that negative management reactions (and, in some instances, retaliation) have
occurred when issues or concerns that had the potential to interrupt production were raised. (p. 77-78)

Accountability: Performance is considered to be deficient with respect to commercial nuclear
power plant industry best practices. It does not meet regulatory expectations in that accountability
has not been systematically and consistently reinforced at the workforce, supervisor, or
management levels. This conclusion is based on a number of significant deficiencies noted in NFS's
accountability-related management practices. Historically, NFS management has not consistently
demonstrated and promoted a questioning attitude. As a result, there is an embedded reluctance to raise
issues or concerns that could potentially impact production or key organizational objectives that must be
overcome and reversed. A key factor seems to be the continuing perception that the burden of proof rests
with the individual raising a concern or issue. Management ownership and accountability for
regulatory commitments is deficient. Follow-through to assure effectiveness of corrective actions occurs
infrequently. Management does not consistently model high-accountability behaviors. Assignment of
single point ownership and accountability is not an institutionalized organizational practice. (p. 79) This
cultural attribute received one of the five lowest NFS-Erwin Site Composite numerical survey, ratings. (p.
81)

Personnel Interviews, Behavioral Observations and Documentation: There are several specific concerns
regarding (1) roles and responsibilities, and (2) management's reinforcement of safety standards and
safety-related behaviors as an overriding priority. Managementdoes not consistently exhibit or reinforce a
questioning attitude. Most employees indicated-they would always raise a concern if they felt they were

dealing with an issue that presented an "imminent danger to an individual or the organization. Many.
employees, including members of management, expressed reluctance to raise a concern.when
confronted with an issue that presentedthe "potential for a safety problem." This reluctance arose
from the concern they might not be able tot defendý their position. This perspective is& reinforced by. the
observation that management will frequently proceed with a course of action unless itcan be
proven to be unsafe, as opposed to proceeding-only if it can be proven that-it is-safe. Management

ownership and accountability for regulatory commitments is deficient. There is minimal management
oversight and control to assure corrective actions are completed in a high quality andtimely
manner, and effectiveness reviews are not systematically performed. First line supervision and the
training organization have a significant presence on the shop floor-particularly in the HEU areas. Their
presence provides some reinforcement for the message that safety is an important priority. However,

most supervisors are much more production focused than safety focused. This leads to the
perception held by some employees that production is more important than safety and undermines
individual safety focus and accountability for same. (p. 82)

Examples can be found where supervisors and/or managers proceed without understanding procedural
requirements in response to perceived production pressures. There are also examples where
management does not consistently follow administrative procedures. The organization is extremely
tolerant of degraded equipment/conditions and frequently develops workarounds to deal with them.
Many of these workarounds become formalized (via changes in operating procedures) in order to avoid
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procedural non-compliance. The inconsistency between these practices and management statements that
safety is the organization's overriding priority is not lost on the work force. The message is that
management does not hold itself accountable for fixing equipment problems. Vertical
communication within the organization is poor. There is a tendency to communicate an issue once
or twice and assume that communication will cascade throughout the organization without any loss
of content or impact. As a result, many employees do not understand where the organization is
headed from a safety perspective or why, thus undermining individual employee ownership and
accountability. NFS does not have an active formal performance management system for salaried or
hourly employees. Performance objectives and reviews, and the associated rewards and sanctions, are
not utilized to reinforce safety objectives or requirements. (p. 83) Accountability has not been
systematically and consistently reinforced at the workforce, supervisor, or management levels. (p. 84)

Continuous Learning Environment: The Site does not meet regulatory expectations in that the
organization is insular and has a poor frame of reference with regard to industry standards and
best practices. NFS management does not sufficiently value opinions and suggestions from the
workforce (particularly from shop-floor workers) to resolve problems and improve performance.
There is variability between the work practice taught in the classroom and those observed at the work site
once the technicians are qualified and comfortable with their job. On the job experience is allowed to
replace procedural reference and this practice goes uncorrected by supervisors. The site administers an
adequate ljust in time" training program. There is essentially no professional development program for soft
skills and leadership training. (p. 85) NFS has developed a frame of reference that is based primarily
upon its own experience as opposed to one based upon current nuclear industry standards and
best practices. This is largely due to organizational insularity, which appears to have developed as a
result of the organizations sense of the uniqueness of its operations. (p. 86) Leadership skills at NFS have
been subomed to technical competence and there is no current training program to address this gap. (p.
87)

Personnel Interviews, Behavioral Observations and Documentation Reviews: The SCUBA Team intended
to monitor management meetings held to review progress against established standards and performance
indicators. Such meetings are not held and performance indicators, though available within each functional
area, are not used strategically to improve long-term performance against industry standards or close gaps
to excellence as defined by NFS. The available tools are used to track production progress instead.
Survey results and personnel interviews reveal a sense of frustration, particularly among the craftsmen,
that opinions and suggestions to resolve problems have been neither solicited nor entertained by NFS-
Erwin leadership. (p. 89)

Organizational Change Management: The SCUBA Team has concluded that Organizational Change
Management does not meet regulatory expectations. NFS does not have a formal process to pre-
identify and manage the safety impact of major change in organizational structures, organizational
functions, leadership, policies, programs, and resources. No documents, standards/expectations, tools, or
training are available with respect to Organizational Change Management; thus, there is no guidance as to
what changes should be evaluated, or how these evaluations should be performed. Failure to manage the
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safety-related impacts associated with organizational change can pose a risk to regulatory compliance,
several examples of which were observed by the SCUBA Team. NFS does not have a formal
organizational change management program. Changes are not formally reviewed for potential safety
or resource implications. Major changes are not consistently or effectively communicated throughout the
organization. This safety culture component does not meet regulatory expectations, and is
considered to be deficient when compared to industry standards. (p. 91)

Safety Policies: Personnel Interviews. Behavioral Observations and Documentation Reviews: As
discussed in other Safety Culture Component Sections of this Report, the SCUBA Team determined that:

The NFS organization has a number of weaknesses in its safety culture that, unless effectively addressed,
serve to undercut the values, standards and expectations set forth in "Safety Strong." Findings related to
acceptance of a "meet minimal regulatory requirements" approach, tolerance of degraded conditions,
weaknesses in procedural compliance, lack of thoroughness of Corrective Action Program evaluations and
insufficient focus on self-assessment and the continuous improvement of organizational culture and
performance are particularly important in this regard, as the underlying cultural weaknesses do not reflect
or reinforce desired organizational values, standards and expectations. Effective implementation of
programs, processes and functions that support the "Safety Strong" concept are adversely affected by, lack
of sufficient accountability and ownership (both individual and organizational), lack of effective management
oversight and lack of effective organizational change management. The key programs, processes and
functions in need of particular attention are:

" Corrective Action Program
• Nuclear Oversight
" Safety Conscious Work Environment (Alternate Reporting Channels)
o Industrial/Personnel Safety. (p. 97-98)

ASSESSMENT RESULTS-ADDITIONAL SCOPE: Notices of Violation (NRC Confirmatory Order-
212112007) SCUBA Team Conclusion-Area for Improvement (AFI) NFS provided minimally adequate
responses to the specifics identified in the NRC violations, but did not adequately address the
underlying causes and associated cultural issues. This represents a deficiency when compared to
commercial nuclear power plant industry best practices. This also is indicative of an organization
that is satisfied with minimum regulatory compliance. (p. 99)

NFS COMMITMENTS OF 911812006: (NRC Confirmatory Order-2/21/2007) At a management meeting
with the NRC on Sept., 18, 2006, NFS committed to completing 14 action items designed to improve the
Corrective Action Program (CAP). Most have been met. A few have not. The SCUBA Team concluded
that NFS standards and practices for regulatory commitment closure do not meet industry best practices or
regulatory expectations. In this regard: (a) Commitments should not be closed unless the action has
actually been completed (that is, it is not appropriate to close a regulatory commitment to a work request.)
(b) Oversight requirements are not sufficiently formalized. (c) A formal or systematic approach for
reviewing the effectiveness of corrective actions taken to meet commitments does not currently exist. (d)
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Accountability and ownership for the regulatory commitment control process is unclear; there is evidence
of multiple procedures, some of which are inactive. (p. 100)

CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT: (NRC Confirmatory Order-2/21/2007) The SCUBA Team has
concluded the CM Program improvement initiatives are not adequately resourced to ensure that regulatory
commitments will be met. This situation represents an Area for Improvement. There is sufficient document
evidence to confirm the programmatic elements necessary to comply with the stated objectives of the CM
program are planned and that some are in place in final form. Draft guidance document (NFS-GH-901,
Configuration Management), if appropriately augmented by supporting procedures that have been
concurrently developed, should support effective implementation. The governing document must be finally
reviewed, approved and tested. Significant milestone events still need to be completed in an expeditious
manner in order to comply with the Confirmatory Order (and attendant commitments.) The timetable for
some of these commitments, specifically those associated with data entry for selected components and
systems, has been eased by obtaining the NRC's concurrence to extend deadlines from 2007 to 2008. It is
imperative to train and dedicate the additional personnel needed to complete the work on time. The BPF
Project is scheduled for full implementation in 2008, HEU in 2009 and the entire site in 2010; the CM
Manager estimates the workload at 26 man years.

The SCUBA Team reviewed the status of existing documentation designed to ensure it would
support development of the new Reliable Fuel Supply (RFS) facility, pending full software
automation, it became apparent that program implementation is currently facing schedule
challenges and requires corrective action. (p. 101)

NFS-ERWIN SELF-ASSESSMENT OF SAFETY CULTURE (JunelJuly 2007) The overall accuracy of the
NFS SCSA was affected by the lack of an adequate frame of reference for excellence in the nuclear
industry. This fact became more evident during the SCUBA Team's review of individual Safety Culture
Components. It is noteworthy that the NFS SCSA was considered as not being sufficiently self-critical for
the three safety components that constitute Problem Identification and Resolution (Corrective Action
Program, Operating Experience, and Self and Independent Assessments.) (p. 102)

OUTLIER ORGANIZATIONS BASED ON WORKFORCE SURVEY NUMERICAL RATINGS: Based on
the workforce survey results, seven individual NFS Functional Organizations were identified by SYNERGY
as Priority Level 1 or 2 "organizational outliers" due to having provided low numerical ratings for key cultural
metrics (i.e., Overall NSC and Overall SCWE ratings.) These organizations are:

° BLEU Complex Operations (NFS Only) - Priority Level 1
* Analytical Services - Priority Level 1
* Health Physics (including Radiation Monitoring & Nuclear Measurements) - Priority Level 1
* Transportation & Waste Management - Priority Level 1
* HEU Fuel Fuel Production -,Priority Level 1
o BPF Operations - Priority Level 2
* Other Operations Support - Priority Level 2
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SYNERGY indicated Priority Level 1 and 2 designations correlate to the following recommended action
levels:

V Priority 1= There is a potential need to take remedial action in the immediate future.
V Priority 2= There is a potential need to take remedial action in the near - term.

The SCUBA Team conducted confidential interviews with personnel from the Priority Level 1 and 2 "outlier
organizations" to determine the underlying reasons for the lower ratings provided by those organizations.
These interviews revealed the following:

> Survey results and interview results were in alignment.
> There are on-going communication problems between management. and employees in several of,

the organizations.
> There are legacy issues, e. g. thestrike, thatcontinue to~influence the, relationshipbetween

management and some employees.
) Excessive overtime is a concern to some employees. (NFS has implemented interim compensatory

measures to address overtime issues.)
> No NSC or SCWE problems or concerns were identified as'a result of the focused interviews.

Based on the above results, the SCUBA Team has concluded that no independent corrective action is
required for three of the outlier organizations. The SCUBA Team recommends management take remedial
action with four of these organizations to proactively surface and resolve the issues identified through the
workforce survey and the personnel interviews conducted by SCUBA. (p. 103)

SCUBA TEAM FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: The workforce survey identified a number of
organizations which were outliers from either a Nuclear Safety Culture (NSC) or Safety Conscious Working
Environment (SCWE) perspective; indicating, a potential need for management to take action in either the
near-term or immediate future. These prompted the need for the SCUBA Team to conduct personnel
interviews to identify the underlying issues which led to the low survey ratings. In this regard, the SCUBA
Team recommends the following.

BLEU Complex Operations (NFS Only): NFS and AREVA Management should meet and
develop solutions to the communication problems that currently exist between AREVA
management and the NFS employees at the BLEU Complex. Details are provided in the
Confidential BLEU Complex Outlier Organization Report.

* Analytical Services: Near term management intervention is required to resolve work-related
and strike-related environmental issues in the Analytical Services organization. Details are
provided in the Confidential Analytical Services Outlier Organizational Report.

* Health Physics Monitoring & Nuclear Measurements: The current radiation protection
program, and the associated ALARA principles, needs to be explained to the senior
Radiation Technicians (RT); the RTs should explain the program to the balance of the
workforce. RTs should also take part in work planning and pre-job briefs. Details are
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provided in the Confidential Health Physics Monitoring & Nuclear Measurements Outlier
Organization Report.
Transportation & Waste Management: An overtime policy needs to be developed that ensures
worker hours are reasonable. The material condition of the Waste Water facility needs to
be improved and workarounds corrected. Details are provided in the Ccnfidential
Transportation & Waste Management Outlier Organization Report.

Management should ensure that the specific concerns of the remaining outlier organizations, as identified
in the workforce survey, are successfully addressed as NFS progresses in implementing its Safety Culture
improvement program. (p. 104)

-end-

(Note: This is a product of the Erwin Citizens Awareness Network, P. 0. Box 1151, Erwin, TN 37650)
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